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PREFACE

This Code has been specially prepared to meet the requirements

of the China Inland Mission. Since the year 1S99 a small Code,

compiled by Mr. T. G. Willett, which was based upon the telegrams

received at, and despatched from, the Mission Headquarters in

Shanghai, during a period of more than ten years, has been of much

service. The development of the work of the Mission, however,

has called for a more comprehensive Code in order to cllect greater

eiSciency and economy in telegraphing, and with this in view, Mr.

J. J. Coulthard, Mr. T. G. Willett and Mr. C. T. Fishe, several years

ago, carefully collated a considerable amount of useful material,

embodying the result of further experience.

But the burden of the work of tlie compilation of this Code has

fallen upon Mr. F. H. Neale, who, when leaving for furlough in

1904, volunteered to undertake the laborious task of arranging the

material prepared, and of so adding to it as to produce a Telegraph

Code adapted to the needs of the Mission. He has brought together

a very extensive i-ange of useful words and phrases, and has devoted

much time and thought to the preparation of special Tables. The

result of his skilful and painstaking effort merits sincere appreciation

and gratitude.

Grateful recognition is also due to Mr. James Stark, who has

carefully revised and edited the manuscript, and to Mr. and M'rs. A.

Bland for valuable assistance given in reading the proof and in the

preparation of the list of the names of Chinese cities and towns.

It is to be distinctly understood that no one is at liberty to re-

print or publish any part of this Code.

J. W. StevjSnson.

China Inland Mission,

Shanghai, September, 1907.
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Preface to the Second Edition

In consequence of the continued demand for the C. I. jNI.

Telegraph Code, and in response to the urgent request of several

of the Missions who have adopted it, a new edition is published.

As regards the contents, it is a reprint of the first edition, now

sold out. A few typographical improvements, however, have been

introduced : the page numbers have been transferred to the foot of

the pages to prevent confusion, and all table numbers have been

printed in black-faced type to facilitate reference, whilst the binding

is in half-leather instead of cloth.

The valuable assistance of Mr. A. T. L,avington, who has read

the proofs and bestowed much painstaking effort upon them in order

to secure accuracy, is gratefully i^ecognized.

James Stark.

China Inland Mission,

Shanghai, July, 1913.
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INTRODUCTION

The Code. Explanation as to the manner of using the C. I. M.
Private Telegraph Code is hardly necessary, the principle upon which

it has been prepared being self-evident. The leading words, as will

be observed, are printed in heavy type in alphabetical order, as also

for the most part, are the words and phrases placed under them. To
this rule a few exceptions have been made for reasons to which there

is no need to refer.

The Table Number is given at the top left hand side of each

page, or in large type in the case of special Tables, whilst a two-

figure cipher is placed opposite each word or phrase. In telegraph-

ing any given message the Table Number must precede the two-figure

cipher.

For example :

—

Table Number.s 131/75 and 353/57 represent :
" Please send by

quickest means chloi'oform. Dr. W. Wilson."

In the list of Chinese cities and towns, which have been arranged

in alphabetical order under their provinces, places where there are

telegraph stations are indicated by the letter "T." The orthography

used i;i this list is, as far as known, that adopted by the Imperial

Chinese Postal and Telegraph Administrations.

The G. Y. X. Table. The London Telegraph Conference

of 1903 having made the important concession of permitting the

transmission of pronounceable made-up words of not more than icii

letters as one ivord, the sending of telegraphic Code messages has

been simplified.

In order to take the fullest advantage of this concession, the

annexed G. Y. X. Condensing Table has been specially prepared

for use with the C.I.M. Private Telegraph Code. By the aid of this



Table two five-figure Code ciphers can be transmitted as one word.

For example :—

To telegraph the following two five-figure Code ciphers—32264

(Mr. and Mrs. J.J. Coulthard and children) and 11209 (leaving by

Butterfield & Swire's Line on the 9th)—the word dijbEyidaTa is

all that is necessary. The Code word is obtained thus :

—

32264/1 1209

32=D]3 ^
26=BIC

I

4i^Yi ^=Di;ijr;YiDATA

I2=DA
I

Op^TA J

Or take as a further example the following ciphers:—27600 [On

receipt of this please pay to— (transmission only) G$300] and 13459

(Scandinavian China Alliance).

27600/13459

27=ME ^
6o==GO

I

OI=YA ;>^M]iGOVALi;wi

34=1-15
59=wi

Should it be desired to send only one five-figure Code cipher

the fifth figure should be represented by one of the consonants

provided for the purpose in the G. Y. X. Table.

For example :

—

25724 (Telegram received; agree to. your wishes), would be

represented by hudom, the Code word being obtained thus :

—

2 5=H13 )

72=D0 ^=hi;dom
4=M J

Or as a further example, take 01958 (Appointment accepted).

This Code cipher would be represented by yaFut, which is obtained

thus :

—

OI=YA "j

95=IfU
J-
=YAFUT

8=T J

It may be sometimes necessary to telegraph Chinese characters,

and for this purpose the Chinese Telegraph Administration has



pi-ovided a Code (which may be obtained at any Telegraph Office

throughout the Empire), in which each character is represented by
four figures.

To take advantage of the G. Y. X. Table in transmitting any
given Chinese characters, the order of the letters should be reversed

to prevent confusion—that is, the vowel should precede the con-

sonant.

For example :

—

The following two four-figure Chinese Code ciphers,

07i9=Jg| (Chow)
2625=^1 (Ts'uen)

should be represented by the word amawEbEii, which is obtained

thus:

—

I
26=]iB r
25=1-11 j

07^AM
I9=AW =AMAWEBEH

Five four-figure ciphers from the Chinese Code can, by the use

of the G. Y. X. Table, be transmitted as two words.

For example :

—

1198=^4 (Sing)

6320=^ (Ho)

o682=ig (Ming)

6i34=M (Ch'eng)

2706=;^ (Keh)

are represented by the words, apuno\EGab uxoyelEmab, which are

obtained thus:

—

II=AP "1

98=UN
I

63=ov
I

20^EG
I

06=AB (^

82^UX
6l=0Y
34=EL
27=EM
06=AB

APUXCJVEGAI:/ U:\OYEI,EMAB



A four-figure Chinese Code cipher may also be combined with a

C.I.M. Code five-figure cipher, as one word.

For example :

—

Take from C.I.il. Code, 30235 (The Chinese characters are—

)

and from the Chinese Code the following ciphers

:

5663=^ (Lan)

7893=11 (Lung)

2890=^ (Ch'iao)

The words to be telegraphed would be jevbnizov onucekuj, which
are obtained as follows :—

30235/5663 7893/2890

30=JE 1

23=VI'
I

5=N ^JKVENIZOV
56^12
63=ov _

78=0N -\

2S=S J^O^^UCEIvUJ

9o=uj J



Possible Two Letter Transmutations

in Transmission of Telegrams

A==et Hu=sv Ru=av,la

I=-ee Ja=aq,wk Sa=ev,ht,m

0=mt,tm Je==ag,wn Se=es,h,ii

U=ea,it Ji=az,wd Si=eh,he,is

Ba=du,nv Ju=wx So==ij,vm

Be=di,ns,th Ka^ct,nk Su=ha,iv

Bi=ds,nh Ke=c,nn,ti- Ta=k,nt

Bo=dj Ki=ce,nd,tl Te==n

Bu=dv Ko=ym Ti=d,ne

Ca=ku,nx Ku=ca,nx To=ch,mm,ot

Ce=ki,nd,tl La=av,ru Tu=dt,na.x

Ci=ks,nb Le=as,eb,ii Va=sk
Co==Kj Li=ah,rs Ve==ef,ii-,sn

Cu=Kv Lo==i-j Vi=il,sd

Da=bt,nu,tv I.u=rv \'u=sx

De=b,ni,ts Ma=gt,q,tk Wa=ak,eq.pt

Di=be,ns,th Me=g,tn We=an,eg,p

Do=nj,xm Mi==ge,td,z Wi=ad,ez,pe

Du=ba,nv Mo=om, Wo=jm
Fa=ix,uu Mu=ga,tx,zt Wu=ax,pa
Fe=el,id,ui Na=dt,tu,x Xa=dk
Fi^ib.us Ne^d,ti Xe=dn,nr,tf

Fo=uj Ni=b,de,ts Xi=dd,nl

Fu=uv No=km,tj,yt Xu=dx
Ga=mu,tx,zt Nu=bt,da,tv Ya=kk,nq
Ge=mi,td,z Pa=ax,wu Ye=kn,ng,tp

Gi==ms,tb,ze Pe=ad,ez,^vi Yi==kd,nz

Go=mj,qm Pi=ab,ws Yu=kx
Gu=mv,za Po=wj Za=gu,m\'

Ha=iv,su Pu=wv Ze=gi,ms,tb

He=eh,is,si Ra==au,ex,lt Zi=gs,mh

Hi=ili,ss Re=ai,ed,l Zo=gj

Ho=sj Ri=a.s,eb,le Zu=gv
Ro=aj

xi



China Inland Mission Telegraphic Addresses

CHINA Shanghai and all C. I. M. stations in China
where there are Telegraph OflBces

" Ini,and
"

ENGLAND London "Lammermuir"

SCOTLAND Glasgow "Lammbrmuir'

GERMANY



Telegraph code

China Inland Mission



Table No. 000 ABA-ABE

oo Abandon
oi Before we abandon [from (me)
02 Do not abandon (the negotiations, the matter) until you hear

03 ,, ,
or Will not abandon (the negotiations, the matter)

04 >, >, i> !) ), )) _ >! M » )! unless

05 Have, decided to abandon (it, the work, the place)

06 If we are forced to abandon (it, the work, the place)

07 „ you resolve to abandon „ „ „ „ „
08 Likely to abandon (the negotiations, the matter)

09 Not likely to abandon (the negotiations, the matter)
10 Shall we abandon (the negotiations, the matter) ?

11 Will abandon or Will be abandoned
12 „ not abandon or Will not be abandoned
13 „ „ be prudent to abandon (it, the work, the place)

14 (You) may abandon (it, the work, the place)

15 „ must „ „ „ „
^^ )f f> ^*-^^

,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,

17 Abandoned
18 Being abandoned

19 Had better be abandoned
20 Has-ve—abandoned ?

21 „ „ been abandoned
22 „ „ not been „
23 If— (it) is iabandoned

24 „— „ „ likely to be abandoned
25 Is— „ abandoned ?

26 Not being abandoned
27 Tried and abandoned long ago
28 Unless—is abandoned
29 Was abandoned (on account of

)

30 Why is or was—abandoned ?

31 After abandonment (by)

32 Abate-d

33 Cannot abate

34 Has-ve abated

35 Will abate

36 Will not abate

37 (You) must not abate (your exertions)

38 Abatement
39 Agree-s to an abatement (of)

40 Abeyance
41 Can the matter remain in abeyance ?

42 Hold or To be held in abeyance (until)

43 » .. .> >. » » „ „ you hear further

44 In abeyance until we hear from (you)

45 Is the matter still in abeyance ?

46 The matter can be kept in abeyance

47 „ ,, cannot be kept in „

48 „ „ is (still) in abeyance

49 Why is the matter in abeyance ?



Table No. 000 ABI-ABO

50 Abide
51 Abide by—'s (our) decision

52 Can or Will abide by

53 Cannot or Will not abide by—'s (your) decision

54 If s-he (they) refuse-s to abide by

55 If you will not abide by—'s (our) decision

56 Is it necessary to abide by

57 Must abide by—'s (our) decision

58 „ we abide by

59 Need not abide by
60 Refuse-s to abide by
61 Why will — not abide by
62 Will—abide by his (her, their) decision ?

63 „ you abide by my (our) decision?

64 Ability See Can, Competent
65 Has— (s-he) the ability?

66 Able See Depend, Do
67 Am (are) able (to)

68 „ „ not able (to)

69 Are you able (to)?

70 As soon as we are able (to)

71 )) jj jj you ,, ,, ,,

72 Do you think— (you) will be able (to)?

73 Has-ve been able (to)

74 „ not been able (to)

75 Have you been able (to)?

76 Hope-s soon to be able (to)

Tj ,, to be able (to) later on
78 If able (to)

79 „ not able (to)

80 „ you are not able to (— ) let us know at once
81 Maybe able (to)

82 „ not be able (to)

83 Must be able (to)

84 Shall be able (to)

85 „ not be able (to)

86 Unless-^is able „

87 „ we are able „
88 „ ^

you „ „ „

89 Abolish-ed
90 Has-ve been abolished *

91 Is it proposed to abolish ?

92 It is not „

93 „ „ proposed „ „

94 Aboriginal (Aborigines)

95 About See If, in, know
96 About all— (I) can do

97 „ how much
98 „ what ?

99 ( We) are about to



Table No. 001 ABO-ABS

00 What do you think will be about (the)?
01 Will probably be about
02 Above See High
03 Above all things

04 Not above
05 Will be above
06 „ it be above ?

07 Abscond-ed
08 Has-ve absconded
09 Is (are) reported to have absconded
10 (S-he)has not absconded
11 Absence See Charge, Furlough
12 Absence could not be avoided

13 „ has prevented my earlier reply

14 Can do nothing during absence of
15 „ „ „ in your „
16 „ leave of absence be granted or extended (until)?

17 Cannot extend leave of absence (until)

18 „ grant leave of absence at present
19 „ obtain leave of absence
20 If leave of absence can be obtained
21 „ „ „ „ cannot be „
22 In or During the absence of
23 Leave of absence
24 „ „ „ granted or extended (until)

25 Owing to the absence of
26 Try-ing to obtain leave of absence
2.7 Absent See Away
28 Absent for a few days
29 Haw many days or How long will—(you) be absent ?

30 If absent
31 Is absent on a short holiday; returning soon or on
32 „ —absent?
33 „ — „ ; if so, for how long ?

34 Will be absent (until)

35 „ or To be absent from—to
36 „ probably be absent or away for some time or until

37 Absolute-ly See Control, Necessary
38 If absolutely

39 Not absolutely

40 Abstain-ed
41 Must abstain from
42 Have abstained from
43 Are abstaining „
44 Abstract

45 Abstract of accounts

46 „ „ report

47 )) was sent (on or to)

48 Send abstract of—as quickly as possible

49 Sending an abstract by first mail



Table No. 001 ABS-ACC

50 Absurd See Preposterous

51 —'s demand or request-s is (are) quite absurd

52 It would be absurd

53 The amount asked is absurd

54 The story or report is absurd

55 Abundance (In abundance)

56 Is there an abundance (of)?

57 There is,, „ („)

58 Not very abundant

59 Accept-s See Agree
60 Accepts, but for cash only

61 „ if necessary
62 „ or You may accept

63 ,, „ „ „ „ anything reasonable

64 „ „ „ „ „ (— ) if better cannot be done

65 „ „ „ „ „ (— ) if you cannot do better by waiting

66 „ „ „ „ „ (— ) provided

6y „ „ „ „ „ the best terms possible

68 Accepts, or You may accept the best terms possible;. it is left to you to do the best you can

69 „ subject to

70 „ „ „ approval of

71 „ „ „ condition-s named
72 Am convinced s-he (they) would accept, or it would be accepted

73 „ „ >, ( .. ) .. not „ „ „ „ not be „

74 Before you accept

75 Did not accept

76 Do not or Cannot accept (until)

77 „ „ „ „ „ less (than)

78 „ „ „ „ „ „ than —, without first consulting (us)

79 „ „ „ „ „ the one without the other

80 Have you advised— (him, her) to accept ?

81 How much will s-he (they) accept ?

82 „ „ „ you accept?

83 In case s-he (they) accept-s

84 Must not accept or be accepted

85 Please accept on my (our) account

86 Provided s-he (they) accept-s

87 „ we accept

88 Shall I (we) accept his (her, their) offer ?

89 „ or May we accept (it)

90 „ „ „ „ „ in case of need?

91 „ „ „ „ „ the best terms we can get ?

92 „ „ „ „ „ without again referring to you ?

93 „ we advise— (him, her) to accept?

94 Telegraph if I (we) may accept. No answer will be taken as a negative reply

95 „ „ you accept. No answer will be taken as a negative reply

96 Try to get— (him, her) to accept (this)

97 „ „ „ him (her, them) to accept less

98 Upon what terms will— (you) accept?

99 We accept on account of



Table No. 002 ACC-ACC

00 We are trying to get them to accept less, and shall wire as soon as possible

01 „ authorize you to accept this or anything over
02 „ „ ,, „ „ „ „ „ under

03 „ fear they will not accept

04 „ have recommended— (him, her) to accept (this)

05 „ recommend— Cyou) not to accept; think better can be done
06 „ „ — ( „ ) „ „ „ unless [later on
07 We recommend— (you) not to accept, unless there are strong reasons for thinking

08 „ „ —(you) to accept (unless) [otherwise

09 „ „
—

i „ ) „ .. as we think offer very reasonable

10 „ „ — ( )) ) J) » unless you have strong reasons for

11 „ Strongly advise you not to accept [thinking otherwise

12 („) would accept (only)

13 („) „ „ only on terms named
14 Will accept or be accepted

15 „ gladly accept

16 „ not accept (if)

17 „ „ „ on account of

18 „ „ „ „ any terms

19 „ „ „ unless

20 „ „ „ „ it is agreed that we
21 jj ,, ,j ,, ^ ,, J, ,j ,, \.you^

32 „ Of would accept if—(you) agree-s (to)

23 „ you accept ?

24 (You) had better accept the offer

25 ( ,. ) ,, >, not „ „ „
26 Acceptable
2j Not acceptable

28 Acceptance
29 Acceptance is conditional (upon)

30 Prompt acceptance or Accept without delay

31 Unconditional acceptance

32 Upon acceptance (of)

33 Accepted (by)

34 Accepted subject to
—

's approval

35 Could—be accepted (as)

36 Has-ve accepted all conditions imposed

37 „ „ the terms already named
38 „ — (you) accepted ?

39 If accepted at once

40 „ „ or acceptable

41 „ not „ at once

42 „ „ „ or acceptable

43 Is (are)— likely to be accepted?

44 <>().) not „ ., „

45 Must be accepted

46 Not yet accepted

47 Unless accepted (by)

48. (We) have not accepted

49 Why has—not been accepted ?

6



Table No. 002 ACC-ACC

50 Access (To gain access to)

51 Can you gain access to

52 Cannot gain access to

53 Accident-al See Building, Case,

54 A serious or sad accident has happened (to or at) resulting ill Injury, Llves,

55 Accident has occurred to boat Particulars,

56 „ „ „ „ „ ,
all lost Passengers,

57 ,. ,. .. .. .. . .. safe Railway,

58 „ is less serious than at first believed or reported Wreck
59 .. ..

"loi'e
.. .. » -

60 „ was caused by
61 Cannot ascertain cause of accident

62 Has any accident occurred (to)?

63 Has-ve met with an accident

64 „ „ „ „ „ ,
but not serious

65 „ „ „ „ „ . Can -(you) come?
66 „ „ „ „ „ . May possibly prove fatal

67 „ „ „ „ „ . No hope of recovery

68 „ „ „ „ „ ,
on the train

69 „ „ „ „ „ ; progressing favourably

70 „ „ ,, „ „ . Will be delayed some time

71 „ „ „ „ „ . „ wire particulars later

72 Is accident serious ?

73 „ believed to have met with an accident

74 It was quite by accident

75 Nearly recovered from accident

76 No accident has occurred

77 Owing to an accident (to or at)

78 Quite recovered from accident

79 What accident has occurred (to (7r at 1?

80 Wire date of accident

81 Acconnmodate
82 Can you accommodate (me) (with)

83 Cannot or will not accommodate more (than)

84 If you can accommodate (me)
85 „ „ cannot „ ( „ )

86 Impossible to „ — (you) (owing to)

87 In order to „ (you)
88 Must not accommodate
89 Shall be happy to accommodate (you)

90 Accommodated
91 Can be accommodated or Accommodation will be provided (by)

92 Cannot be accommodated or Has-ve no accommodation (for)

93 Has-ve been accommodated 01 Accommodation engaged as desired

94 Accommodation See Cabin,

95 Accommodation will be provided Passengers,

96 Has-ve— (you) any accommodation (for)? Room
97 If accommodation is available

98 (It) will be a great accommodation

99 („) „ ^^ necessary to provide accommodation (for)



Table No. 003 ACC-ACC

<X) More accommodation (wanted)
oi No accommodation available

02 Owing to want of accommodation [boat on arrival

03 Please arrange necessary accommodation and meet train or

04 The (extra) accommodation will be very useful

05 There is not sufficient accommodation (for)

06 What accommodation is required or desired ?

07 „ . ,,
_

„ there?
08 Who will provide accommodation ?

09 Will or Shall want accommodation
10 Accompanied (by)
11 If accompanied by
12 „ not „

13 Must be „
14 Not
15 Accompanies (me)
16 Accompany
17 Arrange-d to accompany
18 Can or Could accompany
19 „ „ „ you accompany (me)?
20 Cannot or Could not accompany
21 Do you require any one to accompany you?
22 „ „ wish to accompany (me)?
23 Does—accompany ?

24 If—cannot accompany (you)
25 Must accompany (me) [alone

26 „ have some one to accompany me, as I cannot do the work
27 Suggest-s that— (you) accompany— (party) (to)

28 Will accompany if necessary

29 „ probably accompany (you)

30 Accomplish-ed See Done
31 Can be accomplished (if)

32 „ easily accomplish what—(you) require-s

33 „ it be accomplished ?

34 „ — (you) accomplish (it)? [your strength

?

35 » — ( » ) » this without seriously overtaxing

36 Cannot accomplish (it)

37 „ „ this without

—

or Cannot be accomplished
38 Hardly possible to accomplish (it) [unless

39 Has not been accomplished

40 Hope-s to accomplish (it)

41 If you can accomplish (the work)
42 Must accomplish (it)

43 Should— (you) not be able to accomplish (it)

44 We hope you can accomplish (this)

45 Accord-ance (In accordance with)

46 In accordance with his (her, their) instructions or views
47 .. ., „ my (our) instructions or views
48 „ „ „ your „ „ „
49 Not in accordance with

8



Table No. 003 ACC-ACC

50 According (to)

51 According to arrangement or agreement

52 „ „ report or account

53 Is it according to— or Is it in accordance with ?

54 Must be according to— or Must be in accordance with

55 Will not be according to— or Will not be in accordance with

56 Account-s See Balance, Bank,

57 Account-s are not closed Invoice, Outstanding

„ „ in order

cannot or will not be sent (until)

closed

for last month
„ this „

„ current half year

,, last ,, ,,

„ „ quarter not received, send at once

„ year (to)

had better be examined or audited

has-ve been

„ „ made up (to)

„ gone astray

„ „ „ , let us have copies

„ not been received yet

is (aire) in order
must be audited

of all expenses incurred
previous to

sent are in error

shows a balance to credit (of)

„ „ debit balance (of)

up to date

well in funds
were not sent

will be

„ „ sent as soon as possible

All or Both on account of
Amalgamate the accounts

Close account-s

„ „ as soon as you can

Current account-s

Do not render the account (until)

„ „ transfer or place to account of

For or On whose account (is it) ?

How does account stand ?

If accounts are in order (and)

„ account has not been sent, mail at once

„ on account of
In making up account-s, charge

„„ „ ,
do not charge

Include in the account-s

58

59
60
61
62

63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

72

73
74
75
76

77
78

79
80
81

82

83
84
85
86

87
88

89
90
91
92

93
94
95
96

97
98
99



Table No. 004 ACC-ACC

00 Make up account to date
01 „ „ „ „ „ , and hand everything over (to)
02 Must have account-s not later than
03 No accounts have been kept
04 Not on account of

05 „ „ any account
06 „ „ his (her, their) aiccount

07 „ „ my (our) account
08 „ „ your account

09 (On) account of
10 „ „ „ whom it may concern
11 „ his (her, their) account
12 „ new or next account

13 „ our account

14 „ private account

15 „ same
16 „ separate „

17 „ this „
18 „ your

19 „ first quarter account
20 „ second „ „
21 „ third „

22 „ last

23 „ half yearly account

24 „ "China's Millions" Account
25 „ China Transmission „
26 ,, Exchange
27 „ Foreign Special „
28 „ General Fund „
29 „ Home Special „
30 „ „ Transmission „

31 „ Literature „
32 „ Missionary „

33 „ Native Helper „

34 ., ,. School

35 „ Outfit and Passage „

36 „ Prayer Union „

37 „ Returned Missionary „
38 Please send immediately accounts and vouchers (made up to)

39 „ „ us account-s (of)

40 Sending account-s by next mail

41 Separate accounts in future or after

42 The account-s do-es not include

43 '. .. >j .. show
44 „ „ has-ve been forwarded (on)

45 ,j „ include-s

46 „ „ we have received

47 To account for

48 „ whom were accounts sent ?

49 Transfer or Place to the account of

10



Table No. 004 ACC-ACK

50 Unless on account of

51 „ „ your own account

52 We do not understand the account-s

53 Why did you not include in the account-s ?

54 Would necessitate alterations in the account-s See Consideration

55 It must be taken into account

56 On no account whatever (do so) See Explain

57 Can you account for

58 Cannot „ „

59 How do you account for See Report
60 Accounts are favourable

„ less favourable

„ more „

61

62

63
64
65

very „
unfavourable

» very „
66 Have you had any account (of ) ?

67 How soon can you send account ?

68 Accountable
69 Accountable to — (for)

70 „ „ us ( „ )

71 „ „ you ( „ )

72 Accountant
73 An experienced accountant

74 Accounted
75 Has-ve been accounted for

76 „ not been „ „

77 Must be „
78 Accounting

79 Accumulate-d
80 Has been allowed to accumulate oy Have accumulated
81 „ not been „ „ „ „ „ not „

82 Is (are) now accumulating

83 Accumulation
84 A large accumulation (of)

85 Has-ve now a large accumulation (of)

86 Owing to accumulation (of)

87 Accurate-ly See Correct

88 As accurate-ly as possible

89 Be accurate in every detail

90 Is (are) not at all accurate

91 „ ( „ )
quite accurate

92 Must be more accurate

93 Accuracy is essential

94 Accuse-d
95 Has-ve been accused (of)

96 „ „ unjustly accused (of)

97 „ —ever been accused (of)

98 Acitnowledge-d See Receipt, Reply

99 Acknowledge by telegram

II



Table No. 005 ACK-ACT

00 Acknowledge receipt of this

01 Acknowledge-s to have
02 „ „ „ received

03 As soon as acknowledged (by)

04 Cannot or Will not acknowledge

05 If acknowledged
06 Not „ yet or by

07 Acknowledgment
08 A suitable acknowledgment is necessary or should be made

09 Acknowledgment not required

10 „ omitted

11 „ required

12 „ sent (on)

13 Acquaint-ed (with)

14 If well acquainted (with)

15 Is— (are you) acquainted (with)?

16 Not acquainted (with)

17 Well acquainted (with)

18 Acquire-d
19 By this we acquire

20 Can acquire

21 „ you acquire?

22 Cannot acquire

23 If you can acquire

24 Should you not be able to acquire

25 Acquisition
26 Would be an acquisition, we consider

27 Acquittance See Payment
28 If in full acquittance

29 In full acquittance

30 Must be in full acquittance

31 Not in full acquittance

32 Unless in full „

33 Will— (it) be in full acquittance?

34 Acquitted

35 Has-ve been acquitted

36 „ — been „ ?

37 Across (the)

38 Have come across

39 Act See Arrange, Best,

40 Act accordingly Empower, Instruction,

41 „ according to advice of fellow-workers Recommendation

42

43
44
45
46

47
48
49

as advised in my letter (of)

„ „ telegram (of)

„ before or in the usual way
„ instructed (by)

„ you may think best

„ „ „ „ and wire what you do

„ „ suggest in your letter (of)

„ „ ,, ,. » telegram (of)

12



Table No. 005 ACT-ACT

50 Act cautiously

51 „ firmly

52 „ for or on behalf of

53 .. " " » » » him (her, them)

54 .. » .. 1. .. .. those concerned

55 ?» j> »» >» »» j> *^®

56 „ „ „ „ „ „ yourself-ves

57 „ in conjtmction (with)

58 „ only if

59 Agree-s to act (if)

60 Can— (you) act?
61 Cannot or Do not act as instructed

62 „ „ „ „ „ „ —(you) suggest-s

^3 J) J) »» »j i> **

64 „ ,, ,, ,, ,. owing to

65 „ „ „ „ „ unless

66 Continue-s to act

67 Did not act (owing to)

68 Do not act

69 „ „ „ alone

70 „ „ „ at once ; wait for

71 jj J) it >f t> » j» letier

72 „ „ „ except on written instructions

73 „ „ „ for or with him (her, them)

74 „ „ „ on—'s instructions or advice

75 „ „ „ „ any other instructions

76 „ „ „ „ our letter (of)

77 „ „ .. ,. .. telegram (of)

78 „ „ „ until— (I) come-s or retum-s

79 Do-es not wish to act

80 Expect-s to be able to act

81 „ „ „ „ „ „ shortly and shall wire

82 Has-ve agreed to act (with)

83 „ „ „ „ with us

84 „ been asked to act for

85 „ no power to act

86 How shall I act in the matter ?

87 „ soon do you expect to be able to act ?

88 „ would you act under the circumstances ?

89 If not, act according to

90 „ —(you) act-s

91 „ — ( „ ) „ cautiously

92 „ —( „ ) „ „ , yet promptly

93 ..—(,,) „ promptly

94 „ — ( ,, ) do not act

95 ..—(») will act

96 Must act

97 „ „ at once

98 „ not act (for)

99 On no account act as proposed

13



Table No. 006 ACT-ACT

oo Otherwise, act according to instructions

oi ,, , „ as you think best

02 Refuse-s to act or Will not act

03 „ „ „ „ ., „ ., as instructed

04 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ unless or if

05 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ , wire instructions

06 Shall we act according-ly ?

07 „ „ „ . as best we can ?

08 ,, „ „ on behalf of

09 „ „ „ „ (these) instructions?

10 „ „ „ „
—'s suggestion or recommendation ?

11 „ „ „ „ your behalf?

12 „ „ „ with

13 „ „ ask—to act for us ?

14 Unless— (you) act-s

15 We are to act as we think best

16 „ „ „ „ for (them)

17 ,, have asked—to act for us
18 „ „ been asked to act for— , shall we do so ?

19 (We) shall or will not be able to act (until)

20 Why do-es— (you) not act or Why has-ve— (you) not acted?
21 Will act

22 „ not act under present circumstances

23 ,, „ „ without further instructions

24 „ —(you) act?

25 Wire if you wish us to act

26 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ on— 's instructions

27 Acted
28 Has-ve acted according to instructions

29 „ „ badly or incautiously

30 „ „ well or with judgment, •

31 „ not acted according to instructions

32 „ — (you) acted?

33 ;. -^ .) ). as instructed ? Wire, advising us

34 » — .. „ on letter (of)?

35 « — >. „ „ telegram (of)?

36 Must not be acted upon

37 Telegram need not be acted upon
38 „ not acted upon

39 _ „ will not be acted upon (meantime)
40 Acting See Dishonourably
41 Acting a double part or not in good faith

42 „ contrary to instructions

43 „ on—'s (your) advice

44 „ under orders from

45 Are not acting (for)

46 „ „ „ for us

47 „ ,, „. _„ you
48 „ you acting independently (of)?

49 Delay acting until you hear further

14



Table No. 006 ACT-ADD

50 For whom are you acting?

51 If you are acting (for;

52 „ „ „ not acting (for)

53 Is (are) acting

54 ,. „ „ as before

55 ;j » „ „ instructed or recommended [later on
56 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ , and will wire

57 „ „ ,, cautiously

58 „ „ „ for them or on behalf of

59 „ „ ,, independently (of)
60 „ „ „ on our behalf
61 „ „ „ „ your „
62 „ „ not acting with sufficient caution

63 There is no one acting for

64 Who is acting for (you)?
65 (You) are acting rightly or (

—
's) action approved

66 „ „ „ wrongly or (
—

's) „ disapproved

67 Action See Steps
68 Action cannot be deferred

69 „ has been „

70 „ „ „ taken (against)

71 „ will be deferred

72 Are taking action

73 Cannot ot Do not take any (further action) meantime

74 Do you approve of
—

's (my) action?

75 „ „ recommend us to delay (further) action meantime?

7^ ;j j; » )) J) take „ ,,

77 „ „ „ „ „ „ immediate „ ?

78 Further action

79 Have you taken any (further) action in the matter?

80 No (further) action has been taken yet; will wire later on
81 Our action

82 Owing to the action of

83 Recommend-s postponing (further) action (until)

84 So far,— (they) has-ve taken no action in the matter

85 We are waiting until we see what action is taken

86 „ recommend prompt action

87 What action has been taken or is being taken?

88 Youi action

89 Actual-ly

90 Adapt-ed See Suited

91 If adapted for

92 Is it (s-he) adapted for

93 Not adapted for

94 Well „

95 Adaptability

96 Proved its (his, her) adaptability

97 Add-ed (to)

98 Added to that previously sent or advised

99 This will add greatly to

15



Table No. 007 ADD-ADH
oo
01
02

03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
II

12

13

14
15
16

17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28 Adequate-Iy
29 Adequate supply (of)

30 Do not consider it adequate
31 „ you „ „ „ ?

32 If adequate

33 Quite adequate (for)

34 Think-s it is fully adequate

35 Without adequate

36 Adhere-d
37 Adhere as closely as possible to

38 „ strictly to

39 ...» „ what—advises

40 Are willing to adhere to

41 Can adhere to

42 Cannot „ „

43 Do-es not or Will not adhere to

44 „ or Will— (you) adhere to

45 If— (you) adhere-s to

46 „— ( „ ) do not adhere to

47 Is it necessary to adhere strictly to

48 Need not strictly adhere to

49 Shall I (we) adhere to

16

See Amount, Besides,

Quantity

See More

Addition { In addition to )

,

Must make some addition (to)

Not in addition (to)

This is in addition (to)

(To) make any addition (to)

What addition has been made?
Additional
Additional information
— „ will be needed to complete or purchase property (at)

Is (are) there any additional?

„ — (this) an additional amount or quantity?

Will involve additional expense

„ there be any additional expense?

„ „ much „ „ ?

Address-ed
Address can be obtained from

„ until further notice, (to)

„ will be—until— ;
(after that)

Address-ed to Posfe Resiante
Cannot find or Do not know the address (of)
His (her, their) address is

In future address to

Inform us of any change of address
Owing to change of address
Telegraph me at— (this address)

„ the address of— (to)
To what address shall I forward ?

Wrongly addressed

See Forward, Registered

See Inadequate, Sufficient

See Act, Instructions,

Keep



Table No. 007 ADJ-ADM

50 Adjacent See Adjoining
51 Adjacent property-ies

52 „ „ can be bought

53 „ „ cannot be bought

54 Ought to buy adjacent property

55 Adjoin-s

56 Does it adjoin ?

57 What property adjoins ?

58 Adjoining See Adjacent

59 Adjoining on the east side

60 „ „ „ north „
61 „ „ „ south „
62 „ „ „ west „

63 „ our premises or property

64 „ property

65 If adjoining

66 Adjunct
67 A most valuable adjunct
68 An undesirable „

69 Adjust (To adjust)

70 Can adjust (matters amicably)

71 „ you adjust (matters amicably)?

72 Cannot adjust at present

73 „ „ (matters amicably)

74 Hope-sto„ ( „ „ )

75 How is it proposed to adjust?

T(i If possible to adjust

"J"] In order to adjust

78 Leave— (us) to adjust (it)

79 Request—to adjust

80 Try to adjust (matters amicably)
81 Adjusted
82 As soon as (—is) adjusted

83 Has-ve been adjusted

84 If properly adjusted

85 Not adjusted
86 Will be adjusted (here)

87 Adjustment
88 An adjustment that will suit all

89 For
90 In course of adjustment

91 The adjustment is not satisfactory

92 „ „ „ satisfactory

93 What „ do-es— (you) recommend?
94 Administer See Executor

95 Am (are) appointed to administer the estate (of)

96 DecUne-s to administer the estate

*^J Who will administer the estate (of)?

98 Will administer the estate (of)

99 .. you ,, „ „ ( » ) ?

17



Table No. 008 ADM-ADO

00 Administration
01 After administration

02 Before „

03 Letters of administration

04 Admissible See Inadmissible

05 If admissible

06 Quite admissible

07 Would it be admissible (to)?

oa Admit See Allow, Permit

09 Did not admit (of)

10 Do you admit ?

1

1

Do-es not admit
12 „ „ „ anything

13 Must admit

14 „ not admit

15 Shall we admit ?

i6 Will admit (of)

x-j „ „ of no
18 „ —admit of

19 Admitted
20 Admitted everything

21 As much or many as may be admitted

22 Can or Will be admitted

23 Cannot or Will not be a'dmitted

24 Has-ve admitted

25 „ not „

26 If admitted

27 „ not „
28 Might be admitted

29 Will probably be admitted

30 Admitting
31 While admitting

32 Without admitting

33 Adopt
34 Can you adopt ?

35 It would be well to adopt

36 Shall we adopt ?

37 Will you adopt ?

38 Adopted (generally)

39 Cannot or will not be adopted

40 Had better be adopted (in future)

41 Has-ve adopted

42 Have you adopted ?

43 If adopted

44 May be adopted

45 Not adopted
46 To be adopted

47 Why has-ve— (you) adopted?

48 „ „ — ( » ) not „ ?

49 Will probably be adopted

18



Table No. 008 ADV-AI>V

50 Advance-s See Lend, Money,.
51 A reasonable advance Pay
52 Advance at your discretion up (to)

53 » is quite impossible

54 Am I authorized to advance (to— ) the funds necessary (for)?

55 Am I authorized to advance (to—) the funds necessary for the repairs of property (at) T

56 Am I authorized to advance the passage money or travelling expenses (of?)'

57 Are prepared to advance (if necessary)

58 Are we authorized to advance money to—,_and if so, to what amount?

59 Can you advance what is required (viz.— )?

60 Cannot advance any money until or unless

61 Do not advance more than there are funds in your hands

62 „ „ „ " „ „ you can help

63 „ „ „ on or to

64 „ „ „ unless funds are provided

65 „ „ or Will not make any advance-s (to)

66 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ ( „ ) ; funds exhausted

67 „ „ think it would be prudent to advance (more)
68 Further advance

69 Has-ve agreed to advance
70 „ made an „ (on or to) of

71 „ refused to advance
72 How much can— (you) advance ?

73 „ „ is likely to be required as an advance ?

74 ,; „ may we advance (on)?

75 If in advance
76 „ they advance or If it advances

77 „ „ do not advance or If it does not advance

78 In advance

79 May we advance (further) ?

80 Not in advance
81 Please advance (to— ) the sum of
82 „ „ ( „ _) what is required

83 Proposed advance [penses.

84 The (—) Local Secretary is instructed to advance funds for—"s (your) travelling fx-

85 » (— ) „ „ „ „ „ „ the funds necessary
86 We are asked to advance
87 „ „ „ ,, „ — ; wire if we shall do so

88 What advance is required or wanted ?

89 When is advance expected to take place ?

90 Will advance
91 „ „ all that is required

92 „ „ more (if necessary)

93 „ „ necessary funds

94 „ you advance ?

95 „ „ authorize the Treasurer to advance funds for— 's (my) travelling expense*

96 You are authorized to advance funds (to— ) up to

97 ., „ „ „ ,. the funds necessary (to)

98 You are authorized to advance the passage money or travelling expenses(of >

QQ You are uthurized to advance the passage money of—. The amount has been paid to us^

19



Table No. 009 ADV-ADV

oo Advanced (Has-ve advanced)
oi Has-ve already advanced
02 „ materially advanced
03 „ not advanced
04 Howr much has-ve— (you) advanced (to) ?

05 Matters are no further advanced
06 The money thus advanced
07 Too much has been advanced (to)

08 We have not advanced (anything)

09 Advancing
10 Is (are) not advancing
11 Advantage S^r^ Benefit

12 A great advantage or benefit

13 Do not see any advantage (in)

14 Every advantage will be taken (of)

15 For their own advantage
16 Has-ve taken advantage (of)

17 Have you taken advantage of ?

18 If any advantage can be gained (by)

19 Is there any advantage in (it) ?

20 It will be a great advantage (to)

2,1 „ „ „ to your „ ( „

)

22 („ „ „) „ our mutual advantage (to)

23 Not to his (her, their) advantage

24 ,, „ our advantage

25 „ ,, your „

26 Take-ing advantage of

27 There is no advantage (in)

28 To the best advantage

29 Unless there is some advantage

30 Very little advantage

31 What would be the advantage (of)

32 Will not be able to take advantage of

33 „ „ take advantage (of)

34 Would be greatly to our advantage

35 Advantageous
36 Might be advantageous

37 Whichever is most advantageous

38 Will be in an advantageous position (to)

39 Would be more advantageous

40 Advice See Recommend
41 By whose advice or recommendation

42 Cannot obtain any advice

43 Have asked—for advice

44 His (her, their) advice or recommendation (is)

45 In accordance with his (her, their) advice

46 „ „ „ my (our) advice

47 „ „ „ your advice or recommendation
48 Let us have your advice in writing

49 On the advice or recommendation of

20



Table No. 009 ADV-ADV

50 Our advice or recommendation is

51 Recommend acting on advice of

52 Waiting for advice (of)

53 What is his (her, their) advice or recommendation?

54 „ „ your advice or recommendation ?

55 Without advice

56 „ our advice

57 Advisable See Desirable, Judicious.

58 Do-es not think it advisable (to) or Have not thought it advisable

59 If considered advisable, (you may)
60 „ not „ „ , (do not)

61 „ ^-he (they) think-s it advisable (to)

62 Is it advisable (to) ?

63 It is

64 „ „not „ ,,

65 Might be advisable (to)

66 Think-s it advisable for you to

67 „ „ „ (to) or Have thought it advisable (to)

68 Unless advisable

69 „ the contrary is deemed advisable

70 Advise-s See Communicate, Consul, In-

71 Advise (— ) at once form-ation. Know, Recom-
72 ,, (—) early what to do mend-ation. Withdraw

73 •. yo" (to)

74 ,, „ to have nothing to do with

75 V » .. wait

76 Advise-s you to go by
•;^j Be careful how you advise

78 Cannot or Do not advise

79 „ advise anything

80 Continue to advise— (us) (regularly)

81 Do-es not advise taking it (them)
82 How soon can you advise us(of ) ?

83 If (that is) impossible, what do you advise?

84 Omitted to advise (before)

85 We advise or recommend
86 „ „ „ „ all workers to leave

87 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ remain (at)

88 „ „ ladies to leave

89 „ „ one worker to stay and all others to leave

90 ,, „ — (your) leaving

91 " ."—.(") staying

92 „ will advise

93 Why do or did you not advise or recommend ?

94 ... .. ... .. .. .. .. —(us) before?

95 Will advise (further) as soon as possible

96 „ „ later on

97 „ not advise or recommend
98 Would rather not advise (you) or Have difficulty in advising (you>

99 You have omitted (apparently) to advise us (of)
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Table No. 010 ADV-AFF

00 Advised
oi As advised by (you)
'02 „ „ (— ) by letter

03 „ at present advised

04 „ previously advised (on)
05 Complain-s that s-he (they) has-ve not been (duly) advised (of)

'O6 Do-es— (you) wish to be advised (regularly) ?

07 Has-ve been advised (that or to)
'08 „ —been advised of (this) ?

09 » not advised
10 „ „ been advised (of)
1

1

Have you advised ?

12 If you have not advised

^3 » ,. ,, „ „ — , defer doing so

14 Keep— (them) advised

15 Not advised (before)
t6 „ as advised

17 Owing to (— ) not having been advised (before)
18 Telegraph what you have advised

19 Until we are further advised
20 Was (were) badly advised
-21 ,, ( ., ) well
22 Advising

22, AfFair (The affair) See Business, Issue, Position

24 Affair has been hushed up
^5 .. ,^ „ put into the hands of
26 „ settled satisfactorily

-27 Can settle the affair

28 „ you settle the affair ?

29 Cannot ,

.30 Is the affair settled ?

,31 The affair is off

,32 Try-ing to hush up the affair

33 Affairs See Aspect, Business, Situa-

.34 Affairs all settled tion, Telegraph

.35 ). are progressing satisfactorily

30 Affairs are very unsatisfactory or A most unsatisfactory state of affairs

37 „ in course of settlement

38 „ less satisfactory

,39 „ look more settled

40 „ „ settled

41 „ ,. unsettled or We do not like the aspect of affairs

42 „ more satisfactory

.43 ., not yet settled

44 Do you think affairs can be satisfactorily arranged ?

45 In the present unsettled state of affairs

40 ^u the present unsettled state of affairs we do not recommend (doing anything)

47 Present aspect of affairs is not promising

48 „ „ „ „ „ very „

49 „ state „ „

22



Table No. 010



Table Np. Oil , ., AFT-AGE

00 After taking
01 „ that date
02 „ this

03 „ „ has been done
04 „ what has taken place or been done

05 „ which
06 „ you had-ve

07 „ — is gone
08 How long after

09 If after

ID Not long after

1

1

Some time after

12 Afternoon (This afternoon)

13 At— o'clock this afternoon

14 Early in the afternoon

15 Some or Any „
16 To-morrow afternoon

17 Yesterday „
18 Afterwards
19 Am coming on to you afterwards
20 Again
21 Again as soon as possible

22 Cannot go again

23 „ see— again

24 Could you go again ?

25 Do not do it again

26 Has-ve been again

27 „ not been again

28 Shall have to go again

29 „ „ „ see— again (about)

30 See— again

31 Against See Collision, Contrary

32 Against his (her) will

33 '-
my («"') "

34 Not to be put against

35 Ran against

36 To be put against

37 Age See Old
38 (My) age is

39 What is
—

's (your) age?

40 Agency
41 Through the agency of

42 Agent-s

43 Agent-s has-ve agreed to

44 „ „ full instructions

45 .. " no „

46 „ „ not agreed to or will not agree to

47 „ is (are) likely to

48 Do not know the agent-s

49 Have informed the agent-s (that)
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Table No. Oil AGE-AGR

50 Have left it in the hands of the agent-s to arrange

51 If agent-s will agree to

52 „ „ „ not agree to

53 The agent at— (here says)

54 " -•
is

55 „ London agent

56 „ Melbourne agent

57 „ Philadelphia agent

58 „ Toronto agent

59 „ steamship's company agent (reports)

60 There is no agent at—(here)

61 Who is the agent (at) ?

62 Will communicate with the agent (at)

63 Aggregate
64 The aggregate amount or number is

65 What is the aggregate amount or number ?

66 Ago
6y A few hours ago

68 Days ago

69 Long ago

70 Months ago

71 Not long ago

72 Some time ago

73 Weeks ago

74 Agree-8 (to) See Accept, Arrange,

75 Agree-s to do all that is necessary Concur, Consent

76 „ „ his (her, their) proposal or plan

y'; „ „ my (our) proposal or plan

78 „ „ your „ „ „

79 " " " request

80 „ with us

81 „ „ „ in thinking

82 Agree-s to your (his, her, their) doing so, subject to condition-s mentioned

83 Cannot agree (to)

84 „ or Do not agree to the-se terms

85 Did or Do you agree (to or with) ?

86 „ „ Do-es not agree (to or with)

87 Do not agree to anything without

88 „ you agree or decline ?

89 Do-es—agree to this or not ?

90 „ not agree unless

91 „ „ „ with your views

92 „ s-he (they) agree (to)

93 If necessary agree (to)

94 „ „ —(we) would agree (to)

95 „ s-he (they) agree-s (to) or If s-he is (they are) agreeable

96 „ we agree

97 „ you „ (to) or If you are agreeable

98 It is hoped that — (you) will agree (to)

99 „ will be advisable to agree (to)
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Table No. 012 AGR-AGR

oo Must agree ( to

)

oi Not likely to agree (to)

02 Recommend-s you to agree (to)

03 Shall we agree ?

04 „ „ „ to— ,
provided

«S " " .. " this?

06 „ „ „ without further reference to you (to)

07 Should— (you) not agree (to the-se terms)

08 They agree-ing to

09 „ do not agree (to)

10 „ will not or would not agree (to)

11 Unless s-he (they) agree-s (to)

12 „ you agree (to)

13 We agree with you
14 „ „ „ „ in thinking

15 „ do not agree with you-r
16 „ „ „ „ „ you in thinking

17 Why did you agree (to)

18 „ do you not agree (to)

19 „ do-es s-he (they) not agree (to)

20 Will agree (to)

21 „ „ (to— ) ;
provided

22 „ not agree (to)

23 „ „ „ (to—) unless

24 „ probably agree (to)

.25 „ you agree (to) o)- Are you agreeable?
26 Wire if we may agree (to)

2j Would probably agree (to—), if arranged
.28 „ you agree to the-se terms ?

29 You may agree (to)

30 „ ,, „ (to—), but only on condition that

31 Agreeable (to) See Approve
32 I5 (are) quite agreeable (to)

,33 (It is) most agreeable information '

34 It would be agreeable

35 Would it be agreeable (to) ?

36 Agreed
27 Agreed to or upon
38 „ „ by all parties

39 „ „ conditional-ly

40 „ „ or upon, subject to your confirmation
41 Has-ve agreed meantime
42 „ „ to all except

43 >' .• (to— ), but only on condition that

44 If agreed to (by)

45 „ „ tq, telegraph at once
46 „ not agreed to

47 -> ;j •. to, wire the best that can be done
48 „ „ ,, „ , „ us at once

49 Is it agreed that
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Table No. 012 AGR-AGR

.50 It has not been agreed to (yet)

51 It is agreed that

52 Not agreed upon

J3 Unless—has-ve agreed (to)

54 What has-ve— (you) agreed (to)

55 Agreement (An agreement) See Arrangement

,56 A proper agreement or arrangement is necessary

57 According to agreement or arrangement-s

^8 Agreement or Arrangement cannot be continued

_59 „ „ „ does not provide for

i6o „ „ „ has been complied with in everyway
61 „ „ „ is cancelled

62 „ „ „ is not yet terminated or does not terminate until

63 „ „ „ must be carried out or adhered to

64 Cancel the agreement, if possible

65 Do not enter into an agreement (unless)

<66 Does agreement or arrangement provide for

•67 Has agreement „ „ been cancelled?

68 Have tried to come to some agreement or arrangement (with)

•69 Have tried to come to some agreement or arranf^ement (with— ), but without sticccss

70 „ you come to any agreement or arrangement (with) ?

71 If no better agreement or arrangement can be come to

72 „ the agreement or arrangement

73 „ „ » .. „ is not satisfactory

74 '. >. » " >' .. otherwise „

75 .. » .. " '• " satisfactory

76 Is agreement or arrangement confirmed ?

77 „ (are) unwilling to make or renew an agreement

78 „ ( „ ) willing „ „ „ „ „ „ (for)

79 „ there any chance of agreement?

80 It would be wise to make a special agreement
81 Make the best agreement or arrangement you can

82 May be able to cancel agreement or arrangement (if)

83 Modified agreement

84 Not according to agreement or arrangement

85 Original agreement
86 Owing to agreement having been broken or not carried out (by)

87 Preliminary agreement or arrangement

88 Provided agreement allows

89 Special agreement

90 Terms of agreement are

91 The agreement contains

92 „ „ is (was)

93 .. .. " conditional (on)

94 Try-ing to come to some agreement or arrangement (with)

95 (We) have not signed the agreement (yet)

96 What are the terms of the agreement or arrangement ?

97 When is an agreement likely to be come to ?

98 Will cancel the agreement

99 ,j —enter into an agreement (to or with) ?
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Table No. 013 AID-ALL,

00 Aid See Assistance, Help
01 Cannot get aid
02 Expect aid from
03 „ no aid from
04 Looking for aid

05 Must have aid
06 Alarm-ed See Anxiety, Apprehen-
07 Alarmed at receiving no news (from or of) sion. Uneasiness
08 Do not wish to alarm (you)
09 It need not alarm
10 „ will alarm
1

1

There is cause for alarm
12 Alarming
13 Alarming news has been received from
14 All

15 All after

16 „ as before (except)
17 „ at

18 „ „ once

19 „ before mentioned
20 „ between
21 „ equal or All the same
22 „ except

23 » .. the first named
24 „ „ „ last „
25 „ more or less

26 „ of the party (except)
27 „ „ which
28 „ or any
29 „ „ none
30 „ right

31 „ round
32 „ that can be done (is)

33 „ there is (are)

34 „ things considered

35 >, this

36 „ we have

37 „ you can

38 „ „ have

39 Is (are) all

40 „ ( „ ) „ right

41 „ it all

42 „ that or Is this all?

43 Not all

44 On „

45 Unless all

46 Will— (this) be all?

47 Allot See Disburse
48 Cannot or will not allot

49 Will you allot ?
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Table No. 013 AIvL-ALL

50 Allotment
51 Allotment not yet made
52 „ will be made as arranged

53 Do-es not make any allotment

54 No allotment has been made
55 Allotted (to)

56 Allotted to me
57 .. >. you
58 Has-ve been allotted

.59 Will be allotted

•60 AUow-s Sec Admit
•61 After (further) consideration, deem it best not to allow
'62 „ „ „ , „ „ „ to allow
•63 Allow all you can

64 „ if necessary
65 „ „ you think right

'66 Are willing to allow

67 Calculate to allow (— ) for

68 Can allow
•69 Cannot allow or It is impossible to allow

70 Do not or Will not allow (for)

71 „ „ „ „ „ „ more than— (for or to)

72 Has-ve to allow

73 If I (we) allow

74 >; J) ( >; ) flo not allow

75 „ s-he (they) allow-s

.76 „ „ ( „ ) do-es not allow

77 „ you will allow

78 „ „ „ „ us (to)

79 „ „ „ not allow us (to)

80 In order to allow
81 It would be wise to allow
•82 May I (we) allow

83 Propose to allow or It is proposed to allow

-84 Refuse-s to allow

85 See that you allow sufficient (for)
86 Try-ing to allow

87 „ „ get—to allow (for)

88 What or How much should I (we) allow (for or to)

89 „ will you allow ?

'90 Will allow up to

91 „ „ us „

92 „ not allow us to

"93 „ only allow on condition that

94 „ probably allow

'95 » you allow

96 You may allow— (to)

97 „ „ „ —Jf necessary
-98 „ must „

•99 „ „ not allow
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Table No. 014 ALh-AlM
oo Allowance See Compensation, Money,,
oi After making reasonable allowance Remittance-
02 Agree or You may agree to a reasonable allowance

03 „ „ „ „ „ „ allowance

04 Allowance had better be made (of)

05 „ „ „ „ „ and so end the matter
06 „ has been made (for or of)

07 „ is insufficient

08 „ „ not asked or wanted
09 „ „ sufficient or Sufficient allowance was made (for)

10 „ need not be made (for)
11 „ (of— ) would close the matter
12 „ (of— ) „ „ „ „ , shall we arrange this ?

13 „ seems fair

14 „ „ rather excessive

15 An allowance must be made (for or of)
16 Can increase allowance, if necessary (to)

17 „ make an allowance (for or of)
18 Cannot increase the allowance

19 „ make the allowance suggested
20 „ or Will not make any allowance (for—), but are willing (to)

21 Every allowance would be made (for)
22 If <t small allowance would close the matter, recommend arranging same to -saver

23 ., allowance [further trouble-

24 ,, „ is made (for)

25 Making ample allowance for
26 Must we make allowance ?

27 No allowance has been made (for)
28 Not making any allowance for

29 Provided no allowance has been made (for)

30 „ some „ is made (for)

31 Request-s an allowance of

32 Small allowance

33 Some allowance will have to be made (for)

34 Suggest a liberal allowance

35 ., ., reasonable „

36 „ „ small „

37 Unless allowance is made (for)

38 „ reasonable allowance is made (for)

39 What allowance can you make ?

40 „ „ do you propose ?

41 „ „ has been made (for) ?

42 „ „ is requisite?

43 Will an allowance of—suffice ?

44 Allowed (for)

45 It is not allowed (for)

46 Why was it allowed (for) ?

47 „ „ „ not allowed (for) ?

48 Almost (all)
'

See Nearl>"

49 Almost as well (as or to)
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Table No. 014 AI.O-ALT

50 Alone See Escort

51 Is it advisable foi-—to come or go (out) alone?

52 No risk in coming or going (out) alone

53 Not advisable to come or go (out) aljone

54 Propose-s to travel alone

55 Along See Together

56 Along the course (of the)

i^J „ with
_

58 „ „ him (her, them)

59 „ " us

60 „ „ you
61 Already
62 Ha.s-ve already (been)

63 If already (done)

64 „ not „ ( „ )

65 Is (are) already

66 Also
6/ Also by
68 „ from or of

69 „ to or with

70 „ when
71 Alter-s See Amend, Change

72 Alter as you may think best

73 .. only

74 „ so as to

75 .. >. .. .. read

76 „ to

77 Can alter

78 „ „ , if necessary

79 Cannot or Will not alter

80 Do not alter any more or anything else

81 „ „ „ on any account

82 Entirely alter-s the case or matter

83 Have had to alter

84 If you can alter

85 „ „ cannot alter

86 „ — will not alter

87 It is absolutely necessary to alter

88 „ „ impossible to alter

89 „ may be necessary to alter

90 May we alter (to) ?

91 Not neccessary to alter

92 „ too late to alter

93 Please alter this immediately

94 This will alter

95 Too late to alter

96 Will alter

97 „ it be necessary to alter ?

98 „ — (you) alter

99 Wire if you can alter—to
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Table No. 015 ALT-ALT

00 Alteration-s See Change
01 After making the (necessary) alteration-s

02 Alteration-s agreed to or You may make the proposed alteration-s

03 „ are being made
04 „ „ estimated (by— ) to cost about

05 „ „ not completed
06 „ cannot be completed in time or before

07 „ „ or will not be made
08 „ completed

09 „ has-ve been made, as requested
10 „ have cost

11 „ may be made (to)

12 ,, must be made
13

I
„ „ „ „ at once

14 „ „ „ „ to admit of

15 „ not agreed to

16 „ will not or would not cost much or more than

17 „ would cost too much
18 Considerable alterations are necessary or would be necessary (first)

19 Cost of alteration-s not yet ascertained

20 Get the necessary alteration-s made with all possible despatch
21 Has-ve any alteration-s been made or Has it been altered?
22 If alterations are absolutely necessary

23 „ „ „ completed
24 „ „ would not cost much or more than
25 „ little alterations are required or made
2D „ no „ „ „ „ „
27 Is any alteration necessary?
28 „ the alteration agreed to ?

29 Make as little alteration as possible

30 „ necessary alteration-s as cheaply as possible

31 „ no alteration-s

32 Necessary alteration-s

33 No alteration is possible

34 „ alteration-s can be made now ; it is too late

35 .. >. required

36 „ „ will be made
37 Proposed alteration-s

38 Temporary „

39 (We) do not look for any alteration for sometime to come or before

40 ( „ ) „ „ „ „ immediate alteration

41 What alteration-s do you suggest or are required?
42 When alterations are completed

43 Who is to pay the cost of alteration-s ?

44 Why has the alteration been made ?

45 Wire fully what alterations are needed, and probable cost

46 „ if we are to make the necessary alteration-s

47 „ what the cost of alteration-s has been
48 Wire what—(you) estimate-s the alteration-s will or would cost

49 With all necessary alterations
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Table No. 015 ALT-AME

50 (With) slight alteration-s

51 „ the following alteration-s

52 Without alteration or change

53 Altered See Change
54 Should be altered

55 Things are entirely altered (now)
56 Will probably be altered

57 Alternalive-ly See Choice, Option, Other
58 If there is any alternative

59 .. .. » no
60 The only alternative is or will be
61 There is no (other) alternative

62 What alternatives are open ?

63 Altitude
64 At an altitude of

65 Owing to the high altitude

66 Altogether
67 Can or Would not be taken altogether

68 If altogether

69 Not altogether

70 Taken altogether

71 Always
72 Is (are) always

73 Notalwajs

74 Amah
75 Am sending home the amah
76 Amah leaving at once, please pay her

yy „ must return on account of sickness at home
78 Friends insist upon the return of (your) amah
79 Please send an (our) amah at once to—or to join us at

80 Amalgamate-d (with) See Join

81 Can amalgamate (with)

82 „ you amalgamate ?

83 Cannot be amalgamated

84 Could probably arrange to amalgamate (with)

85 Has-ve amalgamated (with)

86 Propose to amalgamate (with)

87 Amalgamating See Joining

88 Do not recommend amalgamating (with)

89 „ you „ ,„.(„)
90 Recommend amalgamating (with)

91 Amend-ed See Altered

92 Must or Should be amended (first)

93 Send an amended (one)

94 Amendment
95 America-n See Nationality

96 From America

97 In

98 To
99 Not America-n
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Table No. 016 AMO-AMP
00 Amount (is) See Add, Additional, Approximate,
or A further amount (of) Quantity, Remit
02 „ large-r amount will be required (say—more)
03 „ moderate amount
04 „ small amount or The amount is small

05 (Am) sending the amount in a month
06 Amount does not include

07 „ ,. „ or will not exceed
08 „ includes

09 „ is included (in)

10 „ „ not included (in)

1 r „ not yet ascertained exactly, but will probably be about
12 „ on hand
13 „ or Quantity can be increased (to)

14 „ „ „ must not exceed
15 „ too large (must do with less, say)
16 Are not likely to require a large-r amount
17 Can amount or Quantity be increased (to) ?

18 Cannot increase the amount or quantity

19 Did not amount to much or more than
20 Do-es not amount to much or more than
21 „ the amount include ?

22 Double the amount or quantity

23 „ „ ,. „ „ will be required

24 Half the amount or quantity

25 Has the amount been fixed ?

26 If the amount is not too great or more than
27 Impossible to say or decide without knowing the amount
28 Is it likely that a further amount will be required ? If so, what ?

29 „ „ „ „ „ large-r amount will be required ?

30 „ the amount included (in) ?

31 (It is) a large amount or quantity

32 Probable amount

33 Same amount (as before)

34 Should not exceed amount stated or—
35 The amount has been fixed (for)

36 „ „ „ not been fixed

37 .. „ is unknown or not stated

38 ,, „ required (is)

39 „ extra amount required is or will be

40 To what amount ?

41 Unless the amount is increased

42 What is the amount (of ) ?

43 » " .. ., required?

44 Will probably not amount to more than

45 „ the amount be sent?

46 Amounted
47 Amounting
48 Ample See Enough, Plenty
49 This will be ample (for)
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Table No. 016 AND-ANN"

50 And
51 And another

52 „ at

53 „ „ what

54 .. for

55 » Jf

56 „ „ no-t

57 .. .. so

58 „ it is

59 " '. " "ot

60 „ no-t

61 „ others

62 „ over

63 „ s-he

64 „ they (them)

65 „ under
66 „ unless

67 „ upwards
68 „ we (us)

69 „ you-r

70 Announce See Communicate, News-

71 Announce in— (newspaper) at my (our) expense

72 Do you think it advisable to announce

73 Do-cs not announce (the)

74 „ „ think it advisable to announce

75 Enabling you to announce

76 If you announce (the)

77 Please announce (the)

78 (Which) will enable us to announce

79 Announced Sec Publicly-

80 As previously announced
81 If it has not been announced
82 It is announced (that)

83 „ „ „ through native source-s

84 Not been announced publicly

85 Should be announced at once

86 When will it be announced ?

87 Why was it announced ?

88 „ „ „ not announced ?

89 Will be announced

90 „ not be announced at present

91 Announcement See News, Report, Rumour
92 After the announcement (of)

93 Announcement is confirmed or true

94 „ „ contradicted

„ doubted

„ false

„ not confirmed

„ premature

„ public

95
96
97
98
99
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Table No. 017 ANN-ANS

oo Before the announcement (of)

or On account of or Upon the announcement
02 Pending the announcement
03 Very pleased with the announcement

04 Annoy-ance
•05 Caused or Causes considerable annoyance
06 No cause of or for annoyance

07 What is the cause of annoyance ?

08 Annoyed
09 Hope you will not be annoyed
10 Much annoyed at delay or The delay is very annoying

11 „ „ „ refusal

12 „ „ „ silence

13 „ „ „ what has occurred

14 Not in the least annoyed
15 Annoying
16 Annual
17 At the annual meeting
18 In time for the annual meeting

19 Must stand over till (after) the annual meeting

20 The annual meeting
.21 „ „ „ is fixed for

22 (The) annual report

-23 Anotber
-24 Another time

25 Can you suggest another plan ?

j26 Is there another way or Is there any other way ?

-27 Prefer-s another method
-28 There is another way
29 „ „ not another way or There is no other way
30 Answer-s See Reply, Respond
31 Answer fully and in detail

32 „ is or will be anxiously awaited

33 Are not yet able to answer

ZA „ „ „ „ „ get an answer (from)

35 Cannot or Will not give a definite answer (before)

36 Delay giving an answer (till)

37 Depending upon speedy answer
38 Expect-s to get an answer (by)

39 If a definite answer cannot be or is not given at once

40 .. I. » .. ;> >. >.. .• » » .. .. on or before

41 In consequence of receiving no answer

42 No answer will be considered a reply in the affirmative (Yes)

43 " .. .. . .. .. >. >. .. >. negative (No)
44 Require a definite answer at once ; telegraph immediately

45 Will answer
46 „ „ as soon as s-he (they) come-s

47 .. .. " » y we hear (from)
48 „ „ when we get

49 „ give definite answer
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Table No. 017 ANS-ANX

50 How does— (it) answer? See Suit-able

51 „ would it answer to

52 Will this answer or suit (as well) ?

53 Answered See Replied

54 Has-ve answered

55 ,, ,, in the affirmative

56 ,, „ „ „ negative

57 ,. not yet answered or Remains unanswered
58 Have answered in our letter (of)

59 Telegram cannot be answered (until)

60 ,, ,. ), „ until reply is received from
61 Anticipate-s See Expect
62 Anticipate-s but little difficulty

63 „ ,, „ ,, in carrying out your wishes

64 „ no difficulty

65 „ some „

66 „ ,, ,, in carrying out your wishes

67 Do-es— (you) anticipate (difficulty)?

68 What difficulty do you anticipate ?

69 „ do you anticipate (will be the result)?

70 Anticipated
71 Has-ve anticipated (your suggestion-s)

72 If it is anticipated (that)

73 „ „ „ not „ ( „ )

74 It is anticipated (that)

75 ,, „ not or was not anticipated (that)

76 Anticipation See Expectation

jy In anticipation (of

)

78 „ „ of a rise or increase

79 „ „ „ ,, ,. we recommend you to buy
80 „ „ „ further

8t „ „ „ future

82 „ „ „ reduced

83 „ „ „ your wishes

84 Anxiety Sec Alarm, Apprehension, Fear, Uneasiness

85 Absolutely no cause for anxiety or alarm
86 All anxiety is now at an end or Not at all anxious (about)

87 Cause-s much anxiety or A most anxious time

88 „ some „ „ A little anxious (about)

89 Is there any cause for anxiety (about)?

90 There is great anxiety at— (here)

91 „ ,, no cause for anxiety at present

92 „ ,, not much cause for anxiety

93 Anxious (about) See Eager

94 Anxious to get oiT at once

95 ,, ,, hear from (you)

96 „ ,, know how things are going on

97 Extremely anxious (about)

98 Friends are anxious

99 Very anxious to know, so telegraph reply at once
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Table No. 018 ANY-APP

oo Any
oi Has-ve any
02 „ s-he (they) any
03 Have you any

04 If there is (are) any
05 Is (are) there any?
06 Not any

07 „ ,, of them
08 There are hardly any
09 „ has-ve never been any
10 Anything
11 Anything will do
12 „ „ not do
13 Can anything be done ?

14 Has-ve not done anything

15 „ — (5'ou) done anything ?

16 If anything

17 „ —(you) can do anything
18 Is there anything

19 Apart (from)
20 Apart from this (the-se)

21 Is this apart from
22 This is „

23 Apartment-s
24 Apology
25 No apology has yet been made
26 „ „ is needed

27 Make an apology (to or for)

28 Has-ve apologized (to or for)

29 Apparent-ly
30 Appeal
31 A strong appeal is being made (to or by)
32 Appeal against

33 Cannot or Will not appeal

34 Do not appeal (against)

35 „ „ „ to the Consul

36 „ you recommend us to appeal (to)?

37 Has an appeal been made (by)?

38 If an appeal is made (by)

39 It is unwise to appeal to the officials

40 Make a friendly appeal to the officials

41 Must appeal against

42 Shall I appeal to the Consul ?

43 (You) had better appeal

44 ( „ ) may appeal to the Consul

45 Appear-8 See Seem-s
46 As may appear necessary

47 As soon as there appears

48 Do-e$ not appear to be

49 If it does not appear (to be)
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Table No. 018 APP-APP

50 If it should appear (that)

51 " " .. '. likely

52 (It) appears to be or It appears that

53 ( ") " .. have been

54 It does not appear to have been

55 „ must not appear

56 „ should appear

57 Should not appear (to be)

58 Appearance (in appearance) See Affairs, Aspect

59 Do-es not like the appearance
60 Favourable appearance or Appearance is favourable

61 From the appearance (of)

62 Has-ve every appearance (of)

63 Is there any „ ( „ ) ?

64 Judging from the appearance (of the)

65 There is no appearance (of)

66 Appearances
67 Appearances are decidedly against (it)

68 „ do not indicate

69 „ seem to „

70 Are appearances favourable (for) ?

71 Appliance-s
72 Have no appliances (for)

73 Has-ve— (you) the necessary appliance (for)

74 Application

75 Advise— (you) to make application

76 Application arrived too late

77 „ can only be made by
78 „ cannot be entertained or granted

79 „ is granted

80 Do not make application (for or to)

81 Do-es not know anything regarding
—

's (your) application

S2 Has any application been made (by, for, to)

83 Has-ve made application (for, or to)

84 If application is made
85 „ — makes application to you
86 „ no application is made
S7 Is application granted (for) ?

88 Make immediate application (for or to)

89 No application has been made (yet)

90 Please cancel my application

91 Send your application through

92 Shall I (we) make an application?

93 „ „ ( „ ) send the application through

94 To whom is application to be made?

95 „ „ was application made ?

96 When must application be made ?

97 Why has application not been made ?

98 Will you make application (for or to) ?

99 (With reference to) my application
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Table No. 019 APP-APP

00 Applied
01 Has-ve applied to us for— ; but before doing anything we await your advice oc recom

02 Has-ve applied to agents (for) [mendation

03 How many have applied or are likely to apply ?

04 If applied to (for)

05 Must be applied (to)

06 To be applied in (part) payment
07 Applies (to) See Refers
08 This applies only to

09 „ „ to both or all

10 Apply See Advance, Refer
1

1

Apply all your energies to

12 „ for information to

13 „ it exclusively to

14 „ through the proper channel

15 „ to agent of—for

16 „ „ Captain of s.s.— (for parcel or letter)

17 „ „ Chief Engineer of s.s.— (for parcel or letter)

18 „ „ „ officer „ s.s.— (for parcel or letter)

19 „ (to— ) for the amount required
20 Apply to— (for—), lie is authorized to advance it; amount is being paid into his accounta*

21 Apply to—on behalf of

—

[the bank

22 Cannot apply (for or to)

23 Did not apply (for or to)

24 Does this apply (to)

25 „ „ „ to both or all ?

26 It will be necessary to apply (for or to)

27 Quite useless to apply (for or to)

28 Will apply for or to

29 ,. not apply for or to

30 (You) had better apply at once (for or to)

31 Appoint See Employ, Engage
32 Appoint some one as early as possible

33 „ — to the vacancy

34 Can appoint or employ

35 „ you appoint or employ
36 Cannot or Do not appoint or employ

37 Must appoint a time

38 „ „ some one for or to

39 (We) have no one to appoint at present

40 ( „ ) think you had better appoint— (to)

41 Whom do-es— (you) propose to appoint or employ:
42 „ shall we appoint or employ?
43 Will appoint or employ

44 „ not appoint or be appointed

45 Appointed
46 Appointed to go (to)

47 Has-ve been appointed or employed
48 „ „ „ „ „ pro tent

49 ,, not been appointed or employed
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Table No. 019 APP-APP

50 Likely to be appointed

51 No one has been appointed

52 Not likely to be appointed

53 Who has been or Has any one been appointed ?

54 You are appointed

55 Appointment See Engagement
56 Accept-s appointment, provided

57 Agree-s to appointment (of)

58 Appointment accepted

59 „ already made or fulfilled

60 „ must be cancelled

61 „ postponed (until)

62 „ respectfully declined

63 „ should be fulfilled without delay

64 Can you make an appointment (with) ?

65 Cannot accept any appointment
66 Do you recommend the appointment of—(as or to)

67 Do-es not accept the appointment (unless)

68 (Is) an undesirable appointment

69 (We) approve-s of the appointment (of)

70 We heartily approve of the appointment

71 Will or Would— (you) accept the appointment (of)

72 Appreciate-d

73 Fully appreciated

74 Not _ „

75 Appreciation [service

yo Accept or express to—my (our) warmsst appreciation of yr.ur (his, her) message oi'

J^ Accept or express to—'the Councirs appreciation of your (his> her) message or service

78 Apprehend See Anxiety, Fear

79 Apprehend the worst (for)

80 Need not apprehend any trouble or difficulty

81 Apprehension See Alarm, Anxiety
82 Is there any cause for apprehension or alarm ?

83 There is cause for grave apprehension

84 „ „ little cause for apprehension or alarm

8s „ „ no cause for apprehension or alarm (for)

86 Appropriate Sec Allot

87 Appropriate all you can
88 „ as circumstances require

89 „ transfer as follows

90 Can— (you) not appropriate

91 Do not appropriate

92 May we appropriate ?

93 „ „ ,, the remainder?

94 We can appropriate

95 „ „ „ the remainder

96 „ „ „ ,, whole

97 (You) may appropriate

98 ( „ ) „ „ if necessary

99 ( „ ) „ „ the remainder (for)
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Table No. 020 APP-APP

oo Appropriated Sec Unappropriated
or Cannot or Must not be appropriated
02 Has-ve appropriated

03 » not „
04 Is (are) appropriating

05 ..(..) not „
06 Appropriation
07 No appropriation has been made (for)

08 Send appropriation

09 There has been an appropriation made (for)
10 „ will be no appropriation

1

1

Approval (of) See Sanction
12 Awaiting approval (of)

13 Does not meet with approval (of)

14 „ „ „ „ the Director's approval

15 Subject to the Director's approval
16 „ „ — (your) approval

17 Submit for approval (of)
18 Submitted for approval (of)

19 Telegraph if thii does not meet with approval (No answer will signify approval)

20 „ „ „ meets with approval
21 Will not meet (the) approval (of)

22 You have my (our) hearty approval

23 >' '. " ( " ) " » and congratulations

24 Approve (of) See Authorize, Indorse
25 Do you approve (of ) ?

26 Do-es not approve, unless

27 „ „ „ „ you can arrange
2S „ „ „ of the proposal

29 „ s-he (they) approve (of) ?

30 „ » ( » ) „ of—, if so

31 Fully approve, but deeply regret the necessity for such a step

32 Hope you approve of the course we have taken

33 If you approve (of— ) this may be done
34 „ „ do not approve (of— ) let us know at once

35 Is (are)—likely to approve (of) ?

36 Quite understand, but do not approve

27 „ „ now, and approve (of)

38 S-he (they) approve-s (of)

39 ..(,,) >,. (of—) provided
40 We approve, provided

41 r. ,. of the plan-s
; proceed to carry out

42 (\ye) quite approve of the steps you have taken

43 Will s-he (they) approve (of— ), if

44 „ you approve (of— ) if

45 Approved
46 Approved of (by)

47 If approved of (by)

48 „ not approved of (by)

49 Is approved (of), if better cannot be done
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Table No. 020 APP-ARR

50 Is likely to be approved (by)

51 „ this approved of (by)

52 Not approved of, owing to

53 „ likely to be approved of

54 Should not be approved

55 Unless it is approved of (by)

56 ,, ,, „ not „ „ ( „ )

57 Why is it not „ „ („)?
58 Approximate-Iy
59 Simply approximate-ly and not guaranteed correct

60 The approximate amount (of)
61 „ „ cost (of) is

62 „ „ expenditure

63 What is the approximate cost (of) ?

64 Arbitration
65 Agree-s to arbitration

66 Are See Is

67 Are not (yet)

68 „ there

69 „ „ not

70 „ they (to)

71 „ „ not (to)

72 „ we (to)

73 „ „ not (to)

74 „ you (to)

75 „ .. not (to)

76 Area
y7 A large area

78 „ larger area (than)

79 „ much larger area (than)

80 „ small area

81 „ smaller area (than)

82 Covering an area of

83 Extending over the entire area

84 The property covers an area of— {meo)

85 What is the area of the property ?

86 Arising (from)

87 Arrange See Bargain, Compromise, Settle

88 Are trying to arrange for or with

89 „ „ „ „ in case of need (for)

90 Arrange accordingly or as suggested

91 „ afterwards

92 „ among yourselves as best you can

93 „ as best you can

94 „ „ „ „ „ but subject to our approval

95 „ for— as soon as you can

96 „ if necessary for or with

97 „ „ „ on the best terms possible

98 „ „ „ , without referring to us, as best you can

99 „ „ possible (with or between)
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Table No. 021 ARR-ARR

oo Arrange in case of need (for or to)
oi „ privately

02 „ so as to (have)

03 „ temporarily

04 „ „ ,— (I) will come at once

05 „ with
06 As we can arrange (here)

07 Can arrange or settle

08 „ „ „ „ for or with

09 „ „ „ „ if necessary, we think (for)

10 „ „ „ „ with— ; shall we do so ?

11 Cannot arrange or be arranged (for or with)

12 Cannot arrange or be arranged in any other way or on better terms; useless trying

13 -,f >* ,* M *• II I* )» If I. II II II i wire instruction

14 Cannot arrange or be arranged unless or without

15 „ or Will not leave it to us to arrange

16 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ you to arrange

17 Could arrange

18 „ „ on this side

19 „ not arrange or settle on better terms, so have closed

20 Do not arrange (without)

21 „ „ „ finally, until hearing again from us

22 „ „ be in a hurry to arrange or settle, but keep us advised

23 „ you recommend us to arrange, in case of need, for or with ?

24 Do-es not expect to arrange (until)

25 „ „ leave it to—to arrange

26 Expect-s to arrange or settle

27 Expect-s to arrange or settle later on
28 „ „ „ „ „ on better terms

29 „ „ „ „ „ „• terms named
30 „ „ „ „ „ shortly, and will telegraph

3

1

Had better arrange or be arranged

32 ,, „ „ „ „ „ on arrival

33 " " " " " » .. these terms

34 " » " " " •> without delay

35 Has-ve little hope of being able to arrange

36 Have not been able to arrange (for or with)

37 " -' " " " '» anything yet

38 „ „ „ „ „ „ as advised

39 Have not been able to arrange as advised, but have arranged (that)

40 Have not been able to arrange as advised, but have arranged subject to your confirmation

41 Have not been able to arrange on better terms, so have left alone

42 Have you any hope of being able to arrange ?

43 Hope to arrange (for, to, with)

44 Hope to be able to arrange (with— ) and will wire as soon as possible

45 Hope you can arrange (for, to, with)

46 „ ,, „ „ on better terms yet

47 >, » >, » » these terms

48 If so, endeavour to arrange

49 „ we can arrange we shall not wire you
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Table No. 021 ARR-ARR

50 If we can arrange we shall wire you
51 „ „ cannot arrange or settle

52 „ „ „ „ „ „ we shall wire you

53 „—cannot or will not arrange

54 „— „ „ „ „ „ you had better

55 »— (you) arrange at once

56 „— ( „ ) cannot arrange or settle

57 "— ( >. ) .. .. .. » i" any other way
58 If— (you) cannot arrange or settle on better terms, let us know at once

59 »

—

(„) ,> „ >, >. ., „ .. , prefer letting it alone
60 If— ( „ ) cannot arrange or settle on the-se terms
61 If— ( ,j ) cannot arrange or settle on the-se terms, prefer letting it alone

62 If— ( „ ) cannot arrange or settle wire us

63 May be able to arrange

64 „ „ „ „ „ later on and will wire
65 „ „ „ „ „ on better terms
66 Must have more time to arrange

67 „ not arrange or Must not be arranged (before

)

68 See what you can arrange

69 Shall we arrange or settle?

70 Shall we arrange or settle as best we can or on the best terms we can ?

71 !> » » » » » !> M „ without again referring to (you) ?

72 Shall we arrange or settle on these terms ?

73 Shall we arrange or settle on these terms ? Better cannot be done

74 Shall we leave it to— (you) to arrange?

75 Tell us definitely whether you can or cannot arrange the matter

76 Try again to arrange (this) as it is most important.

77 Try to arrange on terms named, but if impossible wire the best you can do

78 Try to get—to arrange

79 „ your best to arrange (this)

80 „ „ „ „ „ ( „ ) and telegraph

81 „ „ „ „ „ with— (for)
82 Unless we can arrange

83 „ you „
84 We are trying to arrange the matter

85 „ could probably arrange (with)
86 „ „ „ „ better here

87 We could probably arrange better here, wire only if you leave it with us

88 We could probably arrange if necessary (for or to)

89 „ leave it or It is left to you to arrange

90 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ on best terms you can

91 We leave it or It is left to you to arrange ; telegraph when you have done so

92 We think you should arrange (for or with)

93 " „ ,. „ „ if possible for

94 „ „ „ „ be able to arrange (for or with)

95 What have you or did you arrange ?

96 „ shall I arrange or What arrangement shall we make ?

97 „ will you arrange ?

98 When do you expect to be able to arrange ?

99 Why cannot you arrange (for or with) ?
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Table No. 022 ARR-ARR

oo Will arrange (before)
oi „ „ as soon as (possible)

02 „ „ everything to your satisfaction

03 „ „ on arrival

04 „ „ so as to (have)

05 Would you be able to arrange (for or with)?
06 „ „ „ „ „ „ ( „ ) if necessary?

07 (You) had better leave it to—to arrange as best s-he (they) can
08 ( ,, ) „ „ „ them to arrange (among) themselves

09 ( „ ) must arrange (this)

10 ( „ ) „ „ ( „ ) at once
fi Arranged
12 Arranged as proposed

13 „ „ stated in
—

's (my) letter (of)

14 „ on condition that

15 Can anything definite be arranged ?

16 „ be arranged (after)

17 Everything arranged
18 „ virill be arranged

19 Has anything been arranged, decided or settled (about or with)?
20 Has-ve arranged or settled

21 „ „ „ „ among ourselves

22 „ „ „ „ „ themselves

23 „ „ „ „ as best we could

24 „ „ „ „ direct (with)

25 „ „ „ „ for or with
26 „ „ „ „ „ everything except

27 „ ., „ „ „ this

28 „ „ „ „ in case of need (for)

29 „ „ „ „ on favourable terms

30 „ „ „ „ „ the terms named
3

1

Has-ve arranged or settled on the terms named ; this is the best we could do

32 „ „ „ „ special-ly

33 „ „ „ „ subject to confirmation

34 .. .. to go to (on)

35 „ not arranged

36 „ —(you) arranged

37 Hope—(you) has-ve arranged

38 If arranged

39 „ already arranged let us know at once
40 „ not arranged

41 „ „ yet arranged let us know at once

42 „ this can be arranged

43 „ „ cannot be „

44 „ „ is arranged

45 It has been arranged (already)

46 Must be arranged before I leave

47 .. .' .. .. —(you) leave-s

48 Nothing has yet been arranged ; will telegraph as soon as possible

49 Telegraph when you have arranged
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Table No. 022 ARR-ARR
50 To be arranged hereafter
gt Unless it has already (otherwise) been arranged
52 What can be arranged or What arrangement can be made?
53 „ is the best that can be arranged ?

54 Arrangement-s Sec Agree-ment, Consequence
55 Abide by arrangement-s (Preliminary, Upset)
56 Accept or Agree to the proposed arrangement-s

57. Are making (other) arrangements (meantime)
58 „ ,, arrangements and will advise you shortly

59 „ trying to make other arrangements
60 Arrangement-s all made and cannot be altered
6i „ can or will be carried out
62

,, „ be made to suit

63 „ cannot or will not be carried out (unless)
64 , completed or Complete arrangements
65 „ „ satisfactorily and matter ended
66 „ has-vc fallen through
67 I)

_
„ „ „ await letter

68 „ is (are) approved or confirmed
69 „ „ ( „ ) „ except (that)
70 > „ too one sided
71 ,, might be altered

72 „ must „ „ .

73 .. ,, not be carried out ; await letter

74 I. „ now be made (for)

75 .. not completed
7^ .. „ progressing very well

77 „ „ yet completed, will wire again
78 „ otherwise satisfactory

79 .. progressing satisfactorily
80 „ require to be made at once (if at all)

81 „ strongly objected to (by)
82 „ uncertain (at present)

83 „ will be made
84 „ „ not be made or agreed to (unless)

85 ., „ „ „ here
86 „ „ probably fall through
87 Better arrangement-s (whereby)
88 Can alter the arrangement-s

89 „ you alter the arrangement-s to admit of
90 „ „ carry out the arrangement (till) ?

91 ,y y, come to any arrangement (with) ?

92 „ „ make any other or better arrangement ?

93 Cancel arrangement-s

94 Cannot make any other or better arrangement-s

95 Diificult to make arrangement-s

96 Director approves the arrangement (you have) made (about)

97 Do not make any arrangement-s without our sanction

98 Do not make any arrangement-s without our sanction. Wire any proposals

99 Do-es not accept or agree to proposed arrangement-s
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Table No. 023 ARR-ARR

OO Had completed arrangement-sbefore—'s (your) letter or telegram arrived

oi Have altered the arrangement-s
02 „ made other arrangement-s

03 „ not altered the arrangement-s

04 „ you „ „ „ ?

05 „ „ made any (other) arrangement-s yet ?

06 Hope you have made (other) arrangements

07 „ „ may be able to make other or better arrangement-s
08 (I am) not at all satisfied with the arrangement-s made
09 If arrangements have been made (with)
10 If so, what arrangement would you propose to make?
11 In consequence of arrangement-s having fallen through (with)

12 Insist-s on arrangement being carried out

13 „ upon an arrangement being come to at once

14 Is—reconciled to the arrangement?
15 Make no arrangement-s
16 „ some definite arrangement-s
17 „ the necessary „
18 New or other arrangement-s (whereby)
19 No arrangement-s can be made
-20 „ time to make other arrangement-s
21 Old arrangement-s (whereby)
:22 Otherwise cancel arrangeraent-s

^3 Owing to former or other arrangements
24 „ „ „ „ „ „ having been come to

25 Present arrangement-s (whereby)
26 Proposed „ „
.27 Provided arrangement-s carried out (as proposed)
28 „ some arrangement-s can be made
29 Reconciled to the arrangement-s

2,0 Same arrangement-s (whereby)
31 Satisfactory arrangement-s (whereby)
32 Shall we agree to proposed arrangement-s ?

33 Some arrangement-s (whereby)

,34 Suitable arrangement-s (whereby)

35 Telegraph only if arrangement-s cannot be made
36 „ what is the best arrangement you can make
37 „ why arrangement-s cannot be carried out

38 Temporary arrangement-s (whereby)

39 The arrangement as to the station and work is left for you to decide as you think best

40 To suit existing arrangements

41 Unless satisfactory arrangement-s can be come to (with)

42 We are unable to propose any (other) arrangement-s

43 We suggest the following arrangement-s

44 What arrangement-s do you propose or is (are) suggested?

45 „ „ has-ve been come to ?

46 „ „ is (are) likely to be come to?

47 „ do you think of the arrangement ?

48 „ notice is required to terminate the arrangement-s?

49 When arrangement-s is (are) made
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Table No. 023 ARR-ARR

50 (Will) carry out the original arrangement

51 Will not make any arrangement-s

52 With whom have you made arrangements ?

53 You will please make the best arrangements possible. We leave all in your hands; do

54 Arranging [your best 10 arrange satisfactorily

55 Are arranging or settling

56 ,, „ all we can

57 „ „ the best possible

58 „ not arranging

59 „ you arranging for or with
60 Do not delay arranging and telegraph as soon as anything is settled

61 Recommend—'s (your) arranging at once for reason which has come to my knowledge
;

62 We are arranging to meet the need [am writing fuiiy

63 Arrest-ed
64 Has been arrested or stopped

65 „ not been arrested or stopped
66 Will be arrested

67 Arrival (on arrival of) See Due
68 After arrival (of)

69 Arrival may be expected any day
70 Await-ing arrival (of)

71 ,. .) „ ( „— ) before doing anything (further)
72 Before arrival

73 Cannot account for non-arrival, will make instant enquiry

74 „ await arrival (of)

75 From date of arrival (in)

76 Glad to hear of
—

's (your) safe arrival

yy Immediately on arrival (of)

78 On arrival (of— )
please advise us by telegram

79 ), ,, („— ) ;, communicate with
80 „ „ ( „— ) we wish (you) to

81 Owing to arrival of
82 „ „ non-arrival (of)

83 Pending the arrival (of)

84 Please look out for—on arrival

85 Shall await your arrival in order to discuss with you
86 We propose or intend awaiting the arrival of

87 „ recommend awaiting the arrival of
88 Will receive every care or attention on arrival

89 Wire probable date of arrival (of or at)

90 Arrive-s
91 Arrive, if possible, before

92 Cannot or Will not arrive in time or before

93 Expect-ed to arrive

94 „ „ „ at—(on)

95 „ „ „ ( „— ) at the commencement of or early m
96 „ „ „ ( „—) on or about

97 » .. .> ( "— ) " " before

98 „ „ „ ( „— ) to-day

99 „ „ „ ( „—) to-morrow
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Table No. 024 ARR-AS

50 Has-ve arrived safely and well (at)

51 ,, ,, ,, (»t—) but has-ve suffered much on the journey

52 Not having or Not yet arrived

53 Only arrived (to-day)

54 Sister-s recently arrived

55 Workers arrived safely (at)

56 „ ,, „ (at— ), with the exception of

57 Articles See Belongings, Goods
58 Following are the articles required

59 Forward-ing all articles belonging to

60 Select articles you think home friends would like

61 „ what articles you like

62 Send on my articles or belongings

63 „ „ such articles as you think best

64 What articles are referred to ?

65 „ „ „ required?
66 As
67 As if

68 „ it or there has been

69 „ „ ,. „ „ not been

70 „ „ „ „ should be

71 .. ). " .. was
72 „ „ „ „ „ not

73 „ „ will or would be better

74 „ „ „ not or would not do (to)

75 „ s-he (it, they)

76 „ „ ( „ „ ) can

77 ,. .. ( ,. .. ) cannot

78 „ „ ( „ „ ) has-ve

79 ., ,. (., >. ) „ not
80 „ „ ( „ ) is or As they are

81 „ „ ( ,, ) „ not or As they are not
82 „ „ (it, they) may
83 „ „ („ „ ) ,, not

84 ,, „ ( „ „ ) will be

85 „ „ ( ., „ ) „ not be
86 ,, there is (an)

87 „ „ „ no-t

88 „ we
89 „ „ are

90 „ „ „ not

91 „ „ can

92 „ „ „ not

93 „ „ have

94 „ ,. .. not

95 .. >. may
96 „ „ „ not

97 „ „ will or would be

98 „ „ „ not or would not

99 „ well (as)
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Table No. 025 AS-ASK

00 As you
01 „ „ are
02 „ „ „ not

03 „ „ can

04 „ „ cannot

05 „ „ have
06 „ „ „ not

07 „ „ may
o8- „ „ „ not

09 „ „ will or would be «

10 „ „ „ not or would not be
11 Ascertain See Gather, Learn, Particulars
12 Are trying to ascertain

13 „ ,, „ „ what you want and will wire as soon as possible

14 Ascertain from or if

15 „ if s-he is experienced and reliable

16 „ the value of

17 „ what is or who is

18 Can ascertain nothing or Cannot ascertain particulars

19 Has-ve not yet been able to ascertain the necessary particulars

20 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ ,, „ ; will wire again

21 Please ascertain as soon as possible and telegraph

22 To ascertain the extent (of)

23 Try to ascertain (from or what)

24 „ „ „ privately (from or what)

25 „ „ „ probable amount or quantity

26 Will ascertain as soon as possible

27 Ascertained (Has-ve ascertained)

28 Can anything be ascertained (about) ?

29 ,, it be ascertained ?

30 How can it be ascertained?

31 If it can be ascertained

32 „ „ cannot be ascertained

33 Not yet ascertained

34 Should be ascertained

35 So far as can be ascertained

36 This is all that can or could be ascertained

37 What has been ascertained ?

38 When it has been ascertained

39 Ascertaining all I (s-he) can

40 Ask See Communicate, Enquiry, Request

41 Ask about

42 „ and follow instructions or advice of

43 „ —for or to-o

44 .. —if

45 Can you ask

46 Do not ask

47 I will „

48 Shall I (we) ask?

49 What shall I (we) ask?
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Table No. 025 ASK-ASS

50 Whom shall I (we) ask?

51 (You) must ask

52 Asked See Requested

53 Hals-ve asked (about)

54 „ „ him (her, them)

55 .. ..
if

56 „ —asked (for)

57 ,, been asked to-o

58 „ not asked or requested

59 Have you asked
60 If not more than—is asked
61 Is (are) asked
62 What is „ (for)

63 Is (are) asking a great deal too much
64 Aspect See Affairs, Appearance

65 A most discouraging aspect

66 „ „ promising „

6/ Has i most favourable aspect

68 Presents a more promising aspect

69 What is the present aspect (of)

70 Assert-s
71 Assert-s the statement is not true

72 „ „ „ „ true

73 Do-es—assert the statement to be true ?

74 Assist-s See Help

75 Are doing or Will do everything possible to assist

76 Assist all you can

77 Can assist (us)

78 „ you assist— (him, her) (to)

79 „ „ „ us "(to)

80 Cannot assist or No (further) assistance can be given

81 Did—assist?

82 Do-es not assist much (in)

83 In order to assist

84 Is disposed to assist (us)

85 It will or would assist greatly

86 „ „ not or would not assist

87 Shall we assist ?

88 Try to get—to assist

89 Will or Would assist you
90 „ „ „ —(you) assist?

91 „ — (s-he) assist?

92 „ not or Refuse-s to assist

93 Would like to assist

94 (You) may assist

95 Assistance See Aid

96 Afraid can give very little assistance

97 Assistance accepted (by)

98 „ declined ( „

)

99 „ has been sent (to)
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Table No. 026 ASS-ASS

oo Assistance proffered (by)
oi „ required immediately
02 „ „ temporarily

03 Can any assistance be rendered ?

04 Further assistance

05 Get—to give the necessary assistance

06 Give—any assistance required

07 Give-s all the assistance required

08 Has-ve applied for assistance (to)

09 „ gone to his (her) assistance

10 Have-ing refused to give „ (to)

11 If any assistance can be rendered
12 „ „ „ is required, please telegraph

13 ,, assistance is given or secured

14 ,, —should apply to you, please render all the assistance you can

15 Instructions given to—to render assistance

16 Recommend-s you not to give any assistance (to)

17 Require-s 07- Is in need of assistance

18 „ no assistance

19 Send assistance at once (to)

20 Shall be pleased to render all possible assistance

21 Should any assistance be needed (apply to)

22 Sorry cannot give any (further) assistance

23 What assistance is wanted ?

24 Will give you every assistance

25 „ it be any assistance (if)

26 With some assistance

27 „ the assistance of

28 Without assistance

29 (You) need not expect any assistance (from)

30 Assistant-s

31 Assisting

32 Is (are) assisting (us)

33 .. ( .. ) not „ _ ( „ )

34 „— (are you) assisting?

35 Who is (are) assisting or will assist?

36 Associate's See Missions

37 Associate Mission-s

38 S-he is an associate

39 ,, ,, not now an associate

40 They are associates

41 „ „ not now associates

42 Association-s

43 In association with (us)

44 Assortment
45 Assume-d
46 Assuming (that)

47 Assure-d
48 Assure-s me (us) that

49 I (we) can assure you that
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Table No. 026 AT-ATT

50 At
51 At all

52 „ any

53 „ his (her, their)

54 „ or about

55 .. our

56 „ the

57 >. your

58 Shall be at— (on)

59 Will be at— (about)

60 Attach-ed
61 Cannot attach or be attached

62 Did you attach or Have you attached ?

63 Must be attached

64 We have attached

65 Attempt-s
_

See Effort, Trying
66 Attempt-s is (are) being made (to)

67 „ „ ( „ ) not likely to be made (to)

68 „ will be made (to)

69 „ „ probably he made (to)

70 Cannot attempt to

71 Did you attempt to or Have you attempted ?

72 Do you fancy any attempt will be made (to) ?

73 Has any attempt been made (to) ?

74 If attempt is made or Hkely to be made (to)

75 It would be ruinous to attempt (to)

76 „ „ „ useless to attempt (to)

jy Make-s no attempt (to)

78 No attempt-s will be made (to)

79 Recommend-s the attempt
80 (This) is an attempt to

81 Attend-ed See Arrange, Matter
82 Can you attend to (the matter) ?

83 Cannot attend to (the matter)

84 „ „ „ (— ) at present (owing to)

85 Has-ve already been attended to

86 Have you attended to ?

87 Impossible to attend to (everything)

88 Must attend at once to

89 Please attend to this matter

90 Shall be attended to (in future)

91 „ we attend to—? Wire a reply

92 Sorry we cannot attend (to it)

93 Who will attend (to)

94 Why have you not attended to

95 Will attend the conference or meeting

96 „ „ to (it)

97 >. >. .. it soon

98 „ —attend (to)

99 Attending
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Table No. 027 ATT-AUT

00 Attendance
01 Will be in attendance
02 (Your) attendance is particularly requested

03 Attention See Arrange, Inattention, Matter

04 Do-es not pay any attention (to)

05 Escaped our attention, regret to say
06 „ „ „ „ „ to say ; but now being attended to

07 Has apparently escaped attention

08 Has had (our) careful attention or Have given every attention to

09 Has our attention

10 Hope it has had your carefwl attention

11 If careful attention is given to

12 „ „ „ „ „ (to—), we have no fear of the result

13 Immediate attention shall be given to

14 Is attention being given to— (this) ?

15 Is (are) giving careful attention (to)

16 Most important that you should give your careful attention (to)

17 Please pay careful attention to

18 Thanks for your kind attention

19 The first thing requiring attention (is)

20 Attorney See Power of Attorney

21 Australia-n See Nationality

22 From Australia-asia

23 In

24 To
25 Not Australian or Not Australasian

26 Authentic-ity

27 Do you consider this authentic ?

28 Do-es not consider this authentic

29 Have no means of testing authenticity

30 Have no means of testing authenticity ; but believe it to be true

31 This may be considered authentic

32 Authorities See Officials

33 Authorities are doing their utmost

34 „ favourable to

35 „ require

36 Authorities require all to leave their stations and come to— (the coast)

37 Authorities strongly oppose-d (to)

38 „ will not interfere

39 Cannot depend upon the authorities

40 (You) must arrange with the authorities

41 Authority See Act, Power, Empower
42 Authority is not withdrawn

43 „ „ withdrawn or Without authority

44 „ obtained

45 „ to examine account-s or books

46 By—'s (your) authority

47 Cannot act without full authority

48 „ grant authority or Authority is refused

49 Have we authority to (act)
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Table No. 027 AUT-AVA

50 Have you authority to (act) ?

51 It if? said to be on good authority

52 On whose authority or By what authority ?

53 " >. .. .. .. .. " do-es— (you) act?

54 Require-s authority (from)

55 „ written authority

56 Send authority to or for

57 We have full authority (to)

58 „ „ or had no authority to (act)

59 „ learn on good authority

60 (You) have full authority (to)

61 (You) have or had no authority to (act)

62 Authorize-d See Approve, Empower
63 Authorize you to carry out the suggestion-s contained in your letter (of)

64 Can you authorize proposed expenditure ?

65 Cannot or Do not authorize

66 „ authorize the expenditure you suggest

67 Cannot authorize you to carry out suggestion-s contained in your letter (of)

68 Do you authorize ?

69 „ „ „ proposed journey?

70 (Is) authorized to sign

71 Not authorized

72 Shall we authorize— (to)

73 The expenditure you suggest is authorized

74 Will authorize

75 „ „ further expenditure

76 „ not authorize

yj „ „ „ further expenditure

78 Autumn (This autumn) See Month

79 During or For the autumn months
80 Last autumn
81 Next „

82 Avail See Funds, Opportunity

83 Can avail myself (ourselves), if need be, of

84 „ you avail yourself-ves of

85 Cannot avail myself (ourselves) of

86 May I (we) avail myself (ourselves) of

87 So as to avail yourself-ves of

88 Available

89 Available for the purpose

90 By first available steamer

91 Every available man
92 Following is available

93 How many are or How much is available ?

94 If available

95 „ not available

96 Is (are) available

97 Not or Nothing available

98 „ „ „ „ till or before

99 Utilize all available
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Table No. 028 AVE-AWA
00 Average
01 About the average
02 Above „ „
03 Below „ „

04 On an average

05 What is the average ?

06 Will average

07 „ not average
08 Avert
09 Cannot avert

10 In order to avert

11 It is desirable to avert

12 To avert a catastrophe

13 Averted

14 Avoid See Unavoidable

15 Are trying to avoid

16 „ „ „ „ as much as possiBle

17 Avoid all

18 „ as much as possible

19 „ if possible

20 „ new
21 „ old

22 „ too many or much
23 Be careful to avoid (all)

24 Do your best to avoid

25 In order to avoid

26 In „ „ „ as much as possible

27 Need not avoid (now)

28 Shall we avoid

29 Wish-es to avoid

30 Avoided
31 Can be avoided (by)

32 „ it be avoided?

33 Cannot or Could not be avoided

34 „ „ „ „ „ „ ; telegraph instructions

35 Has-ve avoided (all)

36 Hope you have avoided

37 If it can be avoided

38 „ „ ,, „ „ ,
do not

39 „ „ cannot be avoided

40 Is (are) being avoided

41 It should be avoided

42 Must be avoided (in future)

43 Will_ „ „ ( „ „ )

44 Await-ing

45 Await-ing telegram (from)

46 Award-s
47 Award of—is confirmed

48 „ „—-„ overthrown

49 What is the award ?
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Table No. 028 AWA-AWA
50 Aware See Unaware
51 Has-ve just become awai-e of the fact

52 Is Care) not aware of

53 .. ( >, )
quite aware of

54 „— (are you) aware of

55 No one was aware (of)

56 Away • See Absent, Anxious, Dates

57 Can get away
58 Could not get away (on)

59 Expect to be away
60 „ „ get away shortly or on
61 Get away as soon as possible

62 Has-ve been away
63 „ gone „

64 Is (are) away, but will return shortly

65 Was (were) sent away (on)

66 When do-es— (you) expect to get away ?

67 Will get away as soon as

68 „ not get away for some time or until

69
70
71

72

73

74
75
76

77
78

79
80
81

82

83
84
85
86

87
88

89
90
91
92

93
94
95
96

97
98
99
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Table No. 029 BAC-BAL

oo Back See Hold, Keep, Retusin

oi And back
02 At the back (of)

03 Back from

04 Can go back

05 Cannot get back

06 If back

07 In order to get back

08 Is (are) holding back

09 Not back

10 There and back (to)

11 To—and back (to)

12 Has-ve backed out (of)

13 Bad-ly See Serious, Worse

14 From bad to worse

15 If bad
16 „ not very bad

17 Is—bad?

18 „ likely to be bad

19 „ not likely to be so bad as was anticipated

20 „ very bad
21 Things are in a very bad state

22 Very bad-ly

23 Baggage See Luggage

24. Balance-d ^'^ Account, Appropriate, Credit, Debit, Remainder, Remit

25 A very small balance

26 Are your accounts balanced ?

27 Balance deposited with

—

or paid (to)

28 „ divide-d between

29 „ duly received

30 „ enough for present purpose-s

31 „ is provided for

32 „ not received

33 " used for

34 Considerable balance

35 „ „ still on hand

36 Do not place or transfer balance (to)

27 „ „ „ „ „ „ (to— ) but retain for

38 Have"placed or transferred balance (to)

39 „ „ „ „ „ (to— ); is this in order?

40 If balance

41 „ „ is large

42 „ „ „ not sufficient

43 „ „ „ „ „ please telegraph

44 » .. " small

45 „ ,. " sufficient

46 „ „ wanted

47 No balance

48 „ „ now on hand

49 Place or Transfer balance (of—) to
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Table No. 029 BAL-BAN

50 Send the balance sheet without delay

51 Small balance still on hand
52 The balance can be

53 ,, „ cannot be

54 „ „ „ ,. touched

55 .. ,. due
56 „ „ is not likely to be more than

57 „ „ „ or to be on account of

58 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ our own account

59 „ „ not required (before)
60 „ „ on hand (is)

61 „ „ „ „ is sufficient (for)

62 „ „ „ „ not „ ( „ )

63 „ „ required

64 ,, „ ,, will probably be

65 „ „ sheet will be or was forwarded by post (on)
66 „ „ to be charged to or paid by
67 „ „ „ „ retained (for)
68 „ „ will be

69 There is likely to remain a balance of

70 What balance

71 „ „ have you on hand (still) ?

72 „ „ is likely to remain ?

73 „ has been done with the balance ?

74 „ shall we do with the balance ?

75 Will remit or Have remitted the balance (to)

y6 Wish to place the balance to— ; may we do so ?

77 Bank See Deposit, Money
78 Account at bank

79 ;> .. .> very low
80 Arrange with the bank-s
81 Balance in bank (is)

82 Bank agrees to

83 „ has failed or suspended

84 „ refused to cash cheque or draft

85 „ will not agree (to)

86 Can you arrange with the (— ) bank (of)

87 Cannot arrange with the bank-s
88 Has-ve arranged with the (— ) bank (of)

89 Less bank commission

90 Place to
—

's (my) credit at the bank
91 Shall we place to

—
's (your) credit at the bank?

92 There is a run on the bank

93 We have placed or are placing the money in the bank

94 Bank Rate See Discount

95 At bank rate

96 Bank rate is high-er

97 „ „ „ low-er

98 „ „ very high ; send silver

99 What is current bank rate on— (this place)
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Table No. 030 BAN-BAS
oo Banks and Bankers
oi Bank of England
02 Bank of Scotland
03 Brown Brothers and Company, New York
04 ,, „ „ „ ,

Philadelphia
05 Brown, Shipley and Company
06 Canadian Bank of Commerce
07 Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China
08 Credit Lyonnais
09 Deutsch Asiatische Bank
10 Dresdener Bank
11 Germantown Trust Company
12 Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation
13 Hsieh T'ong K'ing
14 Imperial Bank of China
15 International Banking Corporation
16 Ivondon and County Banking Company
17 London and Provincial Bank
18 Mercantile Bank of India

19 Native Bank
20 Russo-Chinese Bank
21 T'ien Chen Heng
22 T'ien Shuen Hsiang
23 Yokohama Specie Bank
24
25
26

27
28

29 Bankrupt
30 On the verge of becoming bankrupt

31 The owner-s is (are) bankrupt

32 Will become bankrupt unless

33 Baptism-s

34 Baptize-d

35 Bargain-3 See Arrange, Better

36 A very good bargain

37 „ „ poor „

38 Cannot make a better bargain

39 Close the bargain, remittance on the way
40 Do not or Will not make a bargain

41 May be able to make a bargain

42 Think-s you can make a better bargain ; try your best

43 Try-ing to make a better bargain

44 Basis

45 As a (safe) basis to work upon

46 On such a basis

47 „ the basis of

48 „ what basis or What is the basis (of) ?

49 What do you consider a safe basis to work upos ?
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Table No. 030 BE-BEC

50 Be See Been
51 If it (s-he, they) should not or would not be

52 „ there should or would be

53 In order to be

54 „ „ not to be

55 It (s-he) shall or will be

56 Might be

57 „ not be

58 Shall we be

59 „ „ not be
60 They shall or will be
61 „ „ not or will not be
62 We may be

63 „ shall or will be

64 „ „ not or will not be

65 Will it be
66 „ „ not be

67 „ „ (s-he, they) be
68 „ „ ( „ „ ) not be

69 „ you be

70 „ „ not be

71 You shall or will be

72 „ „ not or will not be

73 Bear-ing

74 Bearing interest

75 „ „ at the rate of

76 „ little

77 „ much
78 Bear-s

79 Bearer-3 (of)

80 Chair bearer-s

81 Because
82 Because it (s-he, they)

83 „ „ ( » „ ) did not

84 „ no-t

85 „ of (the)

86 „ —was
87 „ — „ not

88 „ we
89 „ „ did or have

90 „ „ ,, not or have not

91 „ you
92 ,, „ did or have

93 ,, „ „ not or have not

94 Not because (of)

95 Become-s
96 Do not know what has become of— (the person referred to)

97 „ „ let it become

98 „ you know what has become of

99 Has-ve become
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Table No. 031 BEC-BEF

00 It may become
01 „ must not become
02 „ will become
03 „ „ not become
04 Unless it becomes
05 Which will become
06 Will it become
07 Quickly becoming
08 Slowly

09 Been See Be
10 Has-ve been
11 „ not been
12 If s-he (they) has-ve been

13 » „ ( ,. ) " not been

14 „ you have been

15 „ „ „ not been

16 It has been

17 Not been
18 S-he (they) has-ve been

19 „ ( „ ) „ not been

20 There has-ve been

21 „ „ not been

22 We have been

23 „ „ not been

24 You have been

25 „ „ not been
26 Being
27 Is now being

28 Not being

29 Before
30 All before

31 Any time befoi-e

32 Before anything else

33 „ concluding any agreement or arrangement

34 „ forwarding or shipping

35 » going

36 „ I (we) can or could

37 ^^ „ ( .> ) could hear from— (you) again it would be too late

38 „ „ ( „ ) ,. .. „ -( „ ) ,
;sowe

•3n >)(>!) do so [have taken it upm ourselves (to)

40 „ „ ( ., ) hear from— (you) again

41 „ it is too late

42 „ me (us)

43 ,,
paying or remitting

44 „ receipt of telegram

45 „ settling or closing finally

46 „ s-he (they)

47 „ taking (further) action

48 „ the time

49 ..
this
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Table No. 031 BEF-BEG

50 Before you

51 • „ — (you) could hear from us it would be too late

52 „ — ( „ ; do-es so

53 Come-s before

54 Do-es not come before

55 If before

56 „ not before

57 „ sh-c (they) should come before

58 Never before

59 Not before (the)

60 On or before

61 Shall I come before

62 Some time before

63 This was before

64 „ „ long before

65 Unless before

66 Began (on)

67 Begin-s
68 Begin-s on the

69 „ work at once

70 Begin-ning without delay

71 Can begin

72 „ you begin?

73 Do-es not begin (before)

74 How soon can— (you) begin?

75 If— (you) can begin

76 Shall begin immediately (to)

"J

J

„ we begin?

78 (To) begin as soon as (possible)

79 To begin with

80 When and where do-es— (you) begin?

81 „ are we to begin (to)

82 „ can—begin ?

83 ,, „ you begin (to

)

84 „ did— (you) begin?

85 „ do-es— (you) begin?

86 „ may we begin (to)

87 Where do-es— (you) begin?

88 Which or Who is to begin?

89 Beginning
90 Beginning of the

91 When do-es— (you) intend beginning (the)

92 Begun
93 Has-ve (already) begun (to)

94 „ not begun to

95 ,, not yet begun (to)

96 ,, — (you) begun?

97 If begun without (further) delay

98 „ not already begun

99 Who has begun to—or Who began
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Table No. 032 BEH-BES

00 Behalf (On behalf of)

01 On behalf of all concerned
02 „ his (her, their) behalf

03 „ our behalf

04 „ whose „

05 „ your „
06 Behind
07 All behind
08 Left behind

09 Believe-s 5*^^ Consider, Reason, Think
10 Believe nothing you hear from
11 Cannot beUeve (the news)
12 Do-es not believe

13 .. — (you) believe

14 Believed (to be)

15 Believed by many
16 Is it believed ?

17 (It) is generally believed (that)

18 ( „ ) ,, not believed (to be)

19 Belong-s
20 Belong-s to me (us)
21 „ „ (you)
22 Do-es it belong to (you) ?

23 „ not „ „ (us)

24 To whom does— (it) belong?
25 Formerly belonged to

26 Belonging-s See Articles

27 Anything belonging to

28 Everything „ „

29 Not belonging (to)

30 Send everything belonging to (him, her)

31 " " >. ). I ,. ,. ) except

32 With everything „ „

33 Below

34 Benefit Sec Advantage
35 Benefit or Advantage to be derived from (is)

36 Do-es not see how it is to benefit us

37 ^" , ", •' '' " " » .• (you)

38 For the benefit of

39 Not any benefit (to)

40 What benefit do you expect from (it)

41 Will it benefit— (you) to

42 Would it be any benefit or advantage ( to)

43 Beside-s (this) Sec Addition

44 "Best
, , , ,

See Act
45 Are tryuig to do the best we (they) can

46 Best for all concerned

47 Do the best you can or Do as )'ou think best

48 „ you think it is best (to)

49 If you think this is for the best
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Table No. 032 BES-BET

50 Is this the best that can be done ?

51 It is the best thing to do

52 „ will be best (to)

53 The best plan would be

54 „ „ shall be done

55 „ „ that could be done

56 Think it best (to)

57 „ „ is not best (to)

58 This is the best we can do

59 » .. >. >. .. .. do, at present

60 „ „ „ „ „ „ do, recommend you to accept

61 „ „ „ „ „ „ do, shall we
62 „ „ „ „ „ „ do, „ „ accept or buy?
63 Very best

64 What do-es— (you) think would be best?

65 „ is the best— (you) can do?
66 Better See Accept, Act, Arrange, Bargain,

67 Cannot do better Get, Health, Improved, Offer,

68 Could— (you) do better (if) Recover, Terms
69 Decidedly better

70 Has-ve nothing better to suggest

71 )) — (you) anything better to suggest?

72 Hope—is better ; keep us advised of condition

73 » —» » ;
please wire—direct

74 „ to do better

75 „ .. » » by waiting

76 If not likely to do or to be better

77 •• " " " " " " " >> ' ^ once

78 „ you can do better

79 „ „ cannot do better

80 Is better

81 „ „ than (before)

82 „ it impossible to do better ?

83 „ —likely to get or to be better ?

84 „ not much better

85 It will be or would be better (to)

86 „ „ not,, „ not be better (to)

87 May be able to do slightly better (if)

88 Might be able to do better (if)

89 Must do better

90 Not likely to get or be better for some time or until

91 Slightly better

92 Trust you will think better of the matter

93 Try-ing to do better

94 Unless— (you) can do better

95 .1 — ( " ) cannot do better

96 Will or Would it be better to ?

97 Between
98 Between now and

99 „ ourselves
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Table No. 033 BET-BIN

00 Between the two places

01 „ them-selves

02 „ yourselves

03 Beware (of)

04 Bible-s See Scripture

05 New Testament-s

06 Old
07 Bible Society See Missions.

08 Bill-s See Draft, Invoice

09 Bill-s has-ve been paid

10 „ „ not been paid

11 Shall require money to pay the bill-s (amounting to)

12 Bill-s of lading

13 „ „ „ forward-ed (on or to)

14 „ „ , must or should be sent to

15 „ „ „ not to hand
16 Bind-s See Bound, Commit, Responsible
ly Be careful not to bind yourself-ves (to)

18 Get— (him, her) to bind him-herself (to)

19 If s-he will bind him-herself (to)
20 In order to bind— (to)

,

21 S-he (they) cannot or will not bind him-herself (themselves) (to)

22 This will bind— (to)

23 „ „ not bind— (to)

24 We cannot or will not bind ourselves (to)

25 Will this bind— (to)

26 Binding
27 Binding him-herself (themselves) to

28 „ us (ourselves) to

29 „ you (yourself-ves) to

30 Must make it binding (on)

31 Not sufficiently binding

32 „ to be considered binding

33 Without binding ourselves

34 ., „ yourself-ves

35
36

37
38
39 . .

40 . . . .... . .

41
42

43
44
45
46
47
48

49
No. 03350—No. 03399 omitted.
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Table No. 034-037 BIR-BIR

Birth-s



Table No. 038 BIR-BOT

oo Birthday
oi Accept my (our) heartiest best wishes for your birthday

02 Blame See Acquitted

03 Is any one to blame (for)

04 „ not to blame (for)

05 — is to blame (for)

06 No blame to any one (for)
'

07 You have only yourself to blame (for or it)

08 Boat-s See Accident, Native, River

09 Boats are scarce, prices high

10 Boat prices are high

11 Boat secured, party leaving to-day

TO „ to-morrow
T,

, „ „ m a few days or on
'O " "pi.
14 Engage back room of boat

15 „ boat to leave on

16 „ large boat (for—) to leave on

17 „ small „ ( „ —) „ „ :i

18 Have taken boat as requested

19 Secure a boat for

20 „ „ „ „ — ladies, for

21 „ „ „ „ — men for
, ,- .

22 „ „ „ „ married couple and — ladies for

01 ,. „ ( ,. — men) for

24 Shall we secure a boat ?

25 Book-s See Literature

26 Account books destroyed by —(fire) send others

27 „ „ stolen or lost, send new ones

28 Bookrs named cannot be procured

29 „ not yet published

30 „ required is (are) out of print

31 „ will be pubhshed or ready about

32 Bring or send the (following) book-s

33 Cash book

34 Day book

35 Order book
36 Petty cash book

37 Please send a good supply of books

38 „ „ the regular supply of books

39 „ „ any books procurable on the following subject-s

40 Send, by first opportunity, all
—

's (my) books

41 Shall I bring books ?

42 „ „ send „ ?

43 Which book-s is (are) needed?

44 Both

45 Are both

46 Both are

47 Both of us

48 „ should be

49 Has-ve been to both
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Table No. 038 BOT-BRE

50 If both are

51 In both the

52 „ case both

53 This refers to both

54 When both are

55 Bought See Buy, Purchase

56 Bought at a little above your limit

57 „ >. » ..
.

below „

58 „ „ your limit

59 » foi" (you)

60 „ the whole for

61 Can it be bought (at)

62 Cannot be bought (at)

63 Has-ve bought

64 „ not bought

65 Have you bought

66 How much have you bought ?

67 If— (you) has-ve bought

68 „— ( „ ) „ not bought

69 Bound See Bind, Obliged

70 By which s-he is (they are) bound (to)

71 „ „ we are bound (to)

72 Has bound him-herself (to)

73 Boundary
74 The eastern boundary (of the)

75 „ northern „ ( „ „ )

76 „ southern „ ( „ „ )

yj „ western „ ( „ „ )

78 Box-es

79 Box-es delivered in bad order

80 Has-ve sent a box (of)

81 „ „ —boxes

82 Please send on—'s (my) box-es (to)

83 Send a box (of)

84 „ —boxes (of)

85 Use strong-er box-es

86 Boy-s See Children

87 Brand-s See Kind, Select, Sort

88 Any brand (except)

89 „ other brand will not do

90 Brand-s same as before

91 Cheap brand-s

92 Must brand be strictly adhered to ?

93 (Or) any other brand of equal quality

94 Usual brand-s

95 Break-ing See Broke-n

96 Break-ing out

97 ,. up
98 Breakage
99 In case of breakage
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Table No. 039 BRI-BUI

00 Bring See Brought
01 Bring everything with you
02 „ with you
03 Can you bring— (it) with you?
04 Cannot bring— (it) with me
05 Do not bring everything with you (but only)

06 I can bring with me
07 Recommend-s not to bring

08 „ to; bring

09 Broke-n
10 Broken down
1

1

Has broken or been broken
12 „ „ „ „ „ , send a fresh or new one

13 Not broken

14 Slightly broken

15 Brother-s See Arrive, Relative

16 Brought See Bring

17 Brought (out) by mistake

18 Cannot be brought

19 Has-ve to be brought from
20 „ „ „ „ —/»by

21 Must be brought (back)

22 Will „ „ ( „ )

23 Build-ing See Erection, Premises,

24 Accident to building Property

25 „ „ „ ,
part of the walls down

26 Build-ing as intimated in my letter (of)

27 „ „ „ „ your „ ( „ )

28 „ house

29 „ room-s as suggested

30 „ wall

31 Building account

32 „ cannot be proceeded with

33 „ contract-s concluded

34 „ material-s

35 „ not yet commenced
36 „ operations

37 „ will be finished by the

38 Building-s damaged seriously by— (storm)

39 „ delayed (owing to)

40 „ need-s extensive repair

41 Cannot build or Could not be built

42 „ rt „ „ „ „ „ for less than

43 Commence building according to plans sent

44 Cost of building

45 „ „ „ is estimated at about

46 Do-es not wish to build

47 Has-ve— (you) begun to build?

48 How is building progressing?

49 If building-s
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Table No. 039 BUI-BUT

50 Is (are) the building-s in good repair?

5

1

Need more money for building

52 New building-s

53 „ building plans

54 Offer-s to build

55 Old building-s

56 Proceed with the building

57 Stop-ped building

58 The building-s consist-s of

59 ., „ is (are) in ruins

60 „ „ ,.(,;) old and dilapidated

61 What will it cost to build ?

62 When will the building be finished ?

63 With building-s

64 Burial See Funeral

65 Buried
66 Buried at (here)

67 „ „ sea

68 Where will s-he be buried ?

69 Burn-ed See Fire

70 Business See Duty
71 Attend-ing to the business (matter)

72 Is the business urgent ?

73 Is there much business ?

74 It is no business of ours

75 „ „ „ . >.
..— 's (yours)

76 (On) business affairs

77 The business is not urgent

78 „ „ „ urgent

79 There is much important business

80 „ „ not much business

81 Business Department See Officials, Orders
82 Business Department Account
83 But
84 But as it or this

85 „ cannot or do not
86 „ if necessary

87 ,. „ ,, you may
88 „ „ no-t

89 „ „ possible

90 ., „ „ should prefer

91 „ not (if)

92 ,, „ unless

93 „ only (if)

94 „ s-he (they)

95 „ try to

96 ., „ „get

97 „ » your best (to)

98 „ unless

99 .. we
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Table No. 040 BUT-BUY
00 But will or would
01 „ „ not or would not
02 „ you
03 .. —(you) must
04 „ — ( „ ) „ not

05 Buy See Better, Cheap,
06 Buy all you can Purchase, Think
07 „ on the best terms you can get

08 „ only ait or under the price (already) named
09 „ the balance
10 „ when you think best

11 Can buy more
12 „ „ on favourable terms

13 „ probably buy
14 „ — (you) buy more on the same terms?
15 Cannot buy (on account of)
16 Do not buy if price exceeds

17 „ „ „ more than necessary
18 „ you think there is any chance of being able to buy ?

19 Expect-s to be able to buy
20 Hope you may be able to buy
21 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ on better terms
22 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ terras named
23 If necessary, buy
24 „ „ , „ the one without the other

25 „ we buy
26 „ you can buy
27 „ „ „ „ at this price or under
28 ,, „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ , let us know at once
29 „ „ „ „ both

30 „ „ „ „ cheaper (only)

31 5, „ „ „ cheaply

32 „ ,, „ „ „ do so, and telegraph

33 „ .. .. .. more
34 >, » „ » „ at the same price

35 >. .. » ., ,
telegraph price

36 „ „ „ ,, the one without the other

37 „ „ cannot buy all

38 „ „ „ „ „ , buy as much as you can

39 » .. .. >. both

40 „ „ „ „ cheaper

41 „ „ „ „ let us know at once

42 „ „ „ „ more

43 „ „ „ „ the one without the other

44 ,, „ ,. .. , we recommend you (to)

45 Is (are) obliged to buy
46 „ ( „ ) trying to buy

47 May we buy
48 Must buy both

49 „ „ the one without the other
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Table No. 040 BUY-BY

50 Must buy without delay

51 „ you buy all?

52 Think we can buy (at)

53 „ „ cannot buy at less (than)

54 „ „ „ „ „ „ (than—) ; wire instructions

55 You may buy, but only on condition (that)

56 „ „ „ , if you think it advisable

57 Buying
58 Before buying (more)

59 Recommend-s delay in buying
60 Would advise buying
61 ,, not advise buying
62 By
63 By all or every

64 „ each

65 „ every possible way
66 „ her

67 „ him (his)

68 „ it-s

69 „ most
70 „ no-t

71 „ them (their)

72 „ this

73 ,, us (our)

74 „ which

75 „ you-r

76 Not by

77 „ „ them
78 „ „ us

79 ,. .. you-r
80
81

82

83
84
85
86

87
88

89
90
91
92

93
94
95
96
97
98
99
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Table No. 041 CAB-CAN

00 Cabin-s See Class, Passage
01 Cabin-s secured as requested
02 Can (only) get one cabin

03 „ ( „ ) „ two cabins

04 Engage-d first class Chinese cabin

05 „ second,, „ „
06 No choice, must take what cabin-s we can get

07 Will you be satisfied with separate cabins ?

08 Cable See Code, Telegram
09 Calculate-d See Reckon
10 At what rate do you calculate

1

1

Calculate-d at th^ rate of
12 Have calculated that

13 How do you calculate

14 If we had calculated

15 (We) calculate that (there are)
16 Calculation-s

17 Calculation is or was approximate or An approximate calculation (of)

18 Calculation is or was correct

19 „ ,, „ „ incorrect

20 Has-ve made a careful calculation

21 If the calculation is correct

22 Call-ed

23 Call at— (here) on your way (to)

24 „ „ once upon
25 Do-es not call (here or upon)
26 Can See Able
27 Can any one be
28 „ be

29 „ do what you want
30 „ have

31 „ I (we)
32 „ s-he (they)

33 :. you

34 »— (you) do anything (in the matter)

35 .— ( .. ) » this

36 It can

Z7 ., ., be

38 S-he (they) can

39 We can

40 You can

41 Canada-ian See Nationality
42 From Canada

43 In

44 To
45 Not Canadian

46 Cancel-s See Revoke
47 Agree-s to cancel

48 (Business department) please cancel order (No.

—

or dated)

49 Can or May cancel
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Table No. 041 CAN-CAP

50 Cancel all

51 „ my letter of

—

or to

52 „ order-s already given

53 „ previous telegram (of)

54 „ the former

55 Cannot or Do not cancel

56 If we can cancel

57 „ —(you) can cancel

58 „ — ( „ ) cancel-s

59 May be able to cancel

60 „ I (we) cancel
61 Please cancel order (No.

—

or dated—) and substitute the following ;

—

62 Shall I cancel instructions

63 Try^ing to cancel

64 Why did— (you) cancel

65 ,, „ — ( „ ) not cancel

66 Will cancel

67 „ not cancel

68 „ „ or Cannot now cancel agreement or instructions

69 Wish-es to cancel

70 Cancelled
71 All orders cancelled

72 Consider—cancelled

73 Contract cancelled

74 Have not cancelled or Has not been cancelled

75 Is (are) hereby cancelled

76 „ not likely to be cancelled

77 Must be cancelled

78 Order-s cancelled (and subsequent one-s substituted)

79 Cancelling
80 Before cancelling

81 Recommend-s cancelling

82 (With) option of cancelling

83 Candidate-s
84 Am (is) a candidate (for)

85 Are there other candidates (for)

86 Is— (are you) a candidate ( „ )

87 No other candidate-s

88 Not a candidate (for)

89 Several candidates

90 Cannot
91 Cannot be

92 „ do anything (in the matter) or Cannot do as suggested

93 „ have

94 „ possibly

95 It cannot

96 S-he (they) cannot

917 We cannot

98 You „

99 Capable See Incompetent, Qualification
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Table No. 042 CAP-CAR

00 Capacity See Accommodation
01 Capital-s
02 Captain (of the) See Officers

03 Care-ful

04 Can— (you) take care of

05 Cannot take care of
06 Care has been taken (of or to)

07 Do you care (for or to)
08 Do-es not care to

09 Great care must be taken (of or to)

10 Has care been taken (of or to)

11 If— (you) cannot take care of
12 „— ( „ ) care to

13 In care of

14 In or To your care

15 In whose care (is— ) or who will take care of

16 More care (will have to be taken)

17 Please take care (of or to)

18 So as to take care of

19 Special-ly care-ful

20 Take care not to

21 Will be very careful-ly

22 „ take care (of)

23 „ — (you) take care of

24 With the utmost care or caution

25 Careless-ness

26 Carriage See Freight

27 Cost of carriage is prepaid or to be prepaid
28 „ „ „ to be paid at your end
29 „ „ „ will amount to about

30 „ „ „ „ be repaid

31 What is the cost of carriage likely to be ?

32 Carried

33 Can be carried through

34 Cannot be carried through

35 Carried away (by)

36 Has-ve been carried oh (by)

37 „ not been carried on
38 Must be carried (on)

39 Will „ „ (.,.)

40 „ have to be carried (on)

41 Carry (on) See Through
42 Can you cat ry (on)

43 Cannot carry (on)

44 In order to carry on (the)

45 -. .1 " " out

46 To carry this out will need

47 Cart-s

48 Party leaving by cart to-morrow or on

49 Secure cart for (me)
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Table No. 042 CAS-CAU

50 Case-s (of) See Health, Special

51 In any case

52 „ case-s (of)

53 „ case it may
54 „ „ of accident or delay

55 ., „ „ need

56 „ „ „ refusal

57 ,, •> — (you) has-ve

58 „ either case

59 „ every case

60 „ his (her, their) case

61 „ no case

62 ,, that case or In this case

63 „ which case (we advise)

64 It is not the case

65 Cash See Bank, Draft
66 Cannot cash draft (sent) Funds, Money
67 Cash in exchange for

68 „ must be paid within

69 Do not cash it till you hear further

70 Send cash in exchange for cheque or draft

71 Cash (Chinese cash)

72 Cash very plentiful

73 „ „ scarce and dear here

74 How much or many cash

75 In exchange for cash

76 Require-s—cash

77 Short of cash, send some (to)

78 Cashed
79 Have cashed draft (sent) or Cheque has been cashed

80 Cash Rate
81 Cash rate per dollar (is)

82 „ „ „ tael (is)
_

83 Catalogue-s (No.) See List, Missions

84 Catastrophe See Accident, Avert

85 Catch (To catch)

86 If in time to catch

87 In time to catch
88 Not in time to catch

89 Catty-ies See Weight

90 Cause-s See Reason

91 Arising from any cause

92 Cause is generally believed to be

93 If it should cause

94 „ there is sufficient cause (for)

95 Is there (sufficient) cause (for)

96 May cause

97 There is cause (for)

98 „ „ no-t (sufficient) cause (for)

99 Try-ing to ascertain the cause
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Table No. 043 CAU-CHA

00 What is the cause (of)

01 Will cause

02 „ not cause

03 Caused (Has-ve caused)

04 Not caused by
05 Caution-ed See Act, Care-ful, Warn
06 Cautious See Incautious

07 You cannot be too cautious

08 Cease-d See Terminate

09 Celebration
10 Can— (you) be present at the celebration?

1

1

Cannot be present at the celebration

12 Certain-ly See Positive, State, Sure, Uncertain

13 Almost certain

14 Are you certain ?

15 As soon as we are certain

16 „ „ „ —is (you are) certain

17 Certainly not
18 Considered certain

19 If certain

20 „ —is (you are) certain (that)

21 „ —„ ( „ „ ) not certain (that)

22 Is it certain

23 Let me (us) hear for certain

24 Make certain (of)

25 Not quite certain (of— ) or It is not sure

26 Quite certain

27 Unless—is (you are) quite certain

28 Certificate-s (of)

29 Can certificate-s be obtained?

30 Cannot obtain certificate-s

31 Certificate-s not yet received

32 „ obtained

33 „ required or Must have a certificate

34 „ sent as requested (on)

35 „ will be sent

36 Examination or Sectional certificate-s

37 Junior Missionary-ies certificate-s

38 Senior ,,

39 Send the certificate-s

40 When was (were) certificate-s sent?

41 Certify-ied

42 Can it be certified ?

43 Has it been „ ?

44 Must be certified (by)

45 Chair-s

46 Has-ve left by chair

47 Have (— ) chair-s ready (for)

48 Leaving by chair on— (to-day)

49 Travel-ling quickly by chair
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Table No. 043 CHA-CHA

50 Chance See Lose, Opportunity, Probability

51 A good chance

52 Do not lose the chance

53 First chance— (you) has-ve

54 Not likely to have another chance of doing so well

55 The only chance (is)

56 (There is) httle chance (of)

57 There may be a chance later on (of)

58 When there is a chance

59 Change-s (in) See Alter-ation, Health, Improvement,
60 Advise what change-s can be made Remove, Unchanged
61 Can the change-s be made ?

62 Do not change (unless)

63 „ „ „ without further consulting us

64 „ you look for a change or alteration ?

65 Do-es not look for a change or alteration

66 „ „ think a change advisable

67 Has any change taken place (in)

68 „ undergone great change-s

69 Is (are) trying to change

70 No change (in) or No alterations have taken place

71 Recommend-s a change (and suggest-s)

72 Shall we change

y^ Telegraph if any change occurs

74 There has been a sudden change

75 „ „ „ no change worth reporting

76 Try to change if you can

77 Try-ing to do without a change or changing

78 Unless a change takes place

79 „ there is a change for the better

80 „ „ „ any change shall not telegraph

81 Until there is a change
82 Want-s a change

83 (We) do not look for any great change

84 ( „ ) look for a change (shortly)

85 Would necessitate a change or alteration (in or of)

86 Very changeable

87 Changed (to) See Altered

88 Can be changed (to)

89 Cannot (now) be changed or altered

90 Could probably be changed
91 Has-ve not been changed or altered

92 If changed (to)

93 » — (it) can be changed (to)

94 „ required, could be changed (to)

95 Is (are) trying to get—changed
96 Must be changed (to)

97 „ not be changed or altered

98 Unless—is changed (to)

99 Will be changed (to)
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Table No. 044 CHA-CHE
00 Changing
01 Recommend-s changing (— ) to

02 Chapel See Mission Buildings

03 Character
04 Character satisfactory

05 „ unsatisfactory

06 Not of a very serious character

07 Charge-s See Absence, Appointment, Place

08 Am I to take charge ?

09 Has-ve been taken charge of by (myself)
10 In charge (of)

11 „ „ temporarily

12 Is (are) not to take charge (of)

13 Not to remain in charge (of)

14 Please take charge (of)

15 Provided—is (you are) permitted to take charge (of)

16 Regret cannot take charge (of)

17 Send a competent person to take charge temporarily (at)

18 Shall be pleased to take charge (of)

19 Who has been placed in charge (of)
20 Whom do-es—'(ycu) wish to take charge (of— ) or Who is to take charge (of;

21 Whom have you left in charge or Who is in charge?
22 Will remain in charge (of)

23 „ or To take charge (during absence of)

24 „ „ „ „ „ (until—arrives)

25 After all chai^ges are paid or Inclusive of all charges See Debt
26 Are all charges included (in)

27 Charge—(me) with
28 „ the expense-s to

29 Do not pay charge-s

30 Dock charges

31 Have paid (all) charges

32 No charge (for)

33 Pay all necessary charges

34 To whom shall I charge expense-s

35 Will pay all charges

36 Charged

37 Charging

38 Cheap-Iy See Buy
39 As cheaply as possible

40 Can be bought cheaply

41 Good and cheap

42 If cheap

43 „ not cheap

44 Is it cheap?

45 „ not cheap

46 It is fairly cheap

47 „ „ very

48 Only if very cheap

49 Too cheap
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Table No. 044 CHE-CHI

50 Unless we can get it cheap-er, cannot entertain the matter

51 Would be considered cheap

52 Cheaper See Buy
53 Can it be done cheaper ?

54 Cannot be ,, „

55 Cheaper now than likely to be afterward

56 ,, than

57 Do not expect to get (any) cheaper

58 Has-ve got cheaper

59 If cheaper or cheapest

60 Is cheaper ,, „
61 „ not cheaper or cheapest

62 It can be done cheaper, but not satisfactorily

63 „ would be cheaper (to)

64 „ „ not be cheaper

65 Not cheaper than
66 Try your best to get cheaper

67 (We) are trying to get cheaper

68 Cheapest
69 Do it in the cheapest style

70 „ not take the cheapest

71 Shall we take the cheapest ?

72 Take the cheapest

73 What is the cheapest you can get (it)

74 Whichever is (relatively) cheapest

75 Check
76 As a check on

77 There has been no check (on)

78 Try-ing to check

79 What check have you upon
80 Checked
81 Has-ve been checked

82 „ not been checked

83 If not checked (by)

84 Must be checked (by)

85 Will be checked (by)

86 Chefoo See Sanatorium, Teachers

87 Cheque-s See Bank, Draft, Money,

88 Are sending cheque (for) Sign-ature

89 Cheque drawn on you for— , keep amount to meet it

90 „ has been lost, stop payment

91 „ received (for)

92 „ „ ,
am forwarding the amount by post

93 Has-ve not received your cheque

94 „ sent cheque

95 „ — (you) received cheque (from)

96 Send a cheque (for)

97 Chief-ly

98 Chiefly caused by or Owing to

99 „ on account of
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Table No. 045 CHI-CIR

00 Child-ren See Scholars
01 Boys
02 „ and girls

03 Girls

04 Party of children (— ) boys

05 „ „ „ {—) girls

06 „ „ „ (— ) boys and (— ) girls

07 One child

08 Two children

09 Three „
10 Four „

1

1

Five „
12 Six

13 The children of

14 Chinese Government (Imperial) See Nationality

15 Choice See Alternative, Option, Prefer-ence
16 Approve-s of your choice

17 Do-es not approve your choice
18 „ — (you) approve of our choice? *

19 Has-ve— (you) any choice?
20 Choose See Select

21 Choose whichever you like

32 L,eave-s us to choose

23 L,eave— (you) to choose

24 Chosen
25 Has-ve chosen (to)

26 „ not chosen (to)

27 Christian-s See Native
28 Christmas
29 After Christmas

30 Before

31 Church Sec Native, Officials

32 Church member-s

33 Cipher See Code
34 Circular-s

35 Circulate-insr

36 Circulate the information

37 Circulation (In circulation)

38 Not in circulation

39 Stop-ped circulation

40 Circumstance-s
41 (Act) according to circumstances

42 Carefully consider-ing all the circumstances

43 Circumstances are f were) favourable

44 „ !,(.,) unfavourable

45 „ have altered

46 Have circumstances altered ?

47 If circumstances require

48 Is (are) not aware of any circumstances

49 It depends or It will depend upon circumstances
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Table No. 045 CIR-CLQ

50 (Owing to) circumstances beyond my (our) control

5

1

The circumstances are as follows

:

52 Under any circumstances

53 .. no

54 „ the-se „

55 „ what circumstances or What are the circumstances of the case ?

56 (You) do not seem to understand the circumstances

57 City-ies

58 Claim-s

59 Amount of claim is

60 Appears to be a reasonable claim

61 Claim-s has-ve been paid in part

62 „ is (are) withdrawn

63 Do-es not claim

64 Has-ve— (you) made any claim (for)

65 Make no claim whatever or withdraw the claim

66 Send—-(us) particulars of the claim-s

67 Shall I (we) make any claim (for)

68 The claim is excessive

69 ,, „ may be made
70 (They) are asking for claim to be sent in

71 What is the amount of claim ?

"J^ Claimed (Has-ve claimed)

73 Has-ve not (been) claimed

74 If not claimed (by)

75 Class See Cabin, Passage

76 First class

Tj Second „

78 Third „

79 Clause (in) See Insert

80 Clean
81 Clear Sec Understood

82 Is my meaning clear ?

83 It is not clear (that)

84 It is quite clear (that)

85 Make everything quite clear, so that there can be no mistake

86 Meaning is not clear; explain more fully (as to)

87 „ „ „ quite clear; but understand (that)

88 Telegram is quite clear (otherwise)

89 „ not „ „ respecting— ; but read it as

90 The meaning is clear

91 (We) are not quite clear (as to)

92 Close-ly

93 After the close (of)

94 Before the close (of)

95 Cannot close

96 Close the house or station

97 Do not be in a hurry to close

98 „ „ close

99 „ „ „ before consulting (us)
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liable No. 046 CLO-COD

See Outfit

oo Do not close until you hear further or from
oi If able to close

02 Shall we close with— (at)

03 You may close with— (at)

04 Closed (at or for)

05 Closed in consequence (of)
06 Has-ve closed with

07 „ not closed with
08 „ — (you) closed?

09 If—(you) has-ve closed
10 „ — ( „ ) „ not closed

11 Is not yet closed
12 Clothing
13 Bring all your clothing

14 Do not bring much clothing

15 Needing clothes

16 Not needing clothes

17 Shall I bring much clothing?
18 Clue
19 Coal
20 Coast
21 Come to coast as soon as convenient
22 Coming or Going to the coast shortly

23 Do not leave for the coast until you receive—'s(my) letter

24 From here to the coast

25 Leaving or Left for the coast (on)
26 Sent down to the coast (by)

27 Shall— (I) come to the coast?

28 Code See Clear, Incorrect, Meaning
29 China Inland Mission Telegraphic Code Book

Code Book-s

See Trace

See Come

30
31 Have you not made some mistake in the—word of your (last) telegram (of)

22 Insert the following cipher after the—word in our (last) telegram (of) and translate
^ the message accordingly

33 Please repeat the—word in your (last) telegram, (of—) if important

34 Read the following (— ) word-s from

35 ., „ ,. (— ) .. >, Native Code
36 The word-s you cannot understand in (my) telegram is (are)

37 Telegram unintelligible, please repeat the first word in 3'our message

38
39
40
41

42

43
44
45
46

47
48
49

86
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Table No. 046 COL-COM

50 CoUapse-d (Has-ve collapsed)

51 Collapse is feared

52 Collect

53 Can— (you) collect

54 Collect and send

55 Is (are) trying to collect

56 To collect

57 Collected (Has-ve collected)

58 Has-ve not collected (any)

59 Have you collected

60 Collection (of)

61 Collision See Against

62 Has been in collision (with)

63 „ not been in collision (with)

64 Combination (of) Sec Conjunction

65 A very strong combination
66 Owing to a combination (of)

67 Unless there is a combination (of)

68 Combine-d (with) See Join

69 Cannot or will not combine

70 Do not combine

71 Has-ve combined (to or with)

72 If necessary combine (with)

73 Will you combine with (us)

74 Come See Coast, Forward, Leave

75 As soon as—comes things can be definitely settled

76 „ „ „ you come „ „ „' „ „

yy Cannot come (until)

78 „ do anything until you come

79 Come as soon as possible

80 Do not come, reasons by letter

81 „. you think—should come or go home?
82 „ „ „ — „ „ „ „ out to China?

83 Has-ve come
84 How will— (you) come, or How is— (are you) coming?

85 If— (you) cannot come, wire at once (to)

86 It is important that— (you) should come

87 „ „ useless to come (now)
88 May come at once, if you consider necessary

89 „ — (I) come?
90 Must come at once

91 Need not come
92 Shall I come

93 Still to come

94 Think-s it will be best to come

95 When will— (you) come?
96 Will come

97 Will probably come (to-o)

98 „ — (you) come?

99 Would like— (you) to come
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Table No. 047 COM-COM

00 Comes
01 Comes out or up
02 If it (s-he) comes (to)

03 Comfort See Sympathy

04 Comfortable-y

05 Coming (to-o)

06 Am coming unless I hear to the contrary

07 Coming at once

08 „ from
09 Is— (are you) coming to— (here)

10 Not coming (to)

11 Who is (are) coming?
12 Commence-d See Begin, Origin, Start

13 Cannot commence before (the)

14 Do not commence until you hear further

15 Has-ve (already) commenced (on)

16 Not to commence (till)

17 (To) commence at once or on
18 When do-es— (you) commence
19 Will probably commence (about)

20 Commencement (From the)

21 After the commencement (of)

22 At or In the commencement

23 Before the commencement (of)

24 Can the commencement be made

25 If commencement already made
26 Commencing
27 Commencing on the—(and terminating on the)

28 Commission-ed
29 Commit-tet3 Sec Bind, Bound

30 Are you committed to anything ?

31 Do not commit us or yourself in any way

32 Not committed to anything

33 We do not wish to commit ourselves

34 Committee-s

35 Common-ly
36 Communicate (with) See Advise, Announce, Cable,

37 Can you communicate with Inform, Telegraph

38 Communicate this to

39 „ „ ,, all friends

40 „ ,. „ home centres

41 Do not communicate this to

42 May or Shall we communicate telegram to

43 Telegraph line broken or interrupted, cannot communicate with

44 (You) had better communicate with or to

45 Communicated (to or with)

46 Has-ve not communicated with or to

47 „— (you) „ „ „ „

48 Telegram has been communicated (to—) and will wire when we get reply

49 Communicating (with)
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Table No. 047 COM-COM

50 Communication (is)

51 Communication re-established (with)

52 Have had no communication (since)

53 >. y?u any
>. (from)

54 Open-ing communication with

55 The following communication

56 There are no means of communication (with)

57 What is the latest communication (from)

58 „ „ „ nature of the communication (from)

59 Company (of)

60 Comparative-ly
61 Compare-d (with)

62 Compared with the same period or season last year

63 How does it compare with

64 Not to be compared (with)

65 Compares
66 Compares favourably (with)

67 „ unfavourably (with)

68 Comparing (In comparing)

69 In comparing (— ) it must be remembered
70 Compartment-s
71 How many compartments are there?

72 Compel-s
73 Cannot compel

74 Compel-s us (to)

75 Could you not compel— (to)

76 Do not try to compel (him, her)

•;^y Must compel

78 They can compel us (to)

79 Compelled (to) See Obliged

80 If compelled
81 „ not compelled

82 Reluctantly compelled (to)

83 Shall be compelled (to)

84 Unless compelled to do otherwise

85 Compensate-d See Allowance
86 Do-es not or Will not compensate (for)

87 Has-ve been fully compensated or Adequate compensation has been given

88 „ not been fully compensated

89 In order to compensate for

90 Will be compensated

91 Compensation See Recompense, Redress, Refund

92 A liberal compensation

93 „ reasonable „

94 Advise to accept compensation or compensation may be accepted

95 Compensation is offered (would you advise its acceptance?)

96 „ may or might be claimed

97 „ „ not be claimed or accepted

98 „ will be made

99 Do not or Will not give any compensation
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Table No. 048 COM-COM
00 Expect-s no compensation
oi In (full) compensation (for)

02 No compensation (is) offered

03 Small compensation

04 Unless compensation is allowed

05 What compensation will be required ?

06 Without compensation

07 Competent See Ability, Able, Equal, Incompetent,

08 A thoroughly competent person [Qualification

09 Must be thoroughly competent
10 Competition (In competition)
11 Competition is keen
12 There is likely to be competition

13 „ „ little or no competition

14 Complain-s (of)

15 Has-ve no reason to complain
16 Complaint-s See Fault

17 Complaints are being made (as to)

18 Frequent complaints are being or have been made
19 Has-ve made no complaint or No complaints have been made
20 Is there any cause for complaint?

21 Numerous complaints

22 The cause of complaint (is)

23 There is a great complaint (about)

24 „ „ or should be no ground for complaint

25 „ „ some little cause for complaint

26 What is the cause of complaint?

2y Complete-d See Finished, Incomplete, Order
28 Already complete-d

29 (Better) complete as soon as possible

30 Can complete

31 Cannot complete

32 Complete, except

33 Expect-s to complete

34 In order to complete

35 Must be complete-d (by)

36 To be completed (about)

37 When will you complete or When will it be completed ?

38 With everything complete-d

39 Completion
40 Before the completion (of)

41 On or After the completion (of)

42 Complicate-d

43 Fear this may complicate matters

44 Is this likely to complicate matters ?

45 Unless this will complicate matters

46 Will it complicate matters ?

47 Complication-s

48 A serious complication

49 Complication of causes or difficulties
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Table No. 048 COM-COM

50 Complications are likely to arise

51 „ have arisen (through)

52 „ may possibly follow

53 No fear of any complications arising

54 Should any complication-s arise

55 (To) avoid complications

56 Would lead to complications

57 Complied
58 Has-ve been complied with

59 „ not been complied with

60 Have you complied (with)

61 If compHed with

62 „ not „

63 (Is) not likely to be complied with

64 Compliment-s See Congratulations

65 Comply See Agree, Request, Wishes

66 Can comply (with)

67 „ you comply (with)

68 Cannot or Do not comply with requirements or demands

69 Comply if possible

70 „ with requirements as far as you can

71 Has—to comply (with)

72 Have we to comply (with)

73 If s-he (they) comply-ies

74 Impossible to comply without full-er information

75 Shall we comply (with)

•76 „ „ „ with the request or demand (of)

jj So as to comply (with)

78 Will not comply with requirements or demands

79 Compose-d (of)

80 Comprehend-s
81 Cannot or Do not comprehend
82 Comprehend a part only

83 Comprehended

84 Comprehending

85 Comprehensive-Iy
86 As comprehensive-ly as possible

87 Not sufficiently comprehensive

88 Comprise-s
89 Does this comprise (both or all)

90 This comprises

91 „ does not comprise (both or all)

92 Comprised

93 Compromise-d ' See Arrange, Settle

94 Accept-s any compromise

95 Accept-s any reasonable compromise rather than have further trouble

96 Am (are) trying to make a compromise

97 Any compromise

98 „ „ would not be accepted

99 Are likely to compromise
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Table No. 049 COM-CON

00 Compromise cannot be made or accepted
01 „ if you think it desirable or if you can
02 „ on the terms indicated

03 Do not or will not accept the compromise
04 „ „ „ „ „ compromise (for less than)

05 „ you recommend us to compromise ?

06 Has-ve authority to compromise
07 „ no „
08 „ not compromise
09 If compromise can be arrived at

,

10 Is it not possible to compromise ?

11 „ there any likelihood of a compromise being come to?

12 No compromise can be arrived at (unless)

13 „ „ „ „ „ „ , telegraph instructions

14 No compromise or Not compromised
15 Shall we compromise for

—

or by paying
16 To effect a compromise
17 Try to make the best compromise you can
18 We think we had better compromise; shall we do so?

19 Willing to compromise (for)
20 Compromising See Binding

21 Without compromising (yourself or us)
22 Conceal See Hiding

23 Advisable to conceal this meantime or until

24 If possible, will conceal (themselves)

25 If there is any attempt to conceal

26 Not advisable to conceal anything

27 There is nothing to conceal

28 (To) conceal the true state of affairs

29 Unable to conceal (themselves)

30 Concealed
31 Concealed, but not safe

32 „ the fact (that)

33 „ „ true state of affairs

34 Has-ve not concealed anything

35 Should this be concealed ?

36 The fact cannot be concealed

37 Concealment
38 In a place of concealment

39 Place of concealment discovered

40 ,, „ „ supposed to be safe

41 Concede See Allosv

42 Concede as little as possible (to)

43 „ if necessary, or if deemed advisable (to)

44 ,, somewhat or something

45 „ the point

46 Do not or Will not concede

47 If asked or required, may we concede

48 „ forced, concede (to)

49 Unless we concede
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Table No. 049 CON-CON

50 What is most— (you) will concede (to)

51 Will concede or Willing to concede

52 Conceded
53 Has-ve conceded

54 Concentrate-d

55 Concentration

56 Concern-8

57 Does it concern

58 „ not concern

59 If it concerns

60 It does concern

61 Concerned (in)

62 Not concerned (in)

63 Was (were) concerned (in)

64 Concerning

65 Concert-ed See Conjoint

66 Concert together or To concert with

67 Have concerted together or with

68 Take concerted action

69 Unless there is concerted action

70 Concession-s

71 Cannot or Will not make further concession-s

72 Concession has been made

73 „ „ not been made

74 Conciliate-d

75 Conciliate if possible

76 Has-ve been conciliated

77 Conciliation

78 Conclude-d See Decision, Infer

79 Cannot conclude (before)

80 Do not hastily conclude

81 Forced to conclude (that)

82 Has-ve just been concluded

83 If you conclude (from)

84 May I (we)' conclude you agree or are willing?

85 (We) conclude from this that

86 Concludes

87 Concluding
88 The concluding remarks or part of

89 Conclusion .
See Decision

90 Cannot come to any conclusion without further information

91 Come-s to a conclusion

92 Has-ve arrived at the conclusion (that)

93 Immediate conclusion is necessary

94 No conclusion has yet been arrived at

95 „ ,, „ „ ,, J, i> ) will wire as soon as possible

96 Some conclusion must be come to (before)

97 The conclusion is

98 „ „ — (you) has-ve arrived at

99 Wire when or if any conclusion has been arrived at
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Table No. 050 CON-CON
00 Concur-red See Agree
01 Cannot concur with your views
02 Do you concur (with)

03 Has-ve concurred in

04 If you concur with our views

05 (We) concur with your views
06 Will be concurred in

07 Concurrence
08 With my (our) concurrence

09 „ the concurrence of
10 Without my (our) concurrence
11 „ —'s (your) concurrence
12 Your concurrence is necessary

13 Condition-s See Health, Positioo^' Quality, State,

14 A more hopeful condition Stipulations, Subject, Terms

15 Can condition be modified ?

16 Can or Will agree to the condition-s

17 Cannot or Will not agree to the condition-s

18 Conditions as laid down in (former) telegram (of)

19 „ „ „ „ „ letter (of)
20 Condition-s do-es not allow
21 I (we) accept the condition-s

22 If the conditions meet with your approval

23 In bad condition

24 „ fair

25 „ good
26 „ present condition (of the affair)

27 „ what condition

28 (Only) on condition that

29 Subject to the conditions named
30 The condition-s is (are)

31 ,, ,, ,, precarious <7^ In a precarious condition

32 „ „ meet with my (our) approval

33 Under certain conditions

34 „ more favourable conditions

35 What is (are) the present condition-s?

36 Will— (you) agree to the-se condition-s?

37 Conditional-ly See Provided, Unconditionally

38 Is (are) conditional upon

39 Condolence See Sympathy
40 Conduct-ed See Misconduct

41 Conducting See Accompanying, Escorting

42 Confer-red See Consult

43 Confer with—and let us know your joint opinion

44 „ „ —before doing anything

45 Wish-es to confer with

46 Conference

47 A conference was held

48 „ „ will be held (at)

49 „ friendly conference
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Table No. 050 CON-CON
50 Conference arranged for— ; can you attend ?

51 Meet me for conference at— (on)
52 Your attendance at the conference is earnestly desired
53 Confide-d See Rely, Trust
54 Is it advisable to confide in

55 Confidence (In confidence) See Distrust, Panic
56 Confidence is not yet restored

57 .J „ restored

58 ,, not shaken

59 M very much shaken
60 Do not place much confidence in

61 Have complete confidence in

62 ,. lost all confidence in

63 ,, no confidence in

64 „ not much confidence in—, so recommend caution
65 If you have complete confidence in
66 There is a general want of confidence
6y You have my (our) confidence
68 Your confidence will be respected

69 Confident
70 If you are confident

71 Unless you are confident

72 Confidential-ly See Private

73 Can you inform us confidentially ?

74 Confidential and strictly private

75 " reports have reached us

76 Is this to be considered as confidential ?

77 Need not be kept strictly confidential

78 Confine-d See Restrict

79 Confine yourself-ves to

80 Do not confine yourself-ves to
81 Must not be confined to

82 ConBnement See Births

83 Confinement shortly expected or about
84 Following the confinement

85 Premature confinement
86 Confining
87 Confining myself (ourselves) as much as possible to

88 Confirm-s See Ratify, Statement, Verify
89 Cannot confirm the news or report

90 Confirmed
91 Confirmation See Corroboration

92 As soon as I (we) receive confirmation of the (report)

93 Awaiting confirmation

94 Confirmation received

95 In confirmation of

96 Is there any confirmation

97 No confirmation yet

98 Subject to confirmation

99 You should not accept his (her, their) statement-s without confirmation
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Table No. 051 CON-CON

00 Confirtning
01 Letter confirming the report received (from)
02 Telegram „ „ „ „ ( „ )

03 Confiscate-d
04 Conflict-s (with)

05 If it will conflict (with)
06 It must not „ ( ,. )

07 Conflicting
08 Account-s or Report-s is (are) conflicting

09 Conform-ed
10 If you conform (to)

11 Conformity (In conformity with)
12 Not in conformity with

13 Confuse-d
14 Do not confuse this with

15 (You) have apparently confused—with

16 Confusing
17 Confusion
18 Everything is in a state of confusion

19 In great confusion
20 Much confusion has been caused (by)
21 There is no confusion
22 To prevent confusion

23 Confute
24 Confute in every possible way you can

25 Congratulate
26 Congratulate you upon your success

27 Congratulations Sec Happiness

28 Hearty congratulations (Many happy returns of the day)

29 Please convey our hearty congratulations (to)

30 Thanks for congratulations

31 Conjoint See Concert

32 Conjoint action is advisable or needed

33 .. " » not „

34 Conjunction See Combination, Together

35 In conjunction with (us)

36 Not in conjunction with (us)

37 Connect-ed
38 In no way connected (with)

39 Is— (to be) connected with

40 S-he is connected with

41 Connection-s

42 A very desirable connection

43 Break-ing oflf connection (with)

44 Form-s a connection (with)

45 In connection (with)

46 Is there any connection between or with

47 No connection between or with

48 Not a desirable connection

49 Some connection between or with
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Table No. 051 CON-CON

50 Consecutive-Iy
51 In consecutive order

52 Consent-s See Agree, Approval, Knowledge
53 By mutual consent

54 Can obtain the consent of

55 „ the consent of—be obtained ?

56 Cannot or will not consent (to)

57 „ consent to your proposition-s

58 „ obtain the consent (of)

59 Full consent granted
60 Shall we consent
61 (We) did not consent (to)

62 ( „ ) give our hearty consent

63 ( „ ) might consent (to)

64 ( „ ) would consent (to)

65 Will consent, provided
66 Wire whether you consent or not

67 With your consent
68 Has-ve consented (to)

69 Consequence-s See Result

70 Consequence-s may be serious .

71 „ (will be) serious

72 In consequence of

73 „ „ „ further news (from)

74 (It is) of little consequence (which)

75 ( " » ) " no .' ( .. )

76 Not in consequence (of)
"^"j Regardless of consequences

78 (We) are not prepared to take the consequences of such a step

79 What are likely to be the consequences (of)

80 Consider-ed
'

Sec Believe, Entertain, Submit,

81 Are we to consider Think, Thought
82 Has not been considered

83 If it is considered

84 Is fully considered, and is thought advisable

85 ), ,, )> ). not „ ,,

86 (It) is considered (that)

87 ( „ ) „ „ satisfactory

88 ( „ ) „ „ unsatisfactory

89 Take time to consider

90 The matter has been considered, and postponed until (the next meeting)

91 To or Must be considered

92 (We) do not consider

93 What do you consider

94 Will or Would be considered

95 „ „ „ not be considered

96 „ take or Are taking time to consider

97 Considerable-y

98 Considerate-ly See Inconsiderate

99 (Is) very considerate
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Table No. 052 CON-CON

00 Consideration
01 After careful consideration

02 Give-ing due consideration (to)

03 Have you taken into consideration

04 In consideration of (everything)

05 (Is) under consideration

06 It is a matter for grave consideration

07 Not worth consideration

08 Submit for
—

's (our) consideration

09 Take-ing into consideration

10 Upon further consideration

1

1

Without consideration

12 Consign-ed (to)

13 Consignment-s See Shipment

14 Consignment advised by you (on— ) not received. Please make enquiries

15 „ duly despatched (on)

16 „ „ received (on)

17 Hold consignment until (further orders)

18 What is the date of last consignment ?

19 Consist-s

20 (It) consists of or Consisting of the following

21 Of what does it consist ?

22 Consisted (of)

23 Consistent-ly

24 Consolidate-d

25 Cannot all interests be consolidated ?

26 In order to consolidate

27 (It is) desirable to consolidate

28 Construe-d (into)

29 Construction

30 Consul See Advise, Appeal, Authorities,

31 American Consul Government, Legation,

32 British „ Officials, Withdraw

33 French ,,

34 German „

35 Japanese

36 Norwegian „

37 Swedish „

38 ^Consul advises all to leave (—) and come or go to the coast. What do you advise?

39 „ „ ladies to leave (— ). What do you advise?

40 „ „ unmarried ladies to leave (— ). What do you advise ?

41 „ has recalled missionaries (fi-om)

42 „ ,, referred to Peking, awaiting result

43 „ objects to parties proceeding (to)

44 „ orders all to leave

45 „ „ ladies to the coast

46 Follow the Consul's advice

47 " .. " oi'd^i's

48 Has-ve given notice to (— ) Consul

49 Please notify (— ) Consul
*N.B. Unless otherwise stated, the British Consul is to be understood by "Consul."
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Table No. 052 CON-CON

50 Consular-ate

51 Consular certificate or Certified by Consul

52 Under the seal of the Consulate

53 Consult-ed (with) See Advise, Confer

54 Cannot consult (with)

55 Consult with friends and let us know result

56 „ „ the missionaries on the spot

57 „ „ „ Superintendent

58 Do not consult (with)

59 Has-ve been consulted

60 (We) have consulted— (who says that)

61 Whom have you or Who has been consulted?

62 „ shall we consult?

63 Will consult

64 Consultation (required)

65 In consultation with

66 This telegram is sent after consultation with— (who agrees)

67 Consulting
68 After consulting with

69 Before „ „

70 Consumption See Health

71 Is feared to be in consumption

72 Is in rapid consumption

73 Is there any likelihood of consumption ?

74 Contact

75 In close contact (with)

76 Not in contact (with)

77 Contain-s

78 It (they) contain-s matters of importance

79 What do-es it (they) contain?

80 Contained
81 The contents are See Opened

82 Contemplate-d (As contemplated)

83 It is not contemplated (that)

84 „ „ in contemplation or—are contemplating

85 Contention
86 His (her, their) contention is

87 Contest-ed
88 Contesting

89 Continent (Now on the Continent)

90 Going on the Continent

91 Will not return from the Continent before

92 Contingencies

93 Allow-ing for any contingencies

94 In view of contingencies which may arise

95 This does not allow for any contingencies

96 To provide for contingencies

97 Contingency
98 In such a contingency

99 This is a possible contingency
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Table No. 053 CON-CON
00 Contingent
01 (Is) contingent upon
02 Must be contingent upon
03 Continuation (In continuation of)

04 Continue-d
05 Cannot or Do not continue
06 „ get—to continue or continued

07 Continue as long as possible

08 „ meanwhile (to)

09 „ to advise fully by letter

}0 „ „ „ „ „ telegram
11 Is— (it) likely to continue or be continued?
12 Likely to continue or be continued

13 May we continue (to)

14 Not likely to continue (so)

15 Shall we or Do you wish us to continue
16 Unable to continue longer

17 Will continue or Are continuing (to)

18 Will not continue or Are not continuing (to)

19 You may continue
20 Continuing
21 Is— (are you) continuing to

22 Contraband
23 Contract-s
24 As required by the contract

25 Can withdraw from contract
26 „ you get contract-s made
27 „ „ withdraw from contract ?

28 Cannot withdraw from contract

29 Contract signed, terms favourable

30 Do not complete contract at present

31 Future contract-s

32 Have contract settled at once

33 Old contract-s

34 Present contract-s

35 Shall I sign contract ?

36 The terms of the contract (are)

37 (You) may sign the contract

38 Contracted

39 Contracting

40 Contractor
41 Contractor can complete his contract

42 „ cannot „ „
43 Contradict-s See Conflicts

44 May we contradict the report or Can it be contradicted

45 You may contradict the report

46 Contradicted See Dispute-d

47 Has-ve been contradicted

48 „ contradicted the report : it is quite unfounded

49 Contradictory reports or statements
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Table No. 053 CON-COO
50 Contrary See Against
51 Contrary to my (our) advice or wishes
52 „ „

—
's (your) „ „ „

53 J) » orders or instructions

54 Nothing to the contrary or Not contrary to

55 Unless advised to the contrary

56 „ we hear from you to the contrary

57 „ _
you hear to the contrary

58 Contribute-ing

59 Contributing toward the expense-s (of)
60 (We) can contribute

61 Contribution-s
62 Has-ve given—as a contribution toward
63 Contrive
64 Can you contrive

65 If you can contrive

66 Control (of) See Authority, Power
67 Beyond our control or Beyond the control of
68 Has-ve— (you) control (of)

69 It is imperative that—(we) should have entire control (of)

70 Not under—'s (our) control

71 Under my (our) control or Under the control of

72 „ whose control is

73 Controlled

74 Must be controlled (by)

75 Will not be controlled (by)

76 Convalescent See Better, Health
'^7 Is convalescent (now)
78 Convenience (For convenience)

79 At your earliest convenience or As soon as convenient
80 It would be a great convenience or more convenient
81 Suit yonr own convenience or As may be most convenient to (you)

82 Convenient-Iy
83 If convenient to (you)

84 (It) will be quite convenient

85 Will it be convenient (to)

86 Wire only if this arrangement will not be convenient to you
87 Convention See Conference, Meeting
88 Convert-s See Church, Native

89 Convey-ed
90 Conveyance-s

91 Conveying (to)

92 Convince
93 Convinced

94 Convincing

95 Cook See Servant

96 Coolie-s

97 Cannot get coolie-s

98 Have coolie-s ready for— (me) on arrival

99 Please send (— ) coolie-s to— (here)
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Table No. 054 COO-COS

oo Co-operate (with) See Act
oi Are willing to co-operate (with)
02 Cannot or Do not co-operate (with)
03 If—can or will co-operate (with)
04 Shall we co-operate with or try to get—to co-operate with us ?

05 Try-ing to get—to co-operate (with)
06 Unless—can or will co-operate (with)

07 Will not co-operate (with)
08 Co-operating
09 Are desirous of co-operating (with)
10 Co-operation
11 Copy-ies See Documents
12 Am sending you copy-ies (of)

13 Can you get(—) „ („)
14 Cannot obtain ,, ( „ )

15 Copy will do
16 Keep a copy

17 Please send (— ) copy-ies (of)
18 Require-s certified copy (of)

19 Correct-ed See Accurate, Incorrect, Rectify, Right
20 Ascertain if this is correct, and advise us
21 Can be corrected

22 Can it be corrected ?

23 Can or May we depend upon this as being correct ?

24 Cannot be corrected

25 Is it correct (that)

26 It is quite correct (that)

27 Telegraph which is correct

28 (You) may depend upon this as being correct

29 Correction-s

30 Subject to correction-s

31 Correspond-ence
32 Are sending copy of correspondence

33 Have you had any correspondence direct with—(about)

34 Is able to attend to correspondence

35 „ unable to „
36 Referring to correspondence (about)

37 Corroborate-d Sec Confirm-ation

38 Can corroborate (all) the statement-s (of)

39 Can—(you) corroborate the statement-s (of)

40 Cannot corroborate the statement-s (of)

41 Does it corroborate

42 If the statement-s is (are) corroborated

43 Must be corroborated

44 Corroboration

45 In corroboration of

46 Cost See Approximate, Expense, Outlay, Price, Rate,

47 Ascertain (probable) cost Terms
48 Cannot at present say what cost will be

49 Cost about the same as before
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Table No. 054 COS-CPU

50 Cost or Expense will be above

51 „ „ „ „ „ below or less than

52 „ is or will be

53 „ „ not or will not be

54 „ must not exceed or not to exceed

55 Could only be done at a ruinous cost

56 Fear cost is or has been understated

57 Provided cost does not exceed

58 Saving in cost

59 What do you estimate the cost will be ?

60 Could
61 Could it (s-he, they)

62 „ not be done at present

63 „ „ do this without

64 „ we
65 „ you
66 Do you think you could ?

0/ jj jj jj jj

68 If we could be or have

69 „ you „ „ „ „

70 It could (be)

71 „ „ not (be)

72 S-he (they) cquld

73 „ ( » ) ..
not

74 There could (be)

75 M .. be no

76 „ „ not (be)

77 Unless it (s-he, they) couic

78 „ we could

79 » you "
80 We could

81 „ „ not

82 You could

83 „ „ not

84 Council >5<?<? Meetmg

85 Australasian Council

86 China Council

87 London Council

88 North American Council

89 Member-s of the (— ) Council

90 The Council approves

91 „ „ does not approve

92

93
94
95

meeting is arranged for— (at)

» ,,—, please do your best to attend

„ postponed (until)

JJ „ regrets it cannot agree to your propofial or wishes

q6 The matter has been considered by the Council, and it is thought (that)
,

^ Count-ed See Date, Depend

98 If you can count upon

99 It would not be safe to count upon (more than)
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Table No. 055 COU-CRE

oo May be safely counted upon
oi „ I (we) count on you (to)

02 (You) must not count upon
03 Counteract-ed
04 Counterbalance'd
05 Will more than counterbalance
06 „ not counterbalance

07 Counterbalancing
08 Country
09 Absent in the country or interior (till the)

10 Have just returned from the country or interior

1

1

Leaving for the country or interior shortly

12 Left the country

13 On returning from the country or interior

14 Course See Action, Alternative

15 Cannot or Do not continue the course adopted
16 Course suggested

17 Follow your own course or continue the course you have adopted

18 If you follow the course laid down
19 In the course (of)

20 „ „ „ of time or In due course
21 No other course is open, so far as we can see

22 Of course or As a matter of course

23 Such a course is impossible

24 The course— (you) suggest-s cannot be sanctioned

25 „ „ — ( ,, ) ,. is sanctioned
26 Think-s the best course will be

27 What course are you going to adopt ?

28 „ „ do you recommend us to adopt ?

29 Will pursue the course suggested

30 Court
31 Cover-s
32 Fully covers the ground

33 (To) cover the ground

34 Covered (by)

35 Has been fully covered or Is completely covered (by)

36 Credit See Balance, Bills, Money,

37 Credit
—

's account with Remittance
38 Letter of credit

39 Placed to your credit (on account of)

40 The amount to
—

's (your) credit is

41 There is no balance to the credit of
—

's (your) account

42 To be placed to the credit of or Have placed (this) to the credit of

43 „ —'s (your) credit

44 Unworthy of credit

45 What amount have you to
—

's (my) credit?

46 Credited

47 Have you credited—(us) with

48 To what account have you credited or shall we credit

49 We have credited
—

's (your) account here with the sum of—received
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Table No. 055 CRE-CUS

50 Crew (native)

51 Crisis See Health, Situation
52 Affairs or Disease has-ve not yet reached a crisis

53 Approaching a crisis

54 Do you think the crisis is passed?

55 Critical

56 Is in a critical state or Situation is critical

57 Not critical or Situation is not critical

58 Owing to the critical state of

59 Very critical or Situation is very critical

60 Crop-s See Famine
61 Crop prospects good
62 „ reports bad

63 The crops have failed
;
great distress prevails

64 What are the prospects of the crops ?

65 Cubic Feet See Measurement
66 Currency See Money
67 Gold currency

68 Paper ,,

69 Silver „

70 Curtail-ed

71 Cannot curtail expenses

72 Have curtailed expenses

73 If you cannot curtail expenses

74 Must curtail expenses or It is absolutely necessary to curtail expenses

75 Try-ing to curtail expenses

76 Custom
yy Follow the usual custom

78 Tiie custom is

yg There is no custom
80 What is the custom?
81 Customary See Invariable-y

82 As customary, or According to custom

83 Is it customary?

84 It is not customary or It is not according to custom

85 Custom-s House
86 Cannot pass Customs
87 Cannot pass Customs without particulars and value

88 Commissioner of Customs
89 Customs authority or Officer

90 „ authorities will not permit

91 „ „ „ permit

92 Goods arrived, cannot pass Customs without particulars and value

93 Passed the Customs

94
95
96
97
98
99
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Table No. 056 DAI-DAN

00 Daily SeeDiCy
01 Damage-s See Craim, Injury, Storm
02 Are afraid of damage from
03 Damage, as far as can be ascertained, amounts to (about)

04 „ caused by
05 „ has been repaired
06 „ must be repaired at once

07 „ not yet ascertained

08 ,, will amount to

09 Estimate-d damage
10 Has caused serious damage
1

1

How long will it take to repair damage ?

12 (It) will do us serious damage
13 It will take some days to repair damage
^A » )! ij )) weeks „ „ ,,

15 Must allow for damage
16 No damage sustained

17 On account of damage done
18 What is the amount or extent of damage ?

19 Damaged
20 Damaged badly
21 „ by coming in contact with
22 „ „ mildew
23 More or less damaged
24 Seems to have been damaged
25 Slightly or Partly damaged
26 Damp-ness
27 Owing to the excessive dampness of the climate

28 Danger See Risk

29 Can be done without danger, or It is not dangei-ous

30 „ it be „ „ „ , „ Is it dangerous ?

31 Cannot be done without danger or It will be dangerous

32 Do you anticipate any danger or Do you think it dangerous?

33 If there is no danger (of)

34 In danger of

35 (Invalid) is now out of danger

36 Is there any danger (of)

37 The danger most to be feared

38 There is danger (of)

39 „ „ great danger in delay (staying or waiting

)

40 „ „ no apparent danger

41 „ „ „ or will be no danger (of— ) at present

42 Very little danger (of— ) or There is little danger (of)

43 Dangerous-ly

44 In a most dangerous condition

45 Owing to the dangerous state of the

46 Route is dangerous, advise your travelling by way of

47 Think-s it dangerous

48 Too dangerous

49 Travelling is dangerous (through or by way of)
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Table No. 056 DAT-DgA

50 Data See Particulars

51 Are there any reliable data

52 Data to enable us to

53 From the data in our possession

54 „ „ .. „ your „

55 Not sufficient data

56 There are no reliable data

57 We have not sufficient data to enable us (to)

58 Date-5 See Page No. 108

59 At or On what date or What is the date of

60 Can you fix a date?

61 Cancel the date

62 Cannot yet fix the date

63 Date can be altered, if necessary, (to)

64 „ cannot be altered

65 „ has been altered (to)

66 „ must be fixed by you

67 Not later than the date named
68 On what date do you intend to

69 „ „ „ shall we
70 The date fixed is

71 The earliest date

72 The following date-s

73 „ latest date

74 To date or count from

75 What is the earliest date at which we may expect

76 „ ,, J,
latest ,, ,, ,, ,, „ ,)

77 Daughter-s Sec Relatives

78 Day-8 See Hours

79 A few days after or—days after

80 „ „ „ before or—days before

81 During the last few days

82 „ „ next „

83 Every day

84 „ alternate day

85 (For) the first few days

86 How many days

87 In or For a few days

88 It will or would only take two or three days

89 „ „ „ „ take—days or It will or would take several days

90 Same day

91 The day after

92 „ „ before

93 Days of the week See Alphabetically arranged

94 Dead See Death

95 Deal-s

96 (We) will deal with

97 Dealt
98 How have you dealt with

99 If fairly dealt with,— (we) think-s
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Table Nos. 057-068 DAT-DAT

Dates
057 January 060 April
058 February 061 May
059 March 062 June

063 July
064 August
065 September

066 October
067 November
068 December

DO Months of the year. Thus : oj^oo=/anuaiy

01 to 31 (both inclusive) Days of the month. Thus: 06123—May ZSrd

(During or For) the first week of

second
third „ „
first three weeks of

last week of

first half of

last „ „
month of

And (during or for) the first week of following month

(

On the ist or

2nd „
3rd „
4th „

5th „
6th „
7th „
8th „
9th „
10th „
nth „
I2th „

13th „
14th „
15th „
i6th „
17th „
1 8th „
19th „
20th „
2ISt „
22nd „
23rd „
24th „
25th „
26th „
27th „
28th „
29th „
30th „

31st „

)

2nd of

3rd „
4th „
5th „
6th „
7th „
8th „
9th „
loth „
nth „
I2th „
13th „
14th „
15th „
1 6th „
17th „

18th „
19th „
20th „
2ISt „
22nd „
23rd „
24th „

2Sth „
26th „
27th „
28th „
29th „
30th „
31st „
istprox.

half
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Table No. 057-068 DEA-DEA
Death Sec Sympathy

057 To-day 061 Four days ago 065 Eight days ago

058 Yesterday 062 Five „ „ 066 Nine „ „

059 Two days ago 063 Six „ „ 067 Ten „ ,. or on

060 Three „ „ 064 Seven „ ,, 068

The wordsfollowing the Table Number

are to be read after those of the Code Number.

73 Beeply regret to conrey the sad news of the death of -

74 >' " ?j " " '? " " " 'J
•'

"

/5 '' J? '» " " ?» '' " " '• '>

/O f, J) jj .1 jj ,j jj T5 fy «1 >'

// )> )> J) 1) )' 'J >1 " " 'J -" '

/y )j )> )) )) )) jj V ') 'J •' " ~

8o ,, ,, „ „ ,, , ,. ., „ -

8i „ „ „ „ ., „ -

82 „ „ „ „ ,, „ ,. „ ,. „ „-

03 )» ?J ?f 'J " >) " " " " 3J ~

84 • „ „ .. ,. V „ -

05 ,) .J 1; >• >> ,, •> • '• ,, <

oD ,, ,, ,, ,. ,, II ,, .. ., ,, ..

87 ,, .1 ,, !> )' > ,, a • " ).
~

88 ,, „ „ ,, „ „ „ , ,

-

Oy ., ,, ,, M )r f. I? " >' ? ')

90 ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, .. .. • •. " n

91 J) ;> 'I " >' 'J " " " •' "

92 ,j jj )) )» )i jt •• 1' " •* ''

93 " " " ' " " " ' " " "

94 >> " " " " " " " '' " *'

95 jj " " " " •• '' " •' " "'

90 i> J) JJ " " " " "

cause Accidental Drowning

„ Appendicitis

,, Bronchitis

., Cholera

,, Consumption

., Diphtheria

,, Dysentery

„ Heart Disease

Heat, Apoplexy #»
'* [Sunstroke

.^ Malaria

„ Measles

„ Mob Violence

„ Peritonitis

„ Pleurisy

„ Pneumonia

„ Poisoning

„ Puerperal Fever

„ Remittent ..

„ Scarlet

,, Smallpox

„ Typhoid Fever

„ Typhus

„ . , . (natural)

very sudden death of

97 Do not understand the cause of death or Cause of death unknown

98 Passed away very peacefully

99 What was the cause of death ?
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Table No. 069 DEB-DEC

00 Debit See Balance, Charge
01 Debit balance
02 „ the amount to

—

or Debit— 's account with

03 Shall we debit your account (with)

04 To debit of what account

05 Debited
06 Has it been debited

07 Has-ve debited
—

's (your) account
08 Debt-s
09 Deceive-d
10 Deceiving
11 Deceptive
12 It is very deceptive

13 „ appears very deceptive

14 Decide-s See Settle

15 As soon as you decide

16 Cannot decide until after— (I) has-ve been to

17 „ „ „ I hear from (you)
18 „ or Will not decide ot settle

19 If you cannot decide

20 ,, „ decide to

21 It will be necessaiy to decide at once
22 Must decide quickly what— (you) are going to do

23 „ leave it to you to decide

24 To enable us to decide, we should like to know
25 Will decide finally

26 Decided
27 Has-ve decided (to) or It has been decided (to)

28 Has-ve decided not to

29 „ „ to accept

30 If not yet decided of settled

31 „ you have decided o? settled

32 It has not been decided ot settled

33 Nothing has been decided or settled

34 Unless you have decided ot settled

35 What has been decided (with regard to)

36 When will it be decided or settled ?

37 Will be decided as soon as possible

38 Deciding

39 After deciding

40 Before „

41 Decision See Abide

42 Awaiting—'s (your) decision

43 Hope— (you) will reconsider your decision

44 In consequence of decision arrived at (by)

45 Let us have—'s (your) decision as soon as possible

46 Must have your decisioti at once, please wire

47 The decision is favourable (to)

48 „ „ „ likely to be

49 „ „ „ unfavourable (tb)
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Table No. 069 DEC-DEE

50 Decline-s Sec Refuse

51 Decline-s to accept, except on terms proposed

52 „ ,, „ on any conditions or under any circumstances

53 „ „ „ „ terms mentioned

54 „ „ „ the responsibility

55 „ „ have anything to do with (the matter)

56 Has-ve advised—to decline or refuse (to)

57 „ decided to decline or Decline-s to accept

58 If you do not decline or refuse

59 Must decHne or We decline (to)

60 Positively decline-s or refuse-s (to)

6i We cannot see our way to decline or refuse

62 Declined
63 Has-ve not yet positively declined or refused (to)

64 If declined or refused (by)

65 Will or Would be declined or refused

66 Decrease-s See Gradual

67 By which means we hope to decrease

68 How do you account for decrease (in)

69 There is or has been a great decrease (in)

70 ^, „ „ „ „ no decrease (in)

71 „ will be a slight decrease (in)

72 (You) must try to decrease the

73 Decreased

74 Has-ve decreased (to)

75 Deduct-ed See Allowance

76 Deducted from the amount

j7 Do not deduct anything for

78 Has-ve deducted

79 Have you deducted anything (for)

80 Must or Will be deducted

81 Shall we deduct

82 We shall have to deduct

83 Deducting
84 After deducting

85 Not deducting anything (for)

86 Deduction-s

87 (After) deduction of all expenses

88 Allowing all deductions

89 Ascertain whether or not any deduction \\\\\ be made

90 Can any deduction be made

91 (Make) no deduction

92 No deduction can be allowed

93 Without deduction

94 Deed-s Sec Documents

95 All the deeds are in my (our) hands

96 Deeds are ready for signature

97 „ have been signed

98 Deed-s must be recorded

99 Duplicate deed-s
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Table No..070 DEE-DEG
00 Has-ve deed-s been signed
01 „ — (you) the deed-s or \yho holds the deeds (of property at)

02 No such deed recorded at— (here)

03 When deed-s has-ve been recorded

04 Default (In default of)

05 Defect-s (are) See Fault
06 What are the defects ?

07 Defective-ly
08 Is defective

09 „ not defective

10 Defence (In defence of)
11 Defer-red (until) See Abeyance, Postpone
12 Cannot defer or be deferred

13 Defer-red for the present

14 „ to the wishes of

15 Do not defer

16 Has-ve deferred giving an answer (until)

17 Must be deferred
18 Deference (In deference to)

19 In deference to the Director's decision or instructions received

20 Deficiency
21 If deficiency not too much or more than
22 „ there is any deficiency

23 The deficiency is

24 What is the deficiency ?

25 Deficient
26 Deficient in every way or Very deficient (in)

27 Define-d
28 Define-d more clearly

29 Our position is clearly defined

30 Definite-Iy See Positive

31 Arrange something definite with regard to

32 Has-ve come to a definite arrangement or understanding (with)

33 „ definite information regarding

34 „ not yet come to a definite arrangement or understanding (with)

35 Have you come to any definite arrangement or understanding (with)

36 If there is nothing definite

37 Is there any definite information (regarding)

38 Let us know (more) definitely

39 More definite information required before we can decide

40 Nothing definite

41 „ „ known or settled yet

42 Something definite must be done or settled

43 Will send definite instructions

44 Defray-ed

45 Defray all necessary expenses (of)

46 Expenses defrayed

47 Should be defrayed (by)

48 To be defrayed (by)

49 Degree-s
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Table No. 070 DEL-DEM

50 Delay-s See Wait
51 Avoid delay as much as possible

52 Better delay

53 Cannot delay departure any longer or Cannot be delayed longer

54 Delay returning (until)

55 „ unavoidable or—is unavoidably delayed

56 „ will or would do no harm

57 Do not delay or Without delay

58 „ „ „ your return (later than)

59 Fear there will be some (further) delay (owing to or unless)

60 Further delay is unnecessary

61 If no further delay takes place

62 Is any delay likely to occur ?

63 It or This will cause a delay (of)

64 „ „ „ „ not cause delay

65 Owing to unavoidable delay

66 Shall we delay or Shall we try. to delay (until)

67 Delayed See Deferred, Detained

68 Delayed until—£>r Was delaying

69 Delaying
70 We do not understand your reason for delaying

71 Deliver-y

72 Cannot deliver ; address insufficient

73 „ or Will not deliver (owing to)

74 Deliver immediately (to)

75 Do all in your power to deliver

76 Will deliver to you

yy Deliverance

78 Is there any hope of deliverance ?

79 There is hope of deliverance

80 „ „ no hope of deliverance

81 Delivered
82 Duly delivered

83 Not
84 Was it „ ?

85 Demand-s See Preposterous, Request

86 Do-es not accede to the demand

87 „ „ demand
88 If the demand-s is (are) pressed

89 In full of all demands

90 (In order to) meet the demand-s

91 Most exaggerated demand-s

92 On demand

93 The demand is reasonable

94 There is considerable demand or There is urgent demand for

95 What is the nature or amount of the demand ?

96 Demanded

97 Demoralized
98 Has-ve become thoroughly demoralized

99 (It) is having a demoralizing effect
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Table No. 071 DEN-DEP

oo Denied
oi Has-ve not denied
02 Cannot deny
03 Emphatically deny-ies (the statement t^r charges)

04 Denounce-d
05 Denunciation
06 Dentist-ry
07 Do you advise—to come to the coast for much needed dentistry ?

08 Must come or Is going to the coast for dentistry

09 There is a dentist at

—

or Dentistry can be done at

10 Department's
11 Departure See Delay, Leave, Left, Postpone
12 Advise-s you to postpone departure (of— ) (until)

13 After the departure of— (we think you had better)

14 Before „ „ „ — ( „ „ „ „ „ )

15 Could you defer your departure (until)

16 Date of departure not yet fixed

17 Defer departure until receipt of letter

18 Departure delayed by accident

19 „ „ through illness

20 „ fixed for
21 „ postponed for a few days or until

22 „ „ indefinitely [tureof

23 Expedite the departure of—as much as possible o> Please arrange for the early depar-

24 Is
—

's (your) departure deferred?

25 Wire date of departure (of)

26 ,, ,, ,,

—
's departure and name of vessel

27 Depend-s See Confidence, Count, Reckon,
28 All depends on (this) Rely, Trust

29 Can or May we depend upon (this)

30 „ you depend upon

31 It depends greatly upon what—thinks (of)

32 „ „ upon

33 Much depends upon reply received (from)

34 On what or whom does it depend

35 Shall have to depend upon

36 We depend upon your seeing to

37 You may depend upon (this)

38 If—can be depended upon (to)

39 Place no dependence in or on

40 Deposit-s

41 Demand-s a deposit of money as a guarantee

42 Deposit cannot be recovered

43 „ insufficient ; must have at least

44 ,, is needed of

45 „ sufficient

46 Deposit-ed with

47 For deposit

48 Must make a deposit

49 Shall we deposit (— ) with
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Table No. 071 DEP-DES

50 Deposited
51 Amount will be deposited subject to your order

52 Must be deposited (first)

53 Deposition

54 Cannot get deposition of

55 It will be necessary to get a depositien of

56 Depreciate-d

57 Has-ve depreciated in value (by)

58 Likely to
_ „ „ „ ( „ )

59 Depreciation
60 Allow-ing for depreciation

61 Owing to depreciation in

62 Depress-ed
63 Much depressed

64 Depressing
65 Depressing effect or nature

66 Depth (of)

67 Deputation (work)
68 Engaged or Engaging in deputation work
69 Very useful for deputation work
70 Describe-d
71 Describe exactly what is needed

72 It has been wrongly described

73 Description

74 Are sending full description by letter, which please await

75 Has-ve sent full description (to)

76 Must have a better description (of)

yy Send full description

78 Design-s Sec Plan

79 The design is approved
80 „ „ „ not good
81 Designate-d (to or for) See Allot

82 Designation
83 Desirable (Very desirable) See Advisable, Undesirable

84 Desire-s (to) See Council, Director, Wish
85 Desire-s us to

86 „ — (you) to

87 Do-es not desire

88 It is not our desire (to)

89 „ „ our desire (to)

90 What are his (her, their) desii-es?

91 „ do-es— (you) desire?

92 Desired

93 If desired

94 Unless particularly desired

95 Despatch-es See Departure, Send

96 After the despatch of

97 Are trying to hasten despatch all we can

98 Before the despatch of

99 When will you despatch
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Table No. 072 DES-DET

00 Despatched See Sent
01 Cannot be despatched in time or before
02 Will be despatched at once or on the

03 Despite
04 Destination

05 Arrived safely at destination
06 Destination can be changed (if)

07 „ cannot be changed (except)
08 „ is pretty certain to be

09 „ of—not yet fixed or is unknown
10 Do-es not expect to reach destination before
11 Has-ve not reached destination
12 Telegraph destination as soon as known
13 Wish-es to change destination of—from—to— . (Do you agree or approve ?)

14 Destroy-ed
15 Has-ve been destroyed (by)
16 „ it (they) been destroyed?

17 Not destroyed

18 Partly destroyed (by)

19 Destruction

20 Detail-s See Items, Meagre, Particulars

21 Await-ing further details

22 Can details be settled on your side ?

23 Cannot give details, or No details available

24 Details will be sent you as soon as possible

25 Have details been settled ?

26 „ sent you sufficient details to enable you to judge

27 „ you any details of

—

or What are the details ?

28 No further details (to hand)

29 Send details as soon as possible

30 Send suificient details to enable us to form an intelligent cpiniou about the matter

31 Send-ing full details by letter

32 Detain

33 Can you detain

34 Cannot or Do not detain— (him, her, them)

35 Detain party (for— ) other-s to join it

36 Detained See Delayed

37 Detained here ; do not expect (me)

38 „ „ for a few days

39 „ „ ; send letters and silver (until)

40 „ on account of

41 Do-es not expect to be detained

42 „ — (you) expect to be detained?

43 Expect-s to be detained

44 How long will— (you) be detained?

45 Detention

46 Determine-d See Decision

47 Can you determine

48 Cannot yet „

49 Has been determined or Have determined
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Table No. 072 DET-DIF

50 Detriment-al (to) See Hindrance

51 It will or would be a detriment

52 „ „ not or would not be detrimental

53 Lest it prove detrimental

54 Will or Would it be detrimental

55 Develop-ment-s

56 Await-ing further development-s

57 Later or Recent developments (show)

58 What is the appearance of the recent development?

59 Deviation-s

60 With slight deviation-s

61 Devise-d

62 Can—(you) devise means

63 Cannot devise means

64 Should be devised

6s Will be devised

66 Will devise means

67 Did
68 Did not

69 „ „ get

70 „ „ see

71 It did

72 ., „ not

73 Died See Death

74 DifFer-ed See Disagreement, Dispute

75 We differ from— (you) ; we think that

•jfi Difference-s '

See Disagreement

"jj A slight difference (between)

78 At the difference named

79 Avoid all differences

80 Cannot the differences be arranged ?

81 Considerable difference (between)

82 Has-ve had a slight difference with—(on the subject of)

83 „ —(you) had any difference with

84 If it makes no difference to you

85 „ the difference is not too great or does not amount to more than

86 It does not or will not make much difference (to us)

87 Make-s a difference

88 „ no „ whatever

89 „ up the difference (by tw with)

90 The difference does not amount to very much or more than

91 „ „ is too great

92 „ „ „ „ little or small

93 There is a difference of opinion (as to)

94 Try-ing to arrange the difference

95 What is the difference?

96 Different

97 Under very different circumstances

98 Difficult See Anticipate, Apprehend,

99 Difficult to carry out your requirements Obstacle, Trouble
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Table No. 073 DIF-DIR

00 It is difficult or We find difficulty in

01 „ will be difficult or There will be difficulty in

02 Difficulties

03 Difficulties are being raised

04 „ „ likely to arise

05 „ ,, in the way or have arisen

06 „ have been overcome or arranged

07 jj
i" t^^ way are too serious or Serious difficulties are in the wajr

08 Do any difficulties exist ?

09 Have difficulties been overcome or arranged
10 No serious difficulties are in the way (of)

1

1

There will be great difficulties to overcome
12 Difficulty

13 A serious difficulty (has arisen or is)

14 Am in a difficulty ; wire instructions

15 To get over the difficulty, we vv'ould suggest •

16 What is the difficulty (with)

17 Dilapidate-d See Old
18 Dimension-s See Measurements
19 Dimensions in detail must be sent to us
20 The dimensions are

21 What are the dimensions (of)
22 Diminish-ed See Reduced
23 Can be diminished (by)

24 Cannot be diminished (by)

25 Should be „ ( „ )

26 Diminution
27 Is there any diminution (in)

28 There is no diminution (in)

29 _ „ „ some „ ( „

)

30 Direct-ed See Ordered

31 Can send safely, though not direct

32 „ you send direct (to)

33 Come home by most direct route

34 Send-ing direct (to)

35 Shall go direct (to) or Coming direct (to)

36 There is no direct route (to)

37 We can send direct to

38 ,, cannot send direct to

39 (You) had better go direct (to)

40 Directly

41 Direction-s

42 Directions received (from)

43 Give directions to or concerning

44 Have given directions (to)

45 Wait-ing for directions (from)

46 What directions have been given (to)

47 Director-8 See Headquarters, Officials

48 Can the Director come here ?

49 Director absent, will return shortly or on the
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Table No. 073 DIR-DIS

50 The Director agrees to your proposal

51 „ „ approves

52 „ „ authorizes or wishes you to

53 » >. disapproves

54 „ „ is of the opinion that

55 „ „ requires further information

56 When will the Director return ?

57 Would the Director agree (to)

58 Disabled

59 Disabled by accident

60 „ „ ill health

61 Disadvantage
62 Places us at a disadvantage

63 Disadvantageous-ly

64 Disagreeable
65 Disagreement See Difference, Dispute
66 A disagreement has occurred between
67 Owing to a disagreement (about)
68 Disappear-ed
69 Has disappeared

70 Disappearance
71 The sudden disappearance (of)
72 Disappoint-s

73 Do not disappoint

74 Your decision greatly disappoints us
;
please reconsider

75 Disappointed
76 (But) have been disappointed

77 Much disappointed with or Is very disappointing
78 Will be disappointed if you (s-he) cannot come
79 Disappointing
80 Disappointment See General
81 Disapproval See Approve
82 Desire to express entire disapproval (of)
83 Disapprove-d
84 Disaster
85 A great disaster has occurred (to or at)
86 Disastrous
87 The effect will be disastrous
88 Disburse-d See Allot

89 Cannot be disbursed

90 Disburse as best you can
91 Disburse-d according to instructions

92 Disbursement-s
93 Disbursements amount to

94 " must not exceed—or You may make disbursements not exceeding

95 Send full account of disbursements

96 What do the disbursements amount to ?

97 Discontinue-s

98 Discontinue sending until you hear further from (us)

99 „ telegraphing (latest news)
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Table No. 074 DIS-DIS

00 Do you think it would be better to discontinue

oi It would be better to discontinue

02 Shall we discontinue

03 We shall discontinue sending (more) unless you advise us to the contrary

04 Discontinued
05 Cannot be discontinued

06 Has-ve been discontinued

07 Is likely to be discontinued

08 Should be discontinued

09 Will be discontinued

10 Discount-ing See Bank Rate, Percentage,

11 At the current rate of discount Rate
12 „ „ present high rate of discount

13 ;. .. .'
low

.. >.

14 Current rate of discount here is

15 Rate of discount is

16 Discourage-d
17 A little discouraged (by)
18 Discourage if possible or Should be discouraged

19 Do not discourage (by)
20 Greatly discouraged (by)
21 Not at all

_ „ ( „ )

22 Discouraging
23 (Affairs, reports or results) are discouraging

24 Discover-ed
25 Can you discover or Have you discovered
26 Cannot discover or Nothing has been discovered (about)

27 Hope-s to discover
28 Likely to be discovered

29 Not likely to be discovered

30 Discovery-ies

31 Discretion-ary See Better, Limits

32 At your discretion or At the discretion of

33 If you leave it to our discrection, we may perhaps do better

34 May we use our discretion ?

35 Use your own discretion (as to)

36 „ „ „ „ ( „ „ ) ; we recommend caution

37 Without discretion or Have no discretion

38 Disease-s See Epidemic, Health

39 What is the nature of the disease ?

40 Disengage-d See Engage, Free

41 Are you disengaged

42 If disengaged

43 Is now or still disengaged

44 When disengaged

45 „ will—be disengaged ?

46 Will be disengaged

47 „ not be disengaged till

48 „ telegraph as soon as disengaged

49 Dishonest-Iy
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Table No. 074 DIS-DIS

50 Dishonourably See Straightforward, Underhand
51 Has-ve acted very dishonourably

52 Dishonour-ed

53 Dismiss-ed

54 Has-ve been dismissed (on account of)

55 Should be dismissed (on account of)

56 Will be dismissed (on account of

)

57 Dismissal

58 Dispense-d (with)

59 Can be or May be dispensed with

60 Cannot be dispensed with

61 If not dispensed with

62 Should be „ „

63 Disposal

64 At whose disposal

65 Hold to the disposal of

65 Is it for disposal

67 „ not at the disposal of

68 Left to
—

's (your) disposal

69 Not for disposal

70 Dispose
71 Can you dispose of

72 (You) may dispose of (it)

73 ( .. ) " " " (") as you think fit

74 Disposed See Inclined, Rid

75 (Are) favourably disposed (to)

76 Cannot be disposed of (meantime)

jy. Could be easily disposed of (here)

78 If not disposed of (to)

79 „— is (you are) disposed to

80 „— „ ( „ „ ) not „ „
81 (It) has not been disposed of

82 Must not be disposed of

83 Not disposed to

84 (We) are disposed to

85 Will not be easily disposed of (here)

86 Dispute-d See Contradict, Difference,

87 Can it be disputed Disagreement

88 Cannot be disputed

89 Cause of dispute (is)

90 Dispute has been settled

91 Dispute not yet settled

92 Is disputed

93 Refer the matter in dispute to

94 What is the nature or cause of dispute ?

95 Dissatisfaction See General, Satisfaction

96 If or Lest it should cause dissatisfaction

97 It may cause dissatisfaction

98 Very general dissatisfaction is expressed (about)

99 Dissatisfied See Satisfactory-ily
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Table No. 075 DIS-DIV

00 Dissuade-d Se^e Persuade
01 Can you dissuade \ ,7

02 Impossible to dissuade

03 Try-ing to dissuade

04 Unless you can dissuade

05 Distance See Far
06 A long distance (from) *'

07 „ short „ ( ., )

.

08 The distance is

—

or A distance of

09 What is the distance

10 Distinct
11 Distinction
12 Make-s a distinction between

13 Without distinction

14 Distinctly

15 Has-ve been distinctly told

16 Distinguish

17 Distress-ed
18 There is much distress or in great distress (owing to)

19 Distribute-d
20 To be distributed among
21 Distribution
22 For distribution among the missionaries

23 „ „ „ „ native Christians

24 District-s

25 (In) the Eastern Si-ch'uan district

26 ( „ ) „ Western „ „

27 ( )' ) " whole district or All in the district

28 In y-our district or In the district of

29 Not in y-our district or Not in the district of

30 Distrust-s See Confidence

31 General distrust prevails

32 Disturbance-s See Quiet, Rebellion,

33 The disturbances are at an end Revolution, Riot

34 There have been serious disturbances (in)

35 „ is or has been no disturbance

36 (We) apprehend no further disturbances

37 What has caused the disturbance ?

38 Disturbed
39 Owing to the disturbed state of tlie country or The country is much disturbed

40 The country much disturbed; postpone sending new missionaries

41 Divide-d See Equal

42 Can be divided if necessary

43 Can you or Are you willing to divide

44 Cannot or will not divide or be divided

45 Has-ve agreed to divide (the)

46 How is it to be divided

47 Not to be divided or Do not divide

48 Should or To be divided (between)

49 „ „ „ „ equally divided or An equal division
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Table No. 075 DIV-DOE

50 Division

51 In case of a division

52 Is it advisable to make a division ?

53 May cause a division

54 Do-ing See AiTange, Better, Does,

55 Can do Done, Further, If

56 „ „ very well (until)

57 „ „ without in the meantime

58 Do everything you can (to)

59 Do not

60 Do-ing so

61 If you can do this, do so and advise us

62 It will never do (to)

63 May be able to do so (later on)

64 Might do
65 This is all we can do (at present)

66 Try-ing to do
67 We do not
68 Will do

69 „ „ all s-he (they) can to

70 „ „ or Are doing all we can (to)

71 „ „ as well or very well

72 „ ,„ if better cannot be done

73 (Will) do nothing further

74 Will not do

75 You do not

76 Doctor See Health

77 A consulting physician

78 By doctor's orders

79 Doctor apprehends danger
80 „ orders complete rest (for)

81 ,, recommends
82 Follow doctor's recommendation-s

83 Has-ve consulted doctor, and he considers

84 Please send a doctor and nurse at once (to)

85 „ „ „ „ at once (to)

86 What does doctor recommend ?

87 Document-s See Deeds
88 Document-s is (are) all in order

89 ,.- „ { „ ) not „ „

90 „ forwarded by mail (of) or will be forwarded by mail (of)

91 „ not (yet) received

92 „ received

93 Have you received the document-s ?

94 Send me (us) the necessary document-s

95 What document-s is (are) required?

96 Does SeeJ^o

97 Does not

98 „ this

99 S-he (they) do-es not
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Table No. 076 DOL-DRA
00 Dollars (In dollars) See Money
01 Donation-s See Gift, Liberal
02 Done See Accomplished
03 Are very anxious to know what you have done

04 Can be done

05 Cannot be done
06 Has-ve been done already

07 „ done
08 If it can be done

09 „ „ cannot be done
10 (It ) can never be done (unless)

11 ( „ ) must be done at once

12 ( „ ) „ not be done

13 ( „ ) ought not to be done

14 ( „ ) „ to be done

15 ( „ ) will be done
16 ( „ ) „ not be done

17 Unless that is done
18 „ this can be done

19 What have you done with regard to

20 With respect to what was done
21 Double
22 Doubt-ful See Certain, Uncertain

23 Beginning to doubt

24 Beyond all doubt

25 Considered doubtful

26 Exceedingly „

27 If you are at all doubtful or If there is any doubt (about)

28 Is it doubtful or Is there any doubt about it ?

29 There is no doubt that

30 Down-ward
31 Dozen-s
32 A few dozens

33 One dozen

34 Two „

35 Three „

36 Draft See Bank, Cash,

yj A draft payable at —has been sent (to) Money, Remit
38 Can you procure a draft on

39 Draft appears to be lost ; can you get another issued ?

40 „ cannot be cashed here

41 „ has not arrived

42 „ is on the way or Have sent you draft upon

43 „ „ returned

44 Mails lost or stolen, fear draft is lost

45 » >' " " " >> » » stop payment and issue another

46 Send draft for the amount

47 Sending you a cheque for— , send draft for its equivalent (to)

48 Sight draft

49 What date was draft posted ?
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Table No. 077 EAC-ECO

oo Each (of) '

oi Each other

02 For each

03 From „

04 In each case or instance

05 Of each
06 (Of) each kind or quahty
07 To each
08 Eager-ness See Anxious
09 Do not appear too eager
10 Is (are) not eager (to)

11 „ i „ ) very eager (to)

12 Shows too much eagerness

13 Early-ier See Soon
14 Can it be made earher ?

15 „ make it eariier, if necessary

16 Cannot make it earlier

17 If earlier (than)

18 Too early to be able to report or judge

19 Earliest
20 Earliest possible

21 Earnest-ly
22 Impress-ed most earnestly on

23 Not in earnest

24 Thoroughly in earnest

25 Earthquake-s
' 26 Suffered little damage from an or the earthquake which occurred

27 _„ much „ „ „ „ „

28 Easier

29 It will be easier (to)

30 Will it be easier (to)

31 Easiest

32 The easiest way (is)

33 Which is the easiest way (to)

34 Easily

35 Can be easily done

36 Easy
37 Will not be easy

38 East-ern

39 Eastern part

40 From the east

41 In an easterly direction

42 „ the east (of)

43 To the east

44 Economical-ly

45 Be as economical as you can

46 If more economical

47 The most economical way (will be, we think, to)

48 Whichever is most economical

49 Economize
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Table No. 077 ECO-EIT

50 Economy
51 False economy or There is no economy in

52 For the sake of economy

53 Has-ve exercised every economy possible

54 Use every economy
55 Edition

56 A new edition of—is required at once

57 Please bind up, and forward remainder of edition or— copies of

58 Education-al

59 Effect Sec Force
60 Has-ve a bad effect

61 „ ,, good „
62 „ little hope of being able to effect

63 ,, no effect or Without effect

64 „ produced the desired effect

65 „ very little effect
'

66 If this does not produce the desired effect, (then)

67 To take effect (on)
68 To the same effect

69 What will or would be the effect (of)

70 Will not effect or be effected

71 Effected

72 Cannot be effected

73 Should „

74 Will be effected or effective

75 Effects Sec Estate, Personal

76 There are very few effects

y'j Value of effects is (about)

78 What is the value of the effects (of

)

79 Effectual-ly
80 Efficient-!y

8r Is not efficient

82 „ very „
83 Effort-s Sec Attempts, Endeavour
84 An effort should be made (to)

85 Are any efforts being made (to)

86 Every effort will be made (to)

87 No efforts have been made (to)

88 Not making any efforts or No efforts are being made (to)

89 Useless making further efforts (unless)

90 (We) believe efforts are being made (to)

91 ( „ ) „ if strong efforts were made, might succeed (in)

92 ( „ ) greatly appreciate your efforts

93 Either (—or—

)

94 Either before or after

95 „ ,but not both or Either one or the other

96 „ ,or both (may be accepted)

97 „ that or nothing

98 „ will do or Either way

99 Will either do ?
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Table No. 078 ELS-END

00 Else (Or else)

01 Nothing else will do
02 Elsewhere See Try
03 Embarrass-ed
04 Are seriously embarrassed (by)

05 Embarrassment
06 Caused or Is causing great embarrassment

07 Likely to cause great embarrassment
08 There is no embarrassment

09 Emergency-ies
10 In case of emergency (we recommend you)
11 It is a case of emergency
12 Employ>ed See Appoint, Engage
13 Authorize you to employ
14 It will be necessary to employ

15 Employment
16 Empower-ed * See Act, Authorize, Power
17 Do you empower me to act ?

18 Empower you to act for me
19 Has-ve been empowered to

20 Is empowered to act for me
21 „ not empowered to act

22 Will be empowered to

23 Empowering
24 Enclose-d
25 Enclosing
26 Enclosure-s See Missing

27 Enclosure in letter (of— ) sent by mistake; please return

28 „ mentioned in letter (of—) omitted by mistake ; have mailed it to you

29 Enclosure-s mentioned was (were) omitted

30 Encourage-d
31 Are trying to encourage or Every possible encouragement

32 Do not encourage or There is no encouragement

33 Shall we encourage

34 Try to encourage as much as you can

35 Encouragement
36 Cannot hold out any encouragement

37 There is every encouragement

38 Encouraging

39 Report is very encouraging

40 End-ed (Got to the end of)

41 At the end (of)

42 Before the end (of)

43 Bring-ing the matter to an end

44 To bring it to an end

45 Endeavour-s (to) Sec Effort, Try

46 Endeavour to complete

47 Use your best endeavours (to)

48 Endeavoured (to)

49 Have you endeavoured (to)
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Table No. 078 END-ENT

50 Endeavouring
51 S-he is (they are) now endeavouring to

52 We are now endeavouring to

53 Endorse-d See Indorse

54 Engage-d Sec Appoint, Employ

55 Do not think that we shall be able to engage

56 If you have not already done so, engage

57 Engagement-s See Appointment

58 After present engagement-s is (are) fulfilled

59 Approve-s of the engagement
60 Cancel engagement-s or Cannot keep the engagement-s
61 Do not make any engagement-s
62 No engagement has been made
63 The following engagements have been made
64 What engagement-s has-ve— (you) made (with or for)

65 England Sec Nationality

66 From England
67 In
•68 To
69 English

70 Not English

71 Enlarge-d
72 Enlargement

73 Enough See Sufficient

74 Enough for the present

75 Has-ve enough been sent

76 Enquirer-s

jy Enquirer-s only, not Church member-s

78 Enquiry-ies Sec Ascertain, Ask,

79 After making careful enquiry Question

80 ,, „ ,, ,, , we are satisfied

81 Enquiries have failed to disclose anything

82 Have yott made any enquiry as to or What is the result of your enquiry (as to)

.83 If after careful enquiry, you are satisfied

84 Make enquiries and let us know (if)

85 Pending (further) enquiries

86 Enquire-d

87 Enter-ed
88 Do not enter into

89 Has-ve entered

90 „ not „

91 You had better enter into

92 Entertain-ed Sec Proposal

93 Do not entertain or Will not be entertained

94 If you think it would be entertained

95 Entire-ly

96 Entitle-d

97 This will entitle

98 Will not „

99 ,> this „
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Table No. 079 EPI-ESS

00 Epidemic Sec Disease, Health
01 An epidemic of—has broken out

02 Epidemic has passed away
03 „ is decreasing

04 „ „ increasing

05 Owing to the prevailing epidemic

06 Equal-ly Sec Divide

07 An equal amount or In equal amounts
08 Equality

09 Equipped (Fully equipped) See Incomplete

10 Equitable (An equitable arrangement)
11 Equivalent (to)

12 Send-ing the equivalent (in)

13 What is the equivalent (in)

14 Erect-ed
15 Erection

_

See Building-

16 Now in course of erection

17 To superintend erection

18 Error-s (in) Sec Code, Mistake

19 Advised in error

20 Is not this in error

21 Owing to an error

22 Sent or Remitted in error

23 Escape-d Sec Deli\ered

24 Cannot escape or No way of escape (from)

25 Escaped with life, but seriously injured

26 Had narrow escape (from)

27 Has-ve escaped, and arrived at— (here) with loss of ever3thing

28 Reported to have escaped

29 Escort-ed Sec Accompany, Alone

30 Arrange escort

31 Cannot obtain suitable escort or There is no escort available

32 Do you advise— (their) leaving without an escort?

33 Escort will join you or Wait for escort at

34 Have you an escort?

35 Leaving without escort, meet on arrival

36 Officials have supplied or are supplying suitable escort

37 „ refuse to provide suitable escort

38 (Party) leaving under escort (of

)

39 ( „ ^-need an escort or waiting until escort is sent

40 Please escort party (to)

41 Shall I escort— (party) (to)

42 Whom do you wish to escort— (them)

43 Will arrange suitable escort

44 Escorting

45 Is away escorting party (to)

46 Essential-ly
_

Sec Necessary

47 Do you consider it essential ?

48 It is most essential

49 „ „ not essential
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Table No. 079 EST-EVI

50 Estate See Administer, Executor-

Si The estate is nearly all personal effects

52 Estimate-s See Cost, Figures, Time
53 Cannot be decided until estimate-s has-ve been seen

54 „ estimate the amount

55 Do not exceed estimate

56 Estimate is only approximate

57 Estimate-s cannot be furnished before

58 „ posted or going by mail (of)

59 ,, the amount to be

60 Guaranteed not to exceed the estimate

61 It is difficult to estimate

62 Send-ing an estimate

63 Think-s the estimate too high

64 „ ., „ „ low

65 Estimated
66 Can the amount be estimated ?

67 Estimated expense or Estimated cost of
68 Expense-s cannot be estimated

69 Estimation

70 Europe-an Sec Nationality

71 From Europe
72 In

73 To ^ „

74 Not European

75 £vade-d
76 Cannot evade the conclusion (that)

yj Evasion
78 An evasion of the difficulty or agreement

79 Evening (This evening) See Night
80 Any evening
81 At—o'clock this evening
82 Early in the evening

83 Last evening

84 On the evening of

85 To-morrow evening
86 Event-s Sec Case, Contingency

87 At all events

88 In the event of

89 Recent events

90 Eventual-ly
91 If it should prove eventually

92 Every-thing

93 Every one or body

94 ,, time

95 Everything has been done

96 Evidence-s See Indications, Proof, Prove

97 The evidence is in favour of

98 „ „ „ not sufficient to prove

99 There is evidence to prove
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Table No. 080 EVI-EXC

oo Evident-ly
oi It is evident (that)

02 „ „ not evident

03 ,, „ quite evident

04 There is no evident or apparent

05 Exact-ly See Same
06 Exactly the same (as)

07 If „ „ „ ( .. )

08 Must be exactly the same as (before)

09 „ „ very exact

10 „ it be exact?

11 Need not „ „
12 Not exact-ly

13 „ exactly the same as (last)

14 Please state exactly

15 Exaggerate-d See Impartial

16 Exaggerated report-s

17 Has-ve been greatly exaggerated

18 Not exaggerated

19 Exaggeration
20 Examination-s See Inspection, Superficial

21 A careful examination is necessary

22 Examinations commence on

23 Has-ve made a most careful examination

24 Pass-ed examination

25 The or An examination is being made
26 Triennial or Prefectural examinations are now on

27 Trouble is expected during the examinations

28 When are the examinations ?

29 Examine-d

30 Exceed-s
31 If it does not exceed

32 May we exceed (amount named) if deemed advisable?

33 Will exceed

34 Exceeded (Has been exceeded)

35 Must not be exceeded

36 Exceeding-ly

37 Except-ing

38 Exception-s

39 Are you prepared to make an exception or Can any exception be made

40 Must take exception to

41 No exception can be or to be made or Without exception

42 Will make an exception in this case

43 With the exception of or With few exceptions

44 Exceptional (An exceptional case)

45 Very exceptional

46 Exchange Sec Bank, Change, Discount,

47 At the current rate of exchange Draft, Rate

48 At what rate of exchange

49 Can you exchange with
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Table No. 080 EXC-EXP

50 Exchange is unfavourable

51 ,, „ very favourable

52 If exchange is ,,

53 In exchange for

54 Rate of exchange is

55 What is the rate of exchange ?

56 Will make the exchange

57 „ not make the exchange

58 Excitement See Confidence, Distrust, Disturbance

59 Has the excitement subsided (about)

60 The excitement is subsiding

61 There is great excitement (caused by)
62 £xclude-d

63 Exclusive

64 Excuse Sec Inexcusable

65 Every excuse must be made 07- There is good excuse for

66 Only an excuse to gain time

67 Please excuse (me)
68 There can be no excuse (for)

69 Unless there is some good excuse

70 Execute-d
71 £xecutor-s (are) Sec Administer, Estate

y2 Who are the executors ?

73 Exhaust-ed

74 Nearly exhausted

75 When exhausted

76 Exist-s

yy No longer exist-s or Not now existing

78 At present existing

79 Exorbitant (An exorbitant demand)
80 The price asked is simply exorbitant

81 Expect-s See Anticipate, Due
82 Do-es not expect

83 „ „ „ to have

84 „ — (you) expect to have

85 Expect-s to be able to

86 „ „ do

87 „ „ have
88 What do-es— (you) expect to be able to do or will be the result ?

89 When do-es— (you) „

90 (You) must not expect

91 Expectation-s
92 Contrary to expectations

93 Exceeded (our) expectations

94 Has-ve not realized „

95 Expected See Unexpected
96 (As we) fully expected

97 Expected shortly

98 Quite as much as we expected

99 Expecting
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Table No. 081 EXP-EXP

00 Expedient-s
01 All expedients have been tried, but without success

02 As may be deemed expedient

03 Do-es not think it expedient (to)

04 The only expedient we can suggest

05 Expedite (To expedite matters)

06 Expedition

07 Expedition has started for

08 Expenditure-s
09 Expense-s See Additional, Approximate,

10 At their own expense Authorize, Charges, Cost,

11 „ whose expense Curtail, Incur, Outlay,

12 „ your own expense Pay, Reduce

13 Avoid unnecessary expense

14 Before incurring any (moi-e) expense

15 Do not incur additional expense
16 ,, your best to avoid any extra expense

17 Expense must be no obstacle

18 „ too heavy, wait (my) letter

19 Expense-s cannot be allowed

20 „ will amount to (about)

21 Go to no expense
22 If the expense does not exceed

23 In order to keep down expense-s (of)

24 No extra expense beyond or Without expense

25 Spare no expense

26 Statement of expenses incurred

27 The expense would be too great

28 To cover expense-s

29 „ save

30 Travelling expenses

31 We shall do all we can to incur as little expense as possible

32 Well worth the expense

33 What will be the expense ?

34 Will bear all expenses

35 Will pay the expense-s (of)

36 Expensive-ly

37 Would be expensive

38 „ it be less expensive (to)

39 „ not be expensive

40 Experience-s Sec Competent

41 Our experience has been

42 What is your experience

43 Expiration Sec Time

44 Before the expiration of

45 On the expiration of

46 Expire-s (on the)

47 The time expires on

48 When will the time expire

49 Will not expire (before)
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Table No. 081 EXP-EYE

50 Expired
51 Time has already expired

52 Explain-ed

53 Can you explain or What explanation can you give ?

.54 Cannot or Do not explain

55 „ explain by telegraph ; will write you fully

56 Do-es not or Will not explain

.57 Explain-ing (fully) by letter (the meaning of)

.58 „ ( ..' ) ,, telegram ( „ „ ,> ) .

59 Has-ve explained satisfactorily or Explanation satisfactory

'60 Will explain everything

61 Explanation-s
'62 Explanation not satisfactory

63 Wish-es to have full explanation

64 Explicit-ly

65 Must be more explicit

•66 Not sufficiently explicit

-67 Explosion
68 Exposure
"69 Do your utmost to avoid any exposure

70 Exposure cannol; be avoided

71 Has-ve suffered greatly from exposure

72 Express See Luggage, Parcel,

73 Send-ing by express Ship

74 Extend-ed
.75 Can be extended (to)

76 Can you extend or Can it be extended

77 „ ., ., the time ?

78 Do not extend or Cannot be extended (to)

79 Has-ve been extended (to)

:8o Time can be extended (to)

-81 Will require to be extended or Will necessitate an extension (of)

82 Extension (of)

'83 Cannot get further extension
'84 „ grant extension of time

85 Extent (In extent)

86 To a great extent

87 „ ,, reasonable extent

88 (To) the extent of

89 What is the extent of or To what extent

90 Extra Sec Additional

91 Extract (of)

92 An extract from

93 Extraordinary
94 Eye-s See Sight

95
96
97
98 , . .

99
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Table No. 082 FAC-FAM

00 Facilitate

01 It will facilitate matters

02 Facility-ies

03 Every facility will be given

04 Kindly extend every facility to or Facilitate as much as possible

05 There is no facility for

06 What facilities are there

07 Fact-8
08 Has-ve ascertained the fact that

09 Must be more fully informed as to the facts

10 The facts are not as stated

11 „ real facts of the case (are)

12 These are all the facts that can be gathered

13 What are the real facts of the case ?

14 Fail-ed

15 Do not fail to

16 Has-ve failed to make connection

17 Will not fail to or Without fail

18 Failing

19 Failing this, may we
20 „ ,, ,

you may
21 Failure-s

22 Owing to failure of

23 Fair-s See Just

24 Considered very fair

25 If fair or reasonable

26 It is hardly fair (to)

27 It would not be fair

28 Fairly See Reasonable, Unfair

29 Has-ve acted very fairly

30 ,, not acted fairly

31 ,, — acted fairly with regard to

32 Fairness

33 In fairness to both or all parties

34 Faith See Confidence:

35 Am (are) beginning to lose faith in

36 Has-ve lost faith in

37 In good faith

38 In order to keep good faith (with)

39 Not in good faith

40 There is no faith to be placed in

41 Fall-en -''"i''' Autumn, Exchange

42 Has it fallen through

43 Has-ve fallen (again)

44 ,. ,. through

45 „ had a bad fall, seriously injured

46 ,. not fallen through

47 Falling

48 Familiar (Quite familiar with)

49 Not familiar with
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Table No. 082 FAM-FAV

50 Family-ies See Personal, Relatives

51 On account of famil)'- affaii-s or troubles

52 Famine See Crops'

53 Famine Relief Fund
54 ,, ,, ,, exhausted

55 Funds for famine relief not required

^(f» please advance or use the sum of—for famine relief. We are sending the amount (oyoir

57 Stop sending funds for famine relief

58 The famine is not severe

59 - ." V very „

60 There is every prospect of a famine
61 ., ,. no further need for a famine rehef

62 Far
63 As far as you can or As far as possible

64 ,, or so far as

65 Do not go too far

66 Far gone already

67 Gone too far

68 Has-ve gone too far to draw back now
69 How far may I (we) go?

70 „ „ will you go ?

71 Not far off or from
72 So far as we have gone

73 Too far (off)

74 (We) are still far from

75 ( ,, ) have gone far enough

76 You „ „ „

yy Fare Sec Passage

78 Farther See Further

79 Fast See Prompt, Quick
80 As fast as circumstances permit

81 Not too fast

82 Father See Relatives

83 Fault-y See Blame, Complaints, Defects

84 Cannot admit that the fault is here or ours

85 Fault has been remedied
86 It is his (her, their) fault or—is (are) at fault

87 (It is) our fault

88 It was not the fault of

89 Through no fault of

90 Whose fault is it ?

91 Favour Sec Impression, Prospects,

92 In favour of Satisfactory, Unfavourable

93 „ our favour

94 ., your „

95 Is—(are you) in favour (of)

96 S-he is (they are) in favour of

97 „ „ ( „ „ ) not in favour of

98 We are in favour (of)

99 „ „ not in favour (of)
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Table No. 083 FAV-FIN

00 Favourable
01 Appear-s favourable

02 Do you think it is a favourable opportunity ?

03 If— (you) do-es not think it is favourable

04 „— ( „ ) think-s it is favourable

05 It is a favourable opportunity or time

06 Under the most favourable (circumstances)

07 Favourably
08 Fear-s Sec Afraid, Anxiety,

09 For fear of Apprehend, Danger
10 Has-ve realized our worst fears

11 Feared
12 It is feared that or There is reason to fear

13 Feasible Sec Practicable

14 Even if feasible, we do not think it advisable

15 It would be feasible

16 ,, ,, not be feasible or Is not feasible

17 Would it be feasible?

18 Feast Days See Holidays

19 Fee-s
2.0 Feel-s Sec Prejudice

21 Feel-s very strongly on this matter

22 Feeling-s See Unpleasantness

23 Must try to avoid bad feeling or Do nothing to cause bad feeling

24 The feeling is against

35 There is a strong feeling in favour (of )

26 What is the present feeling ?

27 Will create a bad feeling

28 Feet See r^Ieasurement

29 Chinese feet

30 Square „

31 Few-er
2,2 A few

22, „ „ more _

34 As few as possible

35 Only need-s a few

36 Succeeded in getting (you) a few

27 The fewer, the better

38 There are only a few (left)

39 Very few to be got

40 Figure-s i'ft' Estimate

41 Must have exact figures

42 This is as close as we can figure

43 Fill-ed

44 Final-ly

45 Before replying finally

46 Has-ve finally determined or Final decision come to is

47 „ „ settled

48 Is this final or Is the decision final ?

49 This is to be considered final or The decision is final
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Table No. 083 FIN-FOO

50 Finance-s Sec Advance, Funds, Money
51 The state of the finances will not warrant

52 Financial

53 From a financial point of view

54 The Financial Department

55 Financing

56 Find Sec Ascertain, Found
57 Cannot or Could not find

58 (Then) if you find

59 We can find

60 Where can we find?

61 You can or will find

.62 Finish-ed Sec Completed, Unfinished

63 Could not be finished in time (to send)

64 Has-ve almost finished

65 Will be finished on or about

66 Fire Sec Lost

67 A disastrous fire has occurred (at)

68 Has-ve been much damaged by fire

6g „ „ totally destroyed by fire

70 The loss by fire will not be serious

71 To repair damage by fire (will need)

72 What damage was done by the fire ?

73 Firm-ly

74 Advise you to be very firm

75 Am (are) firmly convinced

76 Firmly established

yy Not firmly established

78 The name of the firm is or What is the name of the firm?

79 First

80 For the first time

81 From first to last

82 The first thing to do (is)

.83 When was the first

84 Flood-ed Sec River, Water
85 As soon as the flood subsides

86 The place is nearly submerged by the flood

87 ,, roads are flooded

88 Fluctuation-s

89 FoIIow-s See Instructions

90 All that follows is for

•91 „ ,. „ „ from

92 As follows

93 Will follow in a few days

,94 ,, „ later or as soon as possible

95 Followed
96 Should be followed up at once

97 Food
98 Foot-ing

99 Foot-binding
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Table No. 084 FOR-FOR

00
OI

02

03
04
05
06
07
08
09
ID
II

12

13

14
15
16

17
18

19
20
21

For
For

Sec Prohibited

Sec Compel, Effect

all 0" For the whole
half

_

it (his, her)

less (than)

more ( „ )

part

the balance

,, same or a similar quantity

them (their)

us (our)

,. whom (what or which)

„ you-r
Forbid (s) -em
Force (In force)

Are trying to force

Continues in force till

Is this still in force ?

No longer in force

With all the force at our command
Forec!ose-d
Foreclosure

22 Foreigm
23 ._
24 Foreigner-s

25 Are there any foreigners at— (there) ?

26 There are (— ) foreigners at— (there)

27 „ „ no foreigners at— (there)

28 Forget See Recollect, Remember
29 You seem to forget or Have forgotten

30 Forgotten
31 Forgotten my money or silver; please send (to)

32 „ —
;
please take care of (until my return)

33 ,, to settle up with— . Local Secretary kindly oblige and charge

34 Has been forgotten or Have forgotten

35 ,, not been forgotten

Foreign dress

Sec Officials

Sec Name, Native

36 Forgive-ness See Excuse

37 Form-ed
38 What form should it take ?

39 Formation

40 Forming (part of)

41 Formal-ity Sec Notice

42 All formalities have been complied with

43 Have all formalities been complied with ?

44 Take care that all formalities are complied with

45 Former-ly See Previous

46 If the former

47 Formidable
48 Formidable opposition must be expected

49 Fortnight-Iy See Dates, Weeks
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Table No. 084 FOR-FRE

50 Fortunate-ly See Unfortunate

51 Forward-ed See Letters, Mail, Send
52 Are now well forward with

53 Cannot or Do not forward

54 „ go forward

^5 Forward as best you can

56 „ mail matter or all communications to—(me) at

57 „ money or remittances to— (me) at

58 ,, movement

59 ,, my luggage or things to (this place)

'60 Go forward
6r Has-ve been forwarded
62 ,, forwarded or sent forward

63 „ „ to the care of

64 „ not yet been forwarded

65 How have (my) letters been forwarded?
66 Push-ing forward as fast as possible

•67 (They) shall be forwarded by next post or opportunity
68 Your telegram was forwarded

69 Forwarding

70 Found (Has-ve been found) Sec Find
71 Found everything to be as represented

72 „ nothing or Not yet found

73 Has-ve found everything very satisfactory or all right

74 „ ,, , on further examination

75 Have you found

76 Foundation-s

jj Foundation Day
78 The foundation of

79 Without foundation

:8o Fracture-d
gr Fractured arm
82 „ collar bone

83 „ jaw
84 „ limb

^5 Fraudulent-ly
86 Free-ly See Disengaged, Liberty

87 Free from or of

88 „ „ all encumbrances or expense

89 „ of all expense to you

90 ,, ,, duty or all charges

91 Is (are) free to go when you wish

92 „— (are you) free to go (to)

93 Let us know if you are free

94 Must be free to act as I (we) think best

95 Not too freely

96 Should be free (to)

97 Too freely

98 Will be free shortly or on

99 You are free to act as you think best
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Table No. 085 FRE-FUL

00 Freight Sec Carriage
01 Allow-ing for freight and charges
02 Owing to the heavy freight rates

03 Rate of freight is

04 Send-ing by freight (if possible)

05 The freight and charges are

06 We have paid freight on this side or Freight payable at this end

07 What is the rate of freight ?

08 Who is to pay freight ?

09 You must pay freight charges or Freight must be paid at your end

10 Frequent-Iy See Often
11 Do-es not occur so frequently or Not so frequently

12 Is (was) a frequent occurrence (in the district)

13 Not a frequent occurrence or Not often

14 Very frequent occurrence or Very often

15 Fresh See New
16 Friday (On Friday) See Day
17 Last Friday
18 Next „

19 Friend-s Sec Relatives.

20 His (her, their ) friends

21 Friend-ly
22 Are (acting) friendly to us

23 Do nothing to endanger present friendly relations (with)

24 Try to Iveep friendly or make friends with

25 From (—to—

)

26 From al! I can find out

27 ., „ parts

28 ., her

29 ., here

30 ., liim (his)

31 ,, some cause or other

32 ,, the

33 „ them (their)

34 .. this

35 ,. ., date

36 us (our)

37 „ where

38 „ which

39 ,. whom (is it)

40 .. .. did you get the-se

41 ,, you-r

42 If not from us

43 -> '• • you

44 Frontier

45 Frost (Owing to frost)

46 Fuel

47 Full-y

48 Full particulars or details

49 If full
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Table No. 085 FUL-FUR

50 If not full

51 Nearly full or Not quite full

52 Not full

53 Quite full or As full as possible

54 Fund-s See Advance, Amount,
55 Are funds in hand for the purpose? Finances, Money,
56 „ ,, sufficient (for) Remittance

57 „ we expected to provide the funds ?

58 „ you in need of funds

59 ., ,, prepared to provide the funds (for)

60 Available funds
61 Detained (here) for want of funds
62 Expect-s— (you) to provide funds (for)

63 (From) funds in his (her, their) hands
64 ( „ I „ ,, our hands
65 ( „ ) „ ,. your „

66 Funds are being sent (for the purpose;

67 „ ., exhausted
68 „ ,, in hand for the purpose

69 „ ,, running short

70 „ low, await letter

71 ,, ., , incur only present, necessary expenses
72 „ „ , will send when able

73 „ set apart (for

)

74 „ will last till

75 Have you sufficient funds to go on with, and if so, for hew long?
76 If funds arc available

77 „ ., ., provided by (you)

78 Increase-d funds

79 Alust have more funds to go on with
80 ,, provide funds (for)

81 No funds available (for the purpose)
82 Not in want of funds or No funds required

83 Private funds

84 To ir.crease the funds

85 Unless funds are provided (by)
86 We are short or in want of funds (for)

87 (We) will arrange as to funds
88 What funds are available ?

89 ,, ,, ,, wanted or required?

90 Who provides the funds ?

91 Funeral Sec Death
92 Date of funeral not yet fixed

93 The funeral will take place on

94 When will the funeral take place ?

95 Furlough See Absence, Home,.
96 Can early furlough be granted ; relatives anxious Return

97 ., „ ,, ,v „ ; „ „ ; funds provided

98 Furlough cannot be granted at present or until

99 ,, is granted
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Table No. 086 FUR-FUT
oo
01

02

03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

II

12

13

14

15
16

17
18

19
20
21

22

23

2S
26

27
28
29
.30

31

32
33
34
35
3^

37
38

39
.40

41
42

43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Furlough is postponed

,, ,. under consideration

„ needed at once

„ not desired at present

Immediate furlough
Relatives strongly urge you to return kome for a short furlough before marriage

». ). „ >] .) )) )> M ». ». tf t» It : funds provided

Fumish-ed
Furnishing

See Provide, Send

Furniture
Further
Are trying all we can to further

Can do nothing further in the matter
Cannot or Do not get any further

Do nothing further or Do not go further

Try all you can to further

Future
For the future or In future

Future developments will or would determine
If in the future

In the near future

Let it be understood in future (that)

Will in future

„ not in future

With respect to the future

See Time
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Table No. 087 GIV-GOE

00 Cannot (do not or will not) give
oi „ ( „ „ „ „ „ ) „ more than
02 „ ( „ „ „ „ „ ) „ up
03 .. ( „ „ „ „ „ ) » way (to)

04 Give-n up (all)

05 „ „ all idea of

06 „ way (to the extent of)

07 Has-ve given
08 „ „ in

09 „ „ up everything
10 „ not given
11 „ „ „ more than
12 „ „ „ up, (the idea of)

13 .. —(you) given up
14 If s-he (they) will give

15 ,, we give

16 „ you will give

17 Might give a little more (for)

18 Must be given up or Are obliged to give way
19 Shall we give

20 „ „ „ more (if necessary)

21 „ „ „ up or give way
22 S-he (they) has-ve given

23 Unless s-he (they) give-s

24 „ „ ( ,, ) „ up or give-s way
25 „ you give

26 (We) will give

27 What do you think we should give or offer (for)

28 You have given too much (for)

29 „ may give

30 Glad Sec Gratification, Pleased

31 Am (are) very glad to hear

32 Shall be glad to hear or know (if)

33 „ „ very glad to see (you)

34 You will be glad to know that or Very glad to be able to tell you that

35 Glasgow
36 The Glasgow Office or Council

37 Go-es Sec Leave'

38 Anxious for— (you) to go (to)

39 Can go (to— ) on

40 Cannot go with me (us)

41 Do not go on with

42 ,, „ „ unless

43 Go as quickly as possible (to)

44 ,, by way of

45 Go-ing from—to

46 „ if possible

47 If willing, please go (to)

48 If you go

49 —is (I am) willing to go (to)
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Table No. 087 GOE-GOO

50 Not to go or Is not going

51 Shall we go on with

52 (Then) to go on to

53 We will go together, if you wish

54 When can you go (to)

55 Will go, unless

56 „ „ with (me)

57 „ have to go immediately

58 „ not go, unless

59 Godown
60 Going
61 Are you going (to)

62 Going on fairly well

63 Would propose going to— , if you see no objection

64 Gold (In gold) See Money
65 Gone (Already gone) Sec Away, Departed, Left
66 Has-ve gone down (again)

67 „ „ to

68 „ „ up (again)

69 If not already gone
70 Not yet gone
yi Where has-ve s-he (they) gone
72 Good See Best, Quality

7^ Can do good by

74 „ —-(you) do any good

75 Do-es— (you) think it good enough to

76 Has not done much good

77 If equally as good as last

78 „ I (we) can do any good

79 Must be good
80 Need not be quite so good (as)

81 Not any good
82 „ good (enough)
83 „ nearly so good (as)

84 There will be no good in

85 Very good
86 Will do a great deal of good

87 Will there be any good in

88 Goods See Articles, Belongings, Luggage, Shipment, Things

89 (All) goods belonging to

90 Goods arrived in bad condition

91 „ detained by Customs' authorities

92 „ have been shipped (on)

93 „ „ not arrived ; when did they leave ?

94 „ not yet shipped

95 >. .. .. to hand

96 „ ready to ship

97 Have been unable to send the goods

98 „ the goods been shipped ?

99 „ you received goods sent (on the)
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Table No. 088 GOO-GRO

00 The goods have been delivered

01 What goods are particularly wanted ?

02 Got See Had, Obtain, Secure

03 Have got through

04 If you have got

05 „ „ „ not got

06 When you have got

07 Govern-ed
08 Be governed by

09 Governed by circumstances

10 Government Sec Consul, Nationality

11 Gradual-Iy
12 Gradually decreasing or A gradual decrease may be expected

13 ., increasing „ „ „ increase „ „ „

14 Must be done gradually

15 Very gradual-ly, on account of

16 Grant-s See Appropriation

17 A grant has been made for the purpose or Has been granted

18 We can (only) grant

19 What grant can you make ?

20 Will not grant or Cannot be granted

21 Granted
22 Can be granted, provided

23 Can it be granted ?

24 It is taken for granted that or It may be taken for granted (that)

25 Grateful-ly See Thanks
26 Is (are) very grateful

27 Will be very grateful

28 Gratification See Glad

29 Have much gratification in stating

30 Gratuity
31 Gratuitous

32 Great-er

a (A) great many
34 As great as

35 Greater than before or hitherto

36 „ „ ever

37 Not so great (as)

38 „ very great

39 Very great

40 Great-ly

41 It will or would be greatly to

42 „ „ „ „ not be greatly to

43 Ground-s
44 Has-ve good ground-s for (this)

45 Is there any ground for

46 No ground for

47 On the ground of

48 On what grounds do-es— (you)

49 Unless you have good grounds
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Table No. 088 GUA-GUI

50
51

52

53
54
55
.56

57
58

59
60
61

62

63
64
65
66

67
68

69
70
71

72

73
74
75
76

77
78

79
80
81

82

83
84
85
86
87,

88
89
90
91

92

93
94
95
96
97
98

99

Guarantee-s
Can guarantee be given ?

Guarantee must be given

Sec Approximate, Correct

Is or Should be a quite sufficient guarantee
Is the guarantee satisfactory?

Require-s a guai'antee

Unless you will guarantee
We cannot guarantee (expenses or support)
Will be quite sufficient guarantee

„ guarantee to the extent of
Guaranteed
Has-ve guaranteed payment
Guard-ed (against) See Protect
Do all you can to guard yourself-ves (against)
We have done all we can to guard ourselves (against)
Guardian-s
Guidance
For our own guidance

„ your „
Guide-d
As a guide
Be guided by
Do not or Will not be guided (by)
Guided by circumstances
Is no guide
Must have some guide
Shall be guided by

„ your advice
Guilty
Not gu:

(of)

Ity (of)
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Table No. 089 HAB-HAN
00 Habit (In the habit of) See Custom
oi Not in the habit of
02 Had
03 Could have had
04 „ not have had
05 Had any
06 „ none

07 „ s-he (they)

08 „ we
09 „ you
10 It had
11 „ „ no-t

1.2 Must have had
13 Not to be had

14 S-he (they) had

15 .. ( » ) " better

16 „ ( „ ) „ no-t

17 To be had
18 We had

19 „ „ better

20 „ „ no-t

21 What had
22 Which had

2^ Who had

24 You „

25 „ „ better

26 „ „ no-t

27 Half
28 And a half

29 Are willing to meet half way
30 Half now, and the remainder

31 „ the year or for the half year

32 Half way (between)

33 More than half

34 One half of

35 The first half (of)

36 „ other or last half (of)

2)7 Hampered (by)

38 Hand-s

39 Hand-ed everything over to or Place-d in the hands of

40 'In
—

's (his, her, their) hands

41 „ my (our) hands

42 „ whose hands

43 Left hand

44 On hand

45 Right hand

46 Well in hand

47 Handed
48 Has been handed to

49 „ not yet been handed over (to)
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Table No. 089 HAN-HAS

50 Handing
51 Handle-ing
52 Happen-s See Occur

53 Is it likely to happen ?

54 (It) must not happen again

.55 ( .. ) shall „

56 Likely to happen

57 „ .. „ at any moment
58 Not likely to happen

59 When did it happen ?

60 Happened
^i Happened in consequence of

62 Happiness Sec Congratulations

'63 Accept our best wishes for your (future) happiness

64 Happy
65 Hard
66 Not very hard

6y Very hard
68 Harm
69 Great harm has been done (by)

70 Has-ve—done any harm (by)

71 Is (are) doing great harm (by)

72 -No harm has been done

73 To prevent—from doing any harm (to)

74 Harmonious-ly
75 Harmonious action desirable

76 Work-ing together harmoniously

77 Harvest (prospects) Sec Crops
78 Has or Have See Be
79 Could you not have
80 Has s-he or it

81 Have they
82 „ we
.83 „ you
84 It has

85 „ „ no-t

86 „ „ not been

87 Must s-he (it, they) have
88 „ we have
.89 „ you „

-90 Shall we have (to)

91 S-he (it, they) has-ve

92 „ („ „ ) „ had (to)

93 >, („ ,. ) „ no-t

94 „ („ ,, ) „ not had or had r<;

95 „ (,. ,. ) must have
96 „ („ ,, ) „ not have

97 „ („ „ ) should have

98 „ („ „ ) „ not have
99 „ (>, ., ) will have (to)
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Table No. 090
,

HAS-HEA,

00 S-he (it, they) will not have (to)

oi So that we may have
02 That you might have

^

03 We are not to have

04 „ „ to have

05 „ have
oG „ „ had (to)

07 „ „ no-t

08 „ „ not had or had no

09 „ may have
10 „ must have
11 „ shall have (to) •

12 „ „ not have (to)

13 „ should have

14 „ „ not have

15 Will it have
16 You have

17 ^You) have had (to)

18 ( „ ) „ no-t

19 ( ,, ) ., not had or had no
20 ( „ ) must have
21 ( .. ) „ not have
22 ( ,. ) should have

23 ( .. ) ,. not have

24 ( „ ) will have (to)

25 ( ,, ) ,. not have (to)

26 Haste-n Sec Despatch, Hurry
27 In great haste

28 With all the haste you can or Make all possible haste

29 Hastened

30 Hasty-ily

31 Beware of judging too hastily

32 Is (are) too hasty

^2 Headquarters Sec Director

34 Attend only to instructions from headquarters

35 Have consulted headquarters and it was thought

^6 „ you communicated with headquarters ?

37 Headquarters have no information

38 Must consult headquarters (first)

39 No communication received from headquarters

40 What is the advice of headquarters ?

41 Heal-ing
42 Wound is healing satisfactorily

43 ,. ,. not „

44 Health '^''^''' Disease, Doctor,

45 As soon as his (her) state of health will allow Epidemic, Lnprove,

46 Condition has changed slightly for the better '^"prog^s.'gick,

47 „ is unchanged or Health is no better °
Strength

48 (Doctor) consider-s the crisis safely over

49 ( „ ) is more liopeful to-day

1
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Table No. 090 HEA-PIEA

50 (Doctor) states the illness to be

51 Fever is increasing

52 „ „ subsiding

53 Has changed for worse ; but (doctor gives) hope
54 » „ „ vrorse; (doctor gives) no hope

55 Health fully restored

56 „ much better

57 How are you in health or Telegraph health of— (patient)

58 ,, high is the temi^erature ?

59 If health not satisfactory

60 ., ,, satisfactorj'

61 111 with appendicitis

62 „ ,, bronchitis

63 ,, ,, cholera

64 ,, ,, diphtheria

65 ,, ,, dysentery
66 ,, ,, heart disease

67 ., ,, heat apoplexy or sunstroke
68 ,, ,, hemorrhage of the lungs

69 „ ,, malarial fever

70 ,, , measles

71 .. .. peritonitis

72 ., „ pleurisy

73 ,, ,, pneumonia

74 ,, ,, poisoning

75 ,, ,, puerperal fever

76 „ ,, scarlet fever

77 , .. severe i-emittent fever

78 ., ,, small-pox

79 ., ., t3-phoid fever

80 „ ,. typhus „

81 Illness commenced on the

82 (Is) in bad health

83 ( „ ) ,, ,, „ , require-s change
84 Nervously run down
85 Patient better, doctor recommends change of air (to)

86 ., is no worse to-day

87 ,, ,. somewhat stronger

88 „ ., worse to-day

89 Regret to have to report the illness of (
—

's) your child

90 State of health causes anxiety

91 improving
92 ,, ,, „ satisfactory

93 Taken ill

94 „ ,, cannot keep appointment

95 - •. „ leave

96 ,, ,. slightly, do not be alarmed

97 „ ., ,, letter by post

98 ,, ., ,, will telegraph again if no better

99 „ ,. suddenly
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Table No. 091 ^ HEA-HEA

00 Taken ill suddenly and dangerously

•Oi „ „ I suddenly; come at once

02 „ „ (with— ) ; do not come
03 Temperature is about

04 „ ., normal

05 The case or attack is considered serious

06 „ „ „ „ „ not ,. „

07 „ crisis is safely passed (patient is doing well)

08 „ improvement is not sustained

09 „ ,, „ sustained

10 Very ill, operation necessary (must be removed to)

11 „ much better and improving fast

12 „ „ „ , do not come, will write

13 Write-ing fully present condition of patient

14 Healthful
15 Healthy See Unhealthy

16 Is the district healthy

17 The district is healthy

18 „ „ „ not healthy

19 Hear-ing See Inform, Know, Source

20 As soon as s-he (they) hear-s (from)
21 „ „ „ we hear (from)
;22 „ „ _„ you „ ( „ )

23 Do nothing until you hear further (from)

24 Do-es not expect to hear (before)

2$ From whom did you hear

26 I (we) hear on good authority that

27 If we do not hear from you, we shall consider this in order or agreed to

,28 ,, „ hear anything further, we shall advise you

29 ,, „ „ nothing further

30 „ what we hear is correct

31 „ you do not hear from us

32 „ „ „ „ ,, ,, ,, again, consider this arranged or agreed to

33 ,, „ hear anything further, let us know at once

34 Let me (us) hear immediately or as soon as you can

35 Nothing shall be done until I (we) hear further

36 Till—hear-s (again) from

37 „ hearing from him (her, them) again

38 „ „ „ us (again)

29 » " - you (again)

40 Unless we hear from you (before)

41 We expect to hear (shortly)

42 „ „ „ „ shortly, and shall then wire you

43 ,, hear, but cannot vouch for accuracy (that)

44 When do you expect to hear

45 Will probably hear no more of it

46 Heard (that) Sec Informed

47 Has anything been heard of or from

48 Has-ve not heard (that)

49 Have heard nothing recently of or from
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Table No. 091 HEA-HER

50 Have you heard about

51 „ „ „ (from— ) anything further or about

52 Heard through or from

53 If nothing is heard of or from

54 Last heard of or from (on)

55 Not been heard of since

56 Nothing has been heard from or Can hear nothing of

57 Heat
58 As soon as the heat abates or After the hot season

59 Great heat has now set in here

60 If the heat is not too great

6r Owing to the great heat

62 Heavy Sec Weight
63 Not heavy
64 Too „

65 Help-cd See Aid, Assist-ance,

66 Can we help you in any way ? Do
67 „ — (you) render help or assistance ?

68 „ you send help?

69 Cannot or Could not be helped

70 „ do without some further help

71 Has-ve promised to help

72 Help is being sent or Will send help

73 If helped by

74 „ you can help it

75 No more than we can or could help

y^ jj J? )j you ,, ,, J, ,,

yy Please go or come and give temporary help, as Local Secretary (at)

78 „ „ ,, „ „ „ „ ,, in Church work (at)

79 Please go or come and give temporary help in the Business Department or worl: (at)

80 Please render all the help you can
81 Sufficient help is at hand or Want-s no further help

82 Unless helped (by)

83 What help can you give ?

84 Will telegraph if we find we can help

85 Helping
86 Helpless (Quite helpless)

87 Helper Sec Native

88 Henceforth or Hereafter
89 Here
90 Can you come here (shortly or on)

91 Cannot remain here longer (than)

92 Had better come here

93 How soon can— (you) be here?

94 If here by

95 „ — is (you are) here before

96 Is (are) expected to come here

97 Must be here (by)

98 „ or Shall remain here till

99 Not here or None here
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Table No. 092 HER-HIT
00 Now here {rn route for)
oi Shall go from here to

02 Unless— (you) can come here

03 When will— (you) be here?

04 Will be here (on)

05 „ not be here (on;
06 Hesitate-d
07 Do not or Will not hesitate

08 Hesitating

09 Hiding or Hidden See Conceal. Discover,
10 Is (are) hiding among the hills Refuge
11 „ ( „ ) „ in the country
12 „ ( ., ) , district

13 .. ( „ ) - .. •. vicinity of

14 High (A^ery high) See Price

15 Go as high as

16 How high may I go?
17 Not high
18 „ „ enough
19 „ too high
20 Rather higli

21 Too high
22 Higher
23 Do not go higher

24 Higher, if possible

25 It is (they are) not likely to go higher
26 „ (they) will go higher

27 May possibly go higher

28 Not higher than

29 Unless yovi think it (they) will go higher

30 Will it (they) go any higher?

31 Highest (The highest)

32 (Is) the highest point touched or reached yet

33 Hinder-ed (by) ^See Detain, Prevent,

34 So as not to hinder Retard

35 Hindrance See Detrimental, Obstacle
36 A great hindrance

37 Would not be any hindrance (to) or No hindrance whatever
38 ,, this be a hindrance ?

39 Hire-d
40 Boat and coolie hire

41 „ hire

42 Coolie „

43 Hitch (Has arisen) See Upset
44 Do-es not think any hitch will arise

45 Hitch has arisen, owing to

46 „ „ ., , will wire you later on

47 „ „ been got over

48 „ is likely to arise (through)

49 If hitch does not arise
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Table No. 092 HOL-HOM

50 Hold-s See Back, Keep, Retain

51 Can hold out for some time

52 „ „ „ no longer

53 „ you hold on

54 Cannot hold out much longer

55 Do you think it safe to hold

56 For how long can you hold out ?

57 Has-ve hold of

58 Hold on or back

59 ,, out as long as possible

60 ,, yourself in readiness (to)

61 It is desirable to get hold of
62 Still holds good
63 Try-ing to get hold of

64 Held
65 Holding
66 HoHday-s Sec Vacation

6y After the holidays or After taking holidays

68 Bank holiday-s

69 Before the holidays or Before taking holidays

70 During the hohdays (of)

71 General holiday (all offices closed)

72 Is taking a holiday ; will return on

73 Owing to holidays

74 Chinese New Year

75 Christmas

76 Easter

77 Eighth moon fifteenth

78 Fifth moon fifth

79 Mid-summer
80 Home See Come, Furlough,
81 All well at home Leave, Officials

82 Anxious to go or come home
83 Can — (you) arrange to return home by way of

84 ,, — ( ), ) come home ; passage provided ?

85 „ —
( „ ) „ „ ; „ unprovided?

•86 Cannot come or go home ; no funds for passage

87 Come home (immediately)
-88 „ „ by quickest route

89 Expect-s to be home on—or in a

90 How are all at home ?

91 Impossible to return home (till)

•92 Is away from home
93 Leave-s for home on

—

or Is coming home
94 Left for home (on)

95 Not coming home at present

96 Returning home is considered undesirable

97 Shall return home by way of

98 When is—coming home ?

99 Will come home as soon as the busiuess is settled Oi as soon as possible



Table No. 093 HOM-HOU
00 Mission Flome See Mission Buildings

oi Home is fully occupied
02 „ „ nearly empty
03 How is accommodation at the Home ?

04 Honour-ed
05 Honourable-y See Dishonourably, Generously^

06 Has-ve behaved in a most honourable way (about) Straightforward

07 „ not behaved honourably (about)

08 Hope-s
09 (But) hope to do so

10 Hope-s to be able to

11 ., „ inform you soon

12 „ — (you) will

13 Is there any hope (of)

14 Only hope is

15 There is little hope 6r Slight hope (of)

16 „ ,. no hope

17 Hoped (It is hoped)

18 Hopeful
19 Decidedly more hopeful

20 Less hopeful

21 Still very hopeful

22 Hopeless
23 Do-es not regard it as hopeless

24 The case is hopeless or It is a hopeless matter

25 Horse-s
26 Horse-s will be required

27 Hospital
28 Had to leave him (her) in hospital (at)

29 111 in the hospital

30 Need-s to go to the hospital

31 Now convalescent, and has-ve left hospital

32 ,, in hospital; not expected to recover

33 When is s-he (are you) likely to leave the hospital?

34 Will leave hospital about

35 Hostile-ity

36 Displays the greatest hostility

37 Hostile proceedings threatened

38 Hot See Heat

39 Hour-s See Time
40 A journey of—hours (from—to)

41 At any hour

42 „ the hour of

43 „ what hour

44 How many hours does it take to get to— (from)

45 In an hour or two

46 It takes—hours to get from— (here) to

47 Twenty-four hours

48 Thirty-six hours

49 Forty-eight hours



Table Nos. 093-095 HOU-HOU

A.M.
093

5-*

6-

7-

094
o-

I-

2-

3-

4-

5-

6-

Hours

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

* The fifth figure will signify Minutes

095

Examples : 09410=7 A.M.

09565=10.30 P.M.

90 Between one and two thirty o'clock

91
92

93
94
95
96
97
98
99

two thirty and four o'clock

four and five o'clock

five and six o'clock

six and seven o'clock

seven and eight o'clock

eight and nine o'clock

nine and ten o'clock

ten and eleven thirty o'clock

eleven thirty and one o'clock

P.M.
094

095
o-

1-

2-

3-

4-

5-

6-

7-

No.



Table No. 096 HOU-HUS
00 House-s Sec Home, Mission Buildings,
oi A house to accommodate Opportunity
02 „ large house or The house is large

03 „ small „ „ „ „ „ small

04 Cannot yet find a suitable house
05 Foreign built house
06 Has-ve secured a house
07 „ — (you) secured a house?
08 Houses here are expensive

09 Native house
10 Semi-foreign house
1

1

Unable to secure a house
12 How (about)

13 How can s-he (it, they)

14 „ did or do you
15 ,, „ „ do-es s-he (it, they)
16 „ has-ve

17 „ is (are)
18 „ „ it that

19 „ large is

20 „ much or many
21 „ „ is there or How many are there ?

22 ,, shall or should

23 ., soon

24 ., ,, can (you)
25 . will or would
26 ., ., „ ,, it do (to)

27 „ ,, „ _. s-he (it, they)
28 „ „ „ „ you
29 However
,30 However the case may be

31 ,, you may
32 We think, however, that

33 Hundred-s
34 At a cost of several hundreds

35 Hundredweight (Per cwt.)

36 Hurry-ied Sec Haste
S7 Do not be in too great a hurry or There is no need to hurry
38 Have tried or Are trying all we can to hurry up
39 Hurry shipment ; very important
,40 Impossible to hurry or It will be impossible to get it done in such a hurry

41 In the hurry of leaving, forgot (to)

42 Is (are) in too great a hurry to get the matter settled

43 ,, there any need for hurry?

44. There is no immediate hurry

45 Too great a hurry
46 Will hurry forward all I (we) can

47 Hurt See Accident, Injured
48 Hush-ed (up) Sec Affair
,49 In order to hush up matters
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Table No. 096 ICE-IF

50 Ice

51 Blocked with ice

52 Ice breaking up
53 Idea-s See Arrangement, Impression, Plan, Suggestion
54 Can you form any idea (whether)

55 Had better abandon the idea

56 Has-ve— (you) any idea

57 The idea appears to be a good one
58 „ „ seems to be

59 (To) give us an idea
60 (We) can form no idea
61 ( „ ) had or have an idea (that)

^2 ( „ ) „ „ „ no „ ( „ )

63 (You) gave us no idea (of)
64 ( „ ) must abandon the idea
65 Identical (with)
66 Identify-ied

67 Can— (you) identify

68 Cannot identify

69 Has-ve been identified

70 Must or Should be identified

71 Until identified or Awaiting identification

72 If See Many, Much, Should

73 If about

74 „ all

75 „ at all possible

76 „ by
77 „ „ any chance
78 „ for

79 ., I (we) can
80 „ „ ( „ j cannot
81 „ „ ( „ ) can possibly do so
«2 „ „ ( „ ) do
83 „ „ ( „ j have
84 „ „ ( „ ) „ not
85 „ „ ( „ ) should
86 „ „ ( „ ) „ not
87 „ in

88 „ — is (you are)

89 ,, — „ ( „ „ ) at

90 „ — „ ( „ „ ) not
91 „ it had not been (for)
92 „ much over

93 „ none or no one

94 „ not at

95 ,, „ in

96 „ „ so

97 „ „ to be had
98 „ over or more than

99 „ s-he (it, they)
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Table No. 097 IF-IMM

00 If s-he (it, they) can
01 „ „ ( „ „ ) cannot
02 „ „ ( „ „ ) has-ve

03 „ „ („ „ ) „ not

04 „ „ (,. » ) ,, been

05 „ „ („ „ ) „ not been
06 „ „ ( ,, ) is or If they are

07 „ „ ( „ ) „ not or If they are not

08 „ „ (it, they) will

09 ., „ (,. „ ) „ not
10 „ „ ( „ „ ) would
11 „ „ (» „ ) „ not
12 „ „ („ „ ) „ be better

13 „ there had been
14 „ „ „ not been

15 „ „ _
were

16 „ this is not so

17 " .. " so

18 „ „ will

19 ,. » .. do
20 „ „ „ „ , let us know at once
21 „ „ „ not do, let us know at once
22 „ very

23 „ we are

24 „ you
25 .. —(you) can

26 „ — ( ). ) cannot

27 „ — ( ), ) can possibly do it

28 „ — ( „ ) do-es

29 „ — ( „ ) has-ve

30 „ — ( „ ) will or would
31 „ — ( „ ) „ not or would not

32 Ignorant-ce

33 Astonished at the apparent ignorance (of)

34 Being ignorant (of)

35 Complain-s of being kept in ignorance

36 Could not have been ignorant (of)

37 Ignore-d

38 Do-es not ignore

39 Ill-ness

40 During illness (of)

41 Too ill to attend to it or business

42 Imltate-d

43 Do not imitate

44 Imitate as closely as possible

45 Immaterial
46 If immaterial

47 Quite immaterial to

48 Iinmediate-Iy

49 Acted immediately
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See Uninformed

Sec Attend, Doctor,,

Health, Sickness

See Like

See Imperative



Table No. 097 IMM-IMF

50 Cannot be done immediately

51 „ come or go immediately (on account of)

52 Immediately after

53 .. before

54 Must be done immediately

55 Not immediately

56 Imminent (Is imminent)

57 In imminent danger (of)

58 Impartial-Iy Sec Exaggerated.

59 An impartial report

60 Considered impartially

61 From an impartial point of view
62 Impassable
63 The road or country is impassable

64 Impatient-Iy

65 Are getting very impatient

66 „ „ „ „ , and threaten to

67 Imperative-ly Sec Immaterial

68 If not imperative

69 Is it imperative

70 It or This is imperative

71 Not imperative

72 Imperceptible-y

73 Almost imperceptible-y

74 Imperfect-Iy

75 Implements
76 Implicate-d See Involve-d

TJ Are not implicated

78 „ said to be implicated

79 ImpHcit-ly
80 Has-ve had implicit confidence in or Was implicitly trusted

81 Place-s implicit faith in

82 Imply-ied
83 What do you imply by or What is implied by
84 Impolitic

85 Think-s it was very impolitic

86 „ „ would be very impolitic

87 Import-ed,
88 Importance Sec Impress-

89 Do-es not attach any importance to

90 „ „ „ too much importance to

91 „ „ think— (you) attach-es sufficient importance to

92 „ — (you) attach any or much importance to

93 (It) is of little importance

94 ( » ) ji ., ). » ; 'ict as you think best

95 ( » ) .J » some importance

96 ( „ ) „ „ the utmost importance (that)

97 Not of sufficient importance

98 Of no importance

99 Think-s you attach too much importance to
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Table No. 098 IMP-IMP

00 Important
oi Is it important (that)

02 Nothing important (by last accounts)

03 Which is the more important

04 Impose-d
05 Imposing
06 Imposition (An imposition)

07 Impossibility
08 Unless it is an impossibility

09 Impossible See Possible

10 If this is impossible

11 Impossible to do anything in so short a time

12 Quite impossible

13 Terms are impossible

14 Impracticable-y See Limits

15 Do-es not think it impracticable

16 If it should be impracticable, (try)

17 It is quite impracticable or It will be impracticable

18 Think-s it impracticable

19 Unless it should be impracticable

20 Impress-ed See Favourable
21 Impress upon— (him, her) the necessity (of)

22 We wish strongly to impress upon you the importance of

23 Impression
24 Has-ve made a favourable impression or The impression is correct

25 „ „ an unfavourable impression

26 Is it likely to make any impression ?

27 The impression is incorrect or Under a wrong impression

28 The impression which remains in our minds is that

29 Under the impression that or Our impression is

30 What is the (your) impression (as to)

31 Improbable-y See Probable

32 Is not such an event improbable ?

33 An improbability

34 Improper-ly
35 In a very improper manner or It was very improper of him (her, them)

36 Strongly disapprove of such improper conduct

2,7 Improve-s See Better, Health,

38 Can you improve upon (it) Improvement, Quality

39 Continues to improve

40 Expected to improve or There are indications of improvement (in)

41 May or may not improve ; result very doubtful

42 Not expected to improve or No promise of improvement

43 Will probably improve

44 Improved
45 It may be improved by

46 Improvement-s Sec Change
47 Cannot suggest any improvement

48 If any improvement seems probable

49 „ extensive improvements are made
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Table No. 098 IMP-INC

50 If there is any improvement
51 » » .' no „
52 Is there any improvement

53 No improvement is likely to take place before or till

54 There is great improvement (in)

55 ,, .,, no „ ( „

)

56 We think the improvement will continue

57 Improving See Recovery
58 The condition of affairs is improving

59 In (a)

60 In all

61 „ each
62 „ every (one)

63 „ many
64 „ most
65 „ no-t

66 „ none

67 „ one
68 „ the-se

69 „ this

70 „ twos (pairs)

71 „ what
72 „ which

73 Inaccessible

74 Owing to the inaccessible condition of the property

75 Quite inaccessible except by
76 Very inaccessible

77 Inaccuracy See Mistake-

78 There is some inaccuracy in

79 Inaccurate-Iy See Incorrect

80 The figures are inaccurate

81 „ reports are (most) inaccurate

82 Inadequate-ly See Equal, Fit,

83 Inadequate to requirements • Insufficient

84 Very inadequately provided for

85 Inadmissible See Admissible

86 Is quite inadmissible

87 Inadvertence-tly
88 Owing to an inadvertence

89 Inapplicable

90 Inapplicable under the circumstances

91 Inattention

92 Owing to inattention

93 The least inattention will

94 Incalculable

95 Will do incalculable injury

96 Incapable See Incompetent

97 Incapacitate-d

98 Incautious-ly Sec Judicious-

99 Incessant-ly
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Table No. 099 INC-INC

00 Inch-es See Measurements
oi Incidental-ly

02 Incidental expenses

03 Inclination

04 Following our own inclination, we should

05 Has-ve no inclination (to)

06 There is an inclination on the part of

07 Unless some inclination is shown (to)

08 What is
—

's (your) inclination?

09 Incline-d Sec Disposed

10 Are less inclined (to)

11 „ more „ („)
12 Is— (are you) inclined (to)

13 (We) are inclined to think

14 (>.).. " " » well of

15 Include-s See Charges

16 Can include or It can be included

17 Cannot or Will not include

18 Did not omit or Have not omitted to include

19 Does it or this include

20 It or This includes

21 „„ „ „ everything (except)

.22 Must include

23 „ „ everything or Everything included

24 Shall we include

.25 Try-ing to include if possible

,26 Will include

27 Included
28 Must be included in the

29 Omitted to be included

_30 Should be included

31 „ not be included

32 Unless already included

33 Was this included (in the)

.34 Were included in estimate or Was included in the

35 '. not „ „ „ „ „ not „ „ ..

36 Which is not included

37 Including

38 Not or Without including

39 Inclusive

40 Terms are inclusive

.41 „ should be inclusive

42 Income
.43 Annual income (of)

44 In consequence of an increase in income

45 „ „ ,, a serious reduction in income

46 Income will be increased (to)

47 ., .. >. reduced (to)

48 Increase in the income

49 What is the annual income?
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Table No. 099 INC-INC

50 Incommensurate (with)

51 Incompetent (for the duties) See Competent, Equal
52 Quite incompetent; cannot recommend him (her)

53 Incomplete-ly See Complete, Remainder

54 Incompletely equipped

55 Still incomplete

56 Incomprehensible-y

57 Inconsiderate (Is very inconsiderate) See Considerate

58 Was (were) very inconsiderate

59 Would be very inconsiderate

60 Inconsistent-ly (with)
61 Inconsistent with the facts

62 „ „ what was stated or the report

63 S-he is (they are) inconsistent

64 Incontrovertible (It is incontrovertible)

65 We have incontrovertible proof or There is incontrovertible evidence

66 Inconvenience
67 Can be done without inconvenience
68 Great inconvenience has been caused (by)

69 If it would not inconvenience (you)
70 Inconvenience will be trifling

71 Inconvenient-Iy See Convenient, Impracticable

72 If it should be or is inconvenient

73 Inconvenient at present

74 It is or It would be inconvenient

75 „ „ most or It would be very inconvenient

76 Unless it should be inconveni'ent

77 Incorporate-d
78 Incorporation

79 Incorrect-Iy See Code, Correct,

80 Incorrectly deciphered Error, Inaccurate,

81 „ transmitted Mistake
82 Is apparently incorrect in some way
83 Increase-s See Gradual

84 Hope-s to increase

85 If it increase

86 „ you can increase

87 „ „ cannot „ or If not increased

88 Likely to increase or be increased

89 May we increase (to)

90 The increase will be

91 There is an increase of cases

92 Try-ing to increase

93 What increase is needed

94 ,, is the cause of increase

95 „ vi^ill be the increase

96 You may increase

97 Increased
98 Has-ve been increased

99 V\''ill not be increased
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Table No. 100 INC-IND

00 Increasing
01 Owing to increasing

02 Incur-red See Before, Expense, Risk
03 Do not incur or Must not be incurred

04 How was it incurred

05 If you incur

06 In order not to incur

07 Incurred on account of
08 Should not be incurred

09 Will be incurred

10 Indebted
1

1

Greatly indebted to

12 To whom am I (are we) indebted (for)

13 Indefatigable-y

14 «Has been indefatigable in his (her) exertions (to)

15 Indefinite-Iy See Definite

16 An indefinite time

17 Cannot wait indefinitely

18 Do not wait indefinitely

19 Is (are) too indefinite

20 It is impossible to act on such indefinite instructions

21 Your proposition or report is too indefinite

22 „ telegram or letter is too indefinite

23 Indemnity-ies See (Indemnity) Page 180,

24 Accept indemnity Compensation

25 Advise you not to accept indemnity

26 Do not accept indemnity for Mission property

27 Indemnity has been offered

28 Make no claim for indemnity for mission property

29 Independent-ly (of)

30 Act independently (of)

31 Better to work independently

32 Do not act independently (of)

33 Is (are) quite independent (of)

34 Shall act independently

35 „ we act independently (of)

36 (We) prefer to be independent

37 Indicate-s See Evidence, Signs

38 Indicate-ing that

39 „ to them at the same time that

40 Indicated ,

41 Indication-s

42 All indications point to

43 Are the indications favourable

44 „ there any indications (of)

45 Certain indications lead us to believe

46 Indications are favourable (for)

47 „ „ unfavourable (for)

48 There are slight indications (that or of)

49 „ „ strong „ ( „ „ „

)
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Table No. 100 IND-INE

50 There is an indication (of)

51 .. " no „ ( „

)

52 Very good indication-s

53 Wire if indications are favourable or otherwise

54 Indirect-Iy

55 Has-ve learned indirectly (that)

56 Indiscreet-ly

57 Has-ve acted very indiscreetly

58 Indiscretion (By indiscretion)

59 Indistinct-ly (Very indistinct-ly)

60 Individual-ly
61 Indorse-d See Approve, Sanction
62 Cannot indorse

63 If indorsed by (Superintendent)

64 Must be indorsed (by)

65 Not properly indorsed, must be returned for correction

66 Ought to be indorsed (by)

67 Properly indorsed

68 Will indorse

69 „ not indorse

70 Indorsement
71 Can you get the indorsement of

72 Has-ve the indorsement of

73 Requires your indorsement, must be returned for that purpose

74 Induce-d Sec Persuade

75 Can you induce

76 „ „ „ —to agree to (this)

yy Cannot be induced to agree to (this)

78 Has-ve been induced (to)

79 May be induced (to)

80 Try-ing to induce— (to)

81 ,, „ „ —to agree to (this)

82 Will hope to induce

83 Inducement-s
84 Insufficient inducement

85 Is there any „
86 Offers great „

87 „ little or no inducement
88 Should sufficient inducement offer or If sufficient inducement is offered!

89 Unless better inducement is offered

90 (We) fail to see any inducement

91 What inducement can you offer?

92 Ineffectual-ly

93 Has-ve proved ineffectual

94 Inevitable-y ( It is inevitable)

95 Almost inevitable

96 Loss inevitable

97 The inevitable result will be

98 Inexcusable-y

99 Utterly inexcusable
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Table No. 101 INF-INF

oo Infection or Infectious See Epidemic, Health
oi Infer-red See Conclude
02 Are we to infer (from or that)

03 Do you infer (from or that)

04 Do-es not mean to infer

05 Infer-s from this

06 It must not be inferred (from or that)

07 „ was not inferred (from or that)

08 „ will be „ ( „ „ „ )

09 Mean-s to infer

10 What do you infer (by)

11 Inferior (to)

12 Infimi (Is very infirm)

13 Inflammation (has set in) See Health

14 Inflammation decreasing

15 „ has increased

16 „ of the lungs

17 There is no inflammation

18 !n£luence-d

19 By what or By whom has-ve s-he (they) been influenced?

20 Can any influence be obtained (to or with)

21 „ — (you) influence

22 Get—to use his (her) influence (to)

23 Has-ve been influenced by

24 „ great influence

25 „ not been influenced in any way (by)

26 If influence is brought to bear on

27 „ likely to influence

28 Influence has been brought to bear on

29 Is (are) trying to influence

30 Likely to influence

31 Not likely to influence

32 Sorry to say, have no influence

33 This should influence

34 „ will have no influence

35 Use your influence (to or with)

36 Will—influence or Will this influence

37 „ use his (her) influence (to)

38 „ „ my (our) „ ( „

)

39 Is influencing

40 Influential

41 Inform-s Sec Advise, Communicate, Hear,

42 Can you inform (us) Letters, Telegraph

.43 Cannot inform you or Cannot tell

44 Do not inform or advise

45 Do not inform or advise—unless you consider it necessary or advisable

46 „ „ „ „ communicate with the above named
47 Have to inform you that

48 If you have not already done so, please inform or advise

.49 Inform—, but otherwise keep secret, or Inform—confidentially
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Table No. 101 INF-INF

50 Inform correspondents or friends

51 „ — (us) if you hear anything further (concerning)

52 „ — ( „) of any change

53 May we inform

54 Think-s it advisable to inform

55 (We) did not inform or advise

56 Will inform (you)

57 „ „ you as soon as possible

58 „ „ „ by letter

59 „ „ „ fully as soon as we hear (from)
60 „ „ „ in a day or two (as to)

6r „ not inform us
62 Wish-es to inform—that

63 You may inform
64 „ „ „ — , if you think it advisable

65 Informant (Our informant is) See Source
66 Who is your informant or From what source is the information ?

67 Information See News, Particulars, Reliable,

68 According to best information we can get Reports, Telegram
69 Difficult to get reliable information

70 Do-es not place any reliance on the information (as it came from)

71 From whom I (we) got a great deal of information

72 Full information can be obtained of or from

73 Get all the information you can (about)

74 Give earliest possible information

75 Give-s no information whatever(to)

76 Has-ve collected all possible information
•^y „ had private information (that)

78 „ no reliable information (concerning)

79 Have you any further information (as to)

80 „ „ „ reliable information (in regard to)

81 I (we) learn from various sources of information
82 If information is correct or can be relied upon
83 In view of information received, the Foreign Office recommends (that)

Q . In view of information received, the Foreign Office strongly recommeuds the recall
<34 of aU missionaries to the coast

85 I. >. .. » „ , „ President recommends (that)
Qz: »j M tt ,, ,, , „ ,, strongly recommends the recall of all
oO missionaries to the coast

87 » ,1 >. ,, „ , „ Secretary of State recommends (that)
00 3) „ M ,, „ , „ „ ,', „ strongly recommends the re-
00 call of all missionaries to the coast

89 More information is necessary or Want fuller information

90 No (further) information available

91 „ information has been received or Information not yet to hand
92 Supply all possible information

93 Telegraph latest information about— ; relatives very anxious

94 The information you ask for goes by first post

95 „ latest information is

96 Unable to gather information

97 Will telegraph later information

98 Wire at once fullest or latest information about or such information as you have

99 » ). » .. „ .. ,• » yourself-ves
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Table No. 102 INF-INS

00 Informed
oi Has-ve been informed (by or that)

02 Keep us fully informed (as to)

03 Was (were) not informed of it (until) or Was informed too late

04 Infringement
05 An infringement of rights

06 Injure-s See Damage
07 Cannot injure— (us) in any way
08 Is— (it) likely to injure (us)

09 (It) will not injure or Not injurious (to)

10 Will injure (us)

11 Injured See Accident
12 How many are injured or What is the extent of the injuries?

13 Injured whilst travelling

14 None were injured

15 Not much injured or The injury was slight

16 Seriously injured (by or in)

17 Injurious .

18 Do-es— (you) think it likely to be injurious (to)

19 Likely to prove injurious (to)

20 Provided not injurious (to)

21 Think-s it will be injurious (to)

22 Injury-ies

23 Hope all have escaped injury

24 Injury-ies likely to prove fatal

25 „ serious, but no fatal issue feared

26 The cause of injury was
27 What is the nature of the injury?

28 Without injury

29 Inland

30 (All) inland stations

31 Inn-s

32 Inns are bad on— (that) road

33 No inn accommodation

34 Inopportune

35 Is or Will be inopportune

36 Insert-ed See report

37 A clause should be inserted to the effect (that)

38 Can be inserted, if necessary

39 Can this be inserted?

40 Cannot be inserted

41 Do not insert that part relating to

42 Has been inserted

43 Insert after the—word the following

44 Omitted to insert (— ) in last issue

45 The clause need not be inserted

46 To be inserted (after)

47 „ „ „ in the next issue (of)

48 Insertion-s

49 Proposed insertion is not agreed to or approved
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Table No. 102 INS-INS

50 Insist-s (upon)

51 Do-es not insist upon
52 „ „ wish to insist upon

53 „ — (you) still insist upon

54 Insist-s upon having or getting

55 Is—likely to insist upon
56 Shall we insist upon

57 They insist upon
58 Try-ing to insist upon

59 (We) must insist upon or Are insisting upon
60 Insisted
61 If insisted upon
62 „ not insisted upon
63 Unless „ „
64 Will not be insisted upon
65 Insolvent-cy
66 On the verge of insolvency

67 Inspection See Examination, Report
68 On or After inspection

69 Recommend-s „

70 Inspect-ed

7

1

Instalment-s (In instalment-s of) See Remainder
72 Are any further instalments expected (from)

73 Equal instalments of

74 „ „ „ — annually

75 „ „ _ „ — half yearly

76 Further small instalments (of) expected

y7 In monthly instalments

78 „ quarterly

79 „ what instalments
80 No further instalments expected
81 Send instalment-s of—at a time
82 First instalment-s

83 Second „

84 Third

85 Last
86 Instance-s

87 At the instance of
88 „ whose instance

89 In the first instance

90 There has never been any instance of

91 Instantaneous-Iy
92 Instead (of)

93 And instead

94 „ read instead

95 If instead

96 Instead of the former

97 » .. .. latter

98 „ „ which

99 Not instead of
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Table No. 103 INS-INS

00 Instruct-s
01 Please instruct—to

02 Instructed (to)

03 Has-ve been instructed (to)

04 Instruction-s See Act, Directions, Follow, Obey, Subject

05 According to instructions (already) given

06 „ „ „ ( ,. ) received (from)

07 Adhere to or Follow instructions, and wire us when you have carried them out

08 Adhere to or Follow instructions as closely as possible

09 „ „ „ , „ previous instructions

10 After the instructions were received

11 „ „ „ ., sent

12 Are further instructions wanted or required ?

13 „ instructions being carried out ?

14 „ „ withdrawn

15 Await-ing (further) instructions as to

16 „ ( „ ) „ before doing anything (more)

17 Be careful not to exceed instructions

18 Before the instructions were received

19 By your instructions

20 Can or Will instructions be fully carried out ?

21 Cannot await instructions

22 „ „ „ by letter, so please wire at once

23 „ or Do not act without instructions (from)

24 Do not await instructions, but act as you think best

25 „ „ send or give instructions (to)

26 „ „ „ „ „ „ until we wire again

27 Has-ve adhered to instructions (of)

28 „ received instructions (from or to)

29 I-Ias-ve received instructions {from—) ; wire quickly if you think we should follow them

30 Have instructions been fully carried out or adhered to (as to)

31 „ telegraphed instructions (to)

32 „ you any further instructions

33 „ ,, received instructions (from)

34 If instructions

35 „ „ are impracticable

36 „ „ „ „ , please wire us

37 „ „ fully carried out

38 „ „ not carried out

39 In the absence of instructions from (you)

40 Instructions are impracticable or cannot be carried out

41 „ „ „ ; wire what we are to do
42 „ „ still in force

43 „ had to be cancelled or withdrawn

44 „ not understood

45 ,, ,, >, ;
please wire at once explaining (as to)

46 „ received too late to do anything

47 „ understood and accepted

48 „ were not received until

49 „ .. .. sent until
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Table No. 103 INS-INT

50 Is— (are you) waiting for instructions (from)
51 Leaye-ing instructions (with)

52 No instructions have been received (from or to)

53 » .. „ ,, sent (to)

54 „ other instructions have been received (from)

55 .. » „ ,, „ „ sent (to)

56 Not according to instructions

57 Other instructions

58 „ „ have been received (from)

59 „ „ were sent (on or to)

60 Owing to instructions being impracticable

61 „ „ „ not being properly carried out
62 Previous instructions

63 „ „ are confirmed

64 „_ „ withdrawn or cancelled

65 Require-s more explicit instructions

66 Say-s s-he (they) must have definite instructions (from)

67 Send-ing full instructions by letter

68 Send instructions to meet me (at)

69 Shall we follow
—

's instructions ?

70 „ „ „ previous „ ?

71 There are no further instructions

72 Unless instructions

73 „ „ adhered to

74 „ „ are received to the contrary

75 Until further instructions are received

76 What instructions have been given

y^ When or How were instructions received ?

78 „ „ „ „ „ sent?

79 Will send you further instructions

80 Will wire you instructions*as soon as possible

81 Wire instructions direct to

82 Why have you not acted upon instructions ?

83 Insufficient-ly (for) Sec Sufficient

84 Insufficient for our (their) requirements

85 Insurance
86 There is or was no insurance (upon)

87 Insure-d
88 Do-es not insure

89 Fully insured

90 Have shipment insured

91 Insured for

92 Were the wrecked goods insured

93 Insurrection See Rebellion, Riot

94 Is in a state of insurrection

95 The insurrection has been crushed

96 Inteliigent-ly

97 Is very intelligent

98 Not very intelligent

99 Intelligence
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Table No. 104 INT-INT

00 Intend-s See Anticipate, Expect, Propose
01 Do you intend to

02 Do-es not intend (to)

03 „ s-he (they) intend (to)

04 S-he (they) intend (to) or Their intentions are

05 We did not intend (to)

06 „ intend (to)

07 Intended (for)
>o8 For whom is or was it intended ?

09 Not intended for
IQ We intended you (to)

11 Intention-s
12 Believe the intention is

13 Do-es not believe the intention is

14 Has-ve changed his (her, their) intention

15 If intentions are altered

16 „ „ „ to

17 Intentions doubtful (but believe)

1

8

My intention, unless I hear to the contrary, is to

19 No intention whatever (to)

20 We have changed our intention

.21 What do you suppose is the intention or what are your intentions?

22 Intentional-Iy

23 It was not intentional

24 Was it intentional?

25 Intercede
26 By all means intercede

27 Can you intercede ?

.28 Cannot intercede

29 If you can intercede

30 Intercept-ed
31 Intercepting

32 Interception

33 Intercession

34 By the friendly intercession of

35 Interest-s

.36 In the interests of all concerned

Z7 „ „ interest of the work
38 „ his (her) own interest-s

39 „ your own interests

40 Please attend to my (our) interests in the matter

41 Interested
.42 The parties interested in

43 Interesting

44 Very interesting report or The statement is very interesting

45 Interfere-s (with)

46 Decline-s to interfere

47 Do not allow—to interfere (with)

48 Do-es not interfere (with)

49 If—interferes (with)
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Table No. 104 INT-INT

50 If it will interfere (with)

51 .> " " not _„ ( „ _)

52 Interfere-s seriously (with)

53 Is (are) not to interfere (with)

54 Official-s refuse-s to interfere

55 S-he (it, they) will not interfere (with)

56 „ („ „ ) „ „ . „ much (with)

57 Think-s you had better interfere

58 „ „ „ „ _
not „

59 We would rather not interfere (with)

60 Will interfere with

61 „ this „

62 „ „ „ „ plans already made ?

63 Interference

64 The interference of

65 Interfering
66 Has-ve been interfering (with)
67' If it can be done without interfering with

68 Is (are) interfering (with)

69 It can be done without interfering with

70 „ cannot be done „ „

71 Without interfering (with)

72 Interior Sec Country, Inland

73 Intermediate

74 Internal-ly

75 International

76 Interpretation

Tj Interrogative-Iy [please reply

78 Read the foregoing interrogatively as wanting to know or asking the question; so

79 Interrupt-ed See Interfere

80 Communication is interrupted

81 Is communication interrupted?

82 Is interrupted by

83 Not likely to be interrupted

84 Will probably be „ for some time or for

85 Work should not be „

86 „ will be „

87 Interruption-s
88 During the interruption

89 How long will „ last?

90 Interrupting

91 Intersect-ed

92 Intersection

93 Interval-s

94 An interval should elapse

95 At regular intervals

96 Can you fill up the interval

97 During or In an interval

98 The interval between

99 To fill in the interval
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Table No. IPS INT-INV

00 Intervene-d
oi Intervening
02 Interview-ed
03 After an interview

04 Am (are) to have an interview (with— ) on

05 Can you arrange „ „ (between—and)
06 Cannot have an interview with— (until)

07 Has-ve had „ ,, „ '
_

08 „ not yet been able to interview

09 Interview will be necessary or Cannot arrange without interview

10 „ „ not be necessary

ir ., with—most satisfactory

12 „ „ —very unsatisfactory

13 It was arranged in an interview (with)

14 May J have an interview

1

5

Nothing settled definitely iu the interview (with—) ; we meet again on

16 „ was arranged in the interview

17 To interview—with the object of

18 What was the result of
—

's (your) interview?

19 Interviews

20 Intimate-ly
21 Intimately acquainted (with)

22 Not very intimate with

23 Intimation

24 Give me (us) early intimation (of)

25 Have received an ,,

26 „ „ no
27 This is the first intimation I (we) have had or The first intimation we receivci that

28 Will give early intimation (of)

29 Intolerable

30 Introduction

31 Letters of introduction

32 Introduce-d (by)

33 Intrust-ed

34 Do-es not like to intrust it to

35 Intrusted to the care of

36 Whom will— (you) intrust with

37 Inundate-d

38 Inundation

39 Invalid (Is a confirmed invalid) See Health
40 Invalidate-d

41 Invaluable-y
42 Invariable-y

43 Not invariably, though very often

44 The invariable custom or rule

45 Inventory
46 Complete inventory of everything

47 Invest-ed

48 Do not invest in

49 To be invested (in)
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Table No. 105 INV-IRR

50 Investigate-d See Examination

51 Can you investigate

52 Has-ve investigated the matter

53 Investigate and let me know
54 „ thoroughly, and report by wire

55 Will investigate and let you know the result

56 Investigation

57 After a close investigation, I am of the opinion that

58 (After) a thorough investigation by (a) disinterested person-s

59 After investigation

60 Desire-s a thorough investigation

6r Discontinue investigations

62 Follow up
63 Result-s of investigation not satisfactory

64 „ „ „ satisfactory

65 Investment
66 (Is) a bad investment

67 ( ,> ) ,. good
68 Offers a better „ (than)

69 Invitation-s

70 Thank-s you for your invitation, and accept-s with pleasure

71 ,, ,, „ „ „ , which is regretfully declined

72 Invite-d

73 Shall we invite

74 You are invited to attend

75 Invoice-s See Account, Cost, Documents
76 Invoice and bill of lading

yj „ in duplicate

78 „ incorrect

79 „ will be paid by
80 Invoice-s has-ve been sent (on)
81 „ „ not arrived

82 Please send invoice (to)

83 Involve-d See Implicate

84 It will involve

85 „ „ not involve

86 Not to involve

87 Will this „
88 Involving

89 Ireland Sec Nationality

90 From Ireland

91 In

92 To
93 Not Irish

94 Inregular-ly

95 Proceedings were very irregular

96 Irregularity-ies

97 Avoid any irregularities

98 Owing to „

99 There must be great irregularity somewhere
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Table No. 106 IRR-ITI

oo Irrespective-ly (of)
oi Irritation
02 Much irritation exists

03 To allay the irritation

04 Is See Are
05 Is a

06 „ (are) there any
07 „ at

08 „ „ present

09 „ he (his)

10 „ it

11 „ „not
12 „ „ so

13 „ our
14 „ she (her)

15 „ the

16 „ their

17 ,. to

18 „ your
19 Issue>d
20 Have brought the affair to a successful issue

21 „ failed to bring the affair to a successful issue

22 In order to bring matters to a successful issue

23 Will issue

24 „ not issue

25 Issuing
26 It

27 Item-s
28 Be careful to detail the items

29 First item

30 Item number
31 Last item

32 One „

33 „ or two items

34 Several items

35 „ „ require explanation

36 Without detailing the items

37 Itinerate-ing See Journey, Outstations

38 Is away itinerating in the district

39 Itinerating impossible

40 Itineration-s

41
42

43
44 . . .

45 (Indemnity) See Indemnity Page 168

46 If an indemnity is given

47 Indemnity has not yet been paid

48 „ is paid (amounting to)

49 „ „ wanted
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Table No. 106 JOI-JUD

50 Join-s Sec Amalgamate, Meet,

51 Can you join (us) Participates, Unites

52 Cannot join— (you) at present or on account of

53 Do not „

54 Has already left to join— (party) at

55 I wish—to join— (me) as soon as possible

56 Is (are) going to join

57 ., ( „ ) willing to join us (in)

58 Join-ing the party at

—

or on steamer

59 Recommend-s you not to join (in)

60 „ „ to join (in)

61 Telegraph if we may „ or if you recommend us to join

62 „ „ you will „

63 Try-ing to get—to join

64 „ „ join with

65 Where will s-he (they) join (us)

66 „ „ you join (us)

67 Will join you at

68 „ not join

69 „ probably join

70 Would like to ., (with)

71 Joined (Has-ve joined)

72 Has-ve—joined you?

73 „ not joined

74 Telegraph if—has joined

75 Joining Sec Amalgamating

76 After joining

yj Before „

78 On
79 Joint-ly Sec Account, Conjunction

80 Journey-ing Sec Hours, Itinerate^

81 A difficult journey to make (on account of) Outstation, Travel
82 .. long journey (from this place to)

83 „ short „ ( „ ,, „ „ )

84 About to take a journey

85 Can— (you) undertake the journey (to)

86 Cannot possibly undertake the journey (to)

87 Had to make the journey (by)

88 Just returned from a journey

89 On a journey

90 Judge-d See Decision

91 As far as can be judged or seen

92 Is (are) in the best position to judge

93 It is difficult to judge on account of

94 Judge for yourself-ves

95 Leave— (you) to judge

96 S-he is (they are) not in a position to judge

97 We are not in a position to judge correctly

98 You are in the best position to judge

99 Judging (by)
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Table No. 107 jUD-JUS

oo Judgment
oi In his (her, their) judgment
02 ,, my (our) judgment

03 Our judgment has been at fault in this matter

04 Shows a want of judgment

05 To the best of our „

06 „ „ „ „ your
07 Your judgment has been at fault in this matter
08 Judicious-ly Sec Advisable, Wise
-09 Acted judiciously

10 Do-es not think it a judicious step to take

11 It would be judicious to

12 „ „ not be „

13 Think-s it a ,, step to take

14 „ you acted very judiciously in the matter

15 Would it be judicious (to)

16 Junction

17 Juncture (At this juncture)

18 Jurisdiction

19 Has-ve no jurisdiction or Beyond the jurisdiction of
.20 Under the „ of
21 Just-ly See Fair, Reasonable,
22 Consider-s it quite just (that) Unjust
j23 Do you consider it „ ( „ )

24 Do-es not think „ „ ( „ )

25 Has-ve just now
26 Just as I was (we were)
27 „ „ it should be
28 „ „ „ was
29 „ now
30 Not just now
31 Justice

32 Do not see the justice of

33 In justice to or To do justice to

34 Justifiable
. . _

See Unjustifiable

35 Consider-s it quite justifiable

^ Do you think it justifiable (to) or Are wc justified in

37 If justifiable

38 It is not justifiable or Not justified in

39 Justifiable under the circumstances

40 Justification (In justification)

41 Justified

.42 I (we) do not think we are justified in

.43 Should we not be justified in

44 Justify

45 Do-es not think will justify the expense
this justify

47 Nothing can

48 . . .

49 . . .
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Table No. 107 KEE-KNO

50 Keep See Adhere, Back,

51 Are trying to keep (back) Expense, Hold,
52 „ we to keep (back) Reserve, Retain

53 Can keep on (until)

54 „ you keep on (until)

55 Intend-s to keep

56 Keep back half, meantime

57 ,, ., if possible

58 „ ., until

59 „ „ ., we wire further

60 „ down
61 „ up
62 „ what is required

-63 „ „ „ ., , and forward the remainder (to)
•64 Alay we keep

65 ilust not „ back
66 Keeping
67 Are keeping (— ) back
68 „ you keeping (—) back

69 Kept
70 Has been kept back (for)

71 „ 1, „ „ too long

72 To be kept

73 Kill-ed See Alassacre, Riot

74 Accidentally killed

75 Are the names of the killed yet known ?

76 Has-ve been killed (by)

yy How many were killed ?

78 Names of the killed not yet known
79 No one killed

80 Reported to be killed

Si Kind-s See Description, Quality, Sort
82 Any kind will do

~

83 „ „ „ not do
84 Not of the right kind

85 What kind have you or can be got ?

86 Kindness
87 Am (are) exceedingly grateful for vour kindness
88 Kindly
89 Kingdom (United Kingdom) Sec Nationality
90 Knew
91 Know-s See Anxious, Information, Wish
92 As far as we know or is known
93 Did not know at the time

94 Do others know or Is it generally known ?

95 Do-es not „ what to do
96 „ — (you) know anything of (the matter)

97 ,. — ( ,. ) „ if

98 „—(,,) „ when
99 If— (you) do-es not know
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Table No.' 108 KNO-KUL
00 If— (you) know-s
01 Know-s all about (the matter)
02 „ nothing about (the matter)

03 Let us know
04 .. .. „ at once or as soon as possible

05 ,. „ „ if

06 „ „ „ „ we shall

07 ., „ .. „ you have
08 ., „ „ what you can do

09 „ ., „ whether or not

10 No one knows or Not known
11 Should like to know (about)

12 Want to know what we are to do

13 Wants,, „ „ s-he is „ „

14 We cannot know until

15 „ do not „ , but are trying to ascertain, and will wire

16 „ „ „ „ (yet)

17 What they want to know (is)

18 Will know by then

19 Wire if you know anything more (about)

20 Knowing
21 We have no means of knowing
22 Knowledge Sec Information

23 It has come to my (our) knowledge that

24 „ „ „ „ the knowledge of

25 Not to my knowledge
26 Without his (her, their) knowledge or consent

27 „ my (our) knowledge or consent

28 „ —'s knowledge or consent

29 Known
30 Make this known
31 Not generally known
32 „ known here

33 Kuling Sec Sanatorium

34
35
36

37
38

39
40
41

42

43
44
45
46
47 • • • • •

48
A9
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Table No. 108 LAB-LAN

50 Laborious-ly

51 It will or would be a most laborious task (to)

52 Labour-s

53 Labour is plentiful and cheap

54 „ „ scarce and dear

55 What is the cost of labour?

56 Lady-ies See Advise, Consul, Missionary,

57 Ladies' house Party, Safety, Withdrawn
58 „ Training Home
59 Lady missionary-ies is (are) leaving for

. 60 Land Sec Property, Sites

61 Can land be obtained cheaply?
62 „ you secure the adjoining land?

63 „ „ „ „ land?

64 If you can buy (the) land at a reasonable price

65 Is the land suitable for

66 „ there any land to be bought ?

67 Land can be obtained at a moderate price

68 „ ,, „ „ cheaply

69 „ quite unsuitable ( for)

70 No land obtainable at a reasonable price

71 The adjoining land

72 The land comprises

—

mco (and the price is—per meo)

73 „ „ has been secured (for)

74 „ „ in question

75 „ „ is for sale or can be secured

76 „ „ „ not for sale or cannot be secured

yy (,,) ,, „ worth—per we
78 The „ on both sides

79 ,, „ to the

80 There is no land for sale

81 What suitable land is there ?

82 Landed
83 Cannot or Could not be landed (owing to)

84 Landlord
85 Landlord agrees to

86 ,, gives notice to kave next month or on— ; wire instructions

87 „ insists on
88 „ is friendly, but people are opposed to us

89 „ refuses to

90 „ „ „ let for another term or year

91 ,, very obstinate

92 Please give the necessary notice to the landlord

93 Will the landlord agree (to)

94 Language See Section, Studies

95 A knowledge of the language is necessary

96 „ „ „ „ „ „ not necessary

97 How has— (s-he) got on with the language?

98 Need-s very plain language

99 The language is not at all too strong



Table No. 109 LAN-LAT

00 The language is too strong
or Use plain language
02 Lapse-d
03 Otherwise it will lapse

04 Will lapse (on)

05 Large-r
06 If not large enough

07 „ „ too large

08 Is it large enough ?

09 Must not be any larger or Anything larger will not do
10 Not large enough
11 ,, larger than

12 „ too large

13 Too large

14 Largely

15 Largest
16 Not the largest ^
17 Last
18 Cannot or Will not last much longer or longer than

19 (For the) last time or This is the last

20 How long is it (s-he) likely to last?

:2i If the last

22 Last account-s

23 „ but one

24 May last a long time

25 Not likely to last

26 Send-ing the „

^7 The last few
28 ,, „ remaining

29 „ „ which we sent

30 We have at last

.31 „ sent the „

.32 Will last until

.33 „ probably last until

34 Late
35 Are very much afraid it (I, s-he) will be too late

36 If late

37 Is it too late ?

38 „ late

39 Must not be late or Must not be later than

40 Not likely to be late

41 „ too late

42 Telegram or Answer received too late (for)

43 „ „ „ „ „ „ for post or mail

44 Too late (for)

45 „ „ now to do anything

46 Unless too late

47 Until ,, „
48 Will be late

49 ,, „ too late
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Table No. 110 LEA-LEA

00 Lease can be renewed
01 „ cannot be „
02 expired

03 „ expires on— ; can be renewed for

04 „ has—years still to run

05 The lease expires on— ; it can be renewed on the same terms

06 We could get a lease of the property for—years (for—^per year)

07 Leased
08 At what rental is it leased ?

09 Can the property be „ ?

10 Has been leased to us

11 Leased at a rental of

12 Least See Less

13 At or The least

14 Do with the least you can

15 What is the least?

16 Leave-s See Adjust, Absence, Arrived, Away,

17 Cannot leave it Departure, Go, Sailing, Start

18 „ „ „ open any longer

19 Do not leave out

20 Had you not better leave it to us ?

21 ,, „ „ „ „ „ „ „ to do the best we can ? Please wire I'.s

22 If you leave it to us

23 Leave-s all matters in the hands of

24 „ „ „ ,, your ,,

25 ,, everything just as it is

26 ,. it as it is

27 ,, ., open (until)

28 „ „ „ as long as you can

29 „ ., „ for a few days (longer), if you can

30 Shall we leave (it)

31 „ ,, „ it as it is

32 „ „ „ „ to—to do the best possible ?

33 We leave it to you (to)

34 „ „ the details to you

35 Can leave at once, if necessary

36 Cannot leave at present (on account of)

37 „ or will not leave (before)

38 Could leave

39 Do not „ until you hear further or from

40 Do-es not leave or start

41 ,, „ „ until or before

42 „ „ wish to leave

43 Expect-s to leave about

44 Has-ve not been able to leave

45 Leave at your convenience

46 Leave-ing immediately

47 Leave-s by next mail

48 „ „ this „

49 May I leave (for)
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Table No. 111-112 LEA-LEA
111 Leaving or Left (by) See Passage
112 „ „ ,. by Butterfield and Swire's Line

oo
01

02

03
04
OS
o6
07
o8
09
ID

On the 1st (for) 12

II On the nth (for) 22 On the 22nd (for)

2nd (

.. 3rd (

„ 4th (

., Stli (

„ 6th (

.. 7th (

„ 8th (

,, 9th
(

„ioth
(

13

14

15
16

17
18

19
20

)2I

1 2th
(

13th (

14th (

15th (

i6th (

17th (

i8th (

19th (

20th (

21st (

Coast Steamers

32 Anhui 58 Nanchang

33 Changchow 59 Newchwang

34 Chenan 60 Ningpo

35 Chihli 61 Pakhoi

36 Chinhua 62 Paoting

37 Chinkiang 6^ Pekin

38 Fengtien 64 Shansi

39 Foochow 65 Shaohsing

40 Hangchow 66 Shengking

41 Hanyang 67 Shuntien

42 Hoihow 68 Singan

43 Hunan 69 Szechuen

44 Hupeh 70 Tamsui

45 Ichang 71 Tientsin

46 Kalgan 72 Wenchow
47 Kanchow 73 Wuhu
48 Kansu 74 Yingchow

49 Kashing 75 Yochow
50 Kiukiang 76 Yunnan

51 Kwangse y^

52 KweiHn 78

53 Kweiyang 79

54 Liangchow 80

55 Linan 81

t;6 Luchow 82

57 Min 83

190

) 23

) 24
) 25

) 26

) 27
) 28

) 29

) 30
)3i
) .

23rd (

24th (

25th (

26th (

27th (

28th (

29th
(

30th (

31st (

)

. )

.')

. )

. }

-)

)

. )

River Steamers

84 Kian

85 KinHng

86 Ngankin

87 Poyang

88 Shasi

89 Siangtan

90 Tatung

91 Tungting

92

93

94

95
96

97

98 .... ..

99



Table No. 113 LEA-LEA

113 Leaving or Left by China Merchants' Line

00
01

02

03
04
05
06
07
08

09
10

On the 1st (for) 12

II Ontheiith (for) 22 On the 22nd (for)

2nd (

3rd (

4th (

5th (

6th (

7th (

8th (

9th (

loth (

13

14

15
16

17
18

19

) 20

) 21

Coast Steamers

32 Anping

33 Chiyuen

34 Feiching

35 Fungshun
36 Haean
37 Haeting
38 Hsiehho

39 Hsinchang
40 Hsinchi
41 Hsinfung
42 Hsinkong
43 Hsinming
44 Hsinyu
45 Irene

46 Kiangteen

47 Kuangchi
48 Kuanglee

49 Kuangtah
50 Kungping
51 Meifoo
52 Poochi

53 Taishun

54 Toonan
55 Yushun
56 ... .

57 ... .

58 ... .

59 ... •

60 ... .

61 ... .

62 ... .

63 ... .

64 ... .

65 ... .

12th (

13th (

14th (

15th (

i6th(
17th (

i8th (

19th (

20th (

2ISt (

) 23

) 24
) 25

) 26

) 27
) 28

) 29

) 30
31

)

23rd (

24th (

2Sth
26th (

27th (

28th
29th

(

30th (

31st (

(

(

River Steamers
66 Kiangfoo
67 Kianghsin
68 Kiangkwan
69 Kiangtung
70 Kiangyu
71 Kiangyung
72 Kuling

73 Kweilee

74
75
76

77
78

79
80
8i

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92

93
94
95
96
97
98
99
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Table Nos. 114-115 LEA-LEA

114 Leaving or Left by French Line

115

oo
OI
02
«3
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

On the I St (for)

2nd (

3rd(
4th (

5th (

6th (

7th (

8th (

9th
(

loth ( )

„ German

II

12

13

14
IS
16

17
18

19
20
21

On the nth (for) 22 On the 22nd (for)

I2th (

13th (

14th (

15th (

i6th(
17th (

i8th (

19th (

20th (

2ISt ( ,. )

)27
) "

)

)

)

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

23rd (

24th (

25th (

26th (

27th (

28th (

29th (

30th (

31st (

German Coait Steamer*

32 Admiral von Turpitz

33 Gouverneur Jaeschke

34 Peiho

35 Staatssekretar Kraetke

36 Tsingtau

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

German River Steamers

46 Meidah
47 Meilee

48 Meishun

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
5^
57
58
59

192

French Coast and River Steameri

60 Limao
61 Lifong
62 Lita

63 Paohua
64
65
66
67 ......... •

68
69
70
71

72

73



Table Nos. 116-117 LEA-LEA

116 Leaving or Left by Hoong-on Line (Geddes & Co.)

117

oo
•OI

02

03
04
05
06
<07

08
109

10

On the 1st (for) 12

Japanese „

II On the nth (for) 22 On the 22nd (for)

2nd (

3rd(
4th (

5th (

6th (

7th
(

8th (

9th (

loth
(

) 13

14

15
16

17
18

19
) 20
)2I

12th (

13th (

14th (

15th (

16th (

17th (

i8th
(

19th (

20th (

2ISt (

) 23

) 24

)2S
) 26

) 27
) 28

) 29

) 30
31

)

23rd (

24th (

25th. (
^

26th (

27th (

28th (

29th 1

30th
(

31st (

Japanese River Steamers Hoong-on River Steamers

.32

.33

.34

35
36

,37

,38

.39

40

41

.42

43

44
45
46

47
48

49
50

,52

53

54

-55

56

57
58

59

Hualee Maru
Nanyang Mam
Siangkiang ;\Iaru

Siangyang Maru
Suilee Maru
Tachang Maru
Tachi Maru
Tafoo Maru
Tahung Maru
Talee Maru
Tayuen JNIaru

WooHng Maru
Yohyang Maru
Yuenkiansf Maru

60 Changon

61 Tehshing

62 ... .

63 ... .

64 ... .

65 ... .

66 ... .

67 ... .

68 ... .

69 ... .

70 ... .
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Table No. 118 LEA-LEA

118 Leaving or Left by Jardine Matheson & Company's Line

tx)

or
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

II Ontheiith (for) 22
On the ist (for) 12 „ „ 12th (

„ „ 2nd ( „ ) 13 „ „ I3tb (

„ „ 3rd ( „ ) 14 .. >. 14th (

„ „ 4th ( „ ) 15 „ „ 15th (

,. „ 5th ( „ ) 16 „ „ i6th (

„ „ 6th ( „ ) 17 „ „ 17th (

„ „ 7th ( „ ) 18 •' i8th (

„ „ 8th ( „ ) 19 ,. „ 19th (

„ „ 9th ( „ ) 20 „ „ 20th (

„ „ loth ( „ ) 21 „ „ 2ISt ( .

Coast Steamers

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

On the 22nd (for)

,. 23rd (

,. 24th (

„ 25th (

„ 26th (

., 27th (

., 28th (

., 29th (

., 30th (

., 31st (

32 Amara

33 Cheongshing

34 Chipshing

35 Choysang

36 Chunsang

37 Esang

38 Fausang

39 Fooksang

40 Fooshing

41 Hangsang

42 Hinsang

43 Hopsang

44 Kingsing

45 KooHshing

46 Kumsang

47 Kutsang

48 Kwongsang

49 Laisang

50 Lienshing

51 Loksang

52 Loongsang

53 Mausang

54 Namsang

55 Onsang

56 Suisang

57 Taisang

58 Taksang

59 Tingsang

60 Tungshing

61 Waishing

62 Wingsang

63 Wosang.

64 Yatshing

65 Yiksang

66 Yuensang

67

68

69

70

71

72

72,

74

75

76

77

78

79

River Steamers

80 Changwo
81 Kiangwo

82 Kutwo

83 Loongwo

84 Suiwo

85 Tuckwo
86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97
98

99
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Table No. 125 LED-LEN

00 Led
oi We are led to believe

02 Left (on) See Adjust

03 Had better be left alone (unless)

04 „ „ ., „ to

05 „ „ „ ., .. us

06 „ ,, ,, ., „ you

07 „ „ not be left

08 Left behind by mistake, please forward (to)

09 ,, everything in great disorder

10 „ .. ' „ perfect order

11 „ ,
to

12 Left a few days ago

13 „ by last mail or mail of

14 „ here on his (her, their) way to

15 Must be left to us

16 Legacy
17 Legacy of—has been left us

18 „ will be paid about

19 „ „ not be paid for some time

20 When is legacy likely to be paid ?

21 Legal-ly See Lawyer, Proceedings

22 Act-ing under legal advise

23 Avoid legal proceedings

24 If it can be legally done

25 Is or Would it be legal ?

26 It is not m- Would not be legal

27 „ „ perfectly legal

28 Legality

29 Better be sure of the legality of your proceedings

30 There is some doubt as to the legality of

31 Legation S'ee Consul, Officials

32 lustructious have o?' Reply has been received from the I^egation (to the following eifcct)

33 Must communicate with the Legation

34 No instructions have or reply has been received from the Legation

35 Legitimate-ly

36 Not legitimate-ly

37 Quite

38 Lend-ing

39 Can only lend

40 „ you lend (us)

41 Cannot or Will not lend

42 Will lend

43 Length (of the) See Measurements

44 At great length

45 What is the length or What length of time

46 Lengthen-ing

47 Lent See Holidays

48 Have already lent

49 In or During lent
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Table No. 125 LES-LET

50 Less See Least
51 A little less than before

52 Any less (than)

53 ,, ,, than can be helped

54 As much less as possible

55 Cannot do with less

56 How much less ?

57 „ „ ., can or could you do with ?

58 If less

59 L,ess than expected
60 ,. ,, last montli
61 ., ,, ,, half year
62 ,, ,, „ year

63 „ „ same time last year
64 „ will or would be accepted

65 „ would probably be accepted
66 Might do with less (than)

67 Must do with less

68 No-t less (than)

69 Slightly less

70 Try-ing to do with less (than)
71 Will or Would not take less (than)
72 „ „ „ take less

73 Lessen
74 (To '"I lessen the expense or cost

75 Let 5^^ Allow
76 Letter-s See Correspondence, Forward,

77 According to my letter (of) Mails, Posting, Writing
78 „ „ your „ ( „ )

79 Address letters to me at— (here) until further notice
80 After the receipt of

—
's (your) letter

81 Await-ing reply to letter (of)
82 Awaiting your letter before leaving (acting or starting)

83 Before the receipt of
—

's (your) letter

84 Can you send letters or mail matter direct (to)

85 Detain my letter to—, until you hear further
86 Do you wish your letters forwarded (to) (via)

87 Have not received any letters from— (you) since

88 „ „ „ —'s (your) letter (of)

89 „ received
—

's (your) letter

90 ,, „ —'s ( „ ) ,, , but not the enc!osure-s mentioned

91 „ „ —'s ( „ ) „ (of— ) and enclosure-s

92 „ you received
—

's (my) letter (of)

93 „ „ „ —'s ( „ ) „ (of— ) with enclosure-s?

94 His (her, their) letter-s

95 Last letter received was dated

96 Letter dated

97 „ or mail lost, or missing ; write again

98 Letter-s can be forwarded direct to— (via)

99 „ , etc. sent on
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Table No. 126 LET-LIK

CO Obliged to leave before the arrival of your letter; telegraph to

01 „ „ „ „ ., „ „ „ „ ; write to

02 Please forward
—

's (my) letters until

03 „ stop
—

's (my) letters

04 Posted letter to-day, containing

05 Private letter not received

06 „ „ posted to you to-day (to)

07 „ „ received

08 Received your letter

09 „ „ „ and have anticipated your desire

10 ,, ,. ,, ,,
will give it attention at once or as soon as possible

11 ,. „ „ but do not understand (it)

12 ,, „ „ cannot do as you wish

13 „ „ „ „ reply until

14 „ „ ,. have already sent

15 >
replied fully

16 Return unopened the letter addressed to (you)

17 Send on letters only, retain other mail matter
18 The contents of my letter (of— ) are correct

19 „ „ „ „ „ („— ) „ incorrect

20 „ „ „ your „ („ — ) „ approved 0;- correct

21 ,, ,, „ ,, „ ( „ — ) „ disapproved or incorrect

22 This has reference to letters which have not reached you; (mailed on)

23 This has reference to letters which have not reached you, sent by special courier (on)

24 What is the date of last letter ?

25 Levy-ied (on)

26 Li

27 Is distant

—

li

28 Liable (to) See Responsible

29 Must be held liable to or for

30 Liability-ies

31 Liberal-Iy See Generous, Gift

32 A liberal donation has been given (for)

33 A very liberal offer

34 Be as liberal as you can

35 Liberality

36 Liberality is much appreciated

37 Liberty

38 Are we at liberty (to)

See Disengage, Free

39 Must have „ („)



Table No. 126 LIK-L,IT

50 If you like (to)

51 S-he (they) would like to

52 „ ( „ ) ,, not like to

53 We should like to

54 ., ,, not like to

.55 Likely (to) Sec Unlikely
56 If likely to (be)

57 „ not likely to (be)

58 Likely to have

59 Not likely to be able (to)

•60 Limit-S See Bought, Confine, Offers, Orders, Price, Itestriction, Terms

61 All limits removed, but act with great caution
62 Do-es not exceed the limit (of)

63 If the previous limit is absolutely hopeless you may increase it by

•64 There is no limit

165 To what limits may I (we) go ?

66 Within reasonable limits

67 Your limit is quite impracticable, nothing can be done under
68 Limited (tol

69 On a very limited scale

70 Line-s See Leaving
71 In a straight line towards

72 The line of demarcation

72 „ lines laid down by

74 List-s

75 Has-ve sent list-s

76 List will be completed (by)

yy Send a list of

78 When will list be completed ?

79 Literary (work)
80 Literature
.81 A Retrospect

82 „ Ribband of Blue

^3 C. I. M. Map (Large) on rollers

84 „ „ ( „ ) folding

85 „ „ (Small)
.86 „ Atlas of Chinese Empire
87 China and the Gospel
.88 China's Millions

89 Chinese Empire
90 In Memoriam J. Hudson Taylor
91 In the Far East
92 Last Letters and Further Records

93 Life Story of J. Fludson Taylor

94 Martyred Missionaries of the China Inland Mission

95 Mission Hterature

96 One of China's Scholars

97 Pastor Hsi, One of China's Christians

98 Pastor Hsi (Combined volume)
99 Pioneer Work in Hunan
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Table No. 127 LIT-LON

oo
OI
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
II

12

13

14
15
16

17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26

27
28

29
30
31

32

33
34
35
36

37
38
39
40
41
42

43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Separation and Service

The Journey's End
These Forty Years
Twenty-six Years of Missionary work in China
Union and Communion

Litigation
Little

As little as possible

How little ?

Of very little use
So little

Very little

Lives
No lives lost

Several lives lost, including

Were any lives lost ?

Loan
Local-ly
Only local

Local Secretary
Locality
Is the locality suitable for the purpose ?

The locality is not suitable for the purpose
• » jj )» veiy ,, J, ,, J,

(To) choose a suitable locality

Localize (to)

Locate-d
Cannot locate

Should be located

Location
Lock-ed
Locked up (in)

London
The London Office

See Lawsuit, Lawyer

See Lend

5"^^ Official*

See Councils, Telegram
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Table No. 127 LON-LOS

50 Long See L,ength, Sufficient, Time
51 As or So long as

52 „ long as possible or necessary

53 „ ,. „ you can

54 Before long

55 For a long time

56 „ how long?

57 How long ago (is it since)

58 „ ,. can you

59 ; ,' may I (we)
60 ., „ (will it be)

61 „ „ will it (s-he, they) take or be required?

62 If not before a long time

63 It is (they are) too long

64 „ (s-he, they) will not take long

65 „ will be a long time or It will take a long time

66 Not long

67 „ „ enough
68 „ „ since

69 So long as it lasts

70 Too long

7i You must not be long

72 Longer
73 A little longer

74 About—days longer

75 „ a- week
76 „ —weeks ,,

7y „ a. month ,,

78 If much longer

79 Longer than was expected

80 Must have a little longer time

81 No longer than you can help or can be helped

82 Not longer than

83 „ much longer

84 The longer the better

85 Longest
86 At the longest

87 Look-s See Appearance, Attend

88 Are you on the lookout for

89 How does it look ?

90 It looks as if

91 L/Ook after

92 „ out for—at

—

or about the

93 Who will look after

94 Loose

95 Lose See Slip

96 Do not lose any chance that offers

97 How much did or will you lose ?

98 If you now lose the chance you may not have another

99 Lose no time in the matter
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Table No. 128 LOS-LUG

oo Loss
oi Detained here by loss of luggage
02 Do-es not think there will be much, ifany, loss

03 Has-ve sustained a heavy loss

•04 „ „ loss of silver

05 If the loss does not exceed
06 Loss by depreciation of silver

07 „ will be about
08 Make-s it secure against loss

09 The loss will be great

10 „ „ ,, „ small
11 ,, ,, „ exceed
12 „ „ „ not exceed

13 There will not be any loss or will not lose anything

14 What is the estimated loss ?

15 Lost
16 All lost

17 Lost in transit

18 Mail and silver lost, from your place (on)

19 „ lost

20 Papers all lost in fire

21 Personal effects all lost

22 What have you lost ?

23 Low-er See Exchange
24 Is low-er

25 Lower than
26 Too low
2y Very low
28 Wait until it is low-er

29 Lowest
30 Is the lowest

31 „ „ „ that can be taken

32 What or Which is the lowest ?

33 Luggage See Articles, Box
34 As soon as my (our) luggage arrives

35 Detain luggage

36 Left luggage behind, please send it on by first opportunity (to)

37 Luggage gone astray

38 (Our) luggage has not yet come to hand

39 Send the keys of luggage, for Custom's purpose

40 Send-ing luggage at once

41 ., ,. by
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
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Table No. 128 MAD-MAN

50 Made
51 Can be made (here or with)

52 Cannot be made (here or Viilh)

53 ., ,, ., in time

54 Do-es— (you) wish it made

55 If made

56 Made to fit

57 „ „ order

58 ,, up of

59 Not made
(,0 Ought to be made
61 To be made
62 When will it be made ?

63 Will have to be made (specially)

64 „ not be made

65 Would like it made, if possible

66 Mail-s See Forward, Letters, Send, Stop, Write-ing

67 By an early mail

68 ,, earliest possible mail

69 (By) every mail

70 ( „ ) last mail

71 ( „ ) mail steamer-s

72 ( „ ) next mail

73 Communication by mail interrupted

74 „ „ „ re-opened

75 „ „ „ unsafe

76 In time to catch the mail

^j Mail arrived too late for me (us) to

78 ,, very much delayed

79 No dependence can be placed on the mails

80 Sead-ing by mail

81 Wait-ing for the mail (of)

82 Mailed

83 If not already mailed, please send immediately

84 Maintenance
85 For the maintenance of

86 Maintain-ed

87 Make-s
88 Cannot make (out)

89 Do not know what to make of (it or the)

90 Do-es not make
91 Make the most of or Must make the best of the matter

92 Make-s up

93 Must make

94 Not willing to make

95 Think-s you ought to make

96 Willing to make

97 Man or Men See Party

98 A great scarcity of good men

99 Can get plenty of good men
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Table No. 129 MAN-MAR
00 How many men
01 (Is) a good man for the purpose or place

02 Man (men) recently arrived

03 Men's Training Home
04 Need—^men

05 Send a good man
06 „ some good men
07 Several of the leading men
08 Manage-d
09 Can be managed
,10 „ you manage
1

1

Cannot be managed
12 Management See Mismanagement
13 Good management or Well managed
14 Manager (of)

15 Manifest-ly S'ee Evident

16 Manner
17 Has-ve closed up everything in a satisfactory manner
18 In some manner

19 „ the best manner possible

20 „ „ following manner
21 „ „ same manner as or In like manner
22 Many See Few, If, Much
23 As many as possible

24 If not too many or much
2,5 „ too many or much
26 (In) as many as you can

27 Not too many
28 Too many
29 Manuscript-s

30 Margin
31 Leaving a good margin (for)

32 Margin not sufficient

33 Must have a mai-gin for contingencies

34 Mark-ed ^ See Number
35 Below the mark
36 Marked

37 Up to the mark
38 Market-s

39 Market town-s

40 Marriage Sec Proposal

41 Accept heartiest congratulations on your marriage

42 Date of marriage not yet fixed

43 Enquire if (our) marriage can take place at— (on)

44 Marriage cannot be authorized at present ; writing you

45 „ is authorized

46 ,,
may take place as soon as you wish

47 „ postponed in consequence of

48 „ „ indefinitely

49 ., » "nlil
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Table No. 129 AIAR-MEA

50 j\Iarriage sanctioned, subject to passing language examination
51 „ should not take place until consent of parents or guardians is received

52 „ takes or took place on (in)

53 Strongly disapprove-s of the marriage

54 When is the marriage to take place ?

55 Marry-ied
56 Married to-day

57 May get married at

58 Massacre-d Sec Killed, News, Report
59 Rumours have reached us of the niashacn:; at— . F^iend^^ anxious; can you confirm^

00 The Provincial Governor Dj—reports missionary-iesnuirdeied at
'^° '^'"

01 Was (were) we believe in—at the time of the massacre, ;in.] we fear the worst

62 Material-s
63 Material-s can be easily obtained

64 No material-s at hand (for)

65 Of the best material-s

66 Matter-s See Abandon, Abeyance, Adjust,
67 As matters now stand Affairs, Arrange,
68 Better leave the matter entirely alone Business, Settle

69 Does it matter if

70 Has the matter been settled ?

71 How do matters stand or How are matters progressing

72 If the matter comes up again

73 Is anything being done in the matter ?

74 „ „ the matter ?

_75 It does not matter
76 „ is a serious matter

77 „ „ „ trivial

78 Leave the matter severely alone or Advise yon to let the matter drop

79 The matter has been settled (by) or This settles the matter
80 „ „ is not worth troubling about
81 „ „ „ „ yet settled
-82 What can you do in the matter ?

83 „ is the matter (with)
84 When the matter is settled

85 May
86 I (we) may
87 It may be or It may have been
88 „ „ not be or It may not have (been)

89 May do or go
90 „ I (we)
91 „ not
92 „ „ do or go
93 „ s-he (it, they)

94 S-he (they) may (be)

95 „ ( „ ) „ not (be)
96 You may
97 Meagre
98 The details are too meagre

^9 We have very meagre details
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Table No. 130 MEA-MEA
00 Mean-s See Clear, Code
01 Do not understand what you mean in your letter (of)
02 Does this mean
03 We do not mean
04 We suppose s-he means or the-ir meaning is

05 „ „ you mean
06 „ „ „ „ —instead of

07 What do you mean ?

08 What does it mean or What is the meaning of

09 Meaning
10 Fear the meaning has been misunderstood
1

1

Meaning not clear

12 Means
13 All the means in my (our) power
14 By all means
15 ,. "o
16 „ this „

17 „ what ,.

18 Employ such means as you consider best

19 Every available means
20 „ possible means has been tried

21 (Has) the best means of knowing
22 Has-ve taken means to

23 Prompt means must be adopted (to)

24 Shall take other means to

25 Some effectual means must be taken
26 „ means (of)

27 Take-ing every possible means (to)

28 The only means available

29 Unless energetic means are adopted
30 What means would you suggest

31 Within (your) means
32 Meantime or Meanwhile See To;

33 Do-ing nothing meantime
34 In the meantime
35 Shall be glad if. in the meantime
36 What shall be done in the meantime ?

37 Measure-d
38 Cannot be measured exactly

39 ^Measures
40 Measurement-s
41 Careful measurements have been taken

42 Chinese chang

43 „ kong
44 „ meo
45 English acre-s

46 Send the measurements of or for

47 Take accurate measurements

48 The following is (are) the measurements (of)

49 We find, after taking accurate measurements
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Table Nos. 130-131 MED-MED

Medical Terms

131



Table No., 132 MED-MES
oo Medical See Doctor
or The best medical advice should be obtained ;;

02 Under medical advice
03 Medicine-s
04 Medicine not arrived, send at once
05 Send necessaiy medicine-s
'O6 Send-ing medicine-s by special messenger
07 Meet
08 Can you meet me as suggested ?

09 „ „ „ „ at
10 Cannot meet you as arranged, will explain later

11 „ „ „ at— (on)
12 Meet me at or on
13 „ „ „ Shanghai, at earliest convenience or on
14 ,, steamer or train on arrival (at)

15 Will meet you at— (on)
16 „ „ („) on ai-rival

17 Meeting-s
18 Call or Fix (a) meeting of

19 Meeting has been postponed or adjourned (until)

20 ., „ not yet been fixed

21 ,. is being held to-day
22 ,, („) to be held on
23 ,, was held yesterday or on
24 ,, „ highly satisfactory

2$ ,, ,, not held
26 Next meeting
.27 Postpone meeting (until)

28 When will the ( Council) meeting be held ?

29 Melbourne ^Office) See Council, Telegram
20 Mellin's Food See Stores

31 Member-s (of)

32 Is (are)—member-s of

.33 » ( ,> ) not member-s of the C. I. Isl.

34 Mental-ly See Mind
35 Mentlon-ed
36 (It) has never been mentioned

37 Merchant-s
38 Message See Send, Telegram
39 Am sending (a) message (to)

40 Can you send (a) „ ( ,, )

41 Cannot send (a) ,, ( „ )

42 Forward this message to—by post

43 „ >.
_

.. .,
— .. wire

44 Has-ve received a message from

45 Last message received from you was dated

46 ^Message in cipher

47 „ „ plain words
48 Received no message from you (since)

49 „ —'s (your) message
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Table No. 132 MES-MIS

50 Messenger-s
5

1

Have sent by special messenger

52 Have you sent special messenger ?

53 Send by special messenger, if necessary

54 Special messenger-s

55 Met
56 Method-s See Course

57 A good method

58 „ poor „

59 Approve-s of the method
60 Do-es not approve of the method
61 The best method
62 Middle (In the middle of)

63 Middleman or Middlemen
64 Midnight
65 Midst ( In the midst of

)

66 Midwifery (case) See Nurse

67 Might
68 It might (be)

69 ,, „ be done

70 „ ., have (been)

71 ,, ,, lead to

72 ,, ,, not (be)

73 „ „ ,, have (been)

74 S-he (they) might

75 We might

76 You „

yy Mile-s

78 Milk See Stores

79 Mind S'l?!? Recollect, Remembet, View
80 Bearing in mind
81 Do-es not mind
82 ( You) must bear in mind

83 Mind depressed

84 ,, deranged seriously

ftc ,. . and willliave to be seiithonie as soon as oossible

g^ j^ ., J
is being or will have to be brought to the coast

87 „ .
slightly under escort (of)

88 Minister Sec Officials

89 Misapprehension
90 Has there not been some misapprehension ?

91 There has been no misapprehension

92 ,, „ ,. some „

93 Misapprehend-ed

94 Miscalculate-d

95 Have you not miscalculated?

96 Miscalculation

97 Owing to a miscalculation

98 Miscarriage

99 A miscarriage is feared
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Table No. 133 MIS-MIS

00 Miscarried
01 Has (been) miscarried or Has had a miscarriage
02 Must have been miscarried

03 Miscellaneous
04 Misconception
05 Owing to a misconception on the part of

06 Misconduct-ing
07 Owing to (the) misconduct (of)

08 Misconstruction (Owing to a misconstruction)

09 Misconstrue-d
10 You have misconstrued what we
1

1

Misconstruing
12 Misfortune-s
13 A great misfortune to have

14 Has-ve had the misfortune to

15 Misinform-ed
16 We find we have been misinformed concerning

17 (Youj have been totally misinformed (as to)

18 ( „ ) surely have been misinformed (as to)

19 Mislead-ing
20 Intended to mislead

21 The account-s is (are) very misleading
22 The statement is very misleading

23 Misled
24 Appears to have been misled (by)

25 Has-ve been misled (by)

26 Mismanage-d
27 Was or Has been mismanaged in every way
28 Mismanagement
29 Has there been any mismanagement ?

30 Owing to mismanagement
31 Who is responsible for the mismanagement?

32 Misread

33 We have misread

34 (You) have misread

35 Misrepresent-ed

36 Has-ve been greatly misrepresented

37 Misrepresentation-s
38 Owing to misrepresentation or Matters have been misrepresented

39 Miss-ed (Has-ve missed)

40 Did you miss

41 Do not miss it or them
42 Have you missed

43 If it is missed

44 If you miss

45 Missed the steamer or train (owing to)

46 „ „ „ ,, „ ; will come or go by next

47 When was it missed

48 Will not miss

49 (You) should not miss
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Table No. 133 MIS-MIS

Missing (since)

A portion is missing (still)

Are there any missing?
Have received the missing
How much is missing or How many are missing?

In case of missing
Missing report or Report is missing
None are missing or Nothing is missing
Send copy of the missing
What or Who is missing?

See Opened, Pages
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Table No. 134 MISS-MISS

oo Mission-s See Sects

oi American Baptist Missionary Union
02 „ Bible Society

03 „ Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions

04 „ Friends' Mission

05 „ Lutheran Mission
06 „ Presbyterian Mission

07 „ „ „ Press, Shanghai
08 „ „ „ South

09 „ Protestant Episcopal Church Mission

10 „ Southern Baptist Mission
11 Basel Mission (German)
12 Berlin Mission

13 Bible Christian Methodist Mission

14 Brethren's Mission

15 British and Foreign Bible Society

16 Canadian Methodist Mission

17 „ Presbyterian Mission

18 Central China Religious Tract Society

19 China Inland Mission

20 Chinese Tract Society

21 Christian Literature Society

22 Christian and Missionary Alliance

23 Christians' Mission, Ningpo
24 Church Missionary Society

25 „ of England Mission, North China (S. P. G.)
26 ,, of England Zenana Missionary Society

27 „ of Scotland Mission
28 Cumberland Presbyterian Mission

29 Danish Lutheran Mission

30 Deaf and Dumb School, Chefoo
31 Educational Association of China

32 English Baptist Mission

33 „ Methodist Mission (Alethodist New Connexion)

34 ,, Presbyterian Mission

35 „ United Methodist Free Church
36 Finnish Free Church Mission

2^"^ Finnish Missionary Society

38 Foreign Christian Missionary Society

39 Friends' Foreign Mission Association

40 German China Alliance

41 Gospel Baptist Mission (Shantong)
42 Hauge's Synods Mission (America)

43 Irish Presbyterian Church Mission

44 Liebenzell Mission

45 London Missionary Society

46 Methodist Episcopal Church Mission

47 „ ,, „ South, U.S.A.

48 Methodist Publishing House

49 National Bible Society of Scotland
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Table No. 134 MISS-MISS

50
51

52

S3
54
55
56

57
58

59
60
61

62

63
64
65
66
67
68

69
70
71

72

73
74
75
76

77
78

79
80
81
82

83
84
85
86
87
88

89
90
91
92

93
94
95
96
97
98

99

North American Free Methodist Church Mission
Norwegian Lutheran Mission

„ Mission in China

„ Missionary Society

Presbyterian Church of New Zealand (Canton Village Mission)

Reformed Church in the United States

Reformed (Dutch) Church in America

„ Presbyterian Church in North America
Rhenish Missionary Society

Scandinavian China Alliance

Scandinavian Missionary Alliance in Mongolia
Seventh Day Baptist Missionary Society

South Chihli Mission
Swedish American Missionary Covenant
Swedish Baptist Mission
Swedish Holiness Union

„ Mission in China

„ Missionary Society

United Evangelical Church Mission

„ Free Church of Scotland Mission
United Methodist Church Mission
Wesleyan Missionary Society

Women's Foreign Missionary Society of the M.E. Church, U.S.A.
Women's Union Missionary Society of America
Yale Foreign Missionary Society

Young Men's Christian Association

„ Women's Christian Association



Table No. 135 MIS-MIS

oo Mission Building-s See Home
oi Mission house
02 Out-house-s

03 Street chapel

04 Mission Stations
05 Missionary-ies
06 Do not send (forward) any missionaries

07 „ „ „ ( „ ) „ new „ until further notice

08 Independent or Unconnected missionary-ies

09 Junior missionary-ies

10 Senior „
11 Missionary-in-Charge See Officials

12 Mistake-n Sec Code, Error, Inaccuracy, Incorrectly,

13 Correct the mistake without delay Miscalculation

14 Deeply regret the mistake

15 If there is any mistake
16 Is there any mistake ?

17 It was or would be a great mistake

18 Mistake has been made by us

19 ,, ,, „ ,, ,, ,, ; make the best airangemets you can

20 Mistake has been made but through no fault of ours; make the best arrangements you can

21 „ „ „ „ , should have been

22 ,, „ „ noticed or discovered

23 ,, ,, „ „ ,
and matter is now in order or rectified

24 „ is of no consequence

25 ,, ,, serious or unfortunate

26 No mistake has been made ; explanations will be found in

27 The mistake is his (hers, theirs)

28 „ „ „ yours

2Q There is a mistake in the account-s or statistics; do not print until you hear from us

30 There is no mistake or No mistake has been made
31 ,, must be a mistake somewhere

32 What is the mistake ?

33 Misunderstand-ing

34 Are you sure there is no misunderstanding (as to)

35 Be sure—(you) has-ve no misunderstanding (as to)

36 How did the misunderstanding arise ?

37 In consequence of a misunderstanding

38 There is evidently some misunderstanding

39 „ „ no misunderstanding

40
41
42
43
44 . . . . ... . .

45 • • •

46 . . . . . - . .

47 • • •

48
49 ...
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Table No. 135 MIS-MON

^o What is the misunderstanding?

2 1 Will lead to misunderstanding and cause confusion

^2 Misunderstood (you)

^3 (You) have misunderstood

54 Mix-ed

55 Mixed Court

56 Mob-s • Sec Riot

57 Attacked by mob
58 Moderate-ly

59 Very moderately

60 Modification-s

^i Require-s modification-s

(52 What modification-s is (are) required?

63 Modilfy-ied

64 Can be modified

65 „ you modify or Can any modification be made ?

66 Cannot be modified or No modification can be made
67 Considerably modified

68 Should be modified

69 The whole arrangement must be modified

70 Mohkanshan Svc Sanatorium

71 Monday (on) Sec Day
72 Last Monday

73 Next

74 Money-s See Advance, Allowance,

75 How much money do or will you require ? Amount, Balance,

y6 If you have enough money Bank, Cash,

2y In case you may be in need of money Cheque, Draft

78 May calculate on having money by Draw, Financial,

79 Money for travelling expenses (required) Funds, Remit.

80 „ not received

81 „ order

§2 Must first have the money
83 „ have the money by

84 No money ; must remain here till remittance comes to hand

85 „ „ ; telegraph some through or to

86 Cent-s

87 Credit note-s

88 Dollar note-s

89 I. O. U.

90 Fraiic-s

91 Mark-s

92 Penny-ies

93 Rupee-s

94 Shilling-s (and—pence)
95 Spanish dollar-s

96 Shoes of silver

97 Five tael ting

98 Ten ,,

99 Tael note-s
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Table Nos. 136-185 MON-MON

Money

(Amounts i to pp)

136 Mexican Dollars 138 Gold Dollars 140 Numerals

137 Taels 139 £ Sterling

00 Signifies the currency without an amount. Tliitu: I3800=GoUl Dollars

01 to 99 (both inclusive) the ten and unit of the amount. T/ms: !j.'<2s=GoId do/lats 2s-

(Amounts loo to ppp)

Mexican Gold

Dollars Taels Dollars £ Sterling Numerals Amount
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Table No. 186-190 MON-MON

(Amounts i,ooo to 15,000)

186 Mexican Dollars 188 Gold Dollars 190

187 Taels 189 ;^ Sterling

Numerals

00 .



Table No. 191 MON-MOR
ffl '

" ' " I —- — -. I II II I
.,.»- I. —

—

,|..| M l., I -
'

OO Monopolize-d (by)
oi Monopoly
02 Month-s Sec Dates, Time
03 About the middle of the month
04 At the end of (each) month
05 Beginning of the month
06 Every alternate month
07 Every month or Monthly
08 In a month from this date

09 In the course of next month
10 „ ,, ,, „ this month
11 Last month
12 Next „

13 This „

14 More (Is more) See Expect, Quantity
15 A little more
16 Any more (than)

17 „ „ that can be helped

18 Are there any more of the same kind?

19 How many or much more?
20 „ „ „ „ „ is wanted?
21 If more
22 „ not more than

23 In more (than)

24 „ „ than one

25 In no-t more than

26 More correctly or accurately

27 ,, or less

28 ,, than

29 ,, ,, expected

30 „ „ last

31 „ „ „ year

32 No more can be got (had or sent)

33 ... .. (than)

34 Slightly more

35 Will be a great deal more

36 „ ,, „ little more

37 „ not cost more than or Will.^iot be any more
38 Morning (This morning)

39 Any morning

40 At—o'clock this morning

41 Early in the morning

42 To-morrow morning

43 Yesterday „

44 Mortgage-s Sec Opportunity

45 Can get a mortgage (on)

46 Can you get a mortgage on the property

47 Cannot get a mortgage (on)

48 Has mortgage been effected ?

49 Mortgage a house, if you cannot rent one
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Table No. 192 MUD-MYS
00 Mud (In the mud)
01 Mule-s
02 Mule litter

03 Muleteer

04 Multiplication
05 Multiply-ing
06 Murdered See Killed, Massacre
07 Must
08 If it must
09 „ „ „ be done
10 It must (be)
11 „ „ have (been)
12 „ „ not (be)

13 Must be

14 „ „ made to do (for the present)

15 „ do
16 „ „ it

17 ., have been
18 „ I (we)
19 ,, not (be)
20 ,, ,, do it

21 „ ,, on any account
22 „ s-he (they)

23 S-he (they) must
24 „ ( » ) ,- not

25 We must
26 „ „ not

27 You „

28 ,, ,, come or go at once

29 „ „ not

30 Mutilated
31 Mutual-Iy
32 (By) a mutual arrangement

33 This must be mutual or By mutual consent

34 Myself By or (for myself)

35 Can manage by or for myself
36 Cannot do the work by myself

37
38 ^ . . .

39
40
41
42

43
44
45
46
47 ....
48
49 •
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Table No. 192 NAM-NAT

50
51

52

53
54
55
56

57
58

59
60
61

62

63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

72

73
74
75
76

77
78

79
80
81

82
S3

84
85
86
87
88

89
90
91

92

93
94
95
96

97
98
99

Name-s (of)
Can you ascertain or give name-s of the foreiguer-s concerned or reported to be al

Cannot ascertain name
Christian name (is)

Do you know the name (of)

Does not wish his (her) name to appear (in)

Full name and designation

„ „ required

In my name
„ whose name
„
—

's (your) name
Name-s not known

„ you ask for is (are)

Send name of

We do not wish our name to appear (in)

,, will wire name-s as soon as possible

What is his (her) full Chinese name?

„ „ the full name and address?

„ „ „ name of the place ?

Whose name appears (in)

You may use my (our) name
Your name should not appear
Narrov/
Too narrow

Nationality-ies
Africa
America
Australia

Burmali
Canada
China
Denmark
England
Finland
France
Germany
Great Britain

India

Ireland

Italy

Japan
New Zealand
Norway
Russia
Scotland
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Tasmania
Wales

or African
American
Australian

Burmese
Canadian
Chinese
Danish
English
Finnish

French
German
British

Indian
Irish

Italian

Japanese
New Zealander
Norwegian
Russian
Scotch
Spanish
Swedish
Swiss
Tasmanian
Welsh
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Table No. 193 NAT-NEA
—
00 Native-s See Announced, Leaving, Passage, School
01 Both natives and foreigners
02 By or From natives

03 Foreigners and not natives

04 Have you a good native to send ?

05 Is a native of
06 Native Christian-s

07 „ church must pay cost

08 „ dress

09 „ helper dead, send help
10 „ „ injured
11 „ „ sei-iously ill

12 Natives and not foreigners

13 Need-s a good native to accompany me (her, him)
14 Send a good native (escort)

15 The natives in the district are very quiet

16 „ „ „ „ „ „ ,, troublesome
17 There is no native here to send
18 To or With natives

19 We have a good native
20 Naturalization Papers
21 Naturalize-d
22 Nature (of the)

23 Do you know or What is the nature of the matter ?

24 Of a dangerous or serious nature

25 „ „ harmless nature
26 „ „ permanent „

27 „ „ temporary „
28 ,, ,, trivial „
29 Owing to the peculiar nature of

30 Navigable
31 Navigation
32 If navigation should be open-ed

33 Navigation closed (on)

34 „ open-ed

35 ., will not be open until (about)

36 When will navigation be opened ?

37 Near-er
38 As near as possible

39 How near can you get to (it)

40 ., ,, is it (s-he) or How near are they

41 If not too near
42 Is this too near ?

43 Near at hand
44 Not near

45 „ .. enough
46 „ too near

47 Quite near enough
48 Too near

49 Nearing
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Table Nq. 193 NgA-NEE

50 Nearly ( done) See Almost
5

1

Not nearly done
52 Very nearly

53 Necessary-ily See Appear, Essential, Need,

54 All that is necessary (is to) Required, Whatever
55 Do only what is necessary

56 Do-es not think it (will be) necessary (to)

57 If it is absolutely necessary

58 „ necessary or required, may we
59 ., „ „ >, ,

we can
60 „ „ „ „ ,

— (you) may
61 „ not absolutely necessaiy
62 Is or Will it be absolutely necessary (for or to)

63 It is absolutely necessary (for or to)

64 „ „ considered „ ( „ „ „ )

65 „ „ necessary (that you)
66 „ „ not considered necessary (for or to)

67 „ may be necessary (for or to)

68 „ will be „ ( „ „ „)
69 „ „ not be „ ( „ ,. „

)

70 Not more than necessary

71 To do what is absolutely necessary

72 Under the-se circumstances, it will be necessary (for or to)

73 Unless absolutely necessary (for or to)

74 What is considered necessary ( )

75 Necessitate-d (This will necessitate)

76 It will not necessitate

77 Provided it does not necessitate

78 (This) need not necessitate

79 Will this necessitate

80 Necessity-ies
81 Do-es not see the necessity

82 For immediate necessities

83 In case of extreme necessity

84 (This) should be sufficient to relieve immediate necessities

85 Will not prevent the necessity of

86 (Will) prevent the necessity of

87 Need-s See Necessary, Necessitate, Required
88 Am (are) much in need (of)

89 Are you in need (of)

90 Do-es not need or There is no need

91 In case of need (apply to)

92 „ „ „ ,, to whom shall I (we) apply?

93 Is s-he (are they) in need?

94 Need not go

95 Need-s at least

96 There is need (for or of)

97 What are your present needs ?

98 (You) need not

99 Needed (at or for)
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Table No. 194 NEG-NEI

00 Negative-s See Answer, Reply
oi In the negative
02 Insert a negative, so that the meaning of the preceding sentence is exactly reversed

03 Neglect-ed (to) See Omit
04 Do not think there has been any neglect

05 Has-ve been very much neglected

06 How did this come to be neglected ?

07 Owing to (the) neglect (of or to)

08 Please do not neglect (this)

09 The matter shall not be neglected
10 „ „ was unfortunately neglected
11 There has been no neglect on—'s (our) part
12 You have neglected to

13 Negotiable (at)

14 If negotiable

15 Not „
16 Negotiate-d See Abandon, Arrange, Buy, Propertj'

17 Have you negotiated
18 We cannot negotiate

19 ,, recommend your trying to negotiate (with)
20 Will negotiate if possible
21 Will not negotiate (unless)
22 Negotiating
23 We are negotiating for

24 Negotiation-s
25 Abandon the negotiation-s (unless)
26 Cannot or Do not continue the negotiations

27 „ „ „ „ enter into negotiations (with)
28 Conclude negotiations at once or before
29 Continue the negotiation-s

30 Do not conclude negotiations until you hear from (mej
31 Have you tried negotiations with— (as to)

32 How are negotiations progressing ?

33 Is (are) open to negotiations

34 Negotiations are not satisfactory

35 „ closed

36 „ have been broken off

37 „ „ „ resumed
38 „ nearly concluded

39 „ satisfactorily concluded
40 „ stopped for the present

41 No time for negotiation or The time for negotiation is passed
42 Not under negotiation

43 The negotiation will be effected in about

44 What is the result of negotiations ?

45 When do you expect to conclude negotiations ?

46 (Will) carry on the negotiations (during)

47 Neighbourhood
48 In the neighbourhood (of)

49 Not in the neighbourhood (of)
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Table No. 194 XEI-NEW

50 Neither
5

1

From neither

52 If neither will do or answer the purpose

53 Neither of the

54 „ one nor the other

55 „ seen nor heard of
56 ,, will do or answer the purpose

57 Net
58 The net weight and value

59 Neutral
60 Is (are) perfectly neutral
61 Remain-s neutral
62 Will occupy a neutral position

63 Never
64 New See Avoid'
65 Almost new
66 Are sending a new (one)

67 Have sent a new (one

)

68 In the new
69 Is there anything new
70 Must be new
71 Nothing new worth reporting
72 Send, as soon as possible, a new (one)

73 The new one

74 Will soon require a new (one)

75 Nev^S (from or of) 5^^ Advice, Announcement, luformation, Report, Rumour

76 Delighted to hear the good news. We praise God with you
77 Have no further news ( from)
78 I am (we are) in daily expectation of news (from or of)

79 Is there any news (from or about)
80 No news, but fear the worst (respecting)

81 „ „ of importance
82 Please break the news gently (to)

83 Satisfactory or Good news (from or as to)

84 Serious news has been received (from)
85 The latest news is unfavourable
86 ,, „ „ „ very good
87 ,, news reached us at or on
88 „ ,, upset everything

89 ,, onh' news obtainable

90 Very glad to receive (the) news (of)

91 „ important news
92 „ sorry to receive (the) news (of)

93 Waiting anxiously for news (of) or Anxious to have news about

94 What is the latest news ?

95 Newspaper-s
96 (In the) London— (Times)

97 ( .. „ ) Melbourne— (newspaper-s)

98 ( „ „ ) North China Daily News or Herald

99 ( „ „ ) Philadelphia— (newspaper-s)
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Table No. 195 NEW-NOT
00 (In the) Shanghai Mercury or Celestial Empire
01 ( „ „ ) Toronto— (newspaper-s)
02 Insert in the (— ) newspaper-s

03 Send all the newspapers (which refer to)

04 The newspapers have reported or The newspapers report

05 New Year See Holidays
06 After the New Year
07 Before „ ,. „

08 New Year's greetings

09 Next (to)

10 Next time or opportunity
11 The next thing

12 Night-s
13 During the night

14 Last night

15 To-morrow night

16 No See Answer, Reply

17 If no. then
18 Is (are) there no

19 No, most decidedly

20 ., , thank you
21 There can be no
22 ,. has been no
23 „ is (are) no
24 Nominal-ly
25 For a nominal consideration
26 Nominate-d
27 Nomination
28 None
29 None to be had or No more to be had (till)

30 Nonsense
31 Noon (At noon)
32 North-ern

33 From the north

34 In a northerly direction

35 ,, the north (of)

36 North-east

S7 North-west

38 Northern part

39 Ta the north

40 Not
41 Is not (at present)

42 It is not (so)

43 Not after

44 „ for

45 „ from (us)

46 „ if

47 .- in

48 ,, much or many
49 ,, to-o
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Table No. 195 NOT-NOT

50 Not to be

5

1

„ unless

52 „ until

53 „ what

54 „ with

55 „ without

56 „ yet

57 Notary Public See Lawyer
58 Note-s

59 Be very careful to note
60 Have taken great care to note
61 Nothing (else) See Absence, Meantime
62 Can do nothing until I hear (from)

63 „ nothing be done
64 Do nothing until you hear further from (us)

65 „ „ without first consulting (us)
66 Have nothing to do with it (him, her)

67 Nothing can be done (at present or until)

68 ,, „ „ „ until—has-ve arrived or returned
69 ,, has arrived or been received

70 ,, more can be done
71 ., „ has been done
72 ,, to prevent

73 „ was further from our intention or wish

74 There is nothing for it (but)

75 „ „ „ the matter

76 This has nothing to do with

77 Will do nothing (without)

78 Notice

79 Due notice shall or should be sent

80 Give notice (to)

81 Has proper notice been given
82 Has-ve given notice (to)

83 „ received no notice or without (a) notification

84 ,, ,, notice (from)
85 ,, taken no notice (of)
86 Notice should be given at once (to)

87 Owing to formal notice not having been given
88 See that formal notice is given in time

89 Shall we take any (further) notice (of)

90 Take no notice of

91 The proper notice must be given

92 Until further notice

93 What notice is necessary ?

94 (You) appear-s to have taken no notice of

95 Notification

96 Notify-ied

97 Failed to notify

98 Has-ve— (you) been notified (of)

99 Must be notified
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Table No. 196 NOT-NUR
00 Notify all parties concerned
01 Unless I am (we are) notified

02 „ you are notified

03 Will promptly notify you
04 Notorious-ly

05 Notwithstanding (this)

06 Now
07 From now until

08 If not done now
09 Not now
10 Now at

11 ,, is the time to act

12 „ or never

13 Nowhere
14 Nuisance
15 It will or would be a great nuisance

16 The nuisance is almost unbearable

17 Number-s See Mark
18 A large number See Page 216
19 ,, number of

20 ,, small number
21 ,. very large number
22 Cannot find the number
23 Give the approximate number
24 Numbered respectively

25 Numbers and marks (of)

26 The number-s you asked for is (arej

27 What is (are) the (exact) number-s (of)

28 Numeral-s (The following numerals) See Page 216

29 In numerical order

30 Indicated by the numerals

31 Numerous
32 From numerous sources

33 Numerous enquiries or questions

34 Nurse See Doctor

35 A wet nurse

36 Can you send a trained nurse ?

37 Have obtained a good nurse

38 Hope to send a nurse shortly or by

39 Please send a nurse (before)

40 Trained nurse

41 ,, ,, urgently required

42 We are sending a trained nurse

43 We have no trained nurse to send or Short of nursing help

44 Nursing

45 Do you think that— (I) should undertake the nursing

46 Is away nursing (at)

47 Will require careful nursing

48

49
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Table No. 196 OAT-OBL

50 Oath
5

1

Statement on oath

52 Obedience (In obedience to)

53 Will have ready and willing obedience

54 Obey-ed
55 Must obey or Must be obeyed

56 Will .. „ Will „ „

57 Object Sec Motive, Purpose

58 Cannot ascertain the object

59 Our object is not to

60 ,, ., ., or being to

61 „ „ should (be)

62 „ only object is to

63 So long as this object is obtained

64 Their object appears to be to

65 „ ,, is or being to

66 Try to ascertain the-ir object

67 We cannot see the object

68 What is his (her, their) object?

69 „ „ your object?

70 With this object in view

71 Object-ed (to) See Protest, Refuse

72 Cannot or Do not object (to)

73 Has-ve objected (to)

74 Is (are) very likely to object (to)

75 Ought not to object now
76 (We) object-s strongly to or Have a very strong objection

77 Will probably be objected to (by)

78 Objection-able

79 All objections are or have been withdrawn
80 Do not see any objection (to)

81 Expresses the strongest objection, and will be difficult to move

82 Has-ve no objection (to)

83 „ — (you) any objection (to)

'84 If there is any objection (to)

85 ,. „ -, no „ ( „

)

86 „ — (you) has-ve no objection (to)

87 is any objection likely to be made (to)

88 „ there any objection (to)

89 (It) vifould be very objectionable

90 Objectionable on several grounds

91 Telegraph if there is any objection (to)

92 The great objection is

93 „ objections cannot be entertained

94 Unless there is any objection (to)

95 We do not anticipate any objection-s (to)

96 What is the objection (to)

97 Obligation-s

98 Cannot fulfil the obligation

99 ., undertake the obligation
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Table No. 197 OBL-OBT

oo Has-ve put me (us) under gi'cat obligation

oi It is or would be a great obligation

02 Must fulfil the obligation or Under obligation (to)

03 Under no obligation (to) or Without obligation

04 Would rather not be under any obligation (to)

05 Oblige-d 5*^^ Bind, Compelled
06 Are not obliged to do so

07 „ you obliged (to)

08 Can you oblige ?

09 Cannot oblige

10 Greatly obliged

11 In so doing, you will greatly oblige

12 Shall be obliged to go (act or do)

13 Unless obliged to do so

14 Very sorry cannot oblige you (by)

15 We are or will be obliged to

16 (You) will be obliged to

17 Observation-s
18 A close observation leads us to think

19 After the closest observation
20 The closest observation failed to show
21 Observe-d
22 Did not observe

23 Has-ve been observed

24 „ „ recently observed

25 „ not been observed
26 Have observed that

27 „ you ever observed ?

28 Obstacle-s See Difficulties

29 An unforeseen obstacle

30 Are there any or What are the obstacles in the way ?

31 Placing every obstacle in our way
32 The greatest obstacle is

33 This obstacle must be overcome at once

34 „ .. will be the cause of much delay

35 Obtain-ed
36 Can be obtained (from)

37 ^„ „ „ locally

38 Cannot be obtained (from)

39 „ „ „ locally

40 „ obtain more
41 Difficult to obtain

42 Has it been obtained ?

43 Have obtained all we require or want
44 „ „ what you require or want
45 How much can you obtain ?

46 If it can (still) be obtained

47 „ you cannot obtain all

48 Important to obtain

40 It can still be obtained
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Table No. 197 OBT-OF

50 Should be obtained

5

1

When can it be obtained ?

52 Where can it be obtained ?

53 Will obtain if possible

54 (You) must obtain

55 Obtainable Sec Available, Unobtainaijle

56 If obtainable at a fair rate or price

57 May be obtainable later on

58 Probably obtainable

59 The property not now obtainable

60 When obtainable

61 Obviate-s
62 To obviate the necessity

63 „ ^,, this

64 Occasion
65 If the occasion occurs

66 Is there any occasion (for or to)

67 May have occasion (for or to)

68 On a former „

69 ,, another (the next) occasion

70 „ this occasion

71 There is no occasion (for or to)

72 Occasional-Iy

73 Except for an occasional

74 Occasionally occur-s

75 Occupy-ied
76 Fully occupied at present

yy How long will you be occupied ?

78 If not already occupied

79 Is — (are you) fully occupied at present?

80 Not occupied at present
81 The ground is already occupied
82 Occupation

83 Occur-s
84 How did it occur ?

85 If it occurs again
86 Occurred
87 After what has occurred, we think it will be best

88 Has anything occurred to lead you to suppose

89 Nothing has occurred to lead us to believe

90 „ of importance has yet occurred

91 Something has occurred (to)

92 Telegraph if anything of importance or new has occurred or occurs

93 What has occurred makes us anxious

94 Oculist

95 Need to consult an ocuUst

96 Odd-s
97 Odd numbers
98 Of
99 Of all
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Table No. 198 OF-OFF

00 Of both
01 „ her-s

02 „ him (his)

03 ,, them (their)

04 ., this (that)

05 „ us (our)
06 ,. which
07 ,, you-r
08 Off (Is off) See Away
09 Get-ting off at

10 Is not off

1

1

Offence
12 Hope no offence was or will be taken

13 No offence intended

14 OfFend-ed
15 Do nothing to offend

16 Is this likely to offend?

17 Itfight offend

18 Not likely to offend

19 Would greatly offend

20 OfFer-ed See Accept, Buy, Give, Limits,

21 A reasonable offer Reply, Re.vard, Terms
22 At the time the offer was made
23 Can you make an offer ?

24 Cannot keep offer open any longer

25 Do not offer more (than)

26 Has-ve been offered or Offer has been made
27 ,, made no offer as yet

28 „ offered (to)

29 Have submitted your offer to

30 How long can the offer be kept open ?

31 ,, much or many may I (we) offer?

32 I (we) would advise you to withdraw offer

33 If the offer is not accepted

34 ,, ,, property is again offered

35 ,, we accept the offer

36 Keep-s the offer open

37 Make-s an offer of

38 „ no further offer

39 Must regretfully decline the oft"er

40 offer cannot be kept open much longer : a prompt decision is absolutely necessary

41 „ declined with thanks

42 „ is accepted or Accept offer

43 ,, ., refused or cannot be entertained

44 ,, ., under consideration

45 ., „ withdrawn

46 ,, made too late

47 ,, too high

48 „ „ low

49 Renewal of offer or Offer to renew
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Table No. 198 OFF-OFF

50 The best offer I (we) can get (is)

51 What is the best offer you can get?

52 Will accept any reasonable offer

53 ,, an offer be entertained ?

54 Offering

55 We hear (privately) that—is (are) offering

56 Official-8 or Office-s

57 General Director [MtssiON Officials and Oi^'Fices]

58 Deputy

59 Home
60 Assistant Home Director

61 Secretary

62 Treasurer

63 Auditor

64 Superintendent

65 Missionary-in-charge

66 Business Manager
67 Local Secretary

68 Bishop
'

[Church Officials and Offices]

69 Pastor

70 Evangelist

71 Deacon

72 Elder

73 Colporteur

74 Bible-woman

75 Native Helper

76 Foreign officials [Foreign Officials and Offices]

•^j King

78 Queen Sec Authorities, Consul, Information

79 Emperor
80 Empress
81 President

82 The British Minister

83 „ French „

84 „ German „

85 ,, United States Mini-^ter

86 „ —Minister or The Minister for

87 Admiral
88 Senior Naval Officer

89 Captain

90 Lieutenant

91 Foreign Office

92 Home „

93 War
94 Captain (of) [Ship's Officers]

95 Chief Officer (of)

96 Second ,, ( „ )

9.7. Third „ ( „ )

98 Chief Engineer ( „ )

99 Second „ ( ,, )
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Table No. 200 ONL-OPE
00 Only
01 Appears the only thing to be done
02 Can only be done at or by
03 If only (for or to)

04 „ „ a little

05 „— (we) could only

06 (Is) the only one we know (of)

07 It is only

08 Only enough

09 „ if

ID ,, until

11 There is (are) only

1

2

We can only

13 (You) can only

14 Open (Now open)

1

5

In order to open (up)

16 Not yet open (for)

17 Will open
18 Opened
19 (It) appears to have been opened on the \vay

20 Not to be opened (before)

21 Opened and all the contents missing

22 „ „ most of the,,

23 „ „ part „ ,, „

24 „ but none

25 Opening
26 A good opening

27 ,, new „

28 By opening up

29 To make an opening

30 We are now opening (up )

31 Operate
32 Operating

33 Operation-s Sec Health, Prayer

34 About to undergo an operation

35 Before commencing operation-s

36 Commence-ing operation-s

37 In full operation

38 Is an operation necessary ?

39 Not in operation

40 Operation has been successfully performed »

41 „ only partially successful

42 „ unsuccessful

43 ,, will have to be repeated

44 Operations have been stopped

45 „ must be suspended

46 Please advise me (us) of the result of the operation

47 Repeat operation, if you think it advisable

48 Surgical operation is considered necessary

49 .. „ • not „
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Table No. 200 OPI-OPP

50 Opinion See Advice, Advise, Idea, Think, Views
51 Advisable to get the opinion of

52 An independent opinion

53 Anxious to have—'s (your) opinion

54 Cannot express opinion without further information

55 „ give or express an opinion

56 Do-es not care to express an opinion (about)

57 Give-ing due weight to
—

's (your) opinion

58 Has-ve a bad opinion of—; await our letter-s before doing anythiii-;

59 Has-ve a better opinion of

60 „ „ good
61 „ „ poor „
62 Have you any reason now to change your opinion

63 If, in your opinion,

64 „ your opinion is favourable

65 „ ,, ,, ,, unfavourable
66 In their opinion or Their opinion is

67 Our opinion is or In our opinion

68 „ „ ,, strongly adverse (to)

69 Telegraph your opinion as to the present appearance of the (situation)

70 The general opinion seems to be (to or that)

71 We are of the same opinion

72 „ „ „
—

's (your) opinion

73 ,, have changed our opinion

74 ,, ,, good grounds for forming an or this opinion

75 ,, ,, or see no reason to change our opinion

76 ,, shall be able to form a better opinion later on

77 VVhat is the general opinion (of)

78 Wire your private opinion

79 Write fully your opinion
80 (Your) opinion is correct

81 ( „ ) „ ,, incorrect

82 Opium
83 Opium refuge helper

84 „ „ work
85 Opponent-s
86 Opportunity-ies Sec Chance

87 A splendid opportunity presents itself

88 Advantageous opportunity to mortgage property at— (here) for mission liouse—(W

—

Q/-V r\4H-^ T>,i.-.~V.r,„a Aii-^n r^i" need an, additional—to build or- render buildings
oy l-'lUO purcnase UlUO Luseful. Canyousanction the amount of—to cover Irath?

90 Do you think this is a good opportunity ?

91 If a good opportunity should occur or whenever opportunity oft'ers

92 (On) a favourable opportunity

93 ( .» ) every opportunity

94 ( ,, ) first

95 Opportunity has not arisen

96 ,, „ passed

97 Shall take the earliest opportunity

98 „ we take the „ „ ?

99 Take advantage of every opportunity that offers
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Table No. 201 OPP-OR

oo Take advantage of first opportunity that oflfers

oi There has been no opportunity
02 ,. will be an opportunity before long or on
03 ,, ,, „ no other opportunity for some time now
04 Wait for a better opportunity

05 When do you expect to have an opportunity (to)

06 Will lose the opportunity if you not ( act promptly )

07 Oppose-d
08 Are you opposed to the proposition ?

09 Oppose all you can
10 Opposed to the proposition or We are opposed to

11 Opposition
12 Do you anticipate any or much opposition (from or toj

13 From what quarter is the opposition ?

14 Has-ve— (you) met with any opposition

15 If there is no opposition
16 In case of opposition (from or to)

17 In opposition to

18 .. „ „ our wishes and instructions

19 Aleet-s with great opposition (fromi
20 The opposition has collapsed
21 There is much official opposition
22 ,. , ,, opposition from both people and officials

23 ,, ,, „ „ „ the people

24 ,, ,, no opposition or Without opposition

25 ,, ., opposition from the literati only
26 We do not look for any great opposition (from or to )

27 ,, think the opposition can be overcome
28 (You) are acting in opposition to your own interests

29 Oppressive
30 Owing to oppressive taxation

31 Oppression

32 Option-al Sec Alternate, Choice

33 At his (her, their) option

34 ., our option

35 .. your .,

36 Has-ve— (you) the option of either?

37 Is there any option in the matter ?

38 Option will be given (until)

39 Try-ing to get option (of)

40 Will not give option asked
41 (With) the option of

42 Or
43 Or at

44 .. if

45 .. „ either

46 .. ,, no-t

47 it

48 ., later

49 .. less



Tabic No. 201 OR-QRD

50 Or more
51 „ not

52 „ „ at all

53 ,, sooner

54 „ they (them)

55 „ we (us)

56 „ you-r

57 Ordain-ed
58 Order-s See Cancel, Literature, Stores

59 All in order (except)

60 Do not exceed order-s

61 Everything is now in ordei;

62 If all is in order

63 In order not to

64 „ „ to

65 „ the following order

66 Out of order

67 To my (our) order

68 „ your order or To the order of

69 Will not exceed order-s or Flave not exceeded order-s

70 All (your) orders have been executed

71 Cannot execute order No.

—

or dated

72 Delay execution of order No.

—

or dated

73 Do not order

74 Duplicate my (our) order No.

—

or dated

75 From whom shall we order ?

76 Get estimate and tender before placing order

yj On my order No.

—

or dated, repeat the following article-s :-—

78 Order at once

79 Order-s conditional (on)
80 „ „ on early shipment
81 Please include in our literature order—copies of

82 Reduce my (our) order No.

—

or dated (to)

83 Send forward with all speed order No.—0;- dated

84 Think-s you had better place order (with)

85 This is in addition to existing order-s

86 substitution of existing order-s

87
88

89
90
91

92

93 ••
94 Ordered
95 As ordered in the first instance

96 Has-ve been ordered (to)

97 If it (they) has-ve not been already ordered

98 Too late, had already ordered

99 Ordering
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Table No. 202 ORD-ORD

202
00
OI

02

03
04
05
o6
07
o8

09
10

II

12

13

14

15
16

17
18

19
20
21

22

23

24
25
26

27
28

29

30
31

32

33
34
3S
36

37
38

39
40
41

42

43
44
45
46

47
48

The Business Department here requests your Business Department to

Cancel all orders after No.
„ ,, „ except

„ „ the items in order No.^—except

its order No.
Double the following items in order No.
Send double amount of order No.

„ three times amount of order No.
Treble the following items in order No.
Send 20 cases Knight's Soap
,.50

100
10 ,,

Stores

Paper
Envelopes
Book
Medicines
Miscellaneous

Drapery

Nestle's Milk as soon as possible

Sunlight Soap
[Business Departmext ListJ
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Table No. 202 ORD-OTH

50 Ordinary-ily See Regular

51 Nothing but the ordinary

52 Ordination

53 Organize-d

54 It will be necessary to organize

55 Not fully organized

56 When the arrangements are fully organized

57 Organization

58 Organizing

59 Origin See Commencement
60 From its origin

61 The origin of the whole thing or matter
62 What was the origin (of)

63 Original-ly

64 Are we to give the original ?

65 Do not or will not give up the original

66 Not the original

67 Original not yet to hand
68 „ sent on or to

69 The original document-s

70 „ „ intention (was to)

71 Originated

72 Originating (in)

73 Other-s

74 All the others

75 Any other

76 „ „ will do

yj By other

78 Can you get any other-s ?

79 Cannot act without the other-s

80 Every other

81 From other-s

82 If by any other means
83 If other-s

84 „ there is (are) any other-s

85 Is there any other

86 No other

87 „ „ to be got or had
88 ,. „ will do
89 Not to others

90 On the other hand or side

91 Or other

92 Others have said

93 Other than

94 (The) others will have something to say

95 There are others

96 To others

97 What do the others say?

98 With others

99 Would prefer the other
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Table No. 203 OTH-OUT

00 Otherwise
01 (But) if otherwise
02 ( „ ) not „

03 But otherwise

04 Or otherwise

05 Otherwise, all going well

06 „ in order

07 „ it cannot be done
08 „ „ will be

09 „ s-he (they)

10 „ we prefer or would recommend
11

,, „ rim the chance of

12 „ you may
13 „ „ will have to

14 Unless otherwise

15 Would
16 Ought
17 Ought not to (be)

18 „ to be

19 Ounce-s (per ounce) See Weight
20 Our-selves See We
21 Besides our-selves

22 Out (to or of) See Shut
23 Outbreak See Rebellion, Riot

24 A serious outbreak has occurred

25 „ ,, „ is feared

26 The outbreak is not or was not serious

27 Outfit See Clothing
28 Has-ve ordered the necessary outfit

29 Keep the cost of outfit as low as possible

30 Outfit will cost about

31 Please order the nedessary outfit

32 „ remit to pay cost of outfit

33 „ send new outfit (suitable for)

34 Remittance shall be sent to pay cost of outfit

35 Shall I (we) order the necessary outfit?

36 What will be the cost of the necessary outfit ?

37 With complete outfit or A complete outfit

38 Outlay See Cost, Disbursements, Expense
39 A considerable outlay has been made
40 „ „ „ must be „ (on)

41 Additional outlay

42 (At) a considerable outlay

43 No additional outlay (required)

44 Probable outlay about

45 What outlay will be required or What will be the probable outlay?

46 ,. „ „ or would be required for repairs or additions?

47 (With) very little outlay

48 Without considerable outlay or At a moderate outlay

49 Outlook Sec General
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Table No. 203 OUT-OVE

50 Outside
51 Are now outside

52 At the outside

53 From the outside

54 Not outside

55 On the outside

56 Outside of the boundaries (of)

57 Outside our

58 „ your

59 Outsider
60 No outsider

61 Outstanding (since)

62 Are there any outstanding accounts ?

63 No outstanding account-s

64 Outstanding account-s

65 Outstation-s See Country, Itinerate, Stations

66 Is visiting (the) outstation-s

67 Outward-ly (only)

68 Not outwardly

69 Outwards
70 Over See Arrange

71 After it is over

72 Anything over

73 " .
„—will do

74 Before it is over

75 Greatly over or Considerably over

76 Is there likely to be anything over ?

yy Not much over

78 Nothing over or Not over

79 Over all or All over

80 Over and above
81 Rather over than under
82 Telegraph when it is all over

83 There will be over

84 Unless over

85 We have over
86 Will be over about

87 „ not be over before

88 Will soon be over, we expect

89 Overboard
90 Overcarried (Has-ve been overcarried)

91 Overcharge-s
92 Overcome
93 Can you overcome

94 In order to overcome

95 Overdo-ne
96 Do not overdo (it)

97 Overdraft Sec Overdrawn

98 You may allow overdraft (to extent of)

99 „ „ „ „ funds here to extent of
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Table No. 204 OVE-OWN
oo Overdraw-n See Overdraft
oi Account is overdrawn (to the extent of)
02 „ „ „ , cheque returned

03 „ „ „ , ,1 )) ; send cash in exchange

04 Please remit to cover the amount of overdrawn account

05 Sorry I (we) cannot permit account to be overdrawn
06 Want-s to overdraw account ; can it be allowed ?

07 Overdue
08 Is a few days overdue or Is now overdue

09 „ much overdue
10 „ rather overdue, but no apprehension is entertained

11 Overhaul-ed
12 Has-ve been thoroughly overhauled

13 Must overhaul thoroughly or Require-s overhauling

14 Overhauling

15 Overland (via) See Leaving
16 Have sent overland

17 Send-ing overland

18 Overlap-s or Overlapping
19 Overlapped (Is overlapped by)
20 Overlook-ed
21 Has-ve been overlooked
22 „ not been „

23 (You) appear-s to have overlooked

24 ( „ ) must on no account overlook the

25 Overlooking
26 Overrun (with)

27 Oversight (By an oversight)

28 By an oversight on your part or on the part of

29 Overtures (Makc-ing overtures to)

30 Have any overtures been made ?

31 Overtures have been made to us (by)

3^ Overwhelm-ing
33 Owe-s (about)

34 Owing (to)

35 Nothing owing

36 Owing to want of

37 What is owing by or from
38 „ ,, „ to or How much is owing ?

39 Own-s
40 His (her, their) own
41 Is it his (her, their) own
42 „ „ your own
43 Not his (her, their) own
44 „ my (our) own
45 Our own
46 Who owns
47 Your own
48 Owned (by)

49 Owner-s
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Table No. 204 PAC-PAI

50 Pack-ed
51 Badly packed or Have been very badly packed
52 Carefully packed or See well to packing

53 Difficult to pack

54 Pack up everything

55 Pack-ed in bag-s

56 „ „ bales

57 » » basket-s

58 „ „ box-es

59 „ „ „ , tin lined

60 „ „ mats or matting
61 Package-s See Weight
62 All packages (except)

63 Each package
64 How many packages

65 Number of packages
66 Package-s contain-s or containing

67 „ No.-s
68 „ received in bad order

69 „ short or Package-s not received

70 Send forward package-s (No.-s)

71 Page-s
yZ Page-s (—) missing or not received. Can you supply it (them) or dupHcate-s?

72) Paid (Has-ve paid) See Charges, Pay, Payment, Prepaid

74 Cannot be paid (till)

75 Has-ve not been paid

76 Have you paid or Has it been paid ?

y^ How much has been or have you paid ?

78 Paid on your account

79 S-he (they) has-ve paid
80 Should be paid

8

1

„ not be paid
82 To be paid (on)

83 „ ,, „ as follows

84 „ „ „ immediately (otherwise)

85 „ „ „ on delivery or completion
86 Will have to be paid

87 „ not be paid until

88 (You) have paid too much (for)

89 Pain
90 No longer in great pain

91 No-t (in) pain

92 Still in great pain

93 „ „ some „

94 Paint-ed

95 To be painted

96 Painting

97 At whose expense is painting to be done ?

98 Do-es not require painting

99 Require-s painting
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Table No. 205 PAI-FAR

oo Pair-8
oi A pair of
02 In pairs

03 Panic See Confidence
04 May bring on a panic, it is feared

05 The panic has subsided
06 „ „ still continues

07 There is a panic here or—is in a state of panic
08 Paper-s
09 All papers relating to—have been or were sent (on) (to)

10 Send all the necessary papers to (us)
11 Par (At par)
12 Below par

13 The par value is

14 Paragraph (In the paragraph)

15 Paragraph in the report (about)
16 Paralysis

17 Has had a stroke of paralysis

18 (Is) paralyzed

19 Parcel-s
20 Do not send on parcel-s

21 How was the parcel forwarded?
22 Please send by mail parcel (No.—from)
23 Retain all mail parcels for enclosure in next box
24 Send on all mail parcels by post

25 When was parcel sent?

26 Parent-s See Relatives, Return
27 Part-s (of) See Half, Partly, Portion
28 Do not part with

29 Each part

30 For our part

31 In part only

32 „ „ payment

33 Part of the shipment

34 The greater part or portion

35 „ lesser part (of)

36 „ other part

37 This is part of

38 Parted (Has-ve parted)

39 Has-ve not parted

40 Participate-d See Join
41 Cannot or Will not participate (in)

42 Do you want to participate (in)

43 Should Hke to „ ( „ )

44 Participating

45 Participation

46 In participation with

47 Particular-s 5*^^ Advise, Ascertain, Data, Detail,

48 Avoid going into particulars Instruction

49 Cannot get any further particulars
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Table No. 205 PAR-PAS

50 Difficult to get any reliable particulars

51 Every particular

52 Full particulars are being sent by letter now, which please await

53 „ „ will be sent next mail

54 )) I. J. >. wired as soon as possible or on

55 Furnish— (him, her) with full particulars

56 Has-ve not sent particulars

57 „ obtained full particulars (as to)

58 Hope-s to send you particulars

59 Other particulars

60 Particulars are not yet to hand
61 „ „ „ ,, „ „ , will wire you as soon as possible

62 „ „ wanted
63 „ have been forwarded (to— ) by letter (of)

64 „ „ „ telegraphed (to)

65 „ wanted will be found in

66 Send full particulars of accident or damage
67 Telegraph full or any particulars obtainable

68 „ „ particulars, spare no expense as all will be refunded
69 „ particulars to the extent of—words
70 Telegraph-ing for particulars

71 The particulars are as follows

:

72 What are the particulars ?

73 When may we expect particulars ?

74 Without particulars (wanted) we can do nothing, send them at once

75 Write-ing for particulars

76 You need not telegraph particulars

yj Particularly

78 Partly

79 Partly on account of

80 Party-ies
81 For the sake of all parties

82 Has party yet left (for)

83 It will be a large party

84 ,, „ „ ,, small_ „

85 No party-ies coming
86 Of whom does the party consist ?

87 (
—

's) party has been delayed

88 Party of lady missionaries

89 „ „ male „

90 „ too large, separation is advisable ; what do you think ?

91 The party mentioned left or is leaving on
92 There are a number of parties coming or going

93 „ will be a party leaving shortly or on

94 What party-ies has-ve left ?

95 „ „ is (are) leaving?

96 Will there be any party-ies coming this way ?

97 Pass-ed
98 As you pass—on your way (to)

99 Do-es or Shall pass
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Table No. 206 PAS-PAS

00 Has-ve passed through (here) (on)
01 If s-he (they) pass-es through (here)

02 „ you pass through (here)

03 Will not or Did not pass through (your place)

04 „ pass through (your place)

05 „ you pass—on your way to

06 Passes

07 Passing

08 Passage-s See Cabin, Class, Dates, Leave, Steamer

09 Agree-d to pay passage to extent of half

10 All passages taken

1

1

Cannot pay passage-s

12 „ take passage-s as requested

I2t Do not engage passage-s

14 Had a pleasant passage

15 .. » I'ougl^

16 Have you engaged passage-s ?

17 No berth-s available

18 Passage-s not yet engaged

19 „ paid, call for particulars and tickets at

20 „ „ , telegraph date of departure
21 „ will be paid home
22 „ „ „ „ out

23 „ „ „ „ „ and home
24 Shall we engage passage-s ?

25 Take-n passage by
26 „ „ for—to

27 „ „ foreign (fare)

28 „ „ first class

29 „ „ second „

30 „ „ third „

31 Who will pay passage?

32 Will pay passage

33 You will have to provide passage-s (for)

34 Passenger-s See Accident

35 No news concerning passengers

36 „ passenger accommodation

37 Passenger accommodation is limited

38 „ „ „ sufficient (for)

39 Passenger-s has-ve returned here

40 „ on board steamship

41 „ sent on to

42 What accommodation has— (boat) for passengers?

43 Passport-s

44 Are passports necessary

45 „ „ refused (for)

46 Consul refuses passport (for)

47 No passport-s issued (for)

48 Passport awaits you at (here)

49 Passports arc necessary
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Table No. 206 PAS-PAY.

50 Passports are not necessary

51 „ „ „ refused (for)

52 Procure or Renew passport for (me)

53 Send my passport to meet me (at)

54 Past

55 Patience

56 Has-ve shown a good deal of patience

57 The exercise of patience is called for

58 Think-s your patience will soon be rewarded

59 Pay-s See Charge, Paid

60 Are you able to pay— (to)

61 Cannot pay the full amount
62 Do not pay meantime, but await further instructions

63 Do-es not pay (any more)
64 Have received instructions from—to pay—the sum of—; please inform him (her)

65 It does not or will not pay

66 „ will pay (to)

67 No instructions to pay
68 Pay all outstanding accounts before closing books (for the year)

69 „ on account of

70 „ the amount asked

71 „ „ „ „ rather than have trouble about it

72 „ —the equivalent (of)

73 „ — „ sum of

74 Pay-able on demand

75 S-he (they) must or should pay

76 „ ( „ ) will pay

jy We are prepared or willing to pay

78 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ more, if absolutely necessary

79 » .. to pay
80 „ expect we shall have to pay

81 Will it pay (to)

82 You are to pay or You must pay

83 „ must not pay more (than)

84 Payable (to)

85 Payable after

86 „ at

87 „ by
88 „ to bearer

89 „ „ order of

90 „ until

91 Paying
92 I am paying into

—
's (your) account here

93 Without paying

94 Payment-s See Acquittance, Advance, Cost,

95 Has payment been made in advance or what Expense

96 Have stopped payment (of)

97 Stop payment

98 There is a payment due (of)

99 When has first or next payment to be made ?
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Table No. 207 PEA-FER

00 Peace-able
oi Peaceable intentions

02 There is prospect of peace

03 „ will be no peace

04 What is the prospect of peace ?

05 Peaceful-ly

06 Peculation See Plundered

07 Peculation is or has been going on
08 Pecuniary (difficulties)

09 Pei-tai-ho See Sanatorium
10 Penalty-ies
1

1

Under penalty of

12 What is the penalty?

13 Without any penalty

14 Pending
15 Pending further advice or developments

16 „ „ instructions

17 „ instructions to the contrary

18 „ receipt of

19 „ result (of)

20 „ the settlement of affairs

21 „ your answer
22 Still pending

23 Whilst this is pending

24 Penetrate-d (through)

25 Penetrating

26 Penetration

27 People See Mob, Native, Situation

28 Per
29 Per annum
30 Percentage
31 A large percentage

32 „ small

33 What percentage do you estimate or is estimated ?

34 Perceptible-y

35 Hardly perceptible

36 Not perceptible-y

37 Very
38 Peremptory
39 Peremptory orders have been given

40 Under peremptory orders (to)

41 Perfect-ed

42 Perfect in every respect

43 The method is as nearly perfect as can be

44 Very far from perfect

45 Perfection

46 Perfectly

47 Perform-s
48 Performance

49 Performed
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Table No. 207 PER-PER

50 Perhaps
51 Perhaps less

52 „ more
53 >. we can

54 „ you can

55 Period See Time
56 For a (further) period (of)

57 Not for any longer period

58 „ „ „ shorter „

59 The critical period or A period of great anxiety
60 „ „ „ is passed
61 „ „ „ will be (about)
62 Permanent-ly
63 Do not make a permanent appointment
64 Is it likely to be permanent ?

65 Likely to be permanent
66 Not likely to be permanent
67 „ permanent-ly
68 Permanent arrangement-s

69 Unless permanent-ly

70 Permanence
71 Permission See Regret

72 Can you get permission ?

73 Did you grant permission ?

74 Have we permission to (do so)

75 „ you „ „ ( ,, „ )

70 Permission cannot be obtained

77 „ must „ „
78 Try-ing to get permission (from)

79 Who can give permission
80 Permit-ted See Admit, Allow, Sanction
81 Do-es not permit or Cannot be permitted
82 It is advisable to permit

^3 Was (were) not permitted
84 „ ( „ ) permitted

85 Will permit or Permission granted
86 ,, — (you) permit me (us) to

87 Permitting
88 Person-s
89 A most unsuitable person

90 Am (are) acquainted with the person mentioned

91 An unsuitable person
92 Do not know the person mentioned

93 „ you „ „ „ „ ?

94 The person-s concerned

95 Who is the person referred to ?

96 Personal-ly See Effects, Estate, Private

97 If personal interview or intervention is necessary, let me (us) know

98 Personal expense-s

99 „ property or effects



Table No. 208 PER-PLA
,11. MMIII

00 The matter shall have my (our) personal attention

01 „ „ should have your personal attention, if possible

02 Persuade-d See Dissuade, Induce, Prevail

03 Am (are) persuaded that

04 Cannot be persuaded (to)

05 Persuading
06 Petition

07 Petition is granted

08 „ „ refused

09 „ „ under consideration

10 „ withdrawn or Withdraw petition

11 Philadelphia See Council, Telegram

12 The Philadelphia Office or Council

13 Photograph-ed
14 Send-ing photograph-s

15 Physician See Doctor, Medical

16 Pick-ed (up)

17 Piculs See Weights
18 Piece-s (In pieces)

19 Gone to pieces

20 Place-s See Charge, Unhealthy
21 A beautiful place

22 „ cheap place

23 „ healthy place

24 „ moderately cheap place

25 „ „ healthy place

26 An expensive place

27 „ unhealthy „
28 Do-es not like the place

29 Go-es in place of

30 Have no one to take the place (of)

31 In my (our) place

32 „ place of or In his (her) place

33 , „ some place-s

34 „ your place

35 Not easy to place

36 Offer-s the place to

37 The place is very small or A small place

38 What sort of a place is it?

39 Who can or is to take the place of

40 „ „ take your place ?

41 Will take my place

42 Placed

43 Have placed the matter in
—

's hands

44 In whose hands have you placed the business or matter ?

45 Plague
46 Plain-er See Clear

47 Not plain

48 The plainer the better

49 Plainly
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Table No. 208 PLA-PLE

50 Plan-8 See Building, Design

51 According to plan-s

52 Are sending new plans, which please await

53 „ „ plans and full particulars

54 Await-ing plans

55 ,, ,, before doing anything

56 Can you do without plan-s ?

57 Cannot alter my (our) plans now
58 „ fall in with the plans suggested

59 Do you want new plan-s sent ?

60 Fuller plan-s (required)

61 „ „ required ; await letters

62 Have plans been sent?

63 „ „ „ strictly adhered to ?

64 „ you received plan-s ?

65 If on the same plan-s as

66 ,, plan-s approved

67 It will be a good plan (to)

68 Must plan-s be strictly adhered to ?

69 New plan-s (requii-ed)

70 „ ,, is (are) being drawn up and will be sent as soon as possible

71 Not according to plan-s

72 ,, (on) the same plan-s (as)

73 Old plan-s

74 On a different plan

75 ,, the same plan-s as last

76 Original plan-s

77 Our plan-s

78 Plan-s cannot be sent (until)

79 „ has-ve not been sent

80 „ must be entirely altered

81 „ need not be returned

82 „ „ „ „ strictly adhered to (so long as)

83 ,, not adopted or not approved

84 ,, „ yet received

85 „ submitted, need-s alteration

86 Send altered or amended plan-s

87 Submit plan-s as early as possible

88 Suggest trying some other plan

89 The best plan will be (to)

90 Think-s the plan suggested is an excellent one

91 What do you think of this plan ?

92 „ plan do you wish us to adopt or do you wish adopted ?

93 Will or Would necessitate an alteration in the plan-s

94 You will see by the plan-s that

95 Your plan-s

96 Plate-s

97 Please-d See Approve, Glad, Like

98 I am (we are) pleased to say

99 Is (are) much or highly pleased (with)



Table No. 209 PLE-POO

00 Is (are) not pleased (with)
01 „ — (are you) pleased (with)
02 May do as you (s-he) please-s (about)

03 „ „ „ „ ( „ ) „ ( „ —) ; but we would recommend

04 Much pleased with the appearance of

05 Should have been better pleased (if)

06 Pleasing

07 Pleasure

08 Pledge-d (to)

09 Not pledged to

10 Pledged not to

11 Plenty-ful See Ample
12 Can you get plenty of or Is there a plentiful supply (of)

13 There is plenty or Have a plentiful supply (of)

14 „ will be plenty of time

15 Plunder-ed See Peculation

16 Natives have plundered

17 Point-s
18 Beg leave to point out (that)

19 Other point-s

20 „ „ conceded
21 „ „ not conceded
22 Point-s of the compass

23 Should point out (that)

24 The chief point to bear in mind is

25 These are the principal points

26 To a certain point

27 What are the chief points ?

28 Police

29 Police station

30 Policy See Action, Insured,

31 Do not act on any considerations of policy Object

32 „ „ consider it good policy (to)

33 See no reason to alter our policy

34 The best policy would be

35 The line of policy we recommend you to adopt

36 Think-s it will be good policy or A very politic course

37 " '. n not be good policy

38 What policy do you recommend ?

39 Will or would it be good policy (to)

40 (Your) policy must be quite of another kind

41 Political Sec Situation

42 Great political uneasiness

43 Much uneasiness is felt as to the political condition of the country

44 Owing to poHtical causes

45 The political situation or aspect (is)

46 „ „ „ „ „ has improved

47 » » ,. » „ ,. not improved
48 Poor-er See Quality

49 Poorly (very poorly)
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Table No. 209 POR-POS

50 Port-s See Arrival, Destination

51 The nearest port is

52 Which is the nearest port?

53 Portion (In a portion of) See Part

54 A considerable portion (of the)

55 „ large portion (of which)

56 „ small ,, ( „ „ )

57 As our portion

58 Do-es not form portion of

59 Form-s a portion (of)

60 If oiily a small portion

61 Only a portion or part

62 The damaged portion

63 „ larger-est portion (of the)

64 „ sound portion

65 What portion (of the)

66 Position (of) See Condition, Place

67 Are you (now) in a position to

68 Can learn nothing as to the position

69 „ you get or send a suitable person to fill
—

's (the) position ?

70 In a better position

71 „ „ dangerous or serious position

72 „ „ good position

73 „ „ very awkward position

74 „ „ worse position

75 „ the present position (of)

76 „ „ same position

yy Is (are) (now) in a position to

78 „ the best person for the position

79 Keep me (us) fully advised of your position and prospects?

80 Not in a good position

81 Our position will be serious, if you cannot

82 Places me (us) in an awkward position

83 Position improved, but time is needed (to)

84 „ is not encouraging

85 „ ,, uncertain

86 Regard our position with great anxiety

87 Send plan showing position (of)

88 To be in a position (to)

89 To strengthen our position

90 (We) arc not in a position (to)

91 What is the position likely to be in the event of

92 „ „ „ „ of

93 „ „ „ present position of affairs?

94 „ sort of a position is it ?

95 Positively (that) See Certain, Definite

96 (A) positive answer

97 » » order-s

98 As soon as anything positive is arranged

99 Cannot be positive (till)
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Table No. 210 POS-POS

00 Possess-ed
01 Are said to possess

02 „ „ „ „ considerable means

03 S-he does not possess

04 Possession-s

05 Are not in possession of

06 Can get or obtain possession (of)

07 „ you get immediate possession (of)

08 Cannot get possession (of

)

09 „ keep possession (of— ) any longer

10 Do not give up possession (of)

11 Get or Obtain possession (of)

12 Give-ing up possession (of)

13 Has-ve given up possession (of)

14 „ taken peaceable possession of the property

15 Have you given up possession (of)

16 If in possession (of)

17 In possession (of)
18 Keep possession (of— ) till you hear (again or from)

19 Must be in possession (of)

20 Shall we give up possession (of)

21 When will— (you) be in possession (of)

22 Who is in possession (of)

23 Will give possession upon receipt of or on

24 „ not give up possession (of)

25 „ probably be in possession (of)

26 (With) immediate possession

27 Possible-y See If, Impossible

28 As it is not possible

29 Barely possible

30 Do all you possibly can (to) or Make every possible effort (to)

31 Fear it is not possible

32 If possible

33 It is just possible

34 „ „ possible or We think it possible

35 Make as much as possible (of)

36 Quite possible-y

37 Would it not be possible to or Is it possible (to)

38 Possibility-ies

39 If there is the slightest possibility (of)

40 There is a possibility (of)

41 We see no „ ( „ )

42 Post-ed See Address, Letter, Mail, Send

43 Book post

44 Parcel post

45 Pattern post

46 Registered post

47 Sample post

48 If posted by mail not later than

49 Posted together (with)
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Table No. 210 POS-POW

50 Post Master
51 Post Mortem (Examination)

52 Post Office

53 Enquire at post oiifice (at— ) for letter-s

54 There are no letters lying at (— ) post office

55 Postage Stamps
56 Postpone-d Sec Abeyance, Deferred

57 Are trying to postpone

58 Can be postponed or deferred (till)

59 Postpone-d indefinitely

60 „ visit for a few days, letter by post

<3i „ ,, , reasons by letter

62 Shall we postpone (

—

) meantime?

63 „ „ „ (— ) till—or Do you want it postponed ?

64 Try to postpone

65 Unless postponed

66 Will probably be postponed for some tiine or until

67 Postponement
68 No postponement or Not postponed

69 Pound-s (Sterling) Sec Money, Weight

70 How many pounds ?

71 Pounds weight

72 We require—pounds

73 Power-s Sec Authority, Control,

74 Am (are) doing all in my (our) power Empower, Right,

75 Discretionary power-s Strong

76 Give-s no power to

•jy „ power to

78 If it is in his (her, their) power (to)

79 » „ .. .. your power (to)

80 Must have more power
81 Please do all in your power (to)

82 Sorry it is not in my (our) power (to)

83 With full power (to)

84 Powerful (Too powerful)

85 Power of Attorney
86 Do not send power of attorney

87 Do-es not act upon power of attorney

S8 Get power of attorney (from)

89 Has power of attorney (from)

go Have given—power of attorney to act for me
91 ,, you sent power of attorney?

92 Hereby withdraw and cancel power of attorney

93 In whose favour is power of attorney (to be) made out?

94 Nothing can be done without power of attorney

95 Power of attorney is required or must be sent (to)

96 „ „ „ revoked

97 „ „ „ sent in your favour

98 „ ,. „ to be made out in
—

's (my) name

99 „ „ „ will be sent next mail
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Table No. 2 1

1

POW-PRE
00 Revoke-d power of attorney given (to)

ox To whom has power of attorney been sent?

02 (We) do not hold power of attorney

03 ( „ ) „ „ think there is any power of attorney

04 Practicable-y Sec Feasible, If, Impracticable

05 Has been found practicable or It is practicable

06 How far will it be practicable ?

07 If practicable

08 Is it practicable ?

09 Practical-ly
10 Plas-ve practically

11 „ ^ arranged (for)

12 „ ., bought

13 „ „ settled

14 „ „ sold

15 Practice See Custom, Experience-

16 Pray-er-ful See Sympathy
17 Continue in prayer with us
18 Day of fasting and prayer

19 Earnest prayer is solicited for— , who is in great danger or straits

20 Give it prayerful consideration

21 Join us in prayer for blessing upon the journey of—(to)

22 „ „ „ ;, „ funds

23 Our prayers and deep sympathy are for you
24 Pray for the restoration to health of

25 Prayer is desired for—, who is on (shortly)—to undergo a surgical operation

20 >. .J M i» — > M , it is feared, will require a surgical operation

27 We are earnestly praying for (your) deliverance or restoratiort

28 „ „ praying much about (it)

29 „ continually remember you in prayer

30 Precaution-s

31 As a measure of precaution

32 Has-ve not taken any precaution

33 „ taken every precaution

34 Owing to the neglect of proper precaution-s

35 Take every precaution (to)

36 What precaution-s has-ve been taken (against)

37 Precedent-s

38 According to precedent

39 As a precedent

40 If a precedent can be found
41 Is there any precedent (for)

42 It would establish a bad precedent

43 Not according to any precedent or The case is without precedent

44 Precedents have been looked up

45 There is no well established precedent

46 Preceding

47 Immediately preceding

48 The preceding point-s

49 To explain the preceding
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Table No. 211 PRE-PRE

50 Precise-ly

51 Want-ed to know precisely

52 Preclude-s

53 Preclude-s him (her, them) from

54 „ the possibility

55 This does not preclude us (from)

56 „ precludes us (from)

57 Would preclude us (from)

58 Precluding

59 Predecessor-s
60 Prefer-s See Choose, Like
61 If you prefer

62 Other things being equal, prefer or should prefer

63 Prefer-s to leave it entirely to (you)

64 S-he (they) would prefer (to)

65 Unless s-he (they) prefer-s

66 Which do you prefer or Whichever you prefer

67 Whichever s-he (they) prefer-s

68 Would prefer or Have a preference for

69 „ „ not to

70 „ you prefer (to)

71 Preferable-y
72 It is or will be preferable (to)

73 Preference
74 Do not let him (her, them) see that you have any preference

75 Give-s the preference to

76 Take-s in preference

77 Without preference

78 Preferred

79 If this is prefen-ed

80 Is (are) not preferred

81 The first mentioned is preferred

82 „ second „ „ „

83 „ last

84 Unless this is preferred

85 Prejudice-d See Feeling

86, A prejudiced opinion

87 Has-ve strong prejudice against

88 Likely to cause prejudice (to)

89 Without prejudice (to)

90 Prejudicial

91 Delay is or would be prejudicial (to)

92 Is or Would be prejudical to the interests of

93 Too much haste is or would be prejudicial (to)

94 Preliminary-ies See Agreement

95 As a preliminary step

96 Preliminary arrangements are in progress

97 „ „ have been made
98 Preliminaries arranged

99 „ not yet arranged
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Table No. 212 PRE-PRE

00 Premature-ly
or Anything now said or done will be decidedly premature
02 Do not do anything prematurely

03 It appears to be premature

04 The statement or report is premature

05 Premises Sec Building, House, Property

06 Can new premises be secured ?

07 „ secure new premises

08 Cannot secure new premises

09 Premises are in bad condition

10 „ „ „ good condition

11 „ „ suitable

12 „ „ too large

13 .. .. » small

14 There is a large piece of ground beside the premises

15 What are the premises Hke ?

16 Prepaid Sec Paid

17 Cannot be prepaid
18 Charges prepaid

19 Must be prepaid or Payment should be made in advance
20 Not prepaid

21 Reply prepaid

22 Was it prepaid ?

23 Preparation-s
24 Are preparations completed or When will preparations be completed?

25 Now in the midst of preparation (for)

26 Preparatory to

27 Prepare
28 Cannot prepare

29 In order to prepare (for)

30 Is there time to prepare ?

31 Not sufficient time to prepare or Cannot be prepared

32 Prepare as quickly as possible

33 .. everything (for)

34 Will prepare or Will be prepared

35 Prepared Sec Unprepared

36 Has-ve not yet prepared (for) or Preparations will not be completed before

37 „ prepared (for) or Preparations are completed

38 „ — (you) prepared

39 There is nothing prepared

40 Unless prepared (to)

41 (We) are not quite prepared (to)

42 ( „ ) _„ quite prepared (to)

43 Preparing (for or to)

44 Preponderate-ance

45 Preposterous (The demand or request is preposterous)

46 Presence (In the presence of)

47 Is
—

's (my) presence essential ?

48 Your presence is absolutely essential

49 .. ,. .. "ot „
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Table No. 212 PRE-PRE

50 Present (At present) See Affairs

51 Can you be present (at)

52 Cannot at present

53 For the present

54 Has-ve not at present

55 Most important that you should be present (at)

56 Not at present

57 Please try to be present

58 Sorry cannot be present

59 That may present itself

60 Up to the present

61 Will be present

62 „ do my best to be present

63 „ not be present

64 Presents

65 Presented (Has-ve been presented)

66 Has-ve not been presented

67 Preserve-d
68 Preserve-d intact

69 Well preserved or In a good state of preservation

70 Preservation

71 President See Officials

72 Pressing

73 Is (are) now pressing

74 Very pressing

75 Press-ed

76 Pressure
']'] Bring pressure to bear upon

78 Can any pressure be brought to bear upon

79 Do-es nothing under pressure

80 The heavy pressure

81 There is great pressure (upon)

82 Under pressure (from)

83 Presume-d See Suppose

84 Pretend-s (to)

85 It is pretended or It is merely a pretence

86 Pretext

87 Do not listen to any pretext, but act as arranged

88 No pretext will serve

89 Under one pretext or another

90 „ what pretext

91 Prevail-ed See Induce, Influence, Persuade

92 Has-ve prevailed upon— (to)

93 Hope to prevail upon- (to)

94 Prevalence

95 Owing to the prevalence of

96 Very prevalent -

„ t^. ,

97 Prevent-s S<=^ Hinder

98 Are trying to prevent

99 Can— (you) prevent
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Table No. 213 PRE-PRI

00 Cannot prevent or Nothing can prevent

oi Did all possible to prevent

02 Do not prevent or Let nothing prevent

03 Do-es—(you) knovi^ of anything likely to prevent

04 If—(this) prevents

05 „ you can prevent (it)

06 „ „ cannot „ ( „)
07 In order to prevent

08 Is there anything to prevent or What is there to prevent

09 Need not prevent

10 There is or will be nothing to prevent

11 This will prevent

12 Trying to prevent or Prevent if possible

13 Prevented
14 Cannot or Could not be prevented

15 Has-ve been prevented by circumstances

16 If prevented

17 Unless prevented (by)

18 Will be prevented

19 Preventing

20 Previous-Iy (to) See Before
21 Had been done previous-ly (to)

22 In your previous

23 On—'s (my) previous visit (to)

24 Since the previous

25 Price-s See Accept, Buy, Cheap, Cost, Rate, Sell

26 A difference in price (of)

27 Are likely to get a reduction in price

28 At any price

29 (At) best price obtainable or possible

30 At what price (can you)

31 ,, ,, ,, may we or To what price may we go ?

32 Average price or cost

33 Cannot get any reduction in price

34 If better price not obtainable

35 „ „ „ obtainable

36 Last price wired by us (on)

37 No price quoted or named
38 Nominal price or cost

39 Not at any price

40 „ likely to reduce price

41 Price or cost advanced (to) or Owing to advance in price (of)

42 ,, „ „ same as before

43 ,, fluctuating

44 ,, has advanced considerably

45 „ more likely to decline than advance
46 ,, named in your telegram (of)

47 „ not low enough
48 „ ,, so high now as likely to be afterwards

49 .. .. (to be) over
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Table No. 213 PRI-PRI

50 Price prohibitive

51 „ reduced (to)

52 „ seems low (enough)

53 „ uncertain

54 „ will be about

55 Provided the price is moderate

56 The highest price (is)

57 „ lowest „ („)
58 This is a very fair price, we consider

59 ,, price does not include anything to cover

60 Try-ing to get (more) reduction in price

£1 What is the present price (of)

62 Priest-s See Officials

63 Principai-ly

64 Our principal object (is)

65 The principal thing (is)

66 Who is (are) the principal-s?

67 Prmciple-s
68 As a matter of principle

69 Cannot approve of the principle

70 Object upon principle

71 The principle is quite wrong
.72 „ „ upon which

73 The Pi-inciples and Practice of the China Inland Mission

74 Article No.—of the Principles and Practice of the China Inland Mission

75 In accordance with the „ „ „ ,, „ „ „ „

76 „ the spirit of the „ „ „ „ „ „ „

77 Not in accordance with the,, ,, ,, „ ,, ,, ,, ,,

78 „ „ the spirit of the „ „ „ „ „

79 Print-ed " Sec L,iterature, Publish

80 (It) is out of print

Si Printer-s

82 Now in printer's hands

83 Put into printer's hands

84 Prior-ity See Before

85 Prior claims

86 S-he (they) have the right of priority

87 We have (the right of) priority

88 Private-ly See Confidential, Information, Personal

89 For—'s (your) private use

90 From private information

91 Has been kept private

92 Is this to be kept private ?

93 Need not be kept private

94 (On) private affairs

95 (This) is for your private information only

96 Why do you (they) desire it should be kept private?

97 Privilege-s

98 Cannot have the privilege-s

99 (To) have the privilege of
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Table No. 214 PRO-PRa

00 Probability-ies Sec Chance
oi If there is no probability (of)

02 Looking to the probabiHty (of)

03 The probabihty is in
—

's (our) favour

04 „ „ „ much against (it)

05 , There is every probabiHty (of)

06 „ „ no probabiHty (of)

07 Unless there is a probability (of)

08 What are the probabilities or Is there any probability of

09 Probable-y
10 (As) it is not probable

11 Do you think it probable (that)

12 If probable

13 ,, you think it probable (that)

14 Is it probable

15 Probably later

16 „ less

17 „ more
18 „ sooner

19 Very probable-y or It is probable that

20 Will probably be able (to)

21 Probationer-s
22 Procedure
23 By this procedure

24 Proceed-ing (to or with)

25 Are we to proceed (to or with)

26 Before proceeding further (with)

27 „ „ (to)

28 Can you proceed at once (to)

29 Cannot proceed (to or with)

30 „ ,, at once ; can do so on

31 „ „ owing to

32 „ „ without particulars asked for

33 Do not proceed further (with)

34 „ „ or Must not proceed (to or with)

35 • How are we to proceed ?

36 It is not safe to proceed (to)

37 May I proceed ?

38 Must proceed at once (to)

39 Now ready to proceed

40 Proceed according to instruction

41 „ at once, letter awaits you (at)

42 Proceed-ing at once (direct to)

43 „ to station without delay

44 „ with the work as rapidly as possible

45 Shall be able to proceed

46 Shall I proceed with the work ?

47 When will— (you) be ready to proceed?

48 Will proceed as requested

49 You can then >proceed
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Table No. 214 PRO-PRO

50 Proceedings
51 Proceedings should be stopped

52 ,, stopped

53 Send particulars of the proceedings as soon as possible

54 Proceeds (amount to)

55 Use-ing the proceeds for

56 What shall I do with the proceeds ?

57 Procure-d Src Get, Obtain

58 Procure as many or as much as you can

59 „ what you want on the spot

60 Will procure what you wafit

61 Produce-d
62 Can produce if necessary '

63 „ — (you) produce

64 Cannot produce

65 Must be produced

66 „ not be produced

67 Producing
68 Production

69 Upon tlie production of

70 Proficient-ly

71 Profit-s Sec Gain

72 Whom will it profit ?

73 Without profit

74 Profitable-y

75 A very profitable undertaking

76 Believe it will not prove pi-ofitable

7y Not very profitable

78 Progress

79 But slow progress is being made (owing to)

80 Cannot you make better progress ?

81 Good progress is being made or Progressing favourably

82 Is (are) making good progress (with)

83 No progress can be made (owing to)

84 Slow, but satisfactory progress being made
85 What progress has been made or are you making (with)

86 Progressing
87 How is—progressing?

88 „ „— „ ; keep us advised

89 Prohibit-ed

90 Agreement or Arrangement prohibits

91 If not prohibited

92 „ prohibited

93 Must be prohibited

94 Will „

95 Prohibition

96 Prok)ng-ed

97 Is it likely to be prolonged ?

98 Likely to be prolonged

99 Not likely to be „
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Table No. 215 PRO-PRO

00 Promise-d
01 Can or will promise
02 „ you promise?

03 Cannot promise (to)

04 Do not or will not promise

05 Has-ve not promised (to)

06 „ promised (to)

07 If a promise was made
08 In accordance with promise

09 Is (are) not promised
10 No such promise was made
1

1

Not in accordance with promise
12 On no consideration make such a promise

13 Promise has not been fulfilled

14 „ was made conditional on
15 Promise-d to give a definite answer (on)

16 Promise-s to do all s-he (they) can

17 Promising
18 Unless a promise was made
19 Was a promise made (to)

20 Why was such a promise made ?

21 Would not promise
22 Promissory Note
23 Promote-d
24 Cannot promote

25 Promoted a better feeling among all concerned

26 (To) promote a better or good feeling

27 Will not tend to promote
28 Prompt-ly See Fast, Quick

29 Be as prompt as you can

30 Has-ve been as prompt as possible

31 Must act promptly in order to prevent

32 Prompt action or attention is required or This must be done promptly

33 „ „ will be taken

34 Proof-s See Evidence, Prove

35 Better proof wanted or required

36 Can give sufficient proof to convince you (that)

37 J!
you obtain proof or Can you prove it?

38 Is there sufficient proof (of or to)

39 Pending proof (of)

40 Proof can be procured or It can be proved

41 Require-s proof

42 Send-ing forward proof as soon as possible

43 Sufficient proof

44 There is ample proof (of or that)

45 (There is) no proof or Without proof

46 What proof is there or have you ?

47 Proper-ly Sec Improper

48 It is not proper

49 .. ..
quite „
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Table No. 215 PRO-PRO

50 Property-ies See Adjacent, Adjoining, Area, Building
51 Consider it a most valuable property

52 Do-es not consider the property worth having

53 Has-ve not secured the property

54 ,. .
— (you) secured the property desired?

55 How is the property situated?

56 Is the property worth the money ?

57 It is the same property

58 Know-s nothing of the property

59 Of what does the property consist?

60 Owing to the large extent of the property
61 The condition of the property (is)

62 „ position „ „ „ ( „

)

63 ,, property comprises

64 „ is for sale or can be secured

65 „ „ ., in the—district or in the vicinity of

66 ,, ,, „ not worth the money asked (namely)
67 „ ,. ,, situated

68 „ „ „ valued at

69 ,, „ „ very cheap

70 „ situation of the property is all that can be desired

7'- " . '! )> >> j> -•!
bad

/2 What is the condition of the property"?

73 » » ... property worth

?

74 „ price is asked for the property ?

75 Proportion-s

76 And so on in proportion

yy In fair proportion

78 „ proportion (to)

79 Out of proportion (to)

80 What proportion
81 Proportionate-ly

82 Proposal-s Sec Suggestion, Terms, Views
83 Accept-s the proposal or The proposal should be accepted

84 Another proposal

85 Any other proposal will not be entertained

86 Better proposal

87 Cannot accept or agree to the proposal

88 Consider-s it a reasonable proposal

89 „ the proposal unreasonable

90 Counter-proposal

91 Do not accept the proposal or Proposal should be declined

92 „ „ submit or make any proposal

93 >, ,, ,. „ >, » '. without referring to us

94 Do-es not think well of the proposal

95 „ — (you) think well of the proposal?

96 Favourably iiiipressed by, but cannot at present entertain the proposal

97 Has any proposal be'en submitted ?

98 „ the proposal „ accepted?

99 » V .. .> declined?
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Table No. 216 PRO-PRO

00 If proposal-s

01 „ „ approved or accepted

02 „ „ not approved or not accepted

03 Is the proposal accepted?

04 Modify proposal-s

05 Much impressed by the proposal

06 Must have more definite proposal

07 No better proposal can be made
08 „ other proposal

09 „ „ „ will be accepted

10 Proposal accepted, provided that

11 ,, entertained, but modification will be necessary

12 ,, is approved

13 „ „ cancelled or withdrawn

14 ,, „ declined or Cannot entertain the proposal

15 „ likely to be or would likely be accepted

x6 ,, ., ,, „ „ ,. ,, ,, declined

17 Shall be happy to entertain the proposal

18 Submit or Make a (fresh) proposal

19 What do-es — (you) think of the proposal

20 Would a proposal from me be entertained ?

21 Propose-d (to)

22 As proposed (by)

23 Do as you propose

24 ,, not do as proposed

25 „ „ „ „ „ ,
but await letters

26 Has-ve done as proposed

27 „ not done as proposed
28 „ proposed to—. What do you think of this ?

29 „ — (you) done as proposed?

30 How is it proposed to or How do you propose to

31 Is it proposed (to)

32 It is not proposed (to)

ZZ .. » proposed (to)

34 Nothing as yet is proposed

35 Proposes

36 Shall we do as proposed
;
please wire us at once

37 S-he (they) will do as proposed (unless)

38 To do what is proposed would require

39 What is proposed (by^

40 When is it proposed (to)

41 Why is it proposed (to)

42 Proposition

43 In order to arrange the matter the following proposition is made :
—

44 It is a good proposition

45 Wire only if proposition is not accepted

46 Prosecute-d

47 In order to prosecute

48 Will not prosecute

49 „ prosecute
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Table No. 216 PRO-PRO

50 Prosecution
51 Prospect-s Sec Advise, Hope, Success

52 Are prospects more hopeful ?

53 „ „ not likely to improve later on?

54 „ there any prospects (for or of)

55 Can see no immediate prospect (of)

56 If any immediate prospect

57 Keep me (us) fully advised as to the prospects

58 No prospect of our being able (to)

59 Prospects are discouraging

60 ,, ,, improving
61 „ do not improve
62 ,, ,, „ seem to improve

63 ,, encouraging

64 There seems every prospect of or Prospects are favourable

65 ,, „ no prospect of or Prospects are unfavourable
66 Unless there is some prospect (of)

6y What do-es— (you) think of the prospects?
68 With this prospect in view
69 Prospecting
70 Desirable to go on prospecting

71 Must or To at once begin prospecting

72 No prospecting has been done

73 Shall continue prospecting (in)

74 „ stop prospecting (in)

75 Prospectus (of)

y6 Prospectus of Chefoo School

yy Protect-s Sec Guard
78 Consul is wiring officials to protect 10 tiie utmost of their power

79 Everything possible is being done to protect (us)

80 It will be necessary to protect

81 Officials doing their utmost to protect

82 „ unable to protect

83 ,, unwilhng to protect

84 Will not protect

85 „ protect

86 Protected

87 Are you protected (against)

88 Cannot be protected

89 Fully protected (against)

90 Protection

91 Every protection has been afforded (by)

92 There is good protection

93 ,, „ no protection

94 „ „ not much protection

95 Under the protection of

96 Protest-s

97 Comply under protest

98 Make-s a strong protest against

99 No use to protest
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Table No. 217 PRO-PRO

00 Pay or Paid under protest

oi Protest should be made
02 Shall we pay under protest?

03 Still protest

04 (To) protest against

05 Protestant (Is a Protestant) See Missions, Sects
06 Prove-s See Evidence, Proof, Substantiate

07 If it or this does not prove
08 „ „ „ ., should prove not to be

09 „ „ „ ,. ,, ., to be
10 Proved
1

1

Cannot be proved
12 It has been proved

13 Not proved
14 Proved to be

15 Unless it has been proved (that)

16 Until it has been proved (that)

17 Provide-s See Agreeable, Unprovided
18 Agreement or Arrangement pi'ovides for

19 In order to provide for

20 It is necessary to provide
21 Provide a sufficient stock of
22 „ accordingly

23 „ funds for

24 „ what is necessary

25 To provide against all emergencies
26 We cannot provide for ( you

)

27 ,, note requirements and will provide accordingly
28 Will gladly provide the necessary amount •

29 „ not provide

30 „ provide (for)

31 ,, „ means
32 „ this pi'ovide

33 „ you provide

34 Provided
35 Everything provided

36 Is (are) provided for

37 Means have been provided

38 Provided only

39 >. that

40 „ there is

41 „ „ „ no-t

42 „ we can

43 „_you can

44 Province-s

45 Provision-s

46 Entirely out of provisions

47 Forward provisions as quickly as possible

48 Fresh provisions

49 Has provision been made (for)
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Table No. 217 PRO-PUB

50 Made every provision (for)

51 No provision made (for)

52 Owing to the difficulty of getting provisions

53 Provision will have to be made (for)

54 Provisions have been forwarded

55 Running short of provisions

56 This provision

57 „ „ is approved of (by)

58 „ „ „ essential

59 What provision has been made (for)

60 Provisional
61 Provisional agreement or arrangement
62 Proxy (By proxy)

6s Prudent See Wise
64 Consider-s it would be more prudent (to)

65 Do-es not consider it prudent (to)

66 If— (you) consider-s it prudent (to)

67 Unless— (you) consider-s it more prudent (to)

68 Public-ly See Announced
69 After it is made pubhc
70 Before „ „ „
y\ (The information is already) publicly known or made pubhc

72 This will not be made public (till)

73 You can make this public

74 Publication-s See Literature

75 A new publication

76 For pubhcation (in)

yj Intended for publication

78 FubSish

79 Be careful what you publish

80 Do-es not think it advisable to publish

81 Intcnd-s to publish

82 May we publish

83 Must be careful what we publish

84 Publish in extenso

85 „ only that part of the report or letter (referring to)

86 Shall only publish

87 Think-s it desirable to publish

88 We must publish

89 Will not publish

90 You may publish full report

91 Published
92 As soon as published

93 Has this been published ?

94 Has-ve been published

95 „ not been published

96 Should this be published ?

97 Telegraph fully all the information that you consider should be published

98 This ought, I think, to be published

99 When it or this is published
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Table No. 218 PUR-PUR

oo Purchase-d See Buy, Opportunity
oi Advise-s purchase
02 Amount required to purchase will be about

03 At what price have you purchased (it)

04 Attempt-s to purchase has-ve failed

05 Cannot advise purchase
06 Delay the purchase

07 Do not purchase
08

,, you advise purchase ?

09 Do-es not wish to purchase
10 For what amount can it be purchased?
1

1

How many or much can you purchase ?

12 It can be purchased (for)

13 „ is a very good purchase

14 Money ready if you advise purchase

15 Prefer-s to purchase
x6 Purchase at once, money remitted (by)

17 „ can be completed as soon as the d'eeds are ready
18 „ for '(rae)

19 ,, if possible

20 ,, made under following condition-s

21 ,, not authorized
22 „ was made with the clear understanding that

23 „ will be completed by or in

.24 Ready to complete purchase

25 Telegraph as soon as you are ready to complete purchase
26 The purchase is completed

27 „ ,, ,, not yet completed
28 ,, ., must be completed by
29 To complete the purchase

.30 „ ,, ,, ,, , money must be paid by
31 Will interfere with the purchase

32 ,, purchase

33 With the option of purchase

34 Purchaser
25 Can lind or Have found a purchaser (for)

36 Cannot get a purchaser (for)

27 Purchasing
38 On the point of purchasing

39 Think-s of purchasing
40 Purport-ed
41 Do not understand tlie pui-port (of)

42 Misunderstood the purport (of)

43 Purported to be

,44 The purport of
—

's (our) remarks

45 » .. .• Ihe report-s

46 „ ,, „ ,, telegram

47 What is the purport (of)

48 Purporting (to be)

49 Purporting to come from
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Table No; 218 PUR-PUT

SO Purpose-d Sec Intend, Object, Suit

31 For no purpose

52 ., the purpose (of

)

53 ,. what purpose is it intended ?

54 ,, ., ,, was it done?

55 (It is needed) for a special purpose

56 It would answer the purpose (as wel!) to

57 Might answer the purpose

58 More than needed for the purpose

59 Not (good) enough for the purpo-e
60 On purpose (to)

61 Purposes
62 Too good for the purpose

63 Unless it is for the purpose (of)

64 Very good for the purpose

65 We purpose-d doing so

66 Will or Would answer the purpose ( if we)
67 ,, not or Would not answer the purpose
68 ,, this answer the purpose?
69 With the purpose of

70 Would it answer your purpose (to)

71 Push-ing
72 Put Sec Postpone

73 Do not put

74 Ha,s-ve not put

75 Not to be put in or on

76 Nothing put down (for)

77 Put back
78 ,, everything in good order

79 ,, in your next
80 ,, into

81 ,, off as long as you can
82 ,, ,, for the present

83 „ ,, till after

84 To be put in

85 What has been put down ( for

)

86 Why did you put

87 Will have to put up with
88 ,, not put up with

89 .
. .

90 . .

91 . . ...
92 ... . .

93 •

94 ...
95 •

96

98

99

-V3



Table No. 219 QUA-QUE
00 Qualification-s See Competent
oi Possesses or Possessing the necessary qualifications

02 Qualifications not sufficient

03 The necessary qualification-s is (are)

04 What are his (her) qualifications (for)

05 „ quahfication-s is (are) required (for)

06 Qualify-ied

07 Fully quahfied (for or to)

08 If not qualified (for or to)

09 Is— (s-he) qualified for the post?

10 Must be fully qualified (for or to)

ir Quality-ies Sei' Description, Sort
12 All one quality

13 Better quality

14 Good quality

15 Is the quality good enough ?

16 QuaHty must be equal to

17 „ ,, „ of the best

18 „ not good enough
19 „ satisfactory

20 What quality do you require or is required ?

21 Quantity-ies
22 A considerable quantity

23 „ small quantity

24 An additional quantity

25 „ equal quantity

26 „ insufficient quantity or Quantity not sufficient

27 Sufficient quantity or Quantity is sufficient

28 Total quantity

29 Quarantine-d
30 (Delayed) on account of quarantine

31 Quarantine regulations in force

32 „ restrictions withdrawn

33 Shall or Will be in quarantine (until)

34 Quash-ed
35 Has-ve been quashed

36 Question-s See Answer. Enquiry, Submit

37 A question has arisen as to

38 Cannot answer the question

39 Do not go into the question with—on any account

40 „ „ yourself raise the question

41 I (we) submit the question to you
42 It is a question (of)

43 ,-.,.. ,. whether

44 „ ,, „ very important question

45 ,, „ out of the question

46 Must give plain answer to the or this question

47 Please let us have an answer to our question at once

48 Question-s relating to

49 Should any question be raised (about)
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Table No. 219 QUE-QUI

50
51

52

53

54

55
56

57
58

59
60
61

62

63
64
65
66

67
68

69
70
71

72

73
74

75
76

77
78

79
80
81

82

83
84
85
86

87
88

89
90
91

92

93
94
95
96

97
98

99

The question is

„ „ „ sure to be put
This is a question which will have to be answei-ed
We question if

What is the matter in question ?

Without question or There is no question as to

(You) have not answered our questions (about)
Questionable
Very questionable

Quick-Iy Sec Fast, Prompt
As quickly as possible

Get-ting along quickly

If it can be done quickly

(It) is needed quickly

Must be done quickly or not at all

Not very quickly

Very quickly

Quicker
The quicker the better

Quiet-Iy Sec Disturbance, Riot, Situation

Can be kept quiet

Cannot be kept quiet

Everything is now quiet (can remain here)
It must be done quietly

Must be kept quiet

Unless— (it) can b« kept quiet

Very quiet-ly

Quite
It is quite

Not quite the same
Quite as much as

„ right or in order
S-he is (they are) quite

We are quite
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Table No. 220 RAI-RAT

00 Rail-way See Leaving, Station

oi Railway accident (at or near)

02 „ Company-

OS „ engineers or surveyors

04 „ line blocked, cannot proceed at once

05 ,, „ damaged, „ „ „ „

06 ,, ,,. washed out by floods

07 „ snowed up
08 Send-ing the goods by rail

09 The nearest railway station is— (distant—

)

10 Travel-ling by rail all the way
11 ,, ,, ,, to— ;

(thence by)
12 Rain-s See Weather
13 Great damage has been done by the heavy rains

14 Heavy rains

15 If we get more rain

16 Interrupted or Kept back on account of rain

17 Owing to the heavy rains

18 „ „ want of rain

19 Rain much needed
20 Slight rains

21 There has been no rain (since)

22 Unless we get more rain

23 Rainy
24 After the rainy season

25 Before „ ,,

26 During,, ,, „

27 Inaccessible during the rainy season

28 The rainy season

29 Raise-d
30 Has been raised

31 „ not been raised

32 Rate-s See Discount, Exchange, Freight

33 A high rate

34 „ low „

35 At a very high rate

36 „ „ „ low „

37 ,, any rate

38 ,, increased rate-s

39 ,, lower or reduced rate-s

40 ,, present rate-s

41 „ the present rate of interest

42 ,, ,, rate of

43 ,, ,, same rate

44 ,, what rate can (you)

45 Is the rate per cent, likely to increase?

46 The rates are very high

47 Try to get better rates

48 What is the best rate obtainable ?

49 ,, ., „ rale per cent.?
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Table No. 220 RAT-REA

50 Rather
51 If you would rather not

52 Much rather

53 Rather than

54 „ „ let this be done or happen

55 S-he (they) would rather

56 Unless you would rather not

57 We would rather

58 Ratify-ied See Confirmed

59 Has been ratified

60 „ not been ratified

61 I (we) hereby ratify the agreement or arrangement
62 Must be ratified or Must ratify

63 Will not or Cannot ratify the agreement or arrangement

64 Reach-ed See Arrive

65 As soon as—reaches (here)

65 Did not reach— (here) till

67 „ „ „ — ( „ ) ., too late

68 Has reached a point

69 Hope-s to reach— (here) on

70 Ought to reach you by
71 Telegraph when you reach

72 To or Will reach me (us) at or on

73 ,, „ „ ,1 you at or on

74 When do you expect to reach (here)

75 Will not reach (— ) in time

76 Reaction
•jy A further reaction is looked for

78 „ „ „ „ not expected

79 (But) we look for a reaction

80 Do you look for any (further) reaction?

81 Reaction has set in

82 Wait for a reaction

83 (We) do not look for any immediate reaction

84 We prefer waiting for a reaction

85 Read See Instead, Understand

86 Have you read

87 Make—read

88 Read the account of—in

89 (Should) read as follows

90 Readiness (In readiness for)

91 Ready See Leave, Start

92 All will be ready (by)

93 Are you ready ?

94 As soon as everything is ready

95 Be all ready (to) or Have everything ready

96 Can you be ready ?

97 Cannot be ready (before)

98 Has-ve been ready for some time

99 Have everything ready to avoid delay on arrival



Table No. 221 REA-REA
00 Hold yourself ready to go (to)
01 If not ready (by)
02 „ ready

03 Is everything ready (for)

04 ,, s-he (are they) ready?
05 ,,—ready ?

06 Must be ready at a moment's notice

07 „ „ „ by
08 Not yet ready

09 Ready at a moment's notice

10 Shall or Will be ready about
11 (We) are now getting ready (to)
12 When ready

13 „ will s-he (they) be ready?

14 ,, „ you be ready ?

15 Will be ready if possible

16 „ „ „ in time

17 „ ,, „ „ two or three days or on
18 „ „ „ to-morrow
19 „ „ „ the day after to-morrow
20 „ not be ready for some time
21 Realize-d
22 Cannot be realized

23 Do-es not realize the situation

24 „ s-he (they) realize the situation

?

25 How much is likely to be realized (from)
26 Quite realize-s

27 Will probably be realized

28 You do not seem to realize (that)

29 Realization
30 Reason>s See Accept, Arrange, Believe, Consider,

31 Are very anxious to know the reason-s (for this) Special, Think
32 Can you give any reason (for)

33 Cannot ascertain the reason

34 „ or Will not give any reason

35 Do everything in reason to help

36 Do-es not give any reason

37 „ „ know the „

38 „ „ understand your reason (for

)

39 For good reasons

40 „ other reasons

41 „ reasons already stated

42 Has-ve no reason

43 „ reason (to)

44 Have you any reason to believe or think

45 „ ., ., .. » .. » .. otherwise?

46 If or Unless you have good reason (to)

47 .. » >; .. » " >. to believe or think

48 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ think otherwise

49 Is there any reason to believe or think
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Table No. 221 REA-REC

50 Not without reason

51 The only reason we can think of (for— ) is

52 „ real reason, in our opinion, is (was)

53 .. .. " is (was)

54 „ reason given is (was)

55 There is no apparent reason (for)

56 ,, „ „ reason on this side (for)

57 „ .. ., .. ./ .. » for (your) doing so

58 „ or This is no reason why— (you) should

59 We had good reason to act as we did

60 „ have „ „ „ „ „ „ do (await letters)

61 ,, „ „ „ „ believe or think

62 ,, ,, no reason to believe or think

63 „ see no reason (why)
64 What is your reason (for) or What is the reason (for)

65 Without any teason whatever (except)

66 „ sufficient reason or The reason given is insuflBcient

67 Reasonable Sec Fair, Just

68 Anything reasonable

69 Do-es not seem reasonable

70 If at all reasonable

71 Is not reasonable

72 „ this reasonable?

73 Seems cjuite reasonable

74 Unless reasonable

75 Reassure-d
76 Reassuring
77 More reassuring

78 Not
79 Rebel-s
80 The rebels are nearing (here)

81 Rebellion See Disturbance, Revolution, Riot

82 A general rebellion

83 „ local „
84 The rebellion or uprising is spreading

85 There is a serious rebellion in the—district; advise all friends to be cautious

86 Rebuild-t See Premises, Property, Purchase

87 Cannot or Do not rebuild

88 What will it cost to rebuild ?

89 Rebuilding
90 The cost of rebuilding

91 Require-s rebuilding; (probable cost will be about)

92 Recalled
93 Can be recalled

94 „ — be recalled ?

95 Cannot ,, „

96 Has-ve been recalled

97 „ not been recalled

98 Must be recalled

99 Recall—at once
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Table i\o. 222 REC-REC

00 Will be recalled

01 „ probably be recalled

02 Recalling

03 Receipt-s See Acknowledge
04 Am (are) in receipt of

05 Do not acknowledge receipt

06 Expenses exceed receipts (by)

07 Has-ve— (you) a receipt (for)

08 Have a receipt (for)

09 „ no „ ( „ )

10 Must have or get a receipt (for)

1

1

Not before receipt ( of

)

12 On receipt (of)

13 ,, ,, of—please communicate with

14 „ „ ,,—wire us at once

15 Receipts exceed expenses (by)
16 See that you get proper receipt

17 Send receipt (for)

18 What are the receipts for the month (of)

19 Will not give a receipt

20 Will write immediately on receipt (of)

21 (You) have not acknowledged receipt of

22 ( „ ) „ „ .. „ „— , although lent on
23 Receive-d
24 Are authori:?;ed to receive

25 ...
not „

26 As soon as I (we) receive or have received

27 „ „ „ you „ „ „

28 Cannot be received

29 „ „ „ unless or before

30 Did— (you) receive—in time?

31 Do-es not expect to receive— (before)

32 Expect to receive

33 .. .. •. in a day or two

34 Expected to have received

35 .. .. .. .. .
by this time

36 Has-ve no more to receive

37 ,, not received

38 ,, ,, yet received the balance or remainder

39 „ received

40 ,, still to receive

41 „ — (you) received

42 If not received

43 ,. ,, .. at once

44 ,, ,. .. before

-i5 ., ,, .. in time

46 ,, received

47 ,, .. after

48 ,, ,,
before

49 ,. ., in tiniL'
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Table No. 222 REC-REC

50 Not likely to receive

51 ,, „ „ „ more
52 ,, received in time

53 ,, to receive

54 „ yet received

55 On arrival, kindly receive Mr.

56 ., , Mrs,

57 ,, ,, , ,, ,, Miss

58 „ ,, , „ „ Mr. and Mrs.

59 ,, „ , .. » Misses
60 Owing to— (our) having received

61 „ „ — ( „ ) not having received

62 „ „— ( „ ) „ „ „ —in time

63 Received from

6.t Telegram and letter received (and are having attention)

65 This is all that will be received

66 Unless s-he (they) receive

6y „ you receive

68 Until s-he (they) has-ve received

69 ,, we receive

70 „ you „

71 We must receive

72 ,, shall „ (for)

73 What is (still) to be received (from)

74 When do you expect to receive

75 „ may we receive

76 ,, received or As soon as received

•/y „ „ we shall advise (you)

78 „ was it (were they) received?

79 Will not receive

80 „ probably not be received by you (before)

81 You are authorized to receive

82 „ may expect to receive— (about)

83 ,, will receive |

84 Receiving
85 Are not regeiving

86 Is— (are you) receiving

87 What is the latest date for receiving

88 Recent-Iy
89 If recent-ly

90 Quite recent-ly

Qi Reckon-ed Sec Calculate, Depend, Re;v

92 Can be reckoned upon

93 „ we safely reckon (upon)

94 ,. » ., ,. •• 3,t least

95 Has been reckoned upon
96 Must be reckoned upon

97 Reckon upon
98 We can reckon upon

99 „ cannot ,,
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Table No. 223 REC-REC

00 What do you i-eckon

oi „ must we reckon upon ?

02 (You) cannot reckon upon
03 ( „ ) may safely reckon upon
04 ( „ j must not reckon upon

05 ( „ ) should not reckon upon
06 ( „ ) „ reckon upon
07 Reckoning
08 Reckoning everything

09 Without reckoning (for)

10 Recognition (In recognition of) See Authority
11 Recognize-d
12 Been fully recognized

13 Cannot recognize

14 Do-es—(you) recognize

15 Must be (fully) recognized

16 RecoUect-ed See Remember
17 Recollects

18 Recollection

19 Has-ve a distinct recollection

20 „ no recollection (of)

21 Have you any recollection (of)

22 Our recollection is

23 Recommence-d See Resume
24 Cannot recommence immediately

25 Do not recommence
26 Have you recommenced ?

27 Must or Should recommence immediately

28 Not able to recommence (before)

29 We are about to recommence
30 When do you recommence ?

31 Will recommence as soon as possible

32 Recommencing

33 Recommend-ed iVe^Advice, Advise, Otherwise

34 Cannot do as you recommend or advise

35 „ recommend the course proposed

36 Do not recommend

37 „ you „ or advise

38 Have you any one to recommend ?

39 If you recommend or advise

40 „ „ „ „ „ me (us) not to

41 Unless you recommend
42 We know of no one we can recommend (for)

43 ,, recommend you not to

44 „ „ „ to continue or resume

45 „ strongly recommend you not to

46 „ „ >, „ to

47 „ „ „ „ „ act cautiously yet promptly

48 Recomtnendation-s

49 Follow
—

's recommendation
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Table No. 223 REC-REC

50 Recommendations all canned out

51 „ can or will be carried out

52 „ cannot oi- will not be carried out (owing to)

53 Recommending

54 Recompense-d See Compensate, Redress

55 Recompense cannot be guaranteed

56 What recompense do you suggest?

57 Wish-es no recompense

58 Reconsider-ed

59 Cannot or Will not reconsider the matter
60 Has-ve reconsidered the matter (and decided)

61 Should advise you to reconsider (it)

62 Try-ing to get—to reconsider the matter

63 Will you reconsider the matter?

64 Reconsideration (On reconsideration)

65 On reconsideration think it would be advisable not to

66 ,, „ „ „ „ „ „ to

67 Pending reconsidei"ation (of)

68 Reconstruct-ed
69 Reconstruction

70 Record-s
71 According to the record

72 For record (in the office)

73 I (we) gather from the record-s that

74 Is there any record of or Have you on record that

75 Place on record

76 The only record-s

yj There is no record to show
78 (To) keep a strict record (of)

79 Recorded (It is recorded that)

80 Let us know if—is (are) recorded

81 Recover-ed See Better, Health
82 A portion recovered

83 All recovered or Is now quite recovered

84 Almost entirely recovered

85 Are trying to recover

86 Can you recover—(from)

87 Cannot recover or Cannot be recovered

88 „ „ anything

89 Do not expect to recover (more)

90 Do-es— (you) expect to recover anything?

91 Has anything been recovered ?

92 Has-ve— (you) recovered

93 Hope to recover

94 „ ,, „ a little at any rate

95 .. .. » all

96 „ „ „ more later on

97 How soon do you expect (— ) to recover?

98 If it can be recovei-ed

99 ,, „ cannot be „
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Table No. 224 REC-RED

00 Impossible to recover anything

oi Likely to recover

02 May recover

03 Not likely to recover for some time

04 ,, yet entirely recovered

05 „ „ recovered

06 Nothing likely to be recovered

07 To be recovered (from)
08 „ recover

09 Try-ing to recover

10 When recovered

1

1

You must recover

12 Recovering (from) See Improving

13 Recovering rapidly

14 „ slowly

15 „ „ but' steadily

16 Recovery
17 Beyond recovery or No hope of recovery

18 Every prospect of a complete recovery

19 Recovery is doubtful

20 „ ,. so slow, causes anxiety

21 What are the prospects of (
—

's) recovery?

22 Rectify-ied See Correct, Error, Mistake

23 Can you rectify the mistake or error ?

24 It can be rectified

25 „ cannot be rectified

26 „ has been rectified

27 Rectification

28 Redress See Compensate, Recompense, Refund

29 Can get no redress or There is no redress

30 If any redress can be obtained

31 „ they i-efuse redress, no other course is open (but to)

32 Is there any redress?

33 Redress will be given

34 The only redress will be

35 What redress can we get?

36 Reduce-d Sec Diminish

37 Can reduce or Can be reduced (to)

38 Cannot reduce the amount

39 Expenses have been reduced as much as possible

40 Has-ve been reduced

41 In order to reduce

42 It is necessary to reduce

43 Not likely to be reduced

44 „ „ ., ., „ much

45 Reduced by this means (to)

46 Reduce-ing expenses

^y Unless the amount is reduced

48 Will probably be reduced (to)

49 ,, reduce
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Table No. 224 RED-REF

50 Reducing
51 Reduction-s
52 (At) a considerable reduction

53 (.>),. slight reduction

54 Can any reduction be made ?

55 Do not or Will not make any reduction

56 Endeavour-ing to get some reduction

57 If a reduction can be made
58 „ no „ „ „

59 Is there any likelihood of a reduction being made ?

60 Reduction of time
61 ,, too great

6? ,, „ small

63 Some reduction is possible

64 „ „ must be made or Reduction of—must be made
65 Subject to a reduction of— (provided)

66 What reduction is offered ?

67 „ ,, ,, required?
68 Re-examine-d
69 Re-examination

70 Refer-s Sec Applies, Regard, Respect

71 Advise you to refer to

72 Am (are) obliged to refer to

73 If you will i-efer to

74 Refer-s the matter to

75 .. to my letter dated

—

or Referred to in my letter (of)

76 report „ —or „ ,, „ „ report („ )

'/'^ ,, „ „ telegram „ —or ,, , „ „ telegram (of)

78 ., ., us

79 .. . you
80 „ „ your letter dated—o/' Referred to in your letter (oi)

8x „ „ „ report „ —or „ „ „ „ report („

)

82 ,. .. ,1 telegram,, —or „ „ „ „ telegrara (of)

83 (This) does not refer or apply to

84 To whom or to what do you refer?

85 ,, „ shall we refer the matter?

86 You need not refer to (anyone)

87 Reference
88 Has reference to

8p ,, this any reference to

90 Was any reference made to

91 With reference to

92 „ ,, „ what has occurred

93 Referred (to)

94 Cannot be referred (to)

95 Has the matter been referred to (you) ?

96 Must be r&ferred to

97 (The matter) has been referred to (you)

98 To be referred to

99 To whom (the matter) has been referred
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Table No. 225 REF-REF

00 We have referred him (her, them) to (you)

01 Will be referred to

02 „ not be „

03 Referring (to)

04 Without referring to

05 „ „ „ us

06 „ ,, ,, you

07 Refrain-ing Sec Abstain

08 Refuge See Concealment, Hiding

09 Has-ve fled for refuge (to)

ID „ taken refuge at

11 Is (are) in refuge among friends

12 Refugee-s
13 Are there any funds for refugees?

14 Party of refugees arrived at— ; names unknown
15 „ „ ,, consisting of—, arrived (at)

16 Refugees are coming here or going to

17 Send refugees on to (this place)

18 There are funds for refugees

19 „ „ no funds for refugees

20 „ „ refugees at— (here) numbering
21 We are sending funds for refugees

22 What do you advise regarding the refugees ?

23 F efund See Reimburse, Repay
24 Cannot refund

25 Do not refund or Must not be refunded
26 Promise-s to refund (by)

27 Will refund or will be refunded
28 Refunded 5ee Repaid

29 Has-ve not yet been refunded

30 If the amount is refunded

31 On condition that it is refunded

32 „ the amount being refunded

33 Refunding

34 Refusal

35 Accept-s the refusal

36 Can you get the I'efusal (of)

37 Cannot or Do not accept a refusal

38 Do not give the refusal (to)

39 Owing to the refusal (of)

40 We cannot get the refusal (of)

41 „ have the first refusal (until)

42 Will give you the refusal (until)

43 ,, you give refusal (until)

44 You may have the refusal

45 Refuse-s See Allow, Decline, Reject

46 Are compelled to refuse or decline

47 Cannot refuse or decline under the circumstances

48 Do not refuse or decline

49 ,, you intend to refuse or decline (to)
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Table No. 225 REF-REG

50 If— (s-he) should refuse

51 Must not refuse or decline

52 Recommend— (you) to refuse or decline (to)

53 Refuse-s the offer

54 „ to obey instructions

55 .> ,. return

56 Shall not refuse—provided

57 „ refuse (to)

58 „ we refuse or decHne (to)

59 Why do or did you refuse or Why should it be refused ?

60 Will probably (be) refuse-d or decline-d

61 „ ,, not (be) refuse-d

62 Refused
63 Absolutely refused

64 Had better be refused or declined (unless)

65 Has-ve been refused or declined

66 „ not „ „ „ (to)

67 „— (you) refused?
68 S-he (they) has-ve refused or declined (to)

69 Sorry— (you) has-ve refused

70 We have refused or declined (to)

71 Regard-s See Consequence, Reference, Respect

72 Do you regard or Is it regarded

73 Do-es not regard it as

74 Having due regard (to)

75 ,, regard to the fact that we cannot

76 ,, „ ,, „ falling oiiE in

yj ,, „ „ these points, do you consider we are justified (in)

78 How do you regard

79 Not worth regard-ing

80 Pay no regard to

81 Without regard to or Having no regard to

82 Regarded
83 Regarded as of the highest importance

84 „ in the light of past experiences

85 Regarding
86 Regardless
87 Regardless of the past

88 Register-ed Sec Post

89 Do you think it advisable to register

90 Do-es not require to be registered

91 Has-ve no registered address

92 If not registered

93 Not registered

94 Register—without delay at (— ) consulate

95 Registered telegraphic address (is)

96 S-he is (they are) registered (at)

97 To be registered

98 Was s-he (it) registered?

99 What is the registered telegraphic address (of)
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Table No. 226 REG-REJ

00 Registration
01 For registration purposes
02 Is registration necessary ?

03 Registration is necessary

04 „ not required

05 Send on registration certificate

06 (You) require a registration certificate

07 Regret-s (With regret-s) See Sorry

08 Can you obtain an expression of regret : that would remove all difficulties

09 Regret my inability to come or go

10 „ the delay

11 , , to say that

12 „ we cannot grant permission

13 We sincerely regret (that)

14 Regular-ly
15 At regular intervals

16 In the regular way or order

17 Regularly received

18 Regulate-d
19 In order to regulate

20 To regulate the

21 You must regulate

22 Regulating

23 Regulation-s
24 Against the regulations ( of

)

25 Custom's regulations

26 In accordance with regulations

27 Is this in accordance with regulations ?

28 The regulations now in force

29 Under new regulations

30 Reimburse-d Sec Refund. Repay

31 How are we to reimburse ourselves?

32 ,, have you reimbursed yourself -ves?

33 ,, is it proposed to reimburse

34 Reimburse-ing yourself-ves (from)

35 We propose to reimburse (from or by)

36 Will be reimbursed (by)

2i7 Reimbursement-s

38 Reinforce-d

39 Reinforcement-s
40 Reinforcements are being sent to (you)

41 ,, ,, sorely needed (at)

42 Reject-ed (on account of

)

Sec Decline, Refuse

43 Compelled to r&ject

44 Could not reject or Cannot be rejected

45 Has-ve been rejected

46 ., had to reject

47 On what ground has-vc —been rejected ?

48 Will or Would be rejected

49 You must '-eject



Table No. 226 REJ-REL
.

50 Rejecting
51 Now rejecting all

52 Rejeclioii

53 Relapse Sec Health

54 Has had a relapse

55 „ ,, „ „ and is now in a critical state

56 Relapse is feared

57 There is danger of a relapse

58 Relate-d (to)

59 Is distantly related to

60 Relating (to)

61 Relation-s

62 Relative-s

63 Can you communicate with relatives ?

64 Please inform relatives

65 Relatives cannot be found or There are no relatives

66 ,,
%'ery anxious for safety of missionaries

67 , ,, „ „ „ ,, ,, ; how do you regard situation?

68 „'
, ,. . .. .>

6q Father and are any steps being taken?

70 Mother
71 Husband
72 Wife
73 Son

74 Daughter

75 Brother

76 Sister

yy Elder brother

78 ,, sister

79 Infant

80 Grandfather
81 Grandmother
82 Uncle

83 Aunt
84 Nephew
85 Niece
86 Cousin

87 Brother-in-law
88 Sister-in-law

89 Relax-ed
90 Do not relax your vigilance or efforts

91 Will not relax (my) efforts

92 Release-d

93 Cannot be released (until)

94 Do not think—should be released

95 Has-ve been released

96 Should like to be released (from)

97 Will be released

98 „ not release

99 Releasing
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Table No. 227 REL-REI.

00 Reliable See Information, Report, Statement, Unreliable

01 If information is reliable

02 Is the information reliable?

03 On good reliable authority

04 The information is not very reliable

05 „ „ „ rehable

06 Reliance See Confidence, Depend, Trust

07 Can any reliance be placed in

08 Place full reliance in

09 Reliance can be placed in

10 Relied See Depend, Reckon, Trust
1

1

Can be relied upon implicitly

12 Cannot be relied upon
13 Upon which we relied

14 Relief See Assistance, Famine, Help, Substitute

15 Await-ing relief

16 No relief possible

17 Relief urgently needed
18 ,So as to afford some relief (to)

19 This is a great relief or Greatly relieved by
20 We are sending relief at once

21 „ look to—to provide the needed relief

22 Without relief

23 Relieve-s

24 Reheve-s the strain (upon)

25 „ us from great anxiety

26 „ ,, ,, responsibility

27 We hope to relieve you soon
28 We would suggest that— (you) come or go and relieve—. Wire if willing or approved

29 Relieved

30 Before being relieved (of)

31 Can— (you) be reUeved

32 Cannot be relieved at present

33 If relieved (from)

34 Must be relieved

35 " " " ^t once

36 Relieved for the present

37 To be relieved (fi-om)

38 Wish-es to be relieved (of)

^9 Rellnquish-ed

40 Advise— (you) to relinquish

41 Has been relinquished

42 Must be relinquished

43 Rely

44 Can or May we rely upon

45 Do not rely upon us (only)

46 Do-es not rely upon

47 It is not or will not be safe to rely upon (—alone)

48 Must not rely or be relied upon

49 „ rely upon
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Table No. 227 REL-REM

50 Unless you can rely upon
51 (We) rely-ing upon

52 ( „ ) „ „ youi- being able to (arrange)

53 You may rely upon— (us) to do the very best possible

54 Relying

55 Remain-s See Balance, Station, Stay

56 A good deal remains to be done

57 Advise-s you to remain longer

58 Agree-s to remain (provided)

59 All that remain-s or All remaining

60 Am I to remain here ?

61 Better remain
62 „ „ a few days (longer)

63 „ „ , as you suggest

64 Do-es not wish to remain

65 How long is— (am I) to remain?

66 If anything remains

67 „ nothing remains

68 Likely to remain here a few days or until

69 Must not remain longer (than)

70 „ remain here till

71 „ „ (till)

72 Nothing remains

73 ., >. to be done

74 Remain where you are (till)

75 „ „ „ „ or at—till you hear from (us)

76 Remain-ing as at present

77 „ „ before

78 „ „ long as necessary

79 „ at home
80 „ there for the present

81 „ „ until I come
82 „ till all is settled

83 Shall or Will remain—days (at)

84 Still remain-ing to be accounted for

85 (There) remain-s only

86 ( „ ) still remain-s

87 Very little remains

88 „ „ „ to be done

89 What remains to be done ?

90 Will remain (till)

91 Remained
92 Remainder (of the) Sec Appropriate, Balance

93 Cannot send remainder

94 Dispose of the remainder

95 Remainder awaits -

96 „ has been sent (to)

97 „ to be paid in instalments (of

)

98 „ will be sent

99 Send remainder (by or to)
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Table No. 228 REM-REM
00 Remaining
oi Is—still remaining or What is there still remaining ?

02 Prefer-s remaining here unless return is specially desired

03 Remaining on hand
04 „ until

05 Remedied
06 Can be remedied

07 „ only be remedied by
08 Cannot be remedied

09 Must be remedied
10 These faults must be remedied (before we can)
11 Remedy
12 The only remedy (is)

13 „ „ „ we can suggest is

14 There is no other remedy
15 Try to remedy as much as possible

16 What remedy can you suggest ?

17 Remedying
18 Remember Sec Forget, Mind, Recollection

19 But remember (that)

20 If you remember (to)

21 Please ,, ( „

)

22 Remember always ( „ )

23 You will remember (that)

24 Remind-ed
25 Beg-s to remind you that

26 Is it necessary to remind
27 Please remind
28 There is no need to remind

29 Reminder
30 Send him (her, them) a reminder (about)

31 Reminding
32 Remit-s See Amount, Balance, Bank, Draft, Financial,

33 Are prepared to remit Funds, Money, Send, Stop,

34 Can you remit Transmit, Transmission

35 „ „ „ —by telegraph not later than

36 „ „ „ money direct (to)

S7 Cannot „ (before)

38 „ ., by telegraph

39 ,, „ money (communication defective)

40 ,, „ more than

41 ,, ,, the amount
42 Do not remit

43 Have instructed—ta remit you

44 „ paid—'to—to remit you tlirough their agents

45 < Plow much can you conveniently remit, and when ?

46 „ „ „ „ remit?

47 „ „ do you want us to remit ?

48 If you cannot remit or If you cannot send the money

49 Remit-ting as soon as possible
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Table No. 228 REM-REM

50 Remit-ting by cheque

51 „ „ draft (upon)

52 „ „ mail

53 „ „ post office order

54 .. •> telegraph

55 ,, in bank bills

56 „ through

57 Shall not be able to remit

58 To remit what you want, we shall have to

59 We have nothing to remit you (for)

60 „ think you had better not remit

61 „ „ ,, should remit

62 When will you remit ?

63 Why do you not remit ?

64 Will remit as soon as we are advised (that)

65 „ „ —^by telegraph as soon as

66 „ „ —

„

„ not later than

67 „ „ in— (a few) days
68 You are to remit

69 „ need not remit

70 Remittance-s
71 (A) special remittance

72 Do not delay remittance-s

73 „ „ increase „

74 „ „ reduce „

75 „ you wish us to delay remittance-s ?

76 „ „ „ „ „ increase „

11 „ „_ „ ,. „ reduce „

78 Enclosing or Including remittance (for)

79 Has-ve sent remittance-s ( for)

80 Increase-ing „
81 Is remittance sufficient?

82 Keep up personal remittancc-s as much as possible

83 No remittance for— (me) ; is it an oversight?

84 „ ,, received since

85 Personal remittance at normal rate

86 Reduce-ing remittance-s

87 Remittance advice is lost
;
please repeat

88 „ sent to

89 Remittance-s has-ve left, sorry cannot meet your wishes

90 „ not received

91 „ received

92 Require -s a remittance of (on)

93 Shall we send remittance without regard to exchange ?

94 Stop remittance meantime ; will instruct you later on

95 Telegraph receipt of remittance

96 „ the amount of the remittance

97 What remittances may we expect this month ?

98 Why have you not acknowledged receipt of remittance ?

99 You need not send reraittance-s until yovi can get better exchange
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Table No. 229 REM-REN
oo Remitted
oi Have you yet remitted ?

02 How shall the money be remitted ?

03 If not already remitted

04 (Money) has been remitted (by)

05 To be remitted

06 We have not remitted

07 „ „ remitted altogether

08 „ ,, ,,
by wire on account of— .

Apply Hongkong and Shanghai Bank

09 „ ,, „ on account of

10 „ ,, „ the amount you name or require

11 „ remitted you last mail or on
12 „ „ „ „ month

13 ,. ,, „ „ ,, , in addition to what has been advised

14 What amount have you remitted?

15 Remitting (you)

16 Remitting by iirst opportunity

17 We recommend a little delay in remitting

18 Remonstrate-d (Strongly against)

19 Remove-d See Change^ Health
20 Am (are) not able to remove (— ) to

21 Can you remove (— ) to

22 Has-ve removed (to)

23 Is able to be removed
24 Ukely „ „ „ (to)

25 May we remove (to)

26 Not to be removed (to)

27 Please do not remove
28 „ remove (to)

29 Removed for the time being (— ) to

30 Unfit to he removed
3

1

Removal
32 Removing

33 Remunerate-d
34 Must be remunerated

35 Remuneration See Pay, Salary

36 By way of remuneration

37 It is a question of remuneration

38 ,, „ not a question of remuneration

39 Remuneration proposed will be satisfactory

40 Unless further remuneration is given

41 What is remuneration to be ?

42 Remunerative
43 Not remunerative enough, thei-efore offer declined

44 Renew
45 On what terms can— (you) renew

46 Shall we renew (agreement)

47 We recommend you to renew (agreement) if possible

48 Will not renew

49 „ renew or be renewed
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Table No. 229 REN-REP

50 Renewal
51 Cost of renewal

52 Do you advise renewal ?

53 If subject to renewal

54 Owing to renewal (of)

55 Pending the renewal (of)

56 See nothing against renewal

57 Subject to renewal

58 Renewed
59 Can be renewed

60 „ it be renewed ?

61 Cannot or Could not be renewed

62 Has-ve been renewed

63 If it cannot be „

64 Is renewed

65 Must be renewed
66 „ not be renewed

67 Provided it can be renewed

68 Unless it can be renewed

69 Renounce-d
70 Without renouncing

71 Rent-ed See House, Lease, Opportunity

72 An annual rent of

73 Attempts to rent have failed

74 Can you obtain some reduction in rent ?

75 Cannot get rent reduced

76 Has been rented

jy Have obtained reduction in rent (to)

78 Rent a house, if possible

79 „ „ „ „ you cannot mortgage one

80 Rent is due, and we need

81 „ „ too high
_

82 „ per month is

83 ,, seems moderate

84 Shall we rent a house (at)

85 „ „ „, mortgage, or purchase ?

86 What is the rent ?

87 Reopen-ed See Navigation

88 When does—reopen ?

89 Will not be reopened

90 ,, reopen on or about

91 Reorganize-d
92 Reorganization

93 Reorganizing

94 Repack-ed
95 Have had to repack

96 Will not have to be repacked

97 Repacking
98 Cost of repacking

99 Require-s „
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Table No. 230 REP-REP

00 Repaid (Has been repaid) See Compensation, Recompense, Refunded

01 Has-ve — (you) repaid

02 Must be repaid (b)')

03 (We) shall be repaid

04 When has — to be repaid ?

05 Repair-s See Alterations, Building

06 All repairs

07 Are repairs absolutely necessary ?

08 Can you repair or Can it be i-epaired ?

09 Cannot get estimate for repairs

ID Do no more repairs than are absolutely necessary

1

1

For repairs

12 Have repairs been done?

13 If in good repair

14 In a bad state of repair

15 JJ Ji I3-U" )) J) i>

16 „ „ good „ „ „

17 „ what „ „ „ are the premises ?

18 Inside repairs

19 Necessary repairs

20 Outside repairs

21 Please make the necessary repairs

22 Recommend-s temporary repairs

23 Repairs at landlord's expense

24 „ „ tenant's „

25 „ completed

26 ,, impossiMe

27 „ must be proceeded with without delay

28 „ will be completed in a few days or on

29 „ ,, cost

30 „ „ „ a good deal or at most

31 „ „ „ at least

32 „ „ „ more than

33 " " . " too much

34 Slight repairs are necessary

35 Temporary repairs will cost (about)

36 The following repairs are necessary

:

37 What sort of repairs are necessary ?

38 „ will repairs cost?

39 „ „ temporary repairs cost?

40 When do you expect repairs will be completed?

41 Who pays for repairs?

42 Repaired

43 If it can be repaired

44 Shall I have it repaired ?

45 Repairing
46 Not worth repairing

47 Well „ „

48 Repay-ing See Refund, Reimburse, Repaid

49 Anxious to repay his (her, their) kindness
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Table No; 230 REP-REP

50 Cannot repay at present

51 Do not know how to repay your kindness

52 Is— (are we) to repay

53 Please repay—to

54 Propose to repay by instalments

55 Shall be in a position to repay about

56 This will repay

57 To enable us to repay

58 When can you repay

59 Will not repay or Will not be repaid

60 ., „ „ the trouble

61 „ repay at the earliest possible moment
62 „ „ the cost (expense or loss)

63 „ this repay

64 „ vvell „

65 „ „ „ the trouble

66 Repayment (In i-epayment of)

67 Repayment has been made
68 „ to be made (to)

69 What about the repayment ?

70 Repeat-ed See Code

71 Can be repeated

72 „ it be repeated?

73 ., only repeat what we previously stated

74 Cannot or Will not be repeated

75 Do not understand your telegram ; please repeat in plain words

76 If repeated, will do much harm

27 Must not be repeated

78 „ „ expect us to repeat

79 Telegram need not be repeated

80 Repeatedly

81 Repeating

82 Repetition (A repetition of)

83 Replace-d
84 Can—be replaced ?

85 ,, be replaced at Httle expense

86 „ only be replaced at a great expense

87 Cannot „ „
88 Has been „ (by)

89 How soon can—be replaced?

90 Must be replaced

91 „ „ „ as soon as possible

92 „ „ „ at all costs

93 Will ',', „ as soon as possible

94 Replacing

95 Replied See Answered, Responded

96 Fully replied to in our last

97 Has-ve rephed that s-he (they) will

98 Have replied seriatim to the enquiries made

99 If you have not already replied
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Table No. 231 REP-REP

00 Reply-ing See Answer
01 After the receipt of your reply

02 As soon as reply is received (from)

03 Await-ing a reply (from— ) before taking action

04 Awaiting— 's (your) reply

05 Before receipt of reply

06 Can get no definite i-eply (from)

07 Cannot have a reply before

08 „ reply by wire ; will write you

09 „ understand why— (you) do-es not reply

10 Have both written and wired, but can get no reply

J I j^ ,, ,, „ ,, , no reply yet; will wire oil receipt of reply

12 „ you any reply (from)

13 If reply is in the affirmative

14 „ „ „ „ „ negative

15 „ we have no reply (to) or If no reply comes to hand

16 In reply to

17 „ „ ..telegram

18 „ „ „ your enquiry

19 „ „ „ „ letter (of)

20 Must have a reply in time for or before

21 „ „ definite reply

22 My (our) reply to
—

's (your) question is, No
23 „ ( „ ) .. „ „ ( „ ) ,. .., Yes

24 (Offer) subject to an immediate reply

25 ( „ ) „ „ reply by

26 Please reply immediately (to telegram dated)

27 Reply cannot be given for a few days

28 », has not come to hand

29 „ is indefinite

30 „ „ satisfactory

31 „ ,. unsatisfactory

32 „ shall be sent (by)

33 " yes. or no

34 Reply-ing as soon as possible

35 " by letter

36 „ „ special messenger

37 „ „ telegram

38 Send reply (to)

39 Telegraph reply to letter (of)

40 Unless a reply comes to hand (before)

41 What reply shall I make ?

42 Whatever may be said in reply

43 When can you reply ?

44 Whilst waiting for your reply

45 You must reply at once

46 Your reply will be considered confidential
,>, DAnnt•^.<t '\rr Advise, Announcement, Consequence, Massacre,
47 l^cpi" » a ^ "• News, Rumour, Source, Statement, Telegram

48 Annual Report

49 Anxious to have (you) report quickly
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Table No. 231 REP-REP

50 Can you confirm—'s report ?

51 Cannot ascertain or Do not know the origin of the report

52 Copy of report has been sent (to)

53 From whom or where has the report originated ?

54 Has the report been sent ?

55 Has-ve mailed true report ( respecting)

56 If the report is confirmed

57 » yo""" report is unfavourable or Should your report be unfavourable

58 Insert in report

59 Is the report complete ?

60 „ „ „ correct?

61 „ your „ favourable or otherwise ?

62 No further report has come to hand

63 „ news direct; hope reports are unfounded

64 „ report-s current here

65 Please send a full report

66 Report conveys an erroneous impression with regard to

67 ,, is favourable or satisfactory

68 „ „ unfavourable or unsatisfactory

69 ,, „ unfounded

70 „ received too late

71 „ was sent (on)

72 Report-s require-s confirmation

73 Reports are being circulated (by— ) that

74 Send copy of report (to)

75 The report has been traced to its source (from)

76 „ „ is beheved to be correct

77 >. - " complete

78 „ ,, „ incomplete

79 „ ^,
or statement is confirmed or correct

80 „ „ ,. „ „ not confirmed or not correct

81 We attach great importance to this report

82 „ await—'s (your) report (before doing anything further)

83 „ do not attach much importance to this report

84 Will be inserted in the report

85 „ send a full report

86 Reported
87 It is reported here and generally believed

88 „ „ „ ,, , but not generally believed

89 Reporting

90 Represent-ed Sec Misrepresent

91 Can you send any one to represent you?

92 Do-es not represent

93 Does— (it) „

94 If this is properly represented (to)

95 Is going to represent me (us)

96 It has been represented to us

97 Not represented

98 Who will represent you ?

99 Representation-3
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Table No. 232 REP-REQ

00 Representing
01 Represents

02 Representative
03 Regret to say that I cannot act as your representative in the matter

04 Whose representative is s-he ?

05 Will you kindly act as my (our) representative?

06 Reprimand-ed
07 Has-ve been reprimanded
08 Repudiate-d
09 Advise you to repudiate

10 Do you repudiate

1

1

Entirely repudiate-d

12 Has-ve repudiated

13 If not

14 Repudiates

15 Reputation
16 An ignorant person and of no reputation

17 Has-ve the reputation of being

18 Is a person of good reputation

19 Known to me (us) by reputation only

20 Our reputation is involved

21 What sort of a reputation has

22 (Your) reputation is involved

23 Repute-d
24 Is reputed to be

25 Request-s See Ask, Communicate, Comply,

26 At his (her, their) request Demand, Preposterous, Wish

27 „ our request

28 „ whose request

29 „ your

30 Can you comply with
—

's (our) request?

31 Cannot comply with
—

's (your) request

32 Comply with his (her, their) request

33 Do-es not understand the request

34 If the request is complied with

35 .. .. " » refused

36 May be able to comply with request

37 Must request you not to

38 „ „ .. to

39 Request or Ask him (her, them) to

40 ,, ,, „ —not to

41 ,, „ „ us not to

42 „ „ ,, !, to

43 „ » " you not to

44 ') " " " ^o

45 „ considered and approved (with regard to)

46 The following is not sent at the request of persons interested, but by ourselves

47 „ „ „ sent at the request of persons interested

48 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ »— (to be communicated to)

49 Try to get—to comply with our request
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Table No. 232 REQ-REQ

50 Your request has been granted or acceded to

51 ,. „ is under consideration

52 Requested
53 As requested (by)

54 Has-ve done as requested

55 „ not done as requested (because)

56 If requested

57 „ „ , can or ma)' we
58 Is requested to

59 Not requested

60 Particularly requested
61 We have been „ to

62 Why „ you not done as requested ?

63 Requesting

64 Require-s See Necessary, Need, Wanted
65 Do-es not require

66 S-he (they) require-s

67 Should you require more, let us know
68 Will probably not require or be required

69 „ ,, „ „ more (than)

70 „ „ require or be required

71 ,, „ „ a little more
72 „ „ ,, more (than)

73 Required See Take

74 Cannot make out what is required

75 For whom is it required ?

76 How many or much is or will be required ?

77 If less is required

78 „ more,,

7,9 ,, not required or wanted at once
80 „ „ „ ,, „ (before)

81 „ required or wanted
82 Is not required or wanted (before)

83 (Is) not required or wanted immediately or urgently

84 More is or will be required

85 Must know exactly what is required

86 No more (will be) required

87 „ „ will be required for some time

88 Particularly required

89 Required or Wanted at once or urgently

90 Supply what is required

91 Telegraph what or how much is required (for— ) and we will send it

92 Unless required

93 Wlien is it required ?

94 Why „ „ „ ?

95 Will more be required ?

96 You know best what is required

97 Requiring

98 Requirement-s

99 Adequate to requirements
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Table No. 233 REQ-RES

00 Is this sufficient for all requirements ?

01 Present supplies are equal to our requirements
02 „ „ „ beyond ,,

03 „ „ „ not equal to our „

04 Probable requirements

05 This should be enough for all requirements
06 What are your (probable) requirements?

07 Requisite
08 Absolutely requisite

09 Not absolutely requisite, but to (have)
ID „ requisite

11 To get only what is requisite

12 Reservation
13 Reserve-s
14 Are trying to reserve

15 Can you reserve (for us)
16 Cannot resei^ve

17 „ „ more than
18 Reserve a portion

19 „ Fund
20 Shall vvfe reserve

21 Try to reserve

22 Will reserve

23 Without reserve

24 Reserved (for)

25 Have you reserved any for

26 Reserving
27 Reserving only

28 Resign-ed (Has-ve resigned)

29 Had better resign

30 Is compelled to resign his (her) station or work
31 Is the report true that— (ycni) has-ve resigned or wish-es to resign?

32 Must resign

33 „ „ , on account of ill health

34 Recommend you not to resign

35 Resigned on account of

36 Will not resign

37 „ probably resign

38 Wish-es to resign, on account of

39 Resignation

40 Cannot or Will not withdraw resignation

41 Recommend you to „ „

42 Reconsider your resignation

43 Resignation is accepted

44 „ „ not accepted

45 Send-ing in resignation

46 Try-ing to get—to withdraw his (her) resignation

47 Wish-es to withdraw resignation

48 Resigning

49 We hear—is thinking of resigning
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Table No. 233 RES-RES

50 Resistance
51 Will offer no resistance

52 Resist-ed

53 Resolve-d See Decide

54 Resolution-s

55 Resort-ed
56 As a last resort

57 Have you any resort?

58 The only resort

59 Will resort to

60 Resorting
61 Resource-s
62 At the end of our resources

63 How long will your resources hold out ?

64 Must depend upon your own resources

65 ,, not count upon our resources being sufficient

66 No resources at hand
67 Our resources will only hold out until

68 The only resources we now have to depend upon are

69 „ resources at hand
70 Respect-s See Reference, Regard

71 In every respect

72 „ no respect

73 „ other respects

74 „ „ „ the same (as)

75 „ what respect

76 Without ,, to

yy Respected
78 Your wishes shall be respected

79 „ „ were not „

80 Respecting
81 Respectable-y
82 Not respectable (people)

83 Respeclive-ly

84 Respond-ed See Answer, Reply

85 Could not respond sooner

86 „ you not respond sooner ?

87 Necessary to respond immediately

88 Please respond at once

89 Will respond as soon as possible

90 Responsibility-ies See Liable, Risk

91 Accept-s the responsibiHty-ies

92 Acting upon our own responsibility

93 Cannot accept the responsibility

94 No further responsibility

95 Provided there is no responsibility (attaching to)

96 The full responsibility devolves upon

97 „ responsibihty is too great

98 Will accept the entire responsibility

99 „ —(you) accept the responsibility?
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Table No. 234 RES-RES

00 Responsible
01 Hold-s him (her, them) responsible or S-he is (they are) responsible

02 „ US responsible or We are responsible

03 „ you „ „ You „

04 I am (we are) not responsible

05 Refuse-s to be responsible

06 S-he is (they are) not responsible

07 Who is responsible ^rto be held responsible (for)

08 You are not responsible

09 Rest-s See Health, Remainder
10 Can get no rest

11 Complete rest necessary (for)

12 Has-ve had some rest

13 Restful

14 Has-ve had a restful journey

15 " .. .. " night

16 Restore-d (to)

17 Has-ve not been restored (to)

18 Must be restored (to)

19 Will „ „ ( „ )

20 Restoration

21 Restrict-ed (to) See Confine

22 Am I (are we) restricted to

23 Is (are) not restricted to

24 „ (are you)

25 Restriction-s
26 Can you get restrictions removed (as to)

27 Impose-d the following restrictions :

—

28 Much fettered by restrictions

29 Restriction-s cannot be removed
30 „ removed (as to)

31 „ too severe

32 With such restrictions as may be needful (as to)

33 Without restriction-s (as to)

34 Result-s Si-c Consequence

35 A better result than we expected

36 Disappointing result

37 Favourable result or Result is satisfactory

38 Is the result favourable ?

^g Let us know the result by-telegraph, as soon as possible

40 „ „ „ „ ., fully by letter

41 Should it result otherwise

42 The result is

43 ,, ,. „ not yet known
44 „ „ „ „ „ „ ; will wire as soon as possible

45 ,, „ ,, very uncertain

46 ,, „ of which has been (to)

47 „ „ was not as good as we should have Hked

48 „ „ will (be)

49 „ „ „ probably be in favour of
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Table No. 234 RES-RET

50 The result will probably be known (about)

51 „ results obtained (would) justify

52 Unfavourable result or Result is unsatisfactory

53 What is the result (of)

54 When may we expect the result (of

—

) to be known ?

55 Will advise you of the result as soon as known
56 „ result favourably, it is expected

57 „ .. (in)

58 „ „ unfavourably, it is expected

59 With no great result at present

60 Without result

61 Worse result than we expected
62 Resulted
63 Resulted in our having to

64 Resulting (in or from)

65 Resume-d See Recommence
66 Cannot resume until

67 May we resume
68 . Shall be able to resume

69 When can you ,,

70 Resumption
71 Retail (price)

72 Retain-s

73 Can you retain

74 Cannot retain

75 Do you mean to retain

76 How much shall we retain ?

7y If you can retain

78 May we retain

79 Retain until further orders or advice

80 You may retain

81 Retained
82 How much has-ve— (you) retained?

83 Must be retained

84 „ not be retained

85 Will be retained

86 Retaining
8y By retaining

88 Is (are) retaining

89 Retard-ed See Hindered

90 Much retarded by

91 Retire-d
_

6?^ Resign

92 About to retire

93 Retiring

94 Retum-s Sec Back

95 A most excellent return

96 ,, very poor return

97 Agree-s to return

98 As I (we)

99 By return
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Table No. 235 RET-REV
oo Can— (you) return?
oi Do not delay

—
's (your) return (later than)

02 „ „ know when—will return

03 „ „ return (by way of)

04 „ „ „ before

05 Do-es not wish to return
06 Expect-s to return (on)
07 (Has) had to return (on account of

)

08 How soon can— (you) return?

09 Must return Cto)
10 On (—'s) return

^^^^^
1 1 Parents desire—'s (your) retvirn as early as possible : funds provided. Come overland

12 RelatJYes desire
—

's (your) return as early as possible; funds provided

13 Return as soon as possible

14 „ „ „ „ „; passage provided. Wire date of departure

15 „ at once, or consequences will be serious

16 „ is postponed (till)

17 Return-ing at once
18 „ „ ,, ; all arranged satisfactorily

19 >, (by way of)
20 Shall—(we) return?
21 Stop at—on your return (from)
22 Wait-ing return (of)

23 What return will be or has been made ?

24 When did—(you) return?

25 ., do-es— (you) expect to return ?

26 Will not return (before)

27 „ probably return (about)
28 „ return in a few days
29 „ stop at—on my return (from)
30 Wish-es to return

31 Returned (to)

32 Has been returned or Was returned on

33 Has-ve not (been) returned

34 „ returned and report-s

35 .. —(you) returned?

36 If—has returned

37 Unless—has returned

38 Why has s-he returned ?

39 „ have you returned ?

40 Returning
41 After returning (to)

42 Before „ ( „

)

43 Is— (are you) returning?

44 We woulf) advise
—

's (your) retiiming at once, but vfill not press

45 When returning

46 Reverse-d

47 Quite the reverse

48 (You) may „

49 Reversing
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Table No. 235 REV-RIG

50 Revoke-d
51 Has-ve not revoked

52 „ revoked

53 " — (y?") revoked

54 We are writing to revoke

55 Revoking

56 Revolution-ary See Disturbance, Rebellion, Riot

57 Revolution has broken out

58 The revolutiqn has been crushed

59 Reward-ed See Offer

60 As a reward
61 „ „ „ for his service

62 Claim-s a reward

63 Is it advisable to offer a reward ?

64 Not „ „ „ „

65 Offer-s a reward (of)

66 Without

67 Rewarding
68 Rid (of) Sec Disposed

69 Cannot get rid of

70 If we could get rid of

71 We very much wish to get rid of

72 Right-8 See Accurate, Authority, Correct

73 All right, except

74 Are we right?

75 „ „ ,, in assuming or supposing

76 „ you sure you are right ?

yy Do you think it will or would be right ?

78 Everything is all right

79 Has-ve no right or power
80 „ the right

81 Have we the right (of or to)

82 „ you „ „ ( „ „ „

)

83 Is (are) not

84 „ '{ „ ) right

85 „ clearly within our rights

86 „ in the right place

87 „ it or everything right ?

88 „ this right ?

89 It is right

90 Must be put right (first)

91 No-t right

92 Not quite right

93 Our rights must be upheld

94 Reserving the right (to)

95 See if it is all „

96 Should we be „ (in)

97 The right place

98 „ „ side

99 „ „ thing would be to
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Table No. 236 RIG-RIS

00 Try-ing to get the right (of)

01 We are right

02 „ cannot secure the right (of)

03 ,, do not think it right

04 „ have (reserved) the right

05 „ think it right

06 What right had

07 Who has the right

08 Will or Would set matters right

09 ., this be all right ?

10 With the right of

11 You are not right (in)

12 „ „ right (in)

13 „ "have the right or power (to)

14 „ must do whatever you think right

15 Riot-s See Disturbance, Quiet, Rebellion, Romanist

16 At present, we have no information of riot-s having taken

17 Cause of riot was [place (at)

18 Is it correct that there has been a riot at (your station) ?

19 (It) is likely to cause a riot

20 Newspaper reports that riots have taken place at— ; have you definite news?

21 Report with regard to riot-s (at—) greatly exaggerated : there is no cause for auxiety

22 ., „ „ „ „ ( ,,— ) only partially correct; writing fully

23 Riot seems imminent

24 Riots (at— ) are entirely due to local causes

25 ,. are spreading

26 ,, have taken place (at— ) ; but at present we have no particulars

27 ,, „ ., .1 ( .,—); will forward full particnlars later

i28 There has been a riot at— , and the missionaries were beaten

29 , „ ., .,—
. ., ., .. ,, stoned

30 What was the cause of riot ?

31 Rioted See Officials, Protect

32 All Missions rioted (at)

33 Other Mission-s rioted ; ours safe

^4 Our premises rioted ; other Mission-s safe

35 Rioted, all destroyed, friends safe

36 „ ,, ,, ,. ,, in Yamen
37 „ „ ., ., ., ,, ,, ; narrow escape of lives

38 ,, ,, ,. ; some injured, viz

:

39 „ , partially destroyed ; all safe

40 ,, „ „ ; friends safe in Yamcn
41 ,, „ .. ; ,, „ ; but fear crisis not yet

42 ., , situation serious ; but we are not leaving reached

43 ,, „ ,. ; we must leave

44 Roman Catholics have been rioted

45 Rise-s See Water
46 Risen (to)

47 Rising

48 Rising rapidly

49 „ slowly
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Table No. 236 RIS-ROM

50 Risk-s See Danger, Responsibility, Venture

51 At his (her, their) risk

52 „ our (own) risk

53 „ the risk of

54 „ whose risk?

55 „ your (own) risk

56 (But) not if there is any risk

57 Do not incur additional risk

58 If it can be done without risk

59 Incur as little risk as possible

60 Is— (are you) prepared to run the risk (of)

61 „ not worth the risk

62 Rather than risk (it)

63 Risk is very slight or There is a certain degree of risk

64 „ nothing or Will take no risks

65 „ of breakage in transit is very great

66 The risk is too great

67 There is no or will be no risk

68 Think-s there is serious risk

69 „ you are running a great risk

70 Where is the risk?

71 Will take the risk (of)

72 River Sec Flood, Navigation, vStream, Water

73 Coming or Going down the river

74 „ ,. ..
up " "

75 River has burst its banks, causing great damage and loss of life

76 „ ,, overflowed its banks

yy „ „ „ „ „ , causing great damage and loss

78 ,, very dangerous (at present) of life

79 Road-s Sec Flood
80 (A) very bad road-s

81 On the road (to)

82 Owing to the bad state of the roads

83 Roads are fairly good
84 ,, ,, now impassable, owing to the rains

85 What sort of roads are there?

86 Robbed' See Lost, Stolen

87 Has-ve been robbed of everything

88 „ „ „ „ silver

89 . Robbed on the road whilst travelling (to)

90 Robber-s
91 Attacked by robber-s

92 Robbery-ies

93 There has been a robbery at our station, aud our losses are heavy

94 „ „ „ „ t, J) .. » ) but not much taken

95 Roman Catholic (Is a Roman Catholic)

96 Roman Catholic Bishop

97 ., >. intrigue

98 „ „ priest

99 The uprising was caused by or is directed against the Roman Catholics



Table No. 237 ROO-RUS

oo Room-s See Accommodation
oi How much room or What room has-ve (you)
02 Is there room (for)

03 No room or There is no room for

04 Plenty of room (in or for)

05 Require-s more room
06 Reserve room (for)

07 There is or would be room (in or for)

08 Very little room
09 Rotten (Perfectly rotten)

ID Rough-ly
11 A rough draft (of)

12 Have sent a rough plan (of)

13 In rough will do quite well

14 Round
15 Route-s See Road, Way
16 By the shortest route

17 „ which route?

18 En route

19 The best route is (via)

20 „ cheapest route (is)

21 ,, quickest „ ( „

)

22 We shall take the route (via)

23 Which is the best route ?

24 ,. „ „ cheapest route ?

25 „ „ „ quickest „ ?

26 „ route would you advise us to take ?

27 Whichever is the best route (shall or should be taken)

28 Ruin-s
29 The whole (place) is in ruins

30 Ruined (by)

31 Nearly ruined (by)

32 The undertaking has been ruined (by)

33 Will be ruined (unless)

34 Ruinous (It would be ruinous)

35 Rumour-s See Announcement, News, Report, Said

36 Conflicting rumours or Rvimours are conflicting

37 Exciting rumours are prevalent

38 Have heard a rumour that

39 „ not heard any rumour of (it)

40 Is there any truth in the rumour (that)

41 The rumour is incorrect or There is no truth in the rumour (that)

42 Rumoured

43 Run
44 Allow-ing it to run on (in the meantime)

45 Is run down
46 Rush-ing See Hurry

47 •

48
49
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Table No. 237 SAC-SAI

50 Sacrifice-d

51 Can only be done at a considerable sacrifice

52 Do not sacrifice any more than you can help

53 If it can be done without sacrifice

54 Is—(are you) prepared to make a sacrifice ?

55 Is (are) willing to sacrifice

56 It is not for— (us) to make a sacrifice

57 „ was necessary to sacrifice (this much)
58 Must not be sacrificed

59 Too great a sacrifice

60 Will not sacrifice

61 Safe-r See Danger, Risk
62 Absolutely safe

63 Do you consider the workers are safe (at)

64 If— (you) consider-s it quite safe

65 Is (are) well and safe

66 ,, it (are they) safe?

67 „— (are you) safe?

68 It is not safe or Decidedly unsafe

69 It would be safer (to)

70 Must be absolutely safe

71 Rather err on the safe side

72 S-he (it) is hardly safe

73 „ ( ,,) „ (they are) quite safe

74 ,. ( „) „ ( >. .. ) thought to be safe

75 Think-s is quite safe (to)

76 „ — (you) would not be safe (in)

7/ To be on the safe side (recommend)
78 „ „ safe, what do-es— (you) recommend?

79 We do not consider it safe

80 Would it be safe (to)

81 Safeguard-ing See Guard, Protest

82 To safeguai'd ourselves (we have)

83 „ ,, yourself-ves

84 Safely

85 Can be done safely or It would be safe (to)

86 „ you safely

87 Cannot be done safely or It would not be safe (to)

88 Please see that everything is safely arranged

89 You may safely

90 ,, „ „ leave it to us

91 Safety (For safety)

92 Anxious about the safety of

93 Only in so far as is consistent with safety

94 Place of safety

95 Secure safety of ladies. If necessary, send them to

96 Use every means to secure safety of— ; spare no expense

97 Said (to) See Announce, Reported, Rumour, Stated

98 In case anything should be said (about)

99 Nothing has been said (about)
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Table No. 238 SAI-SAM

oo



Table No. 238 SAM-SAN

50 Sample-s See Specimen

51 Cannot get (a) sample-s

52 Forwarding by post sample and price (of)

53 Sample-s has-ve been sent

54 „ will be sent

55 The sample-s not to hand

56 „ „ received ; not satisfactory

57 „ „ safely to hand

58 Wish-es to see sample-s

59 Sanatorium-s

238
6*- (At or Go-ing to)

238
7*- Is there room for —at

—

or May—go to

238
8*- There is no available accommodation at— (for)

238
9*- There is or will be on— available accommodation at— (for)

^The fifth figure signifies which Sanatorium.

The Chefoo Sanatorium

1 „ Kuling

2 „ Mohkanshan „

3 „ Peitaiho „

4 „ Chikongshan

5 „ Fengshan

6 „ Haishan

7 . . . .
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Table No. 239 . SAN-SAT

oo Sanction-ed See Approve, Authority, Indorse,

oi Can you get (
—

's) sanction or authority (to) Permission

02 Have you got
—

's sanction or Has it been sanctioned ?

03 If—will not give his (her, their) sanction (to)

04 Is
—

's sanction necessary?

05 It is necessary to obtain
—

's sanction or authority (to)

06 Sanction cannot be given or obtained (to) or Without the sanction of

07 „ has been given or obtained or With the sanction of

08 Try-ing to get
—

's sanction (to)

09 Was done without
—

's (our) sanction or authority

10 (You) have our sanction (to)

11 Sanguine (of success)

12 Satisfaction

13 Can get no satisfaction from or Do-es not give satisfaction

14 Do-es— (s-he, they) give satisfaction?

15 For his (her, their) satisfaction

16 „ my (our) satisfaction

17 ..
—'s (your) „

18 To his (her, their) satisfaction

19 „ my (our) satisfaction

20 „ your satisfaction

21 Satisfactory-ily

22 (Everything) satisfactorily arranged or General satisfaction is felt

23 If not satisfactory

24 „ satisfactory

25 Is (are) „
26 „ now fairly satisfactory

27 „ this satisfactory to both or all parties '

28 It will or would be more satisfactory

29 Matters, in general, are going on satisfactorily

30 Not quite satisfactory

31 „ satisfactory to either party or all parties

32 Satisfactory to both or all parties

33 Unless satisfactory

34 Very satisfactory-ily or In every way satisfactory

35 Was— (it) satisfactory?

36 Why is it not considered satisfactory ?

37 Satisfied (Quite satisfied with)

38 Are you satisfied (with)

39 If you are „ ( - )

40 Is s-he (are they) satisfied (with)

41 S-he is (they are) not satisfied (with)

42 „ „ ( „ „ ) satisfied (with)

43 Satisfy

44 In order to satisfy

45 It seems or will be difficult to satisfy

46 „ will not satisfy

47 „ „ satisfy

48 We can satisfy you (as to)

49 Will or Would satisfy both or all parties
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Table No. 239 SAT-SAY

50 Saturday (on) Sec Day-

Si Last Saturday

52 Next

53 Save-d See Expense, Survivors

54 All saved, except

55 Can anything be saved ?

56 „ — be saved or Has—been saved ?

57 Cannot or Could not be saved

58 Did not save

59 Expected to be saved

60 Has anything been saved ?

61 If we can save

62 „ — (you) can save

63 In order to save

64 Is (are) among the saved

05 i) \ )» / ?) )) j»

66 Nothing saved or Not saved

67 There will or would be nothing saved (by)

68 „ „ „ „ ,, very little saved (by)

69 To save

70 „ ,, as much as possible

71 „ „ having to pay

72 „ „ time

73 „ ,, ,: and trouble

74 „ „ trouble

75 >. ." " 3"d expense

76 Try-ing to save

7j Unless it saves

78 What has been saved ?

79 „ is expected to be saved (by

)

80 Will in future save

81 „ save or be saved (by)

82 Would save

83 Saving
84 Do not think there will be any saving (in)

85 Will or Would be a great saving

86 Saw Sec See, Seen

87 From what I saw
88 Saw everything

89 „ nothing (of the)

90 Say-s See Said, State

91 Cannot or Could not say

92 I should say that

93 If s-he says that s-he can

94 ,, „ ..' .• " cannot

95 It is difficult to say

96 „ „ impossible to say

97 „ „ not for us to say (whether)

98 „„ „ „ —(you) to say (whether)

99 Say nothing (to)
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Table No. 240 SAY-SCO

00 Say-s that s-he (they)

01 „ „ „ ( „ ) can or will

02 „ „ „ ( » ) cannot or will not

03 „ „ there is (are)

04 They all say that

05 Would say certainly that

06 „ you say that

07 Scale
08 Is plan drawn to scale ?

09 On what scale

10 Scale of—inches to the foot

1

1

Sliding scale

12 What is the scale (of)

13 Scarce-ly
14 If scarce

15 Is (are) getting very scarce

16 Notscarce or There is no sc arcity

17 Scar cely any (thing)

18 „ time (yet)

19 Too scarce

20 Very „
21 „ „ on account of

22 Scarcity

23 Owing to the scarcity (of)

24 Scatter-ed (Here and there)

25 Verly much scattered

26 Scheme
27 Schoar-s See Children

28 All scholars

29 Elder „

30 Younger scholars

31 School-s See Teachers

32 Chefoo Boys' School

33 „ Girls' ,.

34 ,, Preparatory School

35 „ Schools

36 Ruling School

37 Must continue at school some time longer

38 Native Boys' School

39 „ Girls'

40 ,, School-s

41 School-s must be closed

42 „ „ not be closed

43 „ will be resumed immediately or on

44 When will school be resumed ?

45 Scotland See Glasgow, Nationality

46 From Scotland

47 In
48 To
49 Not Scotch
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Table No.Jg41 SEC-SEE

00 Has-ve— (you) secured

01 Hope-s to secure or get

02 Is it secure-d ?

03 „ secure-d

04 It is not quite secure

05 „ „ „ secure

06 Make tiie matter secure

07 Not secured

08 To secure

09 Try-ing to secure

10 We presume you can secure

11 „ „ „ have secured

12 „ think you should secure

13 Securing^

14 Security-ies

15 As a security

16 See-s See Reason, Saw

17 Anxious for you to see

18 Can you arrange „ „

19 „ „ see your way (to)

20 Cannot see my (our) way (to)

21 Do you „ your way clear ( „ )

22 Has-ve not been able to see (about)

23 How soon do you expect to see

24 If we see

25 ,, you cannot see your way (to)

26 ,, „ could ,, ,, „ ( .,

)

27 ,. ,, see

28 Kindly see—without delay

29 See about this at once and advise us

30 ., if you can

31 We do not see

32 ., expect to see

33 „ see our way clear (to)

34 Would it not be advisable to see

35 Seeing (that)

36 No hope of seeing, or Cannot be seen

37 Seek-ing .

38 What is—seeking (for)

39 Seem-s See Appears, Likely

40 Does there seem any likelihood (of)

41 It seems

42 ,, ,, as if

43 ,, .. probable

44 „ ., tons

45 There seems to be

46 ., „ „ ., a hkelihood (of)

47 Seen See Judge

48 Has-ve not been seen for some time

49 - .. 'cen
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Table No. 241 SEE-SEN

50 Has-ve seen— (about)

51 Have you seen

52 „ „ „—, and what does s-he say ?

53 We have seen

54 Seize-d

55 Illegally seized

56 Seized by the Custom House officials

57 Seldom (Very seldom)

58 Select-ed See Choice

59 Badly selected or A poor selection

60 Did not select

61 Had been selected

62 „ not been selected

63 Has-ve been selected

•64 Have selected the best

65 If well selected

66 „ you can select

67 Please select

68 Select a good man (to)

69 „ some of the best

70 Was (were) not selected

71 Well selected or A good selection

72 Will select the best

73 You could not select a better

74 Selection (A selection of)

75 It is difficult to get a good selection

76 „ „ impossible to get a good selection

J

J

Leave-s the selection to (you)

78 Sell See Sold

79 Advise-s— (you) to sell the property

80 Do not be in a hurry to sell

81 „ ,, sell

82 Sell at the best price you can get

83 „ even at a loss, if necessary

84 The present is a bad time to sell

85 Try-ing to sell

86 We can sell

87 „ think we can sell (at)

88 „ „ you had better sell

89 „ wish to sell

90 Will not sell for less (than)

91 „ sell for

92 Selling (for)

93 Send See Despatch, Direct, Forward

94 Can send

95 „ „ either to—or to

96 „ you send

97 Cannot send

98 „ „ (any) at present

99 Do not advise you to send
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Table No. 242 SEN-SEN

oo Do not send (to)

oi „ „ „ unless or until

02 How did or do you send ?

03 Flow shall or should we send ?

04 If you can or will send

05 „ „ cannot or will not send
06 Is impossible to send

07 Let us know when you intend to send
08 Please send

09 „ „ by favourable opportunity
10 ,, „ „ next party
11 Send a few
12 „ another

13 ,, as much or many as you can

14 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ now, the rest can follow

15 ., at earliest opportunity
16 ,, „ once with goods already on order

17 „ balance
18 ,, by post

19 „ by quickest route or way
20 „ half (to)

21 „ if absolutely necessary
22 „ more
2}, „ —now and the balance on
24 „ one or two
25 „ only
26 „ part

27 „ to the care of
28 „ without delay

29 The best way is to send

30 We hope to be able to send

31 ,, propose to send—home
32 „ ,, ,. „ —instead of

33 „ shall not send (until)

34 When did you send (it)

35 Where am I (are we) to send
36 Will not send

37 „ send (on)

38 „ ,. to-morrow

39 Sending
40 I am (we are) sending as little or few as possible

41 ., ., ( ,, „ ) ,, „ much „ many ,,

42 S-he is (they are) sending

43 We are now sending

44 Sent

45 Have not sent

46 ,, sent, as requested

47 „ you sent

48 If they have not yet been sent

49 „ you ,, „ „ sent
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Table No. 242 SEN-SER

50 In addition to what has been sent

51 Must be sent to arrive not later than

52 No one or None can be sent

53 Should not have been sent

54 When will they be sent or When can you send?

55 Why have you not sent

56 Will be sent as soon as possible

57 „ „ ,. by an early mail or opportunity

58 Separate-d See Party, Travel

59 Are keeping them separate

60 Cannot or Could not be separated

61 Do you wish— (them) to be kept separate-ly?

62 Easily separated

63 If separate-d (from)

64 Impossible to separate or They will not be separated

•65 It is difficult to separate

66 Keep-ing separate

67 Must—be separate-d ?

68 „ be separate-d from
69 „ not be separate-d (from)

70 Need „ „„(,,)
71 Separate drafts

72 ., steamers

73 „ them (if possible)

74 Separated with difficulty

75 Should be kept separate

76 This is quite separate from

yj Try- ing to separate—(from— ) itt Try-ing to keep—separate (from)

78 We advise you to separate (them)

79 Will be kept separate

80 Separately
81 Not separately

82 Separating

83 Separation
84 Do you advise separation ?

,85 Do-es not agree to separation

86 (We) do not advise separation

87 Series (A series of)

88 Serious-ly See Bad, Ck)nsequence, Difficulty

89 If serious-ly

90 Is it serious ?

91 Likely to prove serious

•92 Much more serious than we anticipated

93 Not serious-ly

94 ,, so serious as was anticipated

95 „ very serious-ly

.96 Nothing serious

97 The matter is serious and requires careful handling

98 Too serious

99 Very serious-ly
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y.ablp No. 243 SER-SET

oo Servant-s
oi Am sending a servant to meet you (as requested) at

02 Can you send a servant to help temporarily ?

03 „ „ spare or send a servant to meet us (at)

04 Cannot send or Have no servant to spare at present

05 Friends insist upon i-eturn of servant

06 Have you sent servant ?

07 Please send my servant to (meet me at)

08 Servant has not arrived ; when did s-he leave ?

©9 „ leaving at once

10 „ left (on the)

11 „ must return home, owing to sickness in family

12 Serve-d
13 it will serve to

14 Served us faithfully or our purpose

15 To serve

16 ,, „ in case of need

17 Will not serve

18 Service-s See Use
19 Are anxious to secure the services (of)

20 Can—be of service (to)

21 Cannot or Do not secure the services of

22 Has-ve— (you) secured the services of

23 His (her, their) services

24 In the service of

25 Offer his (her, their) services

26 Services not required or necessary

27 Try-ing to obtain the services (of)

28 (We) have secured the services of

29 We offer our services, if necessary

30 Your services are not required (until)

31 Serviceabie

32 Can be made serviceable

33 „ it be made ,. ?

34 Cannot,, „ .. (for)

35 If serviceable

36 It is quite serviceable

37 Might be made or found serviceable (for

)

38 Not serviceable

39 Try-ing to make it serviceable

40 Set-»

41 (A) new set

42 (An) old set

43 Cannot be set up

44 Complete set

45 Have set aside

46 Is set up
47 To be set aside

48 Will be set aside

49 .. „ .. up
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T-able No. 243 ^ SET-SET

50 Settle-d See Affairs, Arrange,

51 Anxious to have the matter settled Compromise, Decided,

52 Can only settle or arrange (by) Matter, Unsettled

53 „ or Will be settled or decided

54 .. " .. .. " •• -, afterwards

55 ., " " >' >• '• '. ^s soon as

56 „ settle or arrange with—afterwards
57 „ —(you) not settle or arrange

58 „ — ( „ ) „ „ „ „ on better terms ; try to do so

59 Do-es not settle or decide

60 (Everything) must be settled or arranged first (before)
61 Has-ve—(you) settled or arranged anything yet; please wire us
62 „ — ( „ ) „ „ decided

63 „ — ( -' ) " " .-.
what to do?

64 How can it be settled or arranged ?

65 „ is it proposed to settle or arrange ?

66 „ would you advise (us) to settle or arrange

67 In order to settle the matter
68 Is everything settled (satisfactorily)?

69 „ it settled or arranged yet ?

70 It is useless trying to settle

71 May we settle or arrange
72 Muat be settled or arranged without delay or Deiiiaud-s immediate settlement

73 „ „ „ „ „ once for all

74 „ „ „ ,, ,. one way or the other

75 Settle and so save further trouble in the matter

76 ,, or Arrange as soon as you can or without delay

77 „ in full or in full settlement

78 „ on the terms named, better if possible

79 ,, „ „ ., ,, , if you consider the same reasonable
80 Settle-ing details

81 Shall we settle or decide?
82 Telegraph as soon as anything is settled or decided

83 To be settled

84 Why did you settle or arrange without first consulting us ?

85 „ have you not settled or arranged ?

86 Will not be settled or decided for some time or before

87 „ „ settle or decide
88 „ probably be able to settle or arrange satisfactorily

89 „ „ not settle or be able to settle

90 „ ,, settle it or Will probably be settled

91 „ settle

92 ,, wire you as soon as anything is settled or decided

93 Would it not be better to settle or arrange at once?
94 You may settle or arrange

95 Settlement
96 No prospect of a settlement

97 Some sort of a settlement or arrangement must be come to

98 Use your best efforts to secure a settlement

99 (You) may accept—in settlement
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Table No. 245 SIC-SIG

oo Home sick-ness

oi Is sick, and wishes to return (to)

02 „ very sick

03 Sickness

04 In case of (further) sickness

05 Sickness continued

06 „ in the family

07 „ is stayed

08 Side-s

09 Both sides

10 On his (her, their) side

11 „ my (our) side

12 „ one side

13 „ this „

14 „ which side

15 „ your „

16 The side of

17 Sight (In sight)

18 Do not lose sight of

19 Had or Have lost sight of

20 Has injured his (her) sight

21 Has-ve incurred a slight injurj- to the sight

22 Have you lost sight of

23 Not in sight

24 Sight entirely destroyed

25 Sign-s See Authorized, Cheque,

26 Do not sign (unless or until) Indication

27 Get—to sign

28 If there is any sign (of)

29 Sign nothing

30 „ under protest

31 This is a bad sign

32 ,. „ „good ,,

33 Will not sign or Refuses to sign (unless)

34 ,,
sign

35 Signature
36 Please authorize signature at bank for local account

37 Ready for signature

38 Require-s signature

39 Sending deed for your signature

40 Signature must be attested before the Consul

41 „ „ „ certified (by)

42 Will my (our) signature-s be required?

43 ,, not accept signature (of)

44 (Your) signature is required

45 Signed (Has-ve signed)

46 By whom is it signed ?

47 Get—signed

48 Has been signed and all is in order

49 Has-ve not signed
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50 Has-ve not yet been signed

51 „ signed and returned

52 „ „ under protest

53 Have you got—to sign ?

54 Is—signed yet ?

55 (It) should be signed (by)

56 Nothing has been signed

57 Was not signed

58 „ signed (before)

59 What is the cause of the delay in getting—signed ?

60 Silver (In silver) See Currency, Money
Si Price of silver

J62 „ „ ,, higher

63 „ „ „ is likely to go higher

64 „ „ „ „ „ „ „ lower

-65 „ „ „ lower
66 Send silver to

67 Similar-ly
68 Has-ve never known a similar case

69 Simple-y
70 Simplest (way would be)

71 Simplify
72 If this will simplify matters

73 Siniphfy matters as far as possible

74 This should simplify matters

75 To simplify matters

76 Will this simplify matters ?

77 Simultaneou8-ly (with)

78 Since

79 But since

80 „ „ you have
81 It is now—since

82 (It is) some time since

•83 Not since

84 Since commencing or starting

85 „ I (we)
86 „ last

87 „ „ telegraphing (you)

88 „ sending

89 „ s-he (it) has

90 „ „ ( „) is

91 ., „ (they)

92 „ the date of

93 „ „ receipt of

94 „ then or when

95 ,, we have

96 „ ,, last heard

97 ', .> .. wrote

98 ,, you

99 .. >.
wrote
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Table No. 246 SIN-SLa

00 Single-y
oi Must be single-y

02 Not single-y

03 Sink-ing

04 Is sinking fast

05 Sister-s See Arrived, Relatives-

06 Site-s See Property

07 A fresh site

08 An excellent site (for)

09 Hope-s to secure a site

10 If site can be secured

11 ,, „ cannot be secured

12 „ „ is secured

13 Is site secured?

14 Old site

15 Secure a site

16 Site is practically secured

17 „ not secured

18 ,, „ suitable

19 „ secured

20 Suitable site

21 There are several suitable sites

32 „ is a sititable site comprising

—

meo, and the price will be about

23 Try-iog to secure a site

24 Sitaaterd

25 How is— (it) situated (for)

26 Is badly situated (for)

27 „ well „ ( „ )

28 Situatioe-s See Affaii-s. Condition,

29 In good situation Employment, Political,

30 Is the situation serious ? Vacancy

31 Situation has slightly improved

22 „ is not so bad as has been represented

33 „ „ quiet, officials and people friendly

34 „ I, unchanged

35 .. " worse

36 What are your views of present situation ?

37 Size-s

38 Same size as before

39 Suitable size

40 What size do you want ?

41 Slight-Iy (Very slight-ly)

42 Slip-ped Sec Lose-

43 Do not let it slip

44 Let the chance slip

45 Slipped through (in)

46 Slaw-Iy

47 As slowly as possible

4^ Get-ting along slowly

49 Not so slowly
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Table No. £46 SLO-SOL

50 Too slow-ly

51 „ slowly to satisfy us or for our purpose

5 J Very slow-ly

53 Slower

54 Small-er See Amount, House, Place

35 As small as possible

56 Comparatively small

57 How small (is)

38 „ „ do you want ?

59 If not too small

do ,, smaller (than)

6j Is this small enough?
62 Not small enough

63 „ smaller (than)

64 Too small

63 Very small

6b Smooth-ly
6j Is not working smoothly
68 „ working smoothly

69 Snow
70 A heavy fall of snow prevents travelling at present or Delayed mi account of the snow

71 Have had a heavy fall of snow
^2 If the snow continues

73 It has been snowing since

74 On account of snow

75 Very Httle snow has yet fallen

76 So
77 It is so

78 So as not to (be)

79 „ ,, to (be)

80 „ it seems
81 „ „ „ as if

82 „ much or many
83 „ that

84 Society-ies See Missions, Sects

85 Soil-ed
86 Sold Sec Sell

87 Can be sold

88 „ it be sold?

89 Cannot be sold

90 „ „ ,. at any price

91 Everything will be sold

92 For how much has it been sold?

93 Have you sold

94 If already „

95 „ not already sold

96 Is the property yet sold ?

97 It will be sold (for)

98 Must be sold at any price

99 ,, not be sold
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•oo Not yet sold

oi Sold before your message arrived

02 „ privately

03 To be sold at once

04 When will it be sold ?

.05 Will be sold (on)

06 Soldier-s

.07 Attacked by soldiers

08 Soldiers passing through
-09 Solely
ID Solely owing to

1

1

Solicitor-s See Lawyer
12 Some See Settle

13 By some
14 Can you find some one (to)

15 For some
16 From „

17 Has-ve found some
18 „ sent some
19 If, in some way
20 Send some
21 Some more
22 ., of it

23 ., ,. them
24 ., one

25 ., „ else

26 To find some one (to)

27 Something
28 Cannot something be done (to)

29 Something must be xlone (to)

30 „ „ „ „ at once

31 „ should be done (to)

32 „ „ „ „ in regard to—without delay

33 Unless something is done (to)

34 Sometime'S

35 For sometime past

36 Sometime ago

37 „ in the future

38 Will take sometime

39 Son-s See Relatives

40 Soon-er See Early

41 As soon as

42 „ „ „ possible

43 Can be done sooner (if)

44 Cannot be done sooner

45 How soon can it be done ?

46 „ „ ,, or could you have

47 .. » .-. .. .. >'
send

48 ,, ,, may 1 (we)

49 .' .- ™"st „ ( „ )
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63
^4
65
66

67
68

50 If not too soon

51 „ too soon

52 Is this too soon ?

53 It is too soon (yet)

54 Not soon enough

55 ^„ too soon

56 The sooner the better

57 (This) will be soon enough

58 Too soon

59 Very soon
60 Soonest (By or At the soonest)

61 Sorry See Regret, Sympathy
62 We are very sorry (but)

„ ,, „ for all concerned

„ „ ,, .- you

„ „ „ to find

,, „ „ „ have to inform you (that)

,, „ „ „ hear (that)

,, „ „ you cannot

69 Sort-s Sec Brand, Kind,

70 Shall require the one particular sort Select

71 What particular sort do you require or is preferi-ed?

72 Sought (for) Sec Look, Searched

73 (Is) much sought after

74 Sound See Unsound

75 Perfectly sound

76 Source-s Sec Announced, Hear, Informant,

77 Appears to be the source from which Information,

78 From a reliable source Report, Testimony

79 ,, its source

So „ such a source

81 „ what source

82 Have traced it to its source

83 Is it or is this from a good source ?

84 It or This comes from a doubtful source

85 „ „ „ „ „ the same source

86 South-ern
87 From the south

88 In a southerly direction

89 In the south (of)

90 South-east

91 South-west

92 Southern part

93 To the south

94 Spare-d

95 As much or many as can be spared

96' Can spare, if necessary

97 „ you spare

98 Cannot be spared (longer than)

99 „ possibly spare more (than)
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00 For how long can— (it) be spared?

oi How much or many can you spare or can be spared?

02 If you can spare

03 „ „ cannot spare

04 Must spare all you can

05 Will ,, ,, I (we) can

06 Speak-ing (to) See Spoke

07 Special-ly See Care, Importance,

08 A special case Messenger, Purix)se

09 „ „ reason

10 Special reasons ai-e given (for)

11 Specific-ally

12 Specification's See Plans

13 Specify-ied (In the)

14 Do-es not specify

15 If not otherwise specified

16 Must be specially specified

17 Not otherwise specified

18 Particularly specified

19 Unless (specially) specified

20 Will not specify

21 Specimea-s
^

See Sample

22 As or Is a specimen (of

)

23 Spend-ing See Amount, Economy

24 Do not spend more than

25 „ ,, ,, so much
26 How much may I (we) spend?

27 Spent (already)

28 Spent more than

29 Split

30 Split the difference

31 Spoil-ed

32 Entirely spoiled

33 This might spoil (matters)

34 Spoiling

35 Spoke-n
36 Has-ve spoken to us about

37 Should be spoken to seriously on the subject

38 We have spoken to— (about— ) and s-he (they) say-s

39 Spot-s

40 Must be on the spot

41 On the spot

42 Spotted (All spotted)

43 . , , J •

44 Suffermg from a bad spram

45 „ .. „ slight sprain

46 Spread-ing See Epidemic

47 Is spreading

48 Spread-ing over

49 „ ., a period of
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Table No. 248 SPR-STA

50 Spring
51 During or For the spring months

52 Last spring

53 Next .,

54 Tiiis „

55 Square See Measurements

56 Staff

57 On the (— ) stati"

58 Stain-ed

59 Much stained

60 Not
61 Slightly „

162 Staining

63 Statnp-s See Mark
64 Stamped
65 Stamping
66 Stand-s See Matters

67 Has-ve no ground to stand upon
68 How do-es it (they) stand?

69 Let the matter stand as it is

70 Must stand now
71 ,, „ over till

72 S-he (they) stand-s out for

73 Stand on the rights required (by)

74 Take our stand upon

75 (To) take everything as it stands

76 Standing in the name of

77 Standard
78 .Not up to the standard required

79 Up to the standard required

80 Standstill

81 Everything is at a standstill

82 Is (are) at a standstill for want of

83 Start-ed Sec Begin, Commence,

84 Be ready to start for or on Leave, Left

85 Could probably start

86 Has-ve again started

87 Make a start

88 Will start as soon as possible

89 Starting

90 State-d See Affairs, Conditions,

91 As already stated Report, Say

92 Can state with certainty

93 Cannot yet state with certainty

94 I am {v/e are) unable to state

95 In what state did or do you find

96 It has been stated that

97 Owing to the state of

98 Present state (of— ) is not satisfactory

99 „ „ („— ) » satisfactory
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oo State-s positively that

oi You do not state

02 Statement-s

03 Can confirm (
—

's) statement-s except with regard to

04 „ „ (

—
's) „ in every respect

05 Cannot,, (—'s) „ (with regard to)

06 Full statement sent by post

07 If you can confirm {
—

's) statement-s

08 In the statement

09 Please investigate what truth there is in the statement-s (that)

10 The statement is

1

1

„ „ „ absolutely untrue or incorrect

12 „ „ ., doubtful

13 Unless (
—

's) statement-s can be confirmed

14 Station-s See Work
15 At or In your station

16 It is better not to leave the station

17 Leave-ing the station

18 May—(I) leave the station?

19 Remain-ing at the station or Do not leave your station

20 Return-ing to station

21 Was left at the station (at)

22 Stationary
23 Not stationary

24 Stationery
25 Statistical (forms)

26 Statistics

27 The statistics show that

28 Stay See Remain, Stop

29 A long-er stay

30 „ short-er „

3

1

Can stay until

32 Cannot or Will not stay (at— ) any longer (than)

33 Do not know how long I (we) shall stay

34 Do not stay any longer (than)

35 How long do-es—( you) stay (at)

36 If we stay at— (here)

37 Shall have to stay at— (here)

38 „ not stay longer than is necessary

39 „ stay about or until

40 Should like to stay longer, if possible

41 Stay as long as you can

42 „ until you have further instructions

43 Stay-ing till we have

44 Will stay if you wish

45 Would like to stay (until)

46 Staying

47 Do not know where s-he is (they are) staying

48 Is (are) staying at (until)

49 Where is (are)—staying?
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Table No. 249 STE-STJ

50 Steady-ily

51 Steal Sec Robbery, Stolen

52 Steamer-s For Steamship Companies See page 348,

53 (Leaving) by next steamer Sec Boat, Leaving, Passage,

54 Steamer leaves or left on Sailing

55 What is the name of the steamer ?

55 When will the steamer leave (for)

57 Will there be a steamer leaving for-i—about

58 Step-s See Action

59 Before taking any (further) steps you had better consult

60 Has-ve taken no further steps

61 „ „ steps (to)

62 If s-he (they) take-s any steps

63 „ steps are not taken without delay

64 No steps have been taken (to

)

65 Refuse-s to take any steps

66 Step must immediately be taken (to)

67 Take such steps as you think best

68 Take-ing steps (to)

69 „ ,, to pi-event

70 What step-s do you advise— (me) to take?

71 What steps have you taken (with regard to)

72 Sterling See Money
73 The rate of sterling exchange (is)

74 What is the rate of sterling exchange ?

73 Still

7'i Are you still

77 Do-es—(you) still bold

78 Has-ve still on hand

79 If— (you) can still

80 Still unable to

81 There are still left

82 (We) are still

83 ( ,. ) still hold

84 ( „ ) „ think that

85 Stint-ed
86 Do not stint

87 Without stint-ing

88 Stinting

89 Not stinting

90 Stipulate-d See Condition

91 Can you get it expi-essly stipulated?

92 Do not or Will not stipulate

93 Has-ve stipulated for

94 If stipulated

95 Is it expressly stipulated ?

96 (It) is stipulated that we are to have

97 It must be clearly stipulated

98 Not stipulated or Without stipulation (as to)

99 Stipulate-s for
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oo Try-ing to get it stipuiated

oi Unless otherwise „

02 „ stipulated

03 Stipulating (for)

04 Stipalation-s

05 Has-ve—(you) made any stipulations (to)

06 If there is no stipulation

07 Is there any stipulation (as to)

08 „ „ „ other stipulation (as to)

09 There is no stipulation to the contrary

10 „ ., „ „ whatever (as to)

1

1

With the following stipulation-s :

—

12 Stock-s See Sell, Supplies

13 A fair stock (of)

14 Can do with our present stock (until)

15 Do not allow your stock (of— ) to get too low
16 How much or many have you in stock ?

17 None or Not in stock

18 In stock

19 Stock in hand
20 There is a great demand (for— ), but little in stock

21 We expect a stock by— (shortly)

22 „ have a stock of—sufficient for

23 Stole-n See Robbed

24 Has-ve been stolen

25 Stop-ped See Discontinue, Keep, Ranain, Stay
26 Agree-s to stop

27 Are trying all we can to stop

28 As soon as it is stopped

29 Better not stop

30 „ stop

31 Can stop

32 „ you stop

33 Cannot or Do not stop

34 Do not try to stop

35 Is (are) not trying to stop

36 Must be stopped at once

37 „ not stop

38 ,, ., „ any longer than (necessary)

.39 • stop

40 ,, „ at once

41 „ „ unless

42 Need not be stopped

43 Shall we stop

44 Stop as soon as you can

45 „ sending

46 Stop-ped on account of

47 Stop-ping at once

48 „ for a time

49 „ mails
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50 Stop-ping mails and remittance-s

51 „ remittance-s

52 This might stop

53 ,, will not stop

54 ,, ,, put a stop to

.55 Try-ing to stop

56 Why have you stopped

57 Will not stop

58 „ stop

59 Stopping

60 Storage
61 Storage charges

62 Store-s Sec Orders, Stock

63 Books
.64 Drapery

65 Envelopes
•66 Medicines } ... [Business Dep.'VRTmbnt List]
-67 Miscellaneous

68 Paper
69 Stores

70 Case-s of milk

71 Tins of Mellin's Food
72 „ „ milk ....
73 • .

74 . .... ....
75
76
77
78

79 Storm See Detained, Gale, Weather
.80 Because of the storm
81 Delayed by the storm
.82 During a storm

83 Lost in ., ,,

84 Storm did much damage
85 Straight-en See Direct

86 Straightening

87 Straightforward See Honourable, Underhand
88 Has-ve behaved in a straightforward manner
89 „ not „ „ „

90 Strait-s

91 In great straits, unable to move or act

92 Very straitened

93 Stream-s Sec River, Water

94 A fine stream of water

95 Constant stream of running water

96 The stream is full only in the winter

97 ,, ,. -, generally dry

98 „ „ runs dry in the summer
.99 Street-car-»
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Table No. 251 STR-SUB-

00 Strength See Health, Strong,

oi Be careful not to overtax your strength

02 Gradually losing strength

03 ,, regaining „
04 Is rapidly ,, „

05 Lacks strength or Has not sufficient strength (for)

06 On the strength of

07 Strength well maintained

08 Strengthen-ed (by)

09 To strengthen

1 o Strengthening
11 Stress
12 Lay-s great stress upon
13 Strict-ly

14 Do not be too strict (with)

15 Is this (are they) to be strictly followed?
16 Must be more strict (with)

17 Need not be strictly followed
18 Not strict enough
19 Strictly speaking
20 „ „ we have no right (to)

21 To be followed strictly

22 „ ,, very strict (with)

23 Too strict

24 Strike-s See Struck.

25 Strong-er See Feeling:

26 Is strong enough
27 Might be a little stronger

28 Not strong

29 , „ enough

30 „ too strong

31 Too strong

32 Strongest

33 In the strongest manner possible

34 Strongly

35 Is (are) strongly in favour (of)

36 „ ( „ ) „ opposed (to)

37 Struck (by)

38 Struck by lightning

39 Study-ies See Language, Sections

40 Backward with his (her) studies

41 How is— (she) progressing with his (her) studies?

42 Progressing well with his (her) studies

43 Style-s

44 Latest or Newest style

45 Of what style

46 Subject See Approval, Conditions, Confirmation'.

47 Bring the subject to the notice of

48 Is subject to

49 Is this subject (to)
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50 Not subject to

51 Rcfuse-s to discuss the subject

52 The subject referred to (in)

53 „ „ was fullv discussed and it was decided (to)

54 Sublet

55 Cannot sublet

56 Try-ing to sublet

57 With power to sublet

58 Submit-ted See Proposal, Yield

59 After being submitted (to)

60 Before „ „ ( „

)

61 Better submit for the present

62 Has-ve been submitted to

63 „ to be

64 Should I (we) submit (to)

65 Will not submit (to)

66 ,, submit (to— ), if necessary

67 „ „ it to— , and abide by his (her, their) decision

68 „ you submit (to)

69 Submitting

70 Subscriber-s

71 Put my name down as a subscriber (for)

72 Subscribe-d

73 Subscription-s See Amount, Give

74 A subscription list has been opened

75 Amount of subscription (is)

76 What is the annual subscription (to)

yj Subsequent-ly
78 If read by the light of subsequent events

79 It was subsequently decided
80 (What) occurred subsequently
81 Subside-d See Excitement
82 Has not subsided

83 „ subsided

84 Is subsiding

85 Subsidy
86 Substance
87 Give the substance (of)

88 Is (was) in substance correct

89 The substance of what was said or reported

90 Substantial-ly
91 Substantially built

92 Unless substantial-ly

93 Substantiate-d See Claim, Prove

94 Can substantiate

95 .) — (you) substantiate

96 Cannot substantiate

97 Must be substantiated

98 Well substantiated

99 Will substantiate
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00 Substitute-d Sec Relief, Relieve
oi Act-ing as substitute (for)
02 Can get a substitute

03 „ you send (us) a substitute?

04 Cannot get or send a substitute

05 (For— ) can you substitute

06 ( „ — ) have you substituted

07 ( ,, — ) may we substitute

08 Good substitute (for)

09 In preference, substitute

10 Or any suitable substitute

11 What or Whom can you substitute (for)
12 „ „ „ may we „ ( „ )

13 Will send a substitute

14 Substituting
15 By substituting

16 Suggest-s substituting—for

17 V „ — ; wire if this can or may be done
18 Substitution
19 Do not accept substitution of— for
20 In substitution (for)

21 Is—in substitution (of)
22 „—

„

„ (of—,) or is it (s-he) in addition?

23 You may accept substitution of—for

24 Succeed-ed See Successful, Successor
25 Are Hkely to succeed
26 „ not,, „

27 As soon as we have succeeded
28 Has-ve not succeeded (in)

29 „ „ ,, , but still hope-s to do so

30 ,, succeeded beyond our expectations

31 „ —(you) succeeded (in)

2,2 Hope-s to succeed (in)

33 If we do not succeed we shall wire you
34 •• „ succeed we shall wire you
35 > — (you) do-es not succeed

36 „ — ( „ ) succeed (in)

37 .. — ( .. ) „ in doing this

38 Succeeded in obtaining

39 We hope you will succeed (in)

40 Will be succeeded (^by)

41 You must succeed (in)

42 Succeeding

43 Success See Congratulate
44 A complete success

45 Every prospect of success

46 If there is a chance of success

47 M >. ., no prospect of success

48 Must make it a success

49 Promises to be a success
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50 Ultimate success

51 „ ,, certain

52 „ „ doubtful

53 What success had you (in)

54 Wish you every success

55 Without success

56 Successful-ly See Unsuccessful

57 If successful

58 Is— (are youj likely to be successful?

50 Was successfully carried out or completed

60 We have at last been successful (in)

61 Successor-s See Succeed
62 Can you appoint ov suggest a successor?

63 Is a successor yet appointed?

64 Successor already appointed

63 „ not yet

()(> Who is likely to be the successor ?

67 ,, „ the successor?

65 Such
69 By such

70 From such

71 If such is the case

72 In such a case

73 Just such another as

74 Not such as

75 Only .. "

76 Such as

jj ,, ,, is (are) necessary

78 ,, ,, (you) mentioned

79 „ is (are)

80 Sudden-ly
8

1

Cannot account for the sudden
82 A'ery sudden-ly

83 Suffer-s

84 Is— (arc you) likely to suffer ( by)

85 „— ( „ „ ) ., „ „ much (by)

86 Likely to suffer (by)

87 „ „ „ considerably (by)

88 Not likely to suffer (by)

89 „ „ „ „ much i^by)

90 You will not suffer in any w ay

91 Suffered

92 Has-ve not suffered (by)

93 ,. .. .. rn"ch (by)

94 ,, suffered (by)

95 ,, —(you) suffered much (by)

96 Suffering

97 After great suffering

98 Is suffering

99 Without suffering
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oo Sufficient-ly See Enough, Insufficient, Time
oi Considei--s—quite sufficient to begin with
02 Do-es not think— (it) sufficient (for)

03 Has-ve barely sufficient to go on with

04 „ sufficient to go on with meantime or until

05 „ — (you) sufficient?

06 „ — ( » ) » to go on with meantime or until

07 If not sufficient

08 „ sufficient

09 „ „ can be secured

10 Is not or Will not be sufficient

11 (It) is or will be sufficient

12 Not having sufficient

13 Reserve-ing only sufficient (to)

14 Think-s— (it) sufficient (for)

15 Try-ing to make this sufficient

16 Wire if this is not sufficient

17 ,, „ ,, ,, or will be sufficient

18 „ what you think will be sufficient

19 Sufficiency

20 Suggest-ed See Act, Proposal

21 Can you suggest anything (better) ?

22 „ „ „ (this) to

23 Have been doing as (you) suggested

24 „ nothing (better) to suggest or Cannot suggest anything better (than)

25 How would it do to suggest— (to)

26 If you suggest anything

27 It has been suggested to us (that)

28 S-he (they) suggest-s

29 „ ( „ ) „ the advisability of

30 The only thing we can suggest is

31 Unless you can suggest anything or something
•32 W"e are not in a position to sug:gest anything; you must use your own discretion

33 We suggested to him (her, them)

34 ,,
would suggest the advisability of

35 What do-es— (you) suggest (doing)

36 You had better suggest (that)

37 Suggestion-s Sec Authorize

38 Act on suggestion given

39 Approve-s (of —'s) suggestion

40 (At) his (her, their)

41 ( „ ) my (our) suggestion

42 ( „ ) whose suggestion?

43 Cannot act on —'s (your) suggestion

44 Do you approve of (
—

's) suggestion ? Please wire us

45 ,. ., .. ..
our

. .. '. • ••

46 Glad to receive any suggestion

47 Many thanks for the „

48 Suggestion shall be acted upon

49 The suggestion is not practicable or advisable
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50 Think-s the suggestion a good one

51 This is sent at the suggestion of

52 We do not recommend or approve of (
—

's) suggestion

53 „ recommend you to adopt the suggestion (of)

54 Would like to make the following suggestion-s :

—

55 Your suggestion-s or proposal-s

56 „ „ will have our best consideration

57 Suicide

58 Suit-ed See Adapted

59 Do-es not suit or Is not suitable (for)

60 (Is) likely to follow suit

61 („) not,, „

62 Might suit

63 Not well suited (for)

•64 Will not suit at all

-65 ,, ., ,, unless

66 „ suit better (than)

67 Suitable-ility See Adapted, Answer, Do, Unsuitable

68 Cannot find a suitable

6g If nothing suitable offers

70 „ ,, (more) suitable can be found

71 „ suitable

72 ,, ,, you may close

73 In other respects, it is very suitable

74 Is there any suitable

75 Know-s nothing of the suitability of

76 Might be made suitable

77 More suitable for our purpose

78 None suitable or nothing that will suit

79 Nothing suitable offered

80 Telegraph if anything suitable offers

81 Think-s it would be very suitable

82 Will this or Would it be suitable?

83 Would be or Is very suitable (for)

^4 Suits

85 It suits him (her, them) (to)

86 „ ,, us (to)

87 Whichever suits best

88 Sum (of) See Amount
89 Summer (This summer) See Sanatorium

90 (A) summer resort-s

91 During or For the summer months
92 Last summer
93 Next „

94 Sunday (on) See Day
•95 Every Sunday
96 Excluding Sundays or Not on Sunday
97 Including Sundays
98 Last Sunday
99 Next
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Table No. 254 SUN-SUF
00 Sunk Sec Sinking
oi Sunstroke Sec Death, Health
02 Suffering from a severe sunstroke

03 „ . ,- „ slight

04 Superficial-ly

05 Could only make a superficial examination
06 Superfluous
07 Is or Would be quite superfluous
08 Superintend-ed
09 Can you superintend

10 Cannot
1

1

Get—to
12 Has been superintended (by)

13 Must have an efficient man to superintend

14 To superintend

15 Who will superintend
16 Will superintend

17 Superintending everything
18 Superintendence Sec Supervision:

19 Under our superintendence
20 ,, the superintendence of
21 „ your superintendence
22 Superintendent ^^t- Council, Officials-

23 Council desires opinion of (your) Superintendent
24 Must leave to the decision of (your) Superintendent

25 Superior (to)

26 Do-es not think it superior (to)

27 If not superior (to)

28 Must be superior (to)

29 Superior to any (thing) we have seen

30 Very superior (to)

31 Supercede-d
32 Has-vqbeen superceded (by)

:^2> •. superceded

34 Is likely to supercede

35 „ rapidly being superceded (by)

36 Will probably be ,, ( „ )

37 Supervision See Superintend
38 Give this your personal supervision

39 Greatly in need of supervision

40 Most careful supervision (needed or given)

41 There has been no proper supervision

42 Under good supervision

43 ,, the personal supervision of

44 Will give his (her) personal supervision.

45 Supplement-ary (to)

46 Supplemented (by)

47 Supply-ies See Plent}', Stock,.

48 A large supply Substitute

49 » small „
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Table No. 254 SUP-SUP

50 An abundant supply (of)

51 Can supply you (with)

52 „ you send a supply (of)

53 „ „ supply the extra—needed (to)

54 Cannot send a supply (of)

55 Further supply required

56 Have you a supply (of)

57 How much or many can you supply?

58 Please supply us with

59 Send-ing supplies as quickly as possible

60 Sending (you) a supply (of)

61 Supplies are very short

62 Supply appears inexhaustible

63 ., exceeds the demand

64 ,. falls short of the demand

65 „ is irregular (of)

66 We have a supply ( „ )

67 ,. „ not a supply (of)

6S Supply-ing what is necessary (for)
^

69 Supplied

70 The need has been supplied

71 Support-s

72 Cannot give my (our) support

73 Depends on support given to (by)

74 Do all you can to support

75 Give-ing little or no support (to)

76 „ no support (to)

j-j Has-ve promised to support (as far as possible 1

78 In support of

79 Is (are) giving every possible support (to)

80 „ ( „ )—likely to support

81 „ receiving the support of

82 (It) is well worthy of support

83 No support

84 „ „ can be expected (from)

85 „ „ is likely to be given (by) (to)

86 On whose support are you reckoning?

87 Reckoning on—'s (your) support

88 Who will support or Who is supporting

89 Will gladly give my (our) support

90 „ you give your support ?

91 Without the support of

92 (Your) support is essential

93 Supported (by)

94 If not supported (by)

95 „ supported (by)

96 Is largely supported (by)

97 „ Hkely to be supported (by)

98 (It) is well supported

99 Supporting
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Table No. 255 SUP-SUS

00 Suppose-d
01 It is supposed that

02 It was „ „

03 Supposed not to have been

04 ,, to have or be

05 „ „ „ been

06 (We) can only suppose that

07 We do not suppose

08 Supposing that

09 Supposition
10 A mere supposition

11 On the „ that

12 Suppress-ed

13 Cannot suppress

14 Has-ve suppressed

15 Nothing must be suppressed

16 Try-ing to suppress

ly Sure-ly See Certain, Guarantee

18 Make sure of your ground

19 Must be quite sure

20 Quite sure it was the right thing to do

21 We have made quite sure (of)

22 Surety
23 Surface See Indication

24 Below the surface

25 On the surface

26 Surprise-d

27 Agreeably surprised (at)

28 Do not be „ (if)

29 Greatly surprised (at)

30 Has caused a great surprise

31 Have been surprised to find (that)

32 Rather surprised (at)

33 Was (were) not surprised (at)

34 We should not be ,, (if)

35 You will be surprised to learn that

36 Surround-ed

37 The property is surrounded (by)

38 Surround-ing-s

39 From the surroundings

40 The surrounding country

41 Survey-ed
42 Survivor-s See Saved

43 Have not yet learned whether—is (are) among the survivors

44 Not reported as among the survivors

45 There are very few survivors

46 Suspect-ed

47 Do-es not suspect

48 Has-ve no reason to suspect

49 Is not suspected (of)
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Table No. 255 SUS-SYM

50 Is suspected (of)

51 ,, there any reason to suspect

52 There appears reason to suspect

53 We suspect-ed the cause (was)

54 Whom do you suspect ?

55 Suspecting

56 Suspecting that all was not right

57 Suspend-ed (until)

58 Has been suspended or Have suspended

59 Must be suspended (until)

•60 Suspending
61 Suspense
62 Am (are) in a great suspense (about)

63 Has-ve been kept in suspense

64 Must not be kept or Do not keep in suspense longer than absolutely necessary

65 „ remain in suspense for the present

66 Suspicion-s

67 Do-es not do anything to cause suspicion

68 We have our suspicions

69 Without suspicion

70 Suspicious-ly

71 It looks suspicious

72 Sustain-ed

73 Difficult to sustain

74 Do your best to sustain

75 Shall do my (our) best to sustain

76 Sustaining

77 Swindle-d
78 Sympathy See Prayer

79 Deeply grieved to hear the sad news ; accept sincere sympathy
80 In sympathy with
81 Not in sympathy with
82 Please accept my (our) deepest sympathy
83 „ convey „ ( „ ) „ „ to

84 Sympathize
85 Sympathize with you deeply in the loss you have sustained ; our prayers are for you

86 „ ,, „ most deeply ; see words of comfort in John 13 : 7

87 , „ 17:24

88
,

.. , ,, ,. ,. .. II. Corinthians 1:9-10

89 ,
,,

4:17-18

90 ,. „ , ., 5:8

91 , , ., ,. 12:9

92 ,, ,, ,, . .. ,. Philippians 1:23

Q^ ,, . ,, .. . ,. • .1 »- !• ThessaIonians4:i3-i4

04 ^
„ „ ,, .. , ,, II. Timothy 1:10

95 Symptoms See Health

96 Are there any symptoms (of)

97 Do the symptoms give cause for anxiety ?

98 Symptoms are not serious or not considered alarming

99 „ „ serious or considered alarming
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Table No. 256 SYM-SYS-

oo
01

02

03
04
05
06
07
08

09
10

II

12

13

14

15
16

17
iS

19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31

32

33
34
35
36

37
38

39
40
41

42

43
44
45
46

47
48
49

Symptoms show great improvement
There are no symptoms (of)

„ „ symptoms (of)

„ is a return of the former symptoms
Syndicate
In the hands of a syndicate

System
A bad system

„ good „
Can you suggest a better system ?

Must have a better system

New system
Old
There has been an entire want of system

We suggest the following system :

—

Would try another system

Systematic-ally
Steamship Company-ies
Butterheld & Swire's Line RivBR and Coasting Lines
China Merchant's „
Chinese Engineering & Mining Coy's Line

French Line
German ,,

Hoongon
Japanese
Jardine Matneson & Coy's Line

Allan Line
American Line
Canadian Pacific Line

China Navigation Coy's Line

Cunard Line
Dominion Line

E. & A. S. S. Coy's Line
English Mail (P. & O. Line)

French Mail (M. M. Line)

German Mail (N. D. L. Line)

Great Northern Line

Japanese Line

Japanese, San Francisco Line

,, Seattle Line
Northern Pacific Line
Trans-Siberian Route
White Star Line

Ocean Lines
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Table No. 256 'J:AC-TAK

50 Tact
J

I

Great tact was displayed

52 „ „ will be necessary

53 Has not sufficient tact

54 Tael (In taels) Sec Money
55 Take-n See Complete, Get, Long, Need, Passage,

56 Agree-s to take Require, Secure

57 All taken

58 Better not take

59 ,, take

•60 „ „ —with you
61 Can or Do you recommend us to take

62 ,, easily take

•63 „ take

•64 ,, ,, a little less, if necessary

65 „ „ „ „ more, „

66 Cannot lake

67 Do-es not take

'68 Has-ve not taken

69 „ „ „ place

70 „ taken

71 „ „ or took place

72 It will not take much
73 „ ,, take about

74 May take

75 „ we take

76 Must be taken at once

yy „ not take

78 „ take

79 Not all taken
:8o ,, much ,,

^i Refuse-s to take (it)

82 Shall we take

83 Take all

84 „ „ or none
Ss „ „ you can get

86 „ what „ „ „

87 Take-n for

88 „ up
89 Take-s over
•90 ,, place

91 Was everything taken ?

92 When will it take place ?

-93 Why have you not taken

-94 Will or Would be taken

95 „ . •• it take

'96 ,, ,. ., not take

97 .. , ,, ,. .. place (till)

98 ,, ,. ,, take

99 ., ,, ., ,. place
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Table No. 257 TAK-TEL

See Confer, Consult

Accovding to tariff

oo Taking
oi Talk-ing
02 Advise you to talk it over (with)

03 Be very careful with whom you talk the matter over

04 Tariff

05
06 Not
07 Tax-es See Duties, Oppressive-

08 Teacher-s
09 Chefoo teacher-s

10 Technical-ity See Formal
1

1

From a purely technical point of view
12 Technical difficulties have been overcome

13 There are technical difficulties to be overcome

14 Telegram-s See Advise, Clear, Code, Explain,.

15 By telegram (from) Message, Repeat, Reply

Contents of my (our) telegram of—are incorrect

,, „ ( „ ) ,- ,, —confirmed or correct

,,

—
's (your) ,, ,,—are incorrect

„ ,,

—
's ( ,. ) ,, ,- —confirmed or correct

Following telegram received (from)
(Previous) telegram not received

( „ ) „ (of—) not received; please repeat if necessary

Telegram (of—) only now received

„ received; agree to (your wishes)

16

17
18

19
20

2l
22

23
24
25
26

27
28

20

30
31

32

33
34
35
36

37
38
39
40
41

42

43
44
45
46

47
48
49

cannot agree to contents Of your wishes: will write

understand its meaning; wire again in different words

-

,. ,, ; have done as you requested

; „ written to you fully

,, ,, ; orders already attended to

The following cablegram has been received from Barmen
Chicago
Glasgow
Jonkoping
Torp, Kumla
Liebenzell

London
Melbourne
Philadelphia

Shanghai
Stockholm
Toronto

,, last telegram ( was dated )

Unless we receive a telegram

Telegraph-ed
Has-ve telegraphed

Please telegraph the latest news (about)

Telegraph at my (our) expense

,, London
„ Melbourne
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Table No. 257 TEL-TER

50 Telegraph Philadelphia

51 „ Toronto

52 ,. news promptly, too pressing to await letters

53 „ substance of
—

's (your) letter (of

—

or regarding)

54 Telegraphed you on

55 ,, „ ,,— , have you received the message ?

56 Telegraph-ing amount

57 Too long to telegraph details, will write fully

58 Will telegraph later

59 Telegraphic
60 The nearest telegraphic station (is)

61 There is no telegraphic communication (with)

62 Telegraphing
63 (S-he) is telegraphing (to)

64 Tell-s Sec Inform

65 Telling

66 Temporary-ily See Agreement. Arrangement

67 This is only temporary
68 „ will, we think, be only temporary

69 Trust this is only temporary

70 Tenant-s
71 Tenant-s decline-s to give up possession

72 ,, will (now) give up possession (on)

73 Tend
74 This will not tend to

75 .. .. tenfl to

76 Will this „ „

7J Tendency-ies
78 If there is any tendency (to)

79 Is „ any tendency (to)

80 The tendency is (to)

81 „ „ „, if anything, (to)

82 There is no tendency (to)

83 Term-s Sec Accepted, Agree,

84 Agree-s to the terms (mentioned) Amount, Bargain^

85 Attempts to come to terms are useless Conditions, Offers,

86 Cannot accept other terms than those already named Price, Tmie

87 „ come to terms
88 (For) a definite term

89 ( „ ) „ long term

90 ( „ ) „ short „

91 For a term of

92 „ an indefinite term

93 „ what term?

94 Get the best terms possible

95 If you cannot obtain better terms

96 Moderate terms

97 Not the same terms (as)

98 On any terms

99 „ his (her, their) terms



Table No. 258 TER-TES

00 On my (our) terms
oi ,, reasonable terms or The terms are reasonable

02 „ the following terms

03 „ ,', same terms (as)

04 Terms are considered satisfactory

05 ,, „ not likely to be altered

06 ,, ,. ., „ „ „ so good

07 ,, „ „ so favourable

08 .. ,. (yet) stated

09 ., „ rejected

ID ,, cannot be altered

11 ,, have been accepted or agreed to

12 ,, will not suit

13 „ „ probably be accepted or agreed to

14 „ ., „ not be accepted or not be agreed to

15 Thinjk-s we can obtain better terms

16 Try- ng to come to terms (with)

17 Under the terms of

18 Very favourable terms

19 What are the best terms ?

20 „ „ „ most favourable terms on which you can secure

21 „ „ your terms?
22 ,, terms shall or may we accept?

,23 Terminate-d See Finish

24 Better not terminate

25 „ terminate

26 Can be terminated

27 Cannot be terminated (before)

28 Has-ve been terminated

29 „ not terminated (yet)

30 Has —terminated ?

31 How soon can you terminate

32 Likely to terminate

33 May terminate

34 Must be terminated (before)

35 .. " >• at once

36 „ not be terminated (until)

27 Not likely to be terminated for some t;me 01 until

38 Try-ing to terminate ?

39 When will—terminate?

40 Will not terminate (before)

41 ,, probably terminate shortly

42 „ terminate (on)

43 Termination (On the termination of)

44 On the termination of the present

45 Test-ed

46 Testing

47 Testify-ies

48 Testimonial-s

49 Good testimonial-s
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Table No. 258 TES-THE

50 Testimony . See Source

51 Most important testimony

52 Shall be prepared with (his, her, their) testimony

53 Testimony in support of

54 „ will be required

55 Upon good testimony

56 ,, native ,,

57 Than
58 Than any yet

59 Thank-s
60 Please accept or express my (our) best thanks (to)

61 „ „ my (our) thanks in anticipation

62 Thank-s all for what they have done

63 Wish-es to express his (her, their) best thanks

64 That
65 That is (are)

66 „ „ ( „ ) not

67 „ ,, not the

68 ,, ,, the

69 ,, will be or do

70 „ „ not be or not do

71 The
72 Their

73 Them-selves

74 By themselves

75 For them and their friends

76 ,, them-selves

yy It is for them (to)

78 Them to-o

79 To them
80 Then
81 And then

,82 If by then

83 Then you can

84 „ „ will

85 Will not then

86 ,, then

87 Thence (to)

88 From thence

89 Theory
90 If this theory is correct

91 „ „ ,, ,. incorrect

92 There
93 Both there

94 ,, » and at

95 ,, ,• ., elsewhere

96 Can there be

97 If there

98 „ „ is (are)

99 ., ,. -, ( „ ) no-t
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Table No. 259 THE-THI

00 There is (are)

01 „ „ ( „ ) no-t

02 „ may or might (be)

03 „ „ „ „ not (be)

04 „ must (be)

05 „ „ not (be)

06 „ ought not to (be)

07 „ „ to (be)

08 ., should (be)

09 „ „ not (be)

10 „ was (were)
11 „ „ ( „ ) no-t

12 „ will or wo:uld (be)

13 >. » » " not (be)

14 „ would have been

15 Will there (be)

16 Thereby
17 Can tell thereby

18 Cannot tell thereby

19 Therefore
20 Therefore I should advise (you to)

21 „ it was done
22 „ .. ,, not done

23 Thereupon
24 They
25 If they are

26 „ „ „ not

27 They are

28 ,. „ not

29 ,
to have

30 ,, ,, to have

31 „ will

32 ,. „ not

33 :. .. try

34 Thick-nes»

35 Thin
36 Very thin

^y Thing-s See Articles, Goods
38 Another thing altogether

39 What things are there ?

40 Think-s See Advise, Agree,

41 Do as s-he (they) may think best Believe, Consider,

42 Do you think it well (to) Thought

43 „ not think we shall

44 Do-es not think

45 If you do not think (so)

46 „ „ think (so)

47 S-he (they) think-s

48 „ ( „ ) ,. the same as we do

49 .. ( .. ) .. well of
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Table No. 259 THI-THO

50 Telegraph if you think

51 •• „ „ ,, it will be better (to)

52 „ „ „ „ „ ., „ necessary (to)

53 Think well over before deciding

54 Think-s it will

55 •, >. .. not

56 „ we shall

57 We think we better not

58 ,, „ „ can or might

59 .. .. .. cannot
60 ,, ,, „ had better

61 „ „ you can or might
62 „ „ „ had better

63 „ „ „ ,. ,. not

64 Third (time)

65 One-third (of)

66 Two-thirds ( „ )

67 This
68 This can or could

69 „ „ ., „ not

70 „ has not

71 ,, is

72 „ „ a or the

73 >' " not

74 ., ,. ,, the

75 „ may be (so)

76 „ must „ ( „ i

77 .. „ not

78 ., or the other

79 „ was
80 „ „ not
81 Thorough-ly
82 (A) thoroughly good
83 Has-ve not thoroughly
84 „ thorough-ly

85 If thorough-ly
86 Went most thoroughly into every detail

87 You must thoroughly
88 Though (Even though)
89 Thought See Consider, Think
90 Has-ve not thought it necessary (to)

9r „ thought it necessary (to)

92 „ „ the matter over

93 (It) is not thought much of here

94 ( „ ) „ thought here that

95 ( ., ) ,. ,. highly of here

96 Not to be thought of

97 Than we thought

98 Will require careful thought

99 Without any thought of the future
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Table No. 260 THQ-riM

00 Thoughtful-ness
01 Thoughtless-ness
02 From sheer thoughtlessness

03 Is too thoughtless

04 It was very thoughtless (of)

05 Thousand-s See Money
06 At a cost of several thousands (of)

07 Threaten-s (to)

08 Do not intend to take any notice of (
—

's) threat-s

09 ,, ,, take any notice of (
—

's) threat-s

10 ,. ,, threaten unless you mean to act

1

1

Threatened (to)

12 Is (are) threatened with

13 Through See Finish

14 Can you carry it through?

15 Cannot carry it through
16 ,, get through

17 Carry it through
18 ,, ., „ , if possible

19 Has-ve been through all

20 Through our (us)

21 ,, the

22 ,, (them their)

23 ,, what was
24 ,, you
25 To get through
26 (We) are not yet through

27 ( ,, ) can carry it „

28 Will carry it through, if possible

29 Throughout
30 Throughout the country

31 ,, ,, district

32 ,, ,, Mission

33 Through-rate-s (to)

34 The lowest through-rate we can get (is)

35 What is the through-rate (to)

36 Thursday (on) See Day

37 Last Thursday

38 Next

39 Ticket-s See Passage

40 Ticket-s left behind by mistake

41 „ ,, ,, ,, ,, : send-ing by next mail

42 Tidings Sec Information, News, Report, Rumour
43 Times Sec Date, Hours, Months, Period,

44 At any time Weeks, While, Years

45 ,, some future time

46 „ such time-s

47 ,, the same time

48 ,, what time

49 Barely time
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Tabic No. 260 TIM-TOi;

50 Do all you can to be in time

51 During or For the time named
52 (For) a limited time

53 ( „ ) an unlimited time

54 ( „ or In) a long-er „

55 ( .. .. .. ) .. short-er „

56 ( „ „ „ ) double the time

57 ( „ „ „ ) half the time

58 ( „ „ ,, ) the usual „

59 For some time past

60 „ „ „ to come
61 If, at any time
62 In the time or In time for

63 (Is) not in time to go this mail, will follow next

64 Just in time

65 More time required

66 Not this time

67 Sufificient time must be given

68 This time

69 Time all important

70 „ „ „ , so give every despatch to

71 Time is not important

72 „ „ „ sufficient (for)

73 „ „ „ up or will not be expired till

74 „ lost or is being lost

75 >. uot stated or is unknown
76 „ rather short, so make all the despatch you can

77 ,, to date or count from
78 „ too short

79 „ up (on)
80 We fear— (you) will not be in time (for or to)

81 Were you in time?
82 What time do you advise

83 „ „ will you
84 While there is time

85 Will be in time (for)
86 „ „ „ „ , we expect

87 „ you have time (to)

88 Within a or the given time

89 Tin-lined (box-es)

90 Title-s See Officials

9t Js the title good?
92 Title is good

93 ., ., not good

94 To (be)

95 To-day

96 Together (witli) See Conjunction

97 Both together

98 Not

99 Told See Inform, Mentioned
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Table No. 261 TOM-TRA

oo To-morrow
oi To-mglit
02 Ton-s See Weight
03 Too
04 Too few or little

05 „ many or much
06 Took See Take
07 Top
08 At the top (of)

09 Near the top (of)

ID On „ „ ( „

)

11 Total-Iy
12 Total amount or expense

13 „ receipts

14 What are the total receipts ?

15 >. .» -, .. .. likely to be?
16 „ is the total

17 „ „ „ „ expenditure?

18 „ „ „ „ „ likely to be?

19 Toronto See Council, Telegram
20 The Toronto Office or Council

21 Touch-ed
22 Do not touch (it)

23 Keep-ing in touch with

24 Will not touch I it)

25 Toward-s (the)

26 Town-s
27 Trace-d
28 A ti-acc of

29 Can trace

30 „ you trace

31 Difficult to trace

32 Has been traced

33 Has-ve lost all trace (of)'

34 If you can trace

35 „ ,, cannot trace

36 No trace (of) or Cannot trace

37 Trace if possible

38 Tracing

39 Traces
40 Showing traces of

41 Tract-8 See Mission, Literature

42 Traffic

43 Train-s See Accident, Leaving,

44 By train timed to arrive at Railway

45 „ what train is— (are you) coming?
4$ No trains (owing to)

47 Train-s delayed (by)

48 Training (In training)

49 No one in training
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Table Nos. 261-272 TRA-TRA

50 There is no one with the necessary training to meet the need

51 Training Home See L,ady, Man
52 Training School (Bible)

53 Tram-way
54 Transact-ed

55 Transaction-s

56 Transfer-t (from)
c^y Do not transfer

58 Transfer to

59 Tranferred
60 Has-ve been transferred (to)

61 Tranship-ped
62 Can be transhipped

Cannot be „

Had to be transhipped (at)

Must be „
Transhipment

63
64
65
66
67 Transit
68 In course of transit

69 Translate-d

70 Wrongly translated

71 Translation
72 Send-ing translation

73 Transmission See Foreign Currency page 397

74 A delay in transmission (occurred)

75 For transmission only (to)

76 On receipt of this, please pay—to—transmission only

262 On



Table Nos. 273-288 TRA-TRA
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
233
284
285
286
287
OO

On receipt of this, please pay to (transmission

(

C

(

(

(

{

(

(

(

- (-
(

- (

only)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

Signifies the even hundred or thousand
287oo='G$5,ooo.

For sums under G$i,ooo, oi to 99 (both inclusive) signifies

and unit of the amount. Thus: 2ys8o=G$8o. 28225=
288
00 Transmit-ted
01 Please transmit (to)

02 Transmitting (to)

03 Was transmitted (to)

04 Transmitted (or Remitted) for General Fund
05
06
07
08

09
10

II

12

13

14

15
16

17
18

19
20
21

22

23

24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31

Thus: 2J500=

No. 28832 to No. 28849 omitted.
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Gfioo
0^200
GI300
G$4oo
Gisoo
G$6oo
GJ700
G|8oo
Gfgoo
G|i,ooo-
0^2,000-

G|3,ooo
014,000
Gfs.ooo

=G$300.

the tea

=G$925.

£2,00
;^400

;^.S00

^600
£700
£^00
£900

£^^oo
;^ 1,200

;^I.30O

£t-Aoo
;^I.50O

;^I,60O

^1.700
;^I,80O

;^I,90O
/2,00O
/:^,I0O

;,^2,200

;^2,300

;^2,400
;^2,SOO

/2,60O
/2,700
^2,800
;<^2,900

/3.000



Table No. 288 TRA-TRA

50
51

52

53

54
55
56

57
58

59
60
61

62

63

64
65
66
67
68

69
70
71

72

73
74
75
76

17
78

79
80
81

82

83

84
85
86

87
88

89
90
91

92

93
94

95
96

97
98
99

Transmitted (or Remitted) for General Fund

Transpire-d
Has anything transpired ?

It has transpired that

Nothing has transpired

Unless it has transpired

Transpoirt-ing by
Are there any means of transport?
Arrange-ing for transport

Has-ve arranged to transport
No means of transport (except by)
Owing to or There is dfiSculty in transporting

There are the following means of transport

:

Transport-ing by boat

,, coolie

, , mule
,, train

Travel-led
Advise (them) to travel together

you to travel via or through

G|50o
01600
G$7oo
G|8oo
G$900
G$i,ooo'

G$i,ioo
GJt,200
Gi?i.3oo

G;gi,40o

G$i,5oo
G$i,6oo
Ggr,7oo
G$i.8oo
G^i.poo
G$2,0G0
G$2,250
G$2,5oo
GS2,75o
G$3,ooo
GS3.250
G$3,5oo
G$3,75o
G|4,ooo
G$4,25o
G$4,5oo
Gg4.750
G$5,ooo
G$6,ooo
G$7,ooo-

G$8,ooo
See Happen, Occurred

See Expenses, Rain, Snow, Weather
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Table No. 289 TRA-TRO

oo Do not travel via or through
oi „ „ wish to travel together

02 Is s-he well enough to travel ?

03 Must travel separately

04 Quite able to travel

05 Too weak „ „
.06 Travel-ling together

07 Wish to travel „
08 Travelling
09 Travelling via or in the direction of

10 Treasurer's Department See OflBcials

1

1

Treasury
12 Treatment
13 Has-ve received the kindest treatment (from)

14 „ „ very bad „ ( „ )

15 Must undergo treatment (for)

16 Recommend-s trying some other treatment

17 Treat-ed

18 Treaty
19 A new treaty

20 Non-treaty port-s

21 Treaty port-s

,22 Under the treaty

23 Trial

24 As a result of the trial

25 Give-ing— (it) a „

.26 The result of the „ is unsatisfactory

27 „ „ „ „ „ „ very satisfactory

28 What is the result of the trial ?

29 Tried See Try
30 Have ti-ied all we can, but without success (to)

31 Has-ve— (you) tried (to)

32 Trifle-ing

33 Is very trifling

34 Trouble See Apprehend, Annoyance,

35 All the trouble might have been avoided Difficulty

36 Do not ,, any more about (it)

37 Has-ve given great trouble

38 If—is (are) Hkely to cause trouble

39 In great trouble (about)

40 Is inclined to give considerable trouble

41 „— (it) causing trouble?

.42 „— („) likely to cause trouble

?

43 Likely to cause trouble

44 May cause some „

45 No trouble (whatever)

46 Sorry to trouble you

47 The trouble has been (to)

48 There is serious trouble (in or at)

,49 Think-s there will be little trouble (in)
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Table No. 289 TRO-TRY

50 Think-s there will be no trouble (in)

51 .. .. .. .» some „ ( „

)

52 To avoid trouble (in the future)

53 Too much trouble

54 Unless it is likely to cause trouble

55 What is the trouble ?

56 (You') need not trouble

57 Troublesome
58 A very troublesome business

59 Is (are) becoming troublesome

60 ,> ( „ ) very troublesome

61 True-ly See Certainly

62 Do you think it is true (that)

63 If it is not true

64 „ „ „ true

65 It is not true (that) or There is no truth in it

66 „ „ true

67 Partly true

68 We doubt if it is true

69 Wire if it is true (that)

70 Trust-ed See Confidence, Depend, Reliance

71 If you can trust

72 In trust for

73 Is (are)^o be trusted?

74 May be trusted to the extent of

75 Not to be trusted

76 The trust deed

jy To what extent can s-he (they) be trusted?

78 We do not trust (to)

79 „ trust to you ( „ )

80 ,, „ „ your judgement
81 You must not trust

82 Trustee-s

83 Has-ve been appointed trustee-s

84 Who is (are) the trustee-s

85 Truth See Authentic, True
86 The truth is

87 What is the truth ?

88 Try (to) 5^^ Attempt, Effort, Endeavour, System, Tried

89 Do not try (again)

90 ,, ,, ,, in other quarters or elsewhere

91 Shall we try (again) ?

92 ,, ,, ,, in other quarters or elsewhere ?

93 " .. " later on?

94 Try again

95 „ all you can (to)

96 ,, another station (say)

97 „ in other quarters or elsewhere

98 „ some other method or means

99 ,, the experiment
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Table No. 290 TRY-TYP

00 Try what you can do
01 Try-ing to do without
02 Why do you not try

03 Will not try (to)

04 „ try elsewhere

05 „ „ to

06 You must try (to)

07 Trying
08 After trying

09 Are not „
10 Before ,,

1

1

Do-es not intend trying (further)

12 „ — (you) recommend our trying (further)

13 Has-ve been trying (to)

14 „ not been trying (to)

15 „ —(you) been trying (to)

16 Intend-s trying again (later on)

17 Is there any use trying (to)

18 No use trying (to)

19 We are „ our best (to)

20 Tuesday (on) See Day
21 Last Tuesday
22 Next
23 Tug
24 Tum-ed See Likely, Result

25 Has-ve not turned (out)

26 „ „ „ out well or satisfactorily

27 „ turned (out)

28 „ „ out better than expected

29 „ „ „ well or satisfactorily

30 His (her, their) turn

31 How has— (it) turned out?

32 If likely to turn out well

33 „ — (it) does not turn out well

34 „ — („) turns out well

35 In turn-s

36 Is likely to turn out well

37 Is— (it) likely to turn out well?

38 My (our) turn

39 Your turn

40 Typhoon See Storm
41 Damaged by the typhoon
42 Lost in a typhoon (on the)

43 .

44 . .
...

45 . . •

46
47
48
49 '
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Table No. 290 UNA-UND

50 Unaccountable-y See Accountable

51 It is quite unaccountable (how)

52 Unanimous-ly

53 Must be unanimous

54 Perfectly „

55 Unappropriated See Appropriate

56 Unappropriated balance

57 How much remains unappropriated ?

58 Unavoidable-y See Avoided

59 Is it unavoidable ?

•60 Unavoidable on account of

61 Unless it is unavoidable

62 Unaware-s
63 Unaware of any such thing

64 ,, „ what vv'as done

65 Uncertain-ty See Certain, Doubtful, Positive

66 In the uncertainty

67 Is there any uncertainty ?

68 It is uncertain, but probably

69 ,, ,, ,, what will be done

70 „ „ „ ,, „ „ „ , but probably

71 ,, „ ,, whether

72 So long as it is uncertain

73 Too uncertain

74 Uncertain how long s-he (it) may last

75 ,, what is to be done (about)

76 ,, ,. to do

jy Very uncertain

78 Uwchange-d See Changed

79 Aspect of affairs is unchanged

80 If unchanged
8r Otherwise unchanged
82 Remain-s ,,

83 Unchangeable

84 Uncommon-ly Sec Custom

85 A very uncommon occurrence

86 Not uncommon in this district

87 Very
88 Unconditional-ly

89 Must be unconditional-ly

90 Unconditionally agreed to

91 Unconscious-Iy
92 Has been unconscious since or Remains unconscious

93 Undecided See Decided

94 Is— (are you) still undecided?

•95 ,, (are) undecided

96 Seem-s

97 Undecided whether

98 Under
99 All that are under or All under
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Table No. 291 UND-UND
00 At or under
01 But not under
02 „ under
03 Greatly under
04 Must be „

05 Not under
06 „ „ any
07 Rather under
08 „ „ than over

09 Should not be under
10 Undergo-ne
1

1

Has-ve undergone
12 Underhand See Honourable, Straightforward

13 Owing to the underhand way in which
14 Underlying
15 Underlying the whole of

16 Understand
17 Am I (are we) to understand (that)

18 As far as I (we) can understand

19 Cannot or Do not understand
20 „ understand what is wanted, please wire more definitely

21 Did not understand
22 Do you clearly understand, if not, wire

23 „ „ understand

24 Do-es s-he (they) understand

25 Give-n him (her) to understand (that)

26 If s-he (they) do-es not/Understand
2'/ „ you do not understand
28 In order to understand

29 (They) have given us to understand (that)

30 Understand that

3

1

We are pleased to understand

32 „ „ sorry to

33 „ do not understand why
34 „ „ „ >, your reference to

35 „ hope— (you) quite understand-s

36 „ quite understand

37 „ understand that you have

38 What are we to understand (as to)

39 With respect to the part-s you do not understand

40 Understanding
41 Abide by the understanding

42 According to our understanding (of or with)

43 By an understanding with

44 Cannot come to an-y understanding (with)

45 If— (you) abide-s by the understanding

46 „ the understanding

47 Is there any understanding (between)

48 On the understanding (that)

49 The understanding between us
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Table No. 291 UND-UND

50 There has been an understanding (between)

51 >. .. .. no „ ( „ }

52 This is not in accordance with our understanding

53 „ was not the understanding at the time

54 „ „ the understanding at the time

55 Understanding come to

56 Unless an understanding is come to

57 Understood See Clear

58 If not understood

59 It is understood (that)

60 „ must be clearly understood
61 „ was an understood thing (that)

62 Never understood this

63 Not understood

64 This was not understood at the time

65 Understood by both parties

66 „ to be

67 Was not understood to be

68 ,, understood to refer to

69 Undertake-n
70 Are trying to get—to undertake (it)

71 Can you get—to undertake it or to

72 ,, or Will—(you) undertake it ar to

73 Cannot or Will not ,, .. . „

74 Did not undertake it or to

75 .. — (you) undertake it or to

76 Do-es not undertake it or to

yj Has-ve got— to undertake it or to

78 „ not undertaken it or to

79 ,
, undertaken it or to

80 If you can get— to undertake it or to

81 „ „ cannot undertake it or to

82 Must not undertake it or to

83 „ undertake not to

84 Why will you not undertake it or to

85 Will gladly undertake it or to

86 „ undertake (it) on condition that

87 Undertaking
88 An arduous undertaking

89 Before undertaking

90 Do not care about undertaking

91 In the event of your ,, it or to

92 No hesitation in undertaking

93 The undertaking is too great

94 Undertook
95 Undervalue-d See Value

96 I (we) do not undervalue the

97 Think-s you undervalue

98 Undervaluation (Is an)

99 Underwriter-5
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Table No. 292 UND-UNJ

00 Undesirable See Desirable

01 (It) is or would be very undesirable

02 Uneasiness See Anxious

03 Great uneasiness is caused by formation

04 (There is) no cause for uneasiness as yet; we hope to be able to give reassuring in.

05 These things cause much uneasiness

06 Unencumbered
07 Uneq«al-ly
oS Is very unequal

09 Unexpected-iy See Expected

10 Happened in the most unexpected manner
1

1

Owing to the unexpected turn of affairs

12 Quite unexpected-ly

13 Unfair-ness

14 An unfair advantage

15 Is it unfair?

16 It is a most unfair arrangement

17 ,, ,, unfair

18 The unfairness is evident

19 UnfavoMrable-y See Favourable

20 A most unfavourable time (for)

21 Unfinished
22 Has or Had to be left unfinished

23 Left or Is still unfinished

24 Owing to the ,, state of

25 Unfit-ted (for)

26 Quite unfit for

27 Unfit for the position

28 Unforeseen
29 Unforeseen events which have since occurred

30 Unless something unforeseen should happen

31 Was quite unforeseen (at the time)

2)2 Unfortimate-ly

33 It is 0/- would be unfortunate

34 „ ,, unfortunate, but could not be helped (at the time)

35 Unfounded (Quite)
'

S'cc Report

36 Unhealthy
'

Sec Healthful, Place

37 Uninformed Sec Ignorance

38 Why are we (kept) uninformed?

39 Unintentional-ly (Quite)

40 Uninternipted-Iy
41 Unite-s Sec Join, Unanimous
42 Unite-s in the opinion (that)

43 ,, with me
44 United Kingdom Sec Nationality

45 United States See Nationality

46 United-ly

47 It was unitedly thought best

48 Unjust-ly

49 It is or would be unjust
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Table No. 292 UNI^UNO

50 Unless
51 Unless for

52 ,, in

53 • It

54 be

55 „ , can (be)

56 „ ,.will(„)

57 .. s-he (they) can

58 .. ., ( ., ) cannot

59 ,, ., ( .. i has-ve
-60 ,. ., ( ., ) „ not

Si ,, .. «' ,. ) should

62 .. ..(.,) will or would
'63 ,. that

64 ,, there has been

65 ,. ,, is

66 .. .. should be

67 , „ were
'68 ,. they were

69 ,, we
70 ., ,, are

71 ,, ., have

72 „ . should

73 .. ,. were

,74 •. you

75 ., ,. are

76 ., ., can or will

77 .. ., ,, do this

78 .. .. cannot

79 ,, ,. have
80 ,. ., should

81 ., .. think (otherwise)

82 „ ,, were

83 Will not, unless

84 Unlike-ly

85 Is it unlikely (that)

86 It is not unlikely (that)

:87 (It) is very unlikely (that)

88 Unlimited (supply)

89 Unlimited time

90 (With) unlimited means

91 Unnecessary-ily

92 Altogether unnecessary

93 If unnecessary or Unless you think it unnecessary

94 It is quite unnecessary

95 Seems quite ,.

96 Unobtainable See Obtainable

97 If unobtainable

98 Unobtainable at any price

gg ,, ;
wire what we are to do
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Table No. 293 UNP-UNT

00 Unpleasant-ness See Feeling^

oi Afraid it will cause unpleasantness

02 (But) not if it is likely to cause unpleasantness

03 Do your best to avoid any unpleasantness

04 Has-ve caused much unpleasantness

05 Is it likely to cause any unpleasantness ?

06 No probability of any unpleasantness

07 So as to avoid any unpleasantness

08 Unprepared See Prepared.

09 Do not be unprepared (for)

10 Unpromising (Is unpromising]
11 Unquestionable-y
12 Unreasonable-y
13 Demands are quite unreasonable

14 Do you think it unreasonable (to ask)

15 I (we) do not think it unreasonable (to ask)

16 It is unreasonable to expect

17 Quite unreasonable

18 (This) seems a little unreasonable

19 Unreliable
20 Is (are) very unreHable
21 Unsatisfactory-ily
22 Most unsatisfactory

23 Unsettle-d See Alfairs-

24 Everything is in a most unsettled state

25 Is (are) feeling very unsettled

26 Owing to the unsettled state (of the)

27 Why arc you so unsettled ?

28 „ is s-he so unsettled ?

29 Unsound
30 Doctrinally unsound

31 Unsuccessful-ly
32 Has-ve been very unsuccessful

33 If this is unsuccessful

34 „—should be imsuccessful

35 Unsuitable-y (if)

36 Quite unsuitable for the purpose

37 Until

38 But not until

39 Until after

40 „ it (is)

41 ,, ,, has been

42 „ s-he (they)

43 ., » ( .. ) can

44 „ the last

45 .. then

46 „ there is (arc)

47 „ this is done

48 „ we
49 :. .. can
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Table No. 293 UNT-UPS

50 Until we hear from you again

51 „ „ see our way (to)

52 „ „ telegraph (again)

53 „ „ write

54 ., you

55 .. V can

56 ,, „ see your way (to)

57 „ „ telegraph

58 „ „ write

59 Will not go until

60 Unusual-Iy See Usual
6i Has been unusually
62 Is this unusual ?

63 (It is) not unusual

64 („_„)very „

65 This seems
66 Unwilling-ly See Willing

67 Did it most unwiUingly
68 Unwise See Wise
69 Do you think it would be unwise (to)

70 Think-s it would be very „ ( „ )

71 Unless this is considered „

72 Up (to)

73 Not quite up to

74 Up and down
75 „ to the present time

76 „ „ what
77 Is (was) very up hill work
78 Upon
79 Upon him (her, them)
80 „ me (us)
8i ^, whom
82 „ you
83 Upper
84 Upper part or hand
85 Uprising See Rebellion, Riot
86 Upset See Hitch

87 Do-es not upset the arrangement
88 Has-ve been greatly upset (by)

89 „ upset everything

90 If it would not upset (the arrangement)

91 „ — does „ „ ( „ ,. )

92 Is (are) trying ail s-he (they) can to upset (the arrangement)

93 „ Hkely to upset (the arrangement)

94 „ this hkely to upset (the arrangement)

95 Not likely to upset (the arrangement)

96 So as not to upset (the arrangement)

97 (This) will upset (the arrangement)

98 What has upset (the arrangement)

99 Will not upset (the arrangement)
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Table No. 294 UPS-USE

00 Upside-down
01 Upward-s (of)

02 Urge-d See Induce, Insist

03 Cannot too strongly urge upon you the necessity (of)

04 Has-ve urged (itj upon
05 Strongly urge you (to)

06 Urge-s us (to)

07 We have been urged (to)

08 Urgent-ly See Hurry
09 If not urgent

10 Is it urgent?

1

1

The case or matter is very urgent
12 „ need is urgent

13 Unless it is urgent

14 Urgently wanted

15 Urging
1

6

We are not urging or pressing— (to)

17 „ „ urging or pressing— (to)

18 We recommend your urging— (to)

19 Us
20 Act-ing with us

21 For us and you
22 To us

23 Us to-o

24 Use-d See Service

25 Can or Could use

26 ,, you not make use of

zy Do not or Must not use
'28 For future use

29 ,, Mission ,,

30 ,, present .,

31 „ private ,,

32 ,, the use of

33 Has-ve been used (as)

34 Have you any use for

35 ,. „ used

36 If you can use

37 Is used for

38 (It) can be used

39 ( ,,) cannot be used

40 ( ,,) is of no use (for)

41 It will be necessary to use

42 „ „ not be necessary to use

43 May be of use

44 ,, we use

45 Quite used up
46 Recommend-s you to use

47 Shall not use unless obliged (to)

48 Should be used (for)

49 ,. not be used (for)



Table No. 294 USE-UTM

50 There is no use (in)

51 To use it to advantage

52 Use less

53 " niore

54 „ only in the last extremity

55 Used for a long time

56 What is the use (of)

57 Will be of some use

58 ,, have to use

59 -' use

60 Would be of great use

61 ,, ,, ,, no use

62 ,, ,, ,, some use

63 „ it be of any use (if)

64 Useful-ly

65 Will be very useful-Iy

66 Useless (for)

67 Is it useless to

68 „ useless (wthout)

69 It is useless (to)

70 Quite useless (now)
71 Will be quite useless (to)

72 „ ,, useless (unless)

73 Using

74 Has-ve been using

75 Is (are) using

76 Usual-ly (As usual- ly)

7/ If usually done
78 Is (are) usual-ly

79 Is this usual-ly

80 It is not usual (to)

8t L,ess than ,,

82 More „ „

83 Not as usual

84 Quite usual

85 Subject to the usual terms or conditions

86 The usual— (thing) is

87 What is (the) usual

88 Utmost
89 Do your utmost (to)

90 To the „ ;

91 We are doing our utmost (to)

92 ,, „ „ „ „ ;
will wire later on

93 ,, have done our utmost (tol

94 ,, will do our utmost (to)

95 What is the utmost limit ?

96

97
98 ...
99 •
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Table No. 295 VAC-VAL

00 Vacancy See Situation

01 Has vacancy been filled ?

02 If there is or should be a-ny vacancy

03 Is there any likelihood of a vacancy soon ?

04 „ „ „ vacancy?

05 There is a vacancy (in)

06 „ „ no ,, in—at present

oy ,, will probably be a vacancy (in)

08 Vacancy has been filled

09 „ not yet

10 Whenever a vacancy occurs

1

1

Vacant
12 Vacation See Holiday

13 Better come or go home for the vacation

14 Come home before the vacation

15 Vaccinate-d See Medical Terms
16 Not vaccinated (since)

17 Successfully re-vaccinated

18 Re-vaccinated, but not successfully

19 Vaccination (required)

20 Vague-ly
21 Is too vague
22 Vain-ly
23 All efforts are (were) in vain

24 Valid-ity

25 If it should prove not to be valid

26 „ „ „ „ to be valid

27 Is it valid ?

28 It is „

29 „ „ not valid

30 Valuable
31 We acquire or have acquired a most valuable (property)

32 (Your) services will be very valuable (in)

33 Valuation (at)

34 (At) a fair valuation

35 At his (her, their) valuation

36 „ my (our) valuation

37 ,, what valuation

38 ,, your

39 Valuation to be agreed upon
40 Value-d See Cost, Estimate, Price, Undervalue

41 A high value

42 ,, low ,,

43 Actual value (is

)

44 At what do you value (it)

45 Do-es not know the value of

46 If of value

47 Is— (it) of any value?

48 Likely to decrease in value

49 ., ,. increase „ ,,
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Table No. 295 VAL-VES

50 Of considerable value

51 „ little value

52 „ no practical value

53 „ „ value or Absolutely valueless

54 Present value

55 The estimated value (is)

56 „ value is or Is valued at

57 What is the value (of)

58 Variation-8

59 There is great variation

60 Without much „

61 Variety (of)

^2 Can you get a variety

^3 No variety

64 Will send a variety

65 Vary-ied
66 Do-es nor vary very much
67 Has-ve not varied

68 Vary-ies from day to day
69 Varying (from—to)

70 Ventilate-d

71 Ventilating

72 Ventilation

73 Venture-d See Risk

74 Do not venture (too far)

75 Verbal-ly

76 Arranged verbally or A verbal arrangement

y^ Was the agreement or understanding verbal or written ?

78 Verdict (is)

79 If the verdict is favourable

80 ., „ ,, „ unfavourable

81 Verge (on the verge of)

82 Verify-ied See Confirm, Prove

83 Must be verified

84 Verification

85 Version
^6 According to his (her, their) version of the matter

87 „ „ your version of the matter

88 Revised version

89 Think-s this is the true version

90 Vertical-ly

91 Very
92 It is not very

93 .. .. very

94 Will or Would it be very

95 Vessel See Leaving, Steamer

96 Sailing vessel

97 Vested (in)

98 To be vested in

99 Via
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Table No. 296 VIC-VOY

oo Vicinity

oi In the immediate vicinity

02 Owing to the near vicinity (of)

03 Victory See Successful

04 View-s See Mind, Opinion, Remember, Suggestion.

05 Are keeping it in view, and shall wire if anything is possible

06 Are your views unaltered?

07 Cannot carry out your views

08 In view of or with a view to

09 It is their view of the matter

10 Keep-ing in view the fact (that)

11 Not with a view to

12 Our views agree (with)

13 We have nothing in view

14 We have something (else) in view

15 „ ,, ,, ( •. ) > .. > ^'^d shall wire later on
16 What are

—
's (your) views (regarding)

17 Violate-d or Violating
18 Violation

19 Visible-y

20 Visit-ing See Call

21 A brief visit

22 „ long „

23 After visiting — shall we go to

24 Absent on a visit (to)

25 Can defer visit until more convenient

26 „ you defer your visit (until

)

27 ,, ,, make me (us) a visit (about)

28 Going on a visit (to)

29 Hope-s to visit you about

30 Very sorry, cannot visit you (before)

31 We think — (you) should visit

32 Void
33 Volume-s
34 How many volumes ?

35 In separate volumes

36 Vouch
37 Cannot vouch

38 To vouch for

39 Will „ „

40 Voucher-s
41 Bring (all) the voucher-s with you

42 Send voucher-s, if not already on the way

43 Voucher-s not yet received

44 Voucher-s sent

45 ,, „ by last mail

46 Voyage See Passage

47 During the voyage

48 Received benefit from the voyage

49 ... no ,, „ „
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Table No. 296 WAG-WAI

50 Wages
51 Wages have advanced
52 Wait-ed (for) See Await, Better, Delay

53 Are we to wait

54 Ask or Tell him (her) to wait (at or until)

55 Can wait (until)

56 ,, you wait (until)

57 „ ,, ,. until— (I) arrive-s?

58 Cannot wait any longer

59 Do not ,. ,, ,, (than)

60 How long can you wait ?

61 ,. ,, must I (we) wait?

62 .. ,, shall we have to wait (for)

63 If I (we) have to wait (for)

64 ,, you will wait

65 Must wait until after I have seen (you)
66 „ ,, .. you hear (from)

67 No reason to wait longer
68" Not to wait

69 Shall have to wait ( for

)

70 „ I (we) wait ( „ )

71 Wait a few days or until

72 .. „ little longer (before)

73 , for me (us

)

74 ,, to hear

75 .. .. see

76 „ until you are sure (that)

•jy ,, ,, ,, have received

78 ,, ,, ,, receive my (our) letter-s of

79 Waited until

80 Will it not be better to wait (until)

81 ,, not wait longer than

82 ,, wait (for)

83 ,, ,, as long as possible

84 „ „ until I hear from (you)

85 „ „ „ — (you) arrive-s

86 You had better wait (for)

87 Waiting
88 Am (are) all ready; only waiting for

89 ,, ( „ ) kept waiting

90 ,, ( ,, ) waiting for a telegram from you before leaving or acting"

91 „ ( „ ) „ until

92 By waiting a little or until

93 Do not recommend waiting any longer (than)

94 „ you recommend waiting
;
please wire us

95 „ „ think you could do better by waiting ?

96 Extremely doubtful if better could be done by wailing

97 Has-ve been waiting since

98 Hope to do better by waiting

99 No use waiting (for)
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I'able No. 297 WAI-WAN

00 Nothing will be gained by waiting

01 Prefer-s waiting a little or until

03 Recommend-s waiting (for)

03 Sorry to have kept you waiting

04 Waiting anxiously (for)

05 „ for remittance or funds

06 „ „ you (to)

07 What is— (are you) waiting for?

08 Whilst waiting (for)

09 You may use your own discretion as to waiting

10 Waive
1

1

Agree-s to waive the right

12 If they will not waive their right-s

13 Will not waive the right

14 „ you „ „ „ ?

15 Wall-8
16 Wall-s has-ve fallen considerably; shall we repair at once; (estimated cost about)

17 Without a or the wall
,

18 Want-s (to) 5*1?^ Desire, Require, Wish
19 (As) we may want (to)

20 As— (you) may want (to)

31 Cannot get exactly what you want
22 Do you want — as well as

23 „ „ „ me (to)

24 „ „ „ ,. to go (to)

25 From want of

26 In case or If we should want (to)

27 „ „ you want
28 „ „ — (you) should want (to)

29 State exactly what — (you) want-s

30 Such as we want
J

I

„ „ you ,,

32 They want their

33 Want-s too much
,34 We are in want (of)

35 „ shall want some (more)

36 Wanted
37 All that is wanted (is)

38 \lt) is not likely to be wanted (at all)

39 ( „ ) „ „ „ „ „ ,. , but better to have it in caie of need

40 ( „ ) „ „ what we wanted

41 Likely to be wanted soon or about

42 Much wanted

43 Not much wanted

44 „ wanted

45 Unless we know what is wanted

46 What is wanted or missing, will be found (in)

. 47 Will be wanted

48 „ soon be wanted

.49 You are wanted immediately (in)
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Table No. 297 WAR-WAT

50 War
51 In case of war

52 Is war declared ?

53 Owing to rumours of war

54 „ „ the war

55 There is war or War exists between

56 War is declared (between)

57 „ „ inevitable

58 War Office See Officials

59 Warn-ed
60 Be warned in time

61 Has-ve been warned (not to)

62 I think it right to warn you (of the danger)

63 Must warn—not to

64 Not warned in time

65 Should be warned (against)

66 Was (were) not warned

67^ Warning
68 Without any warning

69 Was
70 I was
71 If it was

72 ., „ „ not

73 It was

74 „ „ not

75 S-he was
76 ,, „ not

yy There was not one or any

78 Was it not

79 .. ,, so '

80 ., not

81 ., s-he

82 ., „ not

83 „ there any

84 Waste-d
85 Be careful that nothing is wasted

86 (Causing) a great waste of money

87 ( „ ) ,, „ ," .. time

88 There seems to have been a great waste

89 Waste no time

90 Watch-ed
91 Has-ve carefully watched

92 If not watched

93 Keep-ing a watch on

94 Watch this carefully

95 Extreme watchfulness is necessary

96 Watching
97 Are watching our opportunity (to)

98 Watching for the ,, ( „ )

99 „ the proceedings
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Tabic No. 298 WAT-WE
oo Water See Flood, River

oi Above the virater level

02 Below „ „ „

03 Do not think the water will rise (more)

04 Fear the water will rise (more)

05 Proceed-ing before the water gets higher

06 ,, .. .. ,. ,. lower

07 The water has risen— feet in 24 hours

08 ,. ,, is gradually getting lower

09 ,. ,, ,, rapidh'

10 rising

11 ., ,, . too high for us to proceed

12 „ ,, ,. ,, low „ ,, ,,

13 Water is high

14 .. ,, low

15 Way See Route, Travel

16 A bad way
17 „ good „
18 Another way or In some other way
19 By way of
20 Consider-s it the best way
21 Do not go out of the way (to)

22 Do-es not consider it the best way
23 If not out of the way ..^'•rj

24 „ you come or go by way of

25 In a fair way
26 „ any way you think best

27 ,, every way (possible)

28 ,, no other way
29 ,, some way-s
30 ., that way
31 ,, the same way
32 ,, ,, way suggested

33 „ what way
34 „ „ ,. do you wish

35 It is the only way (to)

36 „ „ „ „ „ possible

37 No way out (of)

38 Not on the way (to)

39 „ out of the way (of)

40 Now on the way (to)

41 On the way (to)

.42 Out of the way (of)

43 The best way is or to

44 ,, quickest way (is)

45 „ shortest „ ( ,,)

46 Whichever way may be chosen

47 We
48 We are

49 ,, „ not
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Table No. 298 WEA-WEL
50 Weak Sec Health, Travel

51 Is very weak
52 Weakened (by)

53 Much weakened by

54 Wealth-y
55 In the hands of wealthy people or The owners are wealthy

56 Weather
57 A sudden change in the weather
58 As soon as weather permits

59 During the hot weather
60 Hindered or Detained by bad weather
61 Owing to bad weather
62 The weather is exceedingly hot

63 Weather permitting

64 Wednesday (on
)

See Day
65 Last Wednesday
•66 Next
67 Week-s See Dates, Time
68 Can— (

you ) get through in a week ?

69 During or In the course of the week
70 (During) last week
71 ( ., ) next „

72 ( ,, ) the next two or three weeks

73 ( ,, ) ., week after next

,74 ( .. ) this „

75 Early next week
76 Every week or Weekly
yy For or During the week ending

78 ,, the next— (few) weeks

79 „ „ past— ( „ ) „

80 In a week or ten days
81 ,, ,, ., ,, two
82 ,, ,, few weeks
83 It will take several weeks
84 Toward the end of next week
85 One week
86 Two weeks
87 Three ..

88 Five „

89 Six „

90 Seven ,,

91 Week days

92 Weight (Is)

93 The weight of each piece or package to be kept under—catties

94 „ .. „ ,, „ , —pounds

95 What is the weight of

96 Welcome
'7 A verv hearty welcome

98 Well
'

See Health

.99 All doing well



Table No. 299 WEL-WHA
00 All well, except

oi „ „ here

02 „ „ „ ; is all well with you ?

03 As well as possible or to be expected
04 Both doing well

05 Doing very „
06 Hope you are quite well

07 In other respects, all is going well

08 Is all well with you ?

09 It would be as well (to)

10 Not doing well

11 „ looking „
12 ,, so well (as)

13 „ very well

14 ,, well

15 „ „ enough (to)

16 Very well

17 Will do as well or very well

18 Would it not be as well (to)

19 „ —not do as well (as)

20 Went
21 Were
22 They were
23 „ „ not

24 We were
25 „ „ not
26 Were there

27 Weat-ern
28 From the west

29 In a westerly direction

30 „ the west (of)

31 To „ „

32 Western part

z;^ What
34 And if so, what

35 What are they

36 „ „ you

2,7 „ can

38 „ „ s-he (they)

39 „ „ you
40 ,, did you do?
41 „ do you
42 „ „ „ think (of)

43 ,, had we better do or What had better be done ?

44 „ has this to do with (the matter) ?

45 „ has-ve

46 ., is (are)

47 „ „ to be done
48 „ is wanted (is)

49 „ ,, your
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Table No. 300 WHE-WHE
oo
OI
02

03
04
05
06
-07

08

09
10
II

12

13

14

15
16

17
18

19
20
21

22

23
24
25
26

27
28

-29

30
31

32
33

34
35
36

2>7

38

39
40
41

42

43
44
45
46
47
48
49

When were they

„ you
will

,. it (;be)

,, s-he (they)

,, you
,, ,, be able (to)

,, ,, have
you

., are

,, can

,, must
., think

,, were
Whenever
Whenever it can be done

s-he (they) can

we (can)

you( „ )

,, „ can safely do so

Where
And where
Where can

., I

,, you
did or do you
is (are)

must
s-he ( they

)

there is

was
we
you

., can

Whereabouts
Can you inform me (us) as to the whereabouts of

Have no knowledge of the whereabouts of

Wherever
Wherever it (they) occur-s

Whether
Ask-ing whether
Depends on whether or not

Or whether
Whether it is possible

,, ,, ,. probable

or not

s-hc (they)

we
,, you

,, did or not
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"Tabic No. 300 WHI-WHO

50 Which
51 From which of the

52 To which

53 Which are

54 .. can be

55 ,, has-ve

56 ,. „ been

57 . must
^8 , of the

59 ,, one
•60 ., s-he (they)

61 ,, should or would
62 ..

'

,
not

63 ,, was (were)

64 , , way
65 . , we
66 ., would you like ?

.67 „ you
68 Whichever
69 Whichever comes iirst

70 ,, is best

71 ,, ,. likely to show the best results

72 „ ., most needy

73 While-st See Time

74 Cannot be done wliile

75 For a long while past

76 ,
to come

7y While I am here

78 „ ,. „ there

79 ,, „ ., (we are)

80 ,, it is being

81 „ s-he is (they are)

82 ., that is being done

83 ., you are *

84 ., — is (you are) here

85 „ — „ ( „ „ ) there

86 Who
87 Who can

88 „ „ go

89 ,, cannot

90 ,, gave

91 ,, has-ve

92 ,, „ been

93 - no-t

94 ,. is (are)

95 " .' ( " )
"o<^

96 „ ., gonig

97 " " to

98 „ must

99 ,, should
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Table No. 301 WHY-WIL
50 Why was— (it) not

51 „ „ s-he (were they)

52 , were

53 ,, „ —(they) in—at the tune?

54 ..,
will

55 .. not

56 ,. „ s-he (they) not

57 .. -. you
58 Wide-th
59 As wide as possible

60 Not so wide
61 The whole width (of the)

62 What is the width ?

63 Wife See Relatives
64 And his wife

65 Does his wife accompany him ?

61)
,, your wife ,, you?

67 How is my wife?
68 „ „ your „ _?

69 Please inform his wife

70 „ „ my „

71 Wife accompanies (him)
72 ,. does not accompany (him)

73 ,, has had an accident

74 ,, is improving gradually

75 .. • , rapidly

7<J ., ., sinking gradually

77 >. ., -. rapidly

78 „ not very well

79 „ quite well

80 ,, rather worse
81 „ will follow later o»
82 Will See Shall

83 In that case, will

84 It will

85 „ „ be
86 „ „ have (been)

87 ,, „ not (be)
88 S-he (they) will not

89 Will be

90 ,, ,, with you (about)

91 „ , if you wish

92 „ it

93 .. ., not

94 ., not (be)

95 „ ,, , in any case, (be)

96 ,, only (do)

97 „ „ do what
98 „ probably (be)

99 „ s-he (they)
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Table No. 302 WIL-WIS

00 Will you
01 „ ,, not

02 You will

03 „ ., not

04 L,eft a will

05 „ no will

06 Request Supreme Court to grant probate of will

07 Send-jng a copy of the will

08 Will cannot be found

09 „ has been found
10 ,, „ „ proved
11 „ is being contested

12 „ must be proved
13 Willing Sec Unwilling

14 If —is (you are) not willing (to)

15 -— .. ( ,. : ) Still „ ( „)
16 .. ., I, ,. „ ) willing (to)

17 Is (are) not willing (to)

18^ ,.(..) now ,, ( ,. )

19'
,. I „ ) quite ,. ( „ )

20 „ 1 ,, ) still „ ( ,, )

21 .. ( ,, J willing (to)

22 „ — (are you) not willing (to)

23 ,, — ( „ "
„ j willing (to)

24 Would— (you) be willing (to)

25 Wind-s
26 Adverse winds
2y If winds are favourable
28 Winter
29 During or For the winter months
30 L,ast winter
31 Must finish before winter sets in, or it will have to stand over until sprinij

32" Next winter

33 This „ Ito Code

34 ^Vire Chinese ciiaracters according to rule given in Introduction See Telegram

35 The Chinese characters are

—

36 Wise See Judicious, Prudent, Unwise
37 Do you think it would be wise (to)

38 It would be wise (to)

39 Wish-es (to) Sec Desire, Request, Want
40 According to our wish-es

41 .. .,
—

's (your) wish-es

42 Are trying to meet—^'s (your) wishes

43 As we do not wish (to)

44 ,, ,, wish (to)

45 Can you meet or carry out our wish-es?

46 Do all you can to meet— 's (our) wish-es

47 ., you wish

48 Do-es not wish

49 ,, s-he (they wish)
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Table No. 302 WIS-WIT

50 Has-ve acted in accordance with your wishes

51 „ not acted in accordance with our wishes

52 Have you carried out
—

's (our) wishes?

53 If particularly wished

54 .. s-he (they) wish-cs

55 ., we wish

56 ,, you do not wish

57 ,. ,. wish

58 Otherwise, we do not wish you to

59 ^
„ „ wish

60 S-he (they) wish-es to

61 Sorry we cannot comply with
—

's (your) wish-es

62 Unless you wish me (us) to

63 We do not wish you to

64 wish to have

65 ,, ,, you (to)

66 When do you virish

67 Wish him (her, them) not to

6S ., s-he (they) could or would

69 , that you could or would

70 ., to be

71 W^ishes can be carried out

72 ., have been carried out, as far as possible

73 , will be carried out or complied with

74 ,, ., ., ., ,. . as far as possible

75 You need not go out of your Vi^ay to meet^'s (my ) wishes

76 Your wishes shall have our best attention

JJ Wishing (to)

78 Not wishing to

79 With
80 With, as well as without

81 .. him (her, them)
82 „ it '

83 . or without

84 ,. us

85 ., which
86 .. whom
87 ,, you
88 Withdraw-al (from) Sec Consul, Lady, Safety

89 Advise him (her, them) to withdraw

90 .. orHaveadviscdthewithdrawaloEmissionaries from interior stations

gi ,_ ,, , ,. ,, (— ) district

92 Can you withdraw (honourably)?

93 Do not withdraw

94 ,, you advise withdrawal of missionaries from interior stations ?

95 ., ,, ,, .. .. •• . '— ) district?

96 Forced to withdraw

97 I (we) withdraw

98 If—withdraws or If withdrawn

99 Refuse-s to withdraw
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Table No. 303 WIT-WIT

00 Shall we withdraw ?

01 There is no reason for the immediate withdrawal of the missionaries ( from )

02 Too late to withdraw

03 Unless—withdraws or Unless withdrawn

04 (We) recommend— (you) to withdraw

05 Why do you wish to withdraw ?

06 Will withdraw

07 Wish-es to withdraw (from)
08 Withdraw (from— ) before it is too late

09 ,, ladies from inland stations, if country is much disturbed

10 (Yes) can withdraw
11 Withdrawing (from)
12 Withdrawn (from)

13 Had better be withdrawn

14 Has-ve been withdrawn (from)

15 „ not been withdrawn (from)
16 Have you withdrawn ?

17 Is—withdrawn?
18 Likely to be withdrawn

19 Much be withdrawn at once
20 Withhold-ing
21 Cannot withhold

22 Withheld
23 Have withheld

24 Still „

25 Within
26 Cannot keep within

27 Not within

28 Well within the mark (amount, price, time)

29 Within a reasonable time

30 ,. the specified amount

31 ,, .. time

32 Without (the)

33 Can— (you) do without

34 Cannot do without

35 Has-ve done without

36 „ had to do without

37 If without

38 Is— (are you) without

39 Must be without

40 Without any (more)

41 ., going further

42 ,, the other

43 ., them

44 ., this

45 •• "s (our)

46 .. whose

47 ,. you-r

48 Witness-es

49 Witnessing
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Table No. 303 WOR-WOR

50 Work-ing See Abandon
51 Abandon work for the present (on)

52 Can begin work at once or about

53 Desire-s to work with

54 Difficult to provide for the work, if— (you) leave-s

55 Has-ve not yet begun (to) work
56 Must abandon the work (at or on), unless

57 Provision can or will be made for carrying on the work, if—.(yon) leave-s

58 Stop work (before)

59 The work is now finished

60 Unable to work at present

61 When can you begin work (upon)
62 ,, will the work be finished?

63 Will start work (upon)
•64 ,, the work be hindered ?

65 Work has been begun upon
66 ,, is almost finished

Sy .. .. hindered considerably

68 ,, will be finished about

69 Working again, as usual

70 Woafcer-s See Help, Relief

71 Will send a worker as soon as possible

72 Worker-s urgently required

73 Worn
74 Quite worn out

75 Worse See Bad, Massacre, N«ws, Report

76 Appear-s to be getting worse

77 Cannot be much worse

78 Getting worse

79 If matters grow worse

So Is likely to be worse
81 „ rather worse (than)

82 „ — (it) likely to be worse (than)

83 „ — ( ,.) worse than

84 Matters growing worse every day

85 Much worse (than)

86 No worse or None the worse

87 The last accounts we had were much worse

88 Worse than we anticipated

89 „ '„ when we last wrote

90 Worst
91 At the worst

92 Be prepared for the worst

93 If it comes to the worst

94 In any case, the worst can only be that

95 Let me (us) know the worst

96 Quite prepared to hear the worst

-97 The worst is

'98 „ ,. .. past

99 ., ,, ,, yet to come
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Table No. 304 WRE-WRI

50 Wreck-ed See Accident

51 Boat wrecked
52 ,, „ , all goods lost

53 ,, „ , goods damaged
;
proceeding shortly

54 Is a total wreck

55 Saved from the wreck

56 Steamer wrecked

57 ,, ,, , no lives lost

58 Write-s See Letters, Mail,

59 Can you vifrite to him (her, them) Reply
60 Do not fail to write to— (him, her), concerning

61 How soon can you write (mej
62 I cannot write (as desired)

63 „ shall write (as desired)

64 Must not write

63 We think you should write (to)

66 Why did you not write

67 Will write to you
68 ,, you write to him (her, them)

69 Write all you know about

70 ..as soon as you (can)

71 .. to me at

72 ,, to us fully, at eariiest opportunity, (about)

73 ., saying what has been done

74 Write-s us, saying

75 Writing
"G Do you recommend our writing (to)

77 - privately (to)

78 Get-ting it in writing

79 Has-ve not mentioned in writing

80 Is (are) not wi'iting

81 Must not or Will not be mentioned in writing

82 Not in writing

83 When are you writing

84 Writing (you) by next mail

85 ,, ' .. ) to-day (respecting)

86 Written
87 After what has been written

88 „ ,, ,, ., .. , we cannot midersUnd
—

's (your) actior.-s-

89 All that has been written

90 Has the Director written to you (respecting)

91 ,. ., Deputy Director written to you (respecting )

92 ,, ,, Superintendent written to you (respecting)

93 Has-ve been written to on the subject

94 . not been written to on the subject

95 ,. ., written

96 ,, written and wired

97 Have you been written to (by)

98 ., ,, written (to)

09 When was }'0ur letter written?
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Table No. 305 WRO-WRO
=00

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

II

12

13

14
15
16

17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42

43
44
45
46

47
48
49

S^e Error, MistakeWrong-ed
All or Everything wrong
Altogether wrong or Everything has gone wrong
Has-ve been greatly wronged (by)

I was (we were) wrong (about)

Is anything wrong or What is wrong?
,, ,, ,, , have received nothing from you since

(Is) not wrong
Is this not wrong ?

It is a wrong assumption
Nothing wrong, will write

Put-ting a wrong construction upon
See what is wrong
S-he is (they are) wrong (about)

The wrong address

box-es
name-s

,, ., person-s

ship

side «

There is something wrong (with)

Was this wrong?
We think you are wrong (in)

, ., in the stand you take

,, would not be far wrong (if)

Will not be far wrong
You have a wrong idea

„ were wrong (in)

Wrote
Wrote (you) by last mail or last week

( ,, ) on the
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Table No. 305 YAR-YET

50 Yard-s See Measurements

51 How many square yards (in)

52 „ ,, yards (in)

53 Square yard-s

54 Year-s See Dates, Time

55 About the beginning of next year

56 ,. .. „ „ this „

57 ,, ,, end of the or this year

58 ,, ,, „ „ last year

59 V „ „ „ next „
60 ,, ,, middle of the year

61 Another year

62 During last year

63 ., next „

64 ,, the last—years

65 ,. ,, or this year

66 Early in the year

67 For how many years ?

68 „ or In one year

69 .. .. V the „

70 .. ., .,—years

71 ., next year

72 ., several years past

73 „ the current year or For this year

74 „ „ past year, or For last year

75 How many years (has)

76 In the course of the year or Within a year

jy It will take at least a year

78 ,, ., ,, several years

79 One year from date

80 The two years' rule has to be observed

81 Two years

82 Yearly
83 A yearly income of

84 Yes Sec Answer, Reply

85; Referring to your letter of— , our reply is, Yes
86 Yes, certainly

^j „ , thank you
88 „ ,

you may do it

89 Yesterday See Dates

90 Early yesterday morning

91 Sent yesterday

92 Too late yesterday to reply

93 We received, yesterday

94 When writing yesterday

95 Wrote yesterday

96 Yet
97 But yet there may be

98 Cannot yet

99 Will not yet
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Table No. 306 YIE-ZIN

00 Yield-ed See Give, Submit
ox Advise you to yield

02 Did not yield (to)

03 Do not yield (to)

04 Do you recommend me (us) to yield?

05 Will not yield (to)

06 ,, ., ,, to pressure

07 ., probably yield (to)

08 ,, yield (to)

09 You
10 As soon as you
1

1

To you
12 You and us

13 ,, are (were)

14 •. ( ., ) not

15 ., not to have
16 ., ., to have

17 Young-er
18 Is too young
19 Not too young
20 „ younger than
21 Yoiir-s
22 To your

23 Yourself-ves
24 By yourself-ves

25 It rests with youi'self-ves

26 Not by yourself-veg

27 You have, vourself

28 . .

29 .

30
31

32

33 • •

34 •

35
36 Zeal
2,7 Has not shown much zeal (in )

38 .. shown great zeal (in)

39 „ ., more zeal than discretion

40 Zealous-ly
41 Is very zealous to do what s-he can

42 Zealously working to effect or carry <->ut

43 Zero
44 Above zero

45 Below ,,

46 Zinc
47 • ...
48 . ...
49

Nos. 50 to 99 omitted.
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Table No. 307

-"Foreign Currency
CO Franc-s
CI Transmit (to— ) Francs—
02 Transmit to—for—Francs

—

03 (We)—arc or is transmitting Francs

—

04 (We)—have or has transmitted (to—) Francs

—

05 (,
'— , .. • • to—for Francs

—

'06 Krone-r
07 Transmit (to— ) Kroner

—

o8' Transmit to—for—Kroner

—

09 (We)—are or is transmitting Kroner

—

10 (We)—have or has transmitted (to— ) Kroner

—

11 ( ,, )— , „ to—for—Kroner—
12 Mark-s
13 Transmit (to—) Marks—
14 Transmit to—for—Marks

—

15 (We)—are or is transmitting Marks

—

16 ( ,. )—have or has transmitted (to— ) Marks

—

17 ( „ )— ,. to—for—Marks—
J 8 Rouble-s
19 Transmit (to— ) Roubles

—

-20 Transmit to—for—Roubles

—

21 (We)—are or is transmitting Roubles

—

22 (We)-^have or has transmitted (to— ) Roubles—
23 ( ,, )— , „ to—for—Roubles—
24 Rupee-s
25 Transmit (to— ) Rupees

—

26 Transmit to—for—Rupees

—

27 (We)—are or is transmitting Rupees

—

28 (We)—have or has transmitted (to— ) Rupees

—

29 ( ,. )— ,, ,, ., , to—for—E.upees

—

30 Yen
31 Transmit (to— ) Yen

—

32 Transmit to—for—Yen

—

33 (We)—are or is transmitting Yen

—

34 (We)—have or has transmitted (to— ) Yen

—

35 ( • V— ,, ,, ., „ to—for—Yen

—

*This Table, when used with Tables 140 and 190 under Money on pages 21

and 217, wil! express any sum from i to 15,000 Francs, etc.

For example :

—

Taile No. SOIOS and TaUe No. lOO'J.'i used in comT)inaMon=="(We)—are or is

transmitting Francs 10,000."

Table No. 30107 and Table No. H09Jt=" Trangmit (to—) Kroner 94."

Table No. S0716 and Table No. 190.'/!)=" (We) have or has transmitted (to -)

Marks 4,150."

Table No. S0723 and Table No. ti0.50="(We)—have or has transmitted to—
for—Roubles r>0."
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Table No. 308-310

China and Home Councii,s and Staff
308 Mr.
309 Mrs. or Miss
310 Child-ren of—named

—

oo Australasian Council
oi Barber, G. P. [Melbonrne]

Barnes, Rev. C. FI.

Carson, Rev. J.
Giliespie, Robert
Kent, Rev. S. C.

Kitchen, Dr. j. J.
Kitchen, Theo.
McColl, Dr.
O'Donnell, Rev. D.
Cliver, C.
Powell, Robert
Southey, J.

Todd, J. H.
,

Warren, Dr.

15 China Council
16 Andrew, G.

Bailer, F. W.
Berg, A.
Broumton, J. F.

Cassels, Bp. W. W.
Coulthard, J. J.
Easton, G. F.
Fishe, C. T.
Hayward, J. N.
Hoste, D. E.
Lutley, A.
Meadows, J. J.

McCarthy, J.
Orr-Ewing, A.
Parry, Dr. H. L.
Pearse, E.
Saunders, A. R.
Stark, J,

Stevenson, J. W.
Taylor, Dr. F. H.

„ Vale, J.

37 Glasgow Council
38 Brown, G. Graham
39 Brown, Hugh, Junior.

40 Findlay, Pastor D. J.

41 Landale, R. J. , M. A.

42 Mclntyre, Rev. D.

43 Oatts, W. M.
44 Sloan, Alex.

02

03
04
05
06
07
08

09
10

II

12

13

14

17
18

19
20
21

22

23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31

32

33
34
35
36

45
46
47
48

49
50

51

52

53

54

55
56

57
58

59
60
61

62

^>3

i'li

^5
66

67
68

69
70
71

72

7Z
74
75
76

77
78

79
80
81

82

83
84
85
86

87
88

89

Sloan, William
Stewart, R. B.

London Council
Badenoch, P. S.

Broomhall, Marshall, B. A,
Hogge, Col. J. W., C. B.

Holder), Rev. J. Stuart, M. A.

Howard, Theodore
Hill, R. H.
Luce, Rev. J. J., M. A.
Polhill, Cecil H.
Sharp, W.
Sloan, Walter B.
Winn, Col. J.

Wood, F. Marcus
London Ladies' Council
Baxter, Mrs. M.
Bewes, Miss E-
Brodie, Mrs.
Broomhall, Mrs. B.

Constantine, Mrs.
Howard, Mrs.
Sharp, Mrs. W.
Sloan, Mrs. W. B.

Soltau, Miss H. E.
Stewart, Mrs.
Williamson, Miss K. I.

Wood, Mrs. F. M.
London Staff
Fitzgerald, T.

Goodall, T. W.
Hewitt, H. J.
Sanders, H. S.

Tucker, W.
North American Council
Philadelphia Council
Coleman, H. C.

Erdman, Rev. Chas. R.
Erdman, Rev. W. J., D. D,
Farr, Rev. F. W., D. D.
Frost, H. W.
Kelly, PI. A., M. D.
Ne'ale, F. H.
Stearns, Rev. D. M.
Torrey, Rev. R. A.
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Table No. 311-316

China and Home Cocfncii,s and Stai?]?—Continued

311 Mr.

312 Mrs. or Miss

313 Child-ren of—named

—

CO Toronto Council
01 Anderson, J. O.

Blake, Hon. S. H., K. C.

Cavers, J. R.
Des Barres, Rev T. C, M.A.
Frost, H. W.
Gartshore, J. J.

Harris, Rev Elmore, D. D.
Helmer, J. S.

09 Kilgour, Robert.

02

03
04
05
06
07
08

10 McTavish, Rev. D., D. Sc.

11 O'Brien, Henry, K. C.

12 Parsons, Rev H. M., D. D.^

13 Rogers, Elias.

14 Stark, T. H., M. D,

15 Steven, Rev. F.A.
16 Wallace, Rev R.

17 Wardrope, Rev T., D. D.

18 Staff

19 Alberlson, Miss L. G.

20 Stott, Mrs G.

Council of Associati-; Mist^ioxs

314 Mr.
315 Mrs. or Miss
31C Child-ren of—named-

00



Table No. 317-328

Mbmbers and Associates of the C.I.M.



Table Nos. 329-340

Mjjmburs and Associates of the; C. I. M.

Mr.

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs.

Mr.—and (— ) child-ren

Mrs.—and (— ) child-ren

Mr. and Mrs.—and (— ) chikl-ren

The (— ) child-ren of Mr. and Mrs.

Child-ren of—named

—

Eldest child of

—

Second eldest child of

—

Youngest child of

—

Second youngest child of

—

329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
33S
339
340
00 Franke, A. H.

01 Fredberg, G. S.

02 Gardiner, J.

03 Gasser, F.

-04 Georg, H. L.

05 Gibb, G. W.
06 GilHes, Robert

07 Gihner, W. T.

08 Gjplseth, A. B.

09 GlanviUe, S.

10 Gender, R. K.

11 Goold, A.

12 Gothberg, N.

13 Gracie, A.

14 Graham, J.

15 Grainger, A.

16 Green, C. H. S-

17 Grierson, R.

'

18 Griffith, M. L.

19 Grundy, W.
20 Guinness, Dr. G. W.
21 Gustafson, F. A.

22 Hagqvist, W.
23 Hahne, A.

24 Hall, J. C.

25 Hamilton, T.

26 Hammond, A.

27 Hampson, W. E.

28 Hanna, W. J.

29 Hannah, C. B.

30 Harding, D. A. G.

.31 Harding, D. J.

32 Hardman, M.

33 Hayward, J. N.

34 Heinrichsohn, F. K.

35 Henriksen, P. E.

36 Herbert, W. T.

37 Hermann, A.

38 Hewett, Dr. J. W.
39 Hill, K. R. J.

40 Hockman, W. H.

41 Hogg, Dr. A.

42 Hoglander, J. D.

43 Hogman, Nathanael

44 Hole, P.

45 Hollander, T. J.

46 Home, V/. S.

47 'Horobin, C.

48 Hoste, D. E.

49 Howell, George

50 Hunt, Edward
51 Hunter, G.

52 Hunter, G. W.
53 Hatson, J.

54 James, T.

55 Jennings, A.

56 Jennings, W.
57 Jensen, C. J.

58 Johanson, A. T.

59 Johnson, Emil.

60 Jones, Lewis

61 Joyce, F. S.

62 Judd, C. How.Trd

63 Judd, Dr. F. H.

64 Just, L-

65 Kampmann, F.

66 Karlsson, A.

4-01

67 Karlsson, A. Albin

68 Kaudercr, J. G.

69 Keller, Dr. F. A.

70 Kennett, R.' W.
71 King, N. E.

72 Klein, H.

73 Knight, W. P.

74 Krienke, G. F. A.

75 Lachlan, H. N.

76 Lack, C. N.

77 Lagerqui:jt, A. W.
78 Langhorne, A.

79 Lang.man, A.

80 Large, A. W.
81 Larsson, G. E.

82 Lavington, A. T.

83 Lawson, D.

84 Lawson, J.

85 Laycock, Dr. A. P.

86 Lea, H. A. H.

87 Lewis, A. B.

88 Lifbora, J. A.

89 Linder, L. H. E.

90 Lindsay, W. W.
91 Loosley, A. O.

92 Lutiey, A.

03 Lyons, H.

04 Maag, E.-

95 MacEv,fan, H. G.

96 Macleod, K.

97 Macpherson, A. K.

98 Mair, Alex.

99 Malcolm, W. R.



Table No. 341-352

Members and Associatss oe the C. I. M.—Continued

341 Mr.

342 Mrs.

343 Mr. and Mrs.

344 Mr.—and (— ) child-ren

345 Mrs.—and (— ) child-ren

346 Mr. and Mrs.—and (— ) child-ren

347 The (— ) child-ren of Mr. and Mrs.

348 Child-ren of—named

—

349 Eldest child of

—

350 Second eldest child of

—

351 Youngest child of-

—

352 Second youngest child of

—

00 Mann, E. J.

01 Manz, F.

02 Marshall, G. J.

03 Martin, J. B.

04 Mason, H. J.

05 Mathews, R. H.

06 McCarthy, F.

07 McCarthy, J.

08 McCulIoch, R. A.

09 Mclntyre, R. L.

10 McKie, G.

11 McLean, Hector

12 McRoberts, W. A.

13 Mead, A. W.
14 Meadows, J. J.

15 Meikle, John
16 Mellow, J. H.

17 Menzies, A.

18 Metcalf, G. E.

19 Middleton, R. W.
20 Miederer, C.

21 Miller, Alex.

22 Miller, D.

23 Miller, George

24 Miller, J. B.

25 Mills,, D. J.

26 Milsum, W. B.

27 Monch, F.

28 Moore, A.

29 Muir, John R.

30 MuUer, George

31 Mungeam, H. J.

32- Munro, J.

33 Murray, E.

34 Myrberg, A. A.

35 NichoIIs, A. G.

36 Nilson, J. G.

yj Nilson, Ph.

38 Nordlund, V. L.

39 Nystrom, C. F.

40 Oberg, O. E.

41 Oleson, P. O.

42 Olsen, C. A.

43 Olsen, F.

44 Orr, J. S.

45 Orr-Ewing, A.

46 Owen, J. W.
47 Page, I.

48 Palmberg, Edwin

49 Palmberg, Gust.

50 Palmer, John

51 Parker, G.

52 Parry, Dr. H. L.

SZ Parsons, C. H.

54 Parsons, Cassen E.

55 Paulson, E. M.

56 Pcarse, E.

57 Pfanneraiiller, H.

58 Pike, D. F.

59 Piatt, J. C.

60 Plumbe, P. C.

6i Polhill, A. T.

62 Porteous, G.

63 Porteous, R. W.
64 Porter, R.

65 Portway, A. C.

66 Powell, Robert

67 Preedy, Arthur

68 Pruen, Dr. W. L.

69 Reid, J. T.

70 Renins, V.

71 Rhodes, F. H.

72 Richardson, W.
n Ridley, H. F.

74 Ririe, B.

75 Robertson, W. \^^

^(> Robinson, T. A. S.

77 Rogers, Geo. A.

78 Rohm, R.

79 Row, G. F.

80 Rowe, J. I,.

81 Rudland, \\t
. D.

82 Ryd, J. O.

83 Rydbcrg-, A. E.

84 Sandberg, J. T.

85 Sanders, A. H.

86 Saunders, A. R.

87 Schild, E. O.

88 Schmidt, O.

89 Sdiofield, Dr. U.

go Schoppe, F. K.

91 Schweitzer, C.

93 Searle, E. C.

93 Seipel, Adam
94 Selkirk, T.

95 Seville, G. H.

96 Shacldeton, Dr. W.
97 Shapleigh, Dr. A. L.

98 Shearer, W. E.

99 Shindler, F. F.
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Table Nos. 353-364

MijMBERs AND Associates op the C. I. M.

—

Continued
353 Mr.

354 Mrs.

355 Mr. and Mrs.

356 Mr.—and (— ) child-ren

357 Mrs.—and (— ) child-ren

358 Mr. and Mrs.—and (— ) child-ren

359 The (—) child-ren of Mr. and Mrs.

360 Child-ren of—named

361 Eldest child of—
362 Second eldest child of

—

363 Youngest child of

—

364 Second youngest child of

—

oo Sibley, H. A.

oi Sinton, R.

02 Soderbom, C. G.

03 Soderstrom, U.

04 Sorenson, T.

05 Squire, H. J.

06 Staiharamer, G. A.

07 Stanislaw, A.

oS Stark, James

09 Stevens, C. H.

10 Stevenson, J. W.
n Stevenson, O.

12 Strong, W. S.

13 Stubbs, H. E.

14 Talbot; J.

15 Taylor, Arth«r

16 Taylor, Ernest H.

17 Taylor, Dr. F. H.

18 Taylor, H. H.

19 Taylor, W. C.

20 Taylor, William

21 Thoraasson, H. W.
22 Thompson, H. G.

23 Thomson, C.

24 Thor, A. E.

25 Tjader, C. H.

26 Toraalin, E.

27 Tomkinson, E.

28 Tornvall, D.

29 Torrance, Thos.

30 Toyne, E. G.

31 Traub, Fred.

32 Triidinger, A.

33 Tull, Frank

34 Tyler, W. E.

35 Urquhart, D.

36 Vale, Joshua

37 Veryard, R. K.

38 Waern, A. G.

39 Warren, Owen
40 Warren, W. H.

41 Waters, B. Curtis

42 Watsaas, Chr.

43 Webster, Jas. W,
44 Wester, G. W.
45 Westnidge, H.
46 Westwood, W.
47 White, H. G.

48 Whittlesey, R. B.

49 Wilcox, J. W.
so Willett, T. G.

51 Williams, A. F.

52 Williams, E. O.

53 Williams, Dr. J. E.

54 Williams, R.

55 Wiltshire, S. G.

56 Wilson, A. B.

57 Wilson, Dr. W.
58 Windsor, T.

59 Witt, Heinrich

60 Witte, H. A. F.

61 Witzell, A.

62 Wohlleber, C.

63 Wright, A.

64 Wupperfeld, H.

6s Young, Robert

403



Table No. 365

Members and Associates oe the C. I. M.^

—

Continued.

365 Miss

GO Ahlman, O. G. W.
01 Ahlstrom, T.

02 Aldis, K. M.
03 Allen, A. R.

04 Allen, Mary
05 Aliibone, E. H.
06 Andersen, Gina S.

07 Andersen, "i. E-

08 Anderson, C.

09 Anderson, E.

10 Anderson, E. K. ,

11 Anderson, [. E-

12 Anderson, J. R.

13 Anderson, K.

14 Anderson, M.
15 Andrew, E,
16 Angvik, C.

17 Angwin, R.

18 Annis, H.

19 Aplin, H. G.

20 Argento, C.

21 Arnold, B.

22 Arpiainen, J. W.
23 Bailer, M. L.

24 Banks, G.

25 Barclay, P. A.

26 Barraclough, M. E-

27 Barter, M. K.

28 Batterham, M.
29 Batty, L. A.

30 Bauraer, E.

31 Baxter, M.
32 Begg, Jessie

33 Bennett, E. L.

34 Beschnidt, M.

35 Biggam. M.
36 Birch, E. S.

37 Bjorkland, M.
38 Black, E.

39 Black, J.

40 Black, M.
41 Blackmore, L.

42 Blakely, G._.M.

43 Bohnker. K. L-

44 Booth, M. E.

45 Bradfield, E.

46 Brook, J.

47 Brown, M. C.

48 Burbridge, N.

49 Buren, E. A. E.

50 Burn, E. F.

51 Burton, E.

52 Button, L. C.

53 Cable, A. M.

54 Cajander, E.

55 Cane, L. M.
56 Carlyle, L-

57 Carr, H. E.

58 Churcher, E- J.

59 Clarke, Lena
60 Clough, E. S.

61 Cole, F.

62 Coleman, I. M.
63 Collins, F. L.

64 Conyers, D. H.

65 Cook, C.

66 Cooke, K. E.

67 Cormack, I.

68 Cox, M. E.

69 Craig, I. A.

70 Cream, S. A.

71 Culverwell, E.

72 Culverwell, F. H.
JT, Czach, A.

74 Darling, A. R.

75 Darroch, M.
76 Davies, H.

jy Davis, A. A.

78 Drake, E-

79 Dring, Grace
80 Duncan, H. M.
81 Edwards, M. A.
82 Ehrstrom, A. E.

83 Eldridge, A. E.

84 Ellmers, I. M. A.

85 Eriksson, A.

86 Evans, A.

%7 Fearon, M. E-
88 Fishe, Ethel A.

89 Fishe, Marian H.
go Fleming, H. B.

91 Fleming, K.
92 Forrler, E.

93 Forsberg, E.
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Table No. 36S

Members and Associates of the C I. M.

—

Continued

366 Miss

00
OI

02

03
04
05
06

07
08

09
10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17
18

19
20
21

22

23
24

25
26

27
28

29
30
31

32

33
34
35
36

37
38

39
40
41

42

Forssberg, A. O.
Fowle, F. J.

French, E.
Garland, A.
Garland, S.

Gauntlett, E.

Giles, E. L.
Godbold, E. Al.

Gothberg, I. A.
GoLigh, H. A.

Gray, M.
Gregg, J. G.

Grieb, A.
Guest, L.

Guex, M.
Gustafson, A.
Gustafsson, J.

Haaf, O.
Hacking, C. M.
Hagsten, H. A.

Hall, E. E.
Hallin, F.

Hancock, A. M.
Harlow, C. M.
Harrison, A.

Hart, A. A.
Hastings, L.
Hattrem, R.

Henry, A.
Hesse, E-
Hewett, A.
Higgs, Edith
Kingston, W.
Hjort, R.
Hoskyn, J. F.

Hunnybun, D.
Hunt, A.
Ingman, E. E.

Irvin, G.

Jackson, L. F. M.
James, J. B.

Janzon, A.
Jansen, A.

43 Johannsen, A. M.

44 Johannsen, M. W.
45 Johanson, H. S.

46 Johnson, E. C

47
48

49
50
51

52

53

54
55
56

57
58

59
60
61

62

63
G4

65
66

67
68

69
70
71

72

73

74
75
76

77
78

79
80
81

82

83
84
85
86

87
88

89
90
9C

92

93

405

Johnson, T.

Jones, S. E-
Kahlhofer, K.
King, M.
Kohler, L. E.
Kolkenbeck, H. AI.

Kumm, E. L. P.

Kunst, I.

Lajus, B. H.
Lay, A. C.

Leggat, B.

Lehmann, H.
Leith, A. G.

Liddell, M. M.
Liddy, S. M.
Undvall, D.
Linom, G.
Lloyd, F.

Lloyd, M.
Loveless, A. ^\.

Lundvail, H.
Macdonald, C. C.

Macdonald, J. E- Mc N.
Macdonald, ]\L

Maclaren, J.

Mandeville, E. M.
Mann, M. E.
Marchbank, N.
McCulloch, F. E.
McDonald. F. M.
McFarlane, C.

McKenzie, R.

Meadows, Lily

Meadows, Louisa
Mellor, A. E.
Moler, M.
Moody, L.
Morgan, C.

Morris, F. L.
Mower, M.
Muir, G. M.
Munson, A. M.
Murray, C. K.
Murray, M.
Naylor, E. E.
Norden, L.

Nylin, L. M.



Table No. 367

MSMBBRS AND Associates of thb C I. M.—Continued

367 Miss

oo Oakeshott, R.
oi Ogden, E. A.
02 Olsen, O.

03 Olson, A.

04 Overland, H.
05. Page, F. J.

06 Palmer, E.
07 Pearce, E- C.

08 Pearse, G.

09 Pearse, J. B.

10 Pearson, M.
11 Pemberton, R. J.

12 Petersen, M. C.

13 Peterson, E.

14 Petterson, E. E.

15 Pettersson, B. M. P.

16 Pilson, E. I.

17 Pike, C. A.
18 Pollock, Mary
19 Potter, E. A.
20 Powell, E. A.
21 Pracey, C.

22 Pracey, E.

23 Prytz, F.

24 Ralston, K.

25 Ramsay, I. W.
26 Readshaw, C.

27 Rees, G.

28 Rehnberg, A.

29 Reid, H. L.

30 Reid, L'lias

31 Reid, M. A.

32 Richardson, L.

33 Robotharti, A. K.

34 Robson, I. A.

35 Romcke, S.

36 Ross, I.

37 Rowe. E. M.
38 Rudland, A. R.

39 Rudland, G.

40 Rugg, G
41 Russell, A, M.
42 Saltniarsh, A. I.

43 Sanderson, A.

44 Sargeant, J.

45 Sauze, F,

46 Schmidt, L,.

47 Schwarz, L-

48 Scorer, H. M.
49 Setterberg, A.

50 Seymour, L.

51 Sharp, Annie,

52 Sharpe, A. E.

53 Shepperd, E- A.

54 Simpson, A. M.
55 Skollenberg, A.

56 Skow, A. E.

57 Slater, A.

58 Smalley, R. I,.

59 Smith, Annie E.
60 Smith, E. M.
61 Smith, I.

62 Smith, Lucy
63 Soltau, M. E.

64 Standen, M. E.

65 Steinmann, M.
66 Stellmann, F.

67 Strand, A.
68 Suter, M.
69 Swanson, A.

70 Taylor, E. G.

71 Thomas, H. L.

72 Tilley. L.

73 Tippet, C. F.

74 Tranter, A.

75 Trojahn, E. E. V.
76 Triidinger, D.

77 Triidinger, E.

78 Triidinger, G.

79 Tucker, E. M.
80 Turner, E.
81 Turner, J. L.

82 Twizell, E. S.

83 Vasel, M.
84 Wallace, E.

85 Wallenberg. C.

86 Wallis, E.

87 Ware, A. C.

88 Waterman, M. E.
89 Waters, M. E.

90 Weber, L. I.

91 Webster, Bessie

92 Wedicson, J.

93 Wetterstrand, G. C.
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Table Nos. 368-369

MbmbBrs and Associates oi? the C.I.M. —Continued

368 Miss

00 White, E. R.

.oi Wilkins, J. M.

03 Williams, M. J. 07 Yard, E. M.

04 Wilson, L. M. 08 Young, F.

,02 Williams, F. M. 05 Wood, M. A. 09 Young F. A. M.

06 Wright, A. M.

369

00 Adam
01 Adolf

02 Adolphus

03 Adrian

04 Alan

05 Albert

06 Albin

07 Alec

08 Alexander

09 Alfonso
10 Alfred

1

1

Allan

12 Allen

13 Ambrose
14 Andrew
15 Anthony
16 Archibald

17 Archie

18 Arnold

19 Arthur
20 Astrid

21 Athelstan

22 Augustus

23 Baldwin

24 Basil

25 Beaufort

26 Beaumont

27 Benjamin

28 Bernard

29 Bertie

30 Bertram

31 Bertrand

32 Bob

Christian Names—Mai.e.

33 Brian

34 Bryan

35 Caleb

36 Cecil

37 Charles

38 Christian

39 Christopher

40 Clarence

41 Claude

42 Cyril

43 Clement

44 Colin

45 Conrad

46 Constantine

47 Cornelius

48 Cuthbert

49 Daniel

50 David

5

1

Dennis

52 Derrick

53 Dixon

54 Donald

55 Dorney

56 Douglas

57 Duncan

58 Dunstan

59 Eddie

60 Edgar
61 Edward
62 Edwin

63 Egbert

64 Einar

65 Elis

66 Emmanuel

407

67 Eric

68 Ernest

69 Eugen
70 Eugene

71 Evan
72 Evart

73 Even
74. Everard

75 Felix

76 Ferdinand

yy Fergus

78 Frank

79 Frederic

80 Frederick

81 Fridolf

82 Geofifrey

83 Georg

84 George

85 Gerald

86 Gerard

87 Gershom
88 Gilbert

89 Giles

90 Godfrey

91 Godwin

92 Gordon

93 Gosta

94 Granville

95 Gunnar
96 Gustaf

97 Gustavus

98 Guy
99 Halvar



Table Nos. 370-371

370

oo Handley
oi Hargraves
02 Harold

03 Harry
04 Heber
05 Hector
06 Heinrich

07 Henrik
08 Henry
09 Herbert
10 Hercules
1

1

Horace
12 Howard
13 Hubert
14 Hudson
15 Hugh
16 Hugo
17 Humphrey
18 Ian

19 Ignatius

20 Isaac

21 Ivan
22 Ivor

23 Jack
24 Jacob
25 Jakob
26 James
27 Jedid
28 Jim
29 Job
30 Joe
3

1

Johan
32 Johannes

33 John

34 Jonathan

35 Josef

36 Joseph

37 Joshua

38 Julius

39 Karl

40 Keith

41 Kenneth

42 Lancelot

43 Laurence

44 Lawrence

45 Lennart

46 Leonard

47 Leopold

48 Leslie

49 Lewis

50 Lindsay

5

1

Lionel

52 Llewellyn

53 Louis

54 Luke

55 IMacdonald

56 Malcolm

57 Manfred
58 Marcus

59 Mark
60 Martin
61 Maurice
62 Matthew
63 Michael

64 Montague
65 Morrison
66 Moses
67 Nathanael
68 Neal

69 Nedham
70 Nicholas

71 Noel

72 Norman
"j^ Oliver

74 Orlando

75 Oscar

76 Osmund
T] Oswald
78 Owen
79 Paol
80 Patrick

81 Paul
82 Perciyal

83 Percy

84 Peter

85 PhiHp
86 Ragnar
87 Ralph
88 Raymond
89 Reginald

90 Reuben
91 Reynold

408

92 Richard

93 Robert

94 Roderick

95 Roger
96 Roland

97 Ronald

98 Roy
99 Rufus

371

00 Rupert
01 Samuel
02 Sebastian

03 Sidney

04 Silas

05 Simon
06 Stanley

07 Stephen
08 Sven
09 Theodore
10 Thomas
1

1

Timothy
12 Tom
13 Torston

14 Ture
15 Valdemar
16 Valentine

17 Vernon
18 Victor

19 Vincent
20 Vivian
21 Wallace
22 Walter
23 Warren
24 Webley
25 Wilbur
26 Wilfred

27 Wilhelm
28 William
29 Willis

30 Wilson



Table Nos. 372-374

Christian Nambs—Fsmai,!;

372
oo Ada
oi Adela
02 Adelaide
03 Adeline
04 Agatha
05 Agnes
06 Ailsa
07 Aino
08 Alice

09 Alma
10 Althea
ir Amelia
12 Amy
13 Angelina
I/) Anna
15 Annie
16 Barbara
17 Beatrice
18 Bella
19 Benedicta
20 Bertha
21 Beryl
22 Bessie
23 Bridget
24 Caroline
25 Carrie
26 Catherine
27 Cecilia
28 Charity
29 Charlotte
30 Christiana
31 Christina
32 Christine

33 Christobel

34 Clara
35 Clarissa
36 Claudia
37 Clementine
38 Constance
39 Cynthia
40 Dagijy
41 Daisy
42 Deborah
43 Dora
44 Dorcas
45 Doris
46 Dorothea
47 Dorothy
48 Edith
49 Edna

50 Effie

51 Eileen

52 Eleanor

53 Eliza

54 Elizabeth

55 Ellen
56 Elsbeth

57 Elsie

58 Emily
59 Enid
60 Esther
6i Estrid
62 Ethel
63 Ethelinda
64 Eugenia
65 Eunice
66 Eva
67 Evangeline
68 Evelyn
69 Faith
70 Fanny
71 Florence
72 Frances
73 Freda
74 Georgina
75 Geraldine
76 Gertie

77 Gertrud
78 Gertrude
79 Girlie
80 Gladys
81 Grace
82 Greta
83 Gwendoline
84 Hannah
85 Harriet
86 Hazel
87 Hedvig
88 Helen
89 Henrietta
90 Henrittte
91 Hester
92 Hettv
93 Hilda
94 Honor
95 Honora
96 Hulda
97 Ida
98 Ina
99 Ingeborg

373
00 Ingrid
01 Irene
02 Isabel

03 Isabella

04 Ivy
05 Jane
06 Janet
07 Jean
08 Jeanne
09 Jeannie
10 Jemima
11 Jessie
12 Joan
13 Joanna
J4 Josephine
15 Joyce
16 Judit
17 Judith
18 Julia

19 Karin
20 Karoline
21 Kate
22 Katherine
23 Kathleen
24 Katie
25 Laura
26 Lavinia
27 Lena
28 Letitia

29 Lilian
30 Lilias

31 Lily.
32 Lizzie

33 Lois
34 Louisa
35 Louise
36 Lucy
37 Lydia
38 Mabel
39 Madeline
40 Madge
41 Magdalene
42 Maggie
43 Margaret
44 Marguerite
45 Maria
46 Marie
47 Marion
48 Marjorie
49 Martha

50 Mary
51 Matilda
52 Maud
53 Maude
54 May
55 Mercy
56 Mildred
57 Minnie
58 Mollie

59 Muriel
60 Maemi
6r Nancy
62 Naomi
63 Nellie

64 Nina
65 Nora
66 Olga
67 Olivia
68 Ophelia
69 Patience
70 Paulina
71 Pearl
72 Penlope
73 Philippa

74 Phoebe
75 Phvllis
76 Polly

77 Pussy
78 Pyschc
79 Queenie
80 Rachel
81 Rebecca
82 Rhoda
83 Rika
84 Rita
85 Rosa
86 Rosalie
87 Rosalind
88 Rosamund
89 Rose
90 Ruby
91 Ruth
92 Saimo
93 Salome
94 Sarah
95 Selina
96 Sibvl
97 Signe
98 Sigrid
99 SoHa

374
00 Sophia
01 Stella

02 Susan
03 Sylvia

04 Tabitha

05 Theodora
06 Theodosia
07 Ursula
08 Vera

09 Verna
10 Victoria
11 Vida
12 Viola
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13 Violet
14 Williamina
15 Winifred
16 Winnie



Table No. 375

Geographical Names—General

oo Adelaide

oi Aden
02 Amsterdam

03 Antwerp
04. Atlantic Ocean

05 Auckland, N. Z.

,06 Australia

07 Baltimore

08 Barmen
X)9 Basel

10 Batang
1

1

Bay of Biscay

12 Belfast

13 Berlin

14 Berne

15 Bombay
i6 Boston, Mass.

17 Boulogne
18 Bremen
19 Brindisi

20 Brisbane
21 Burmah
22 Cairo

23 Calais

24 Calcutta

25 Canada
26 Ceylon
27 Chemulpo
28 Chialing Ho, Sze.

29 Chicago
30 China
31 China Sea
32 Christchurcli, N. Z.

33 Christiania

34 Colombo
35 Copenhagen
36 Dieppe

37 Dover
38 Dublin

39 Dunedin
40 Edinburgh
41 Egypt
42 England
43 English Channel

44 Finland

45 Flushing
46 Folkestone

47 Formosa
48 France

49 Fremantle, W. A.

50 Fu Kiang or Min River, Sze.

51 Fusan, Korea

52 Geneva

53 Genoa

54 Gensan

55 Germany
56 Gibraltar

57 Glasgow

58 Gothenburg

59 Grand Canal

60 Gulf of Chihli

61 Gyangtse
62 Haiphong

63 Halifax, N. S.

64 Hamburg
65 Hanoi
66 Han River

67 Harwich
68 Havre
69 Helsingborg

70 Helsingfors

71 Hobart
72 Hongkong
73 Honolulu
74 Hook of Holland

75 Hungtse Lake
76 India

77 Indian Ocean
78 Irawadi River

79 Ireland
80 Irkoutsk
81 Italy

82 Jaffa

83 Japan
84 Jonkoping
85 Kan River
86 Keswick
87 Kobe
88 Kokonor
89 Korea
90 Kuangsin River
91 Laokay
92 Leith

93 Lhasa
94 Iviebenzell

95 Litang
9^ Liverpool

97 London
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Table No. 376

00 Los Angeles

oi Lyons
02 Madras
03 Malmo
04 Malta

05 Manila
06 Marseilles

07 Mediterranean
08 Mekong River (Lan-ts'ang)

09 Melbourne
10 Ming Kiang, Fu.

11 Moji
12 Montreal

13 Moscow
14 Nagasaki

15 Naples
16 Nelson, N. Z.

17 Newhaven, England
18 New York
19 New Zealand
20 Northfield
21 Norway
22 Ocean
23 Ostend
24 Pacific Ocean
25 Palestine

26 Panama Canal
27 Paris

28 Pearl River

29 Penang
30 Philadelphia

3

1

Plymouth
32 Port Said

33 Port Darwin
34 Portland, Ore., U. S. A.

35 Poyang Lake
36 Quebec
2,7 Queenborough
38 Queenstown
39 Randsfjord, Norway
4a Rangoon
41 Red River (Yiian Kiang) Yun.

42 Red Sea

43 Rome
44 Russia

45 Saigon
46 St. Chrischona, near Basel

47 St. John, N. B.

48 St. Louis

49 St. Paul

50 St. Petersburg

51 Salwen River (Lu Kiang)
52 San Francisco

53 Seattle

54 Seutula, Dickursby, Finland

55 Scotland

56 Shigatze

57 Siang River, Hun.
58 Siberia

59 Singapore
60 Southampton
61 Stockholm
62 Suez

63 Suez Canal
64 Sweden
65 Switzerland
66 Sydney
67 Tachienlu
6S Tacoma
69 Tairen (Dalny)
70 Tainan, Formosa
71 Taiwan, „

72 Tali Lake
73 Tasmania
74 Thursday Island

75 Tibet

76 Tokio

yy Tonkin
78 Toronto

79 Torp, Kumla, Sweden
80 Ts'ien T'ang River
81 Tsuruga
82 Tung Ting Lake
83 United States of America
84 Vancouver
85 Victoria, B. C.

86 Vienna
87 Vladivostock
88 Warsaw
89 Washington, D. C, U. S. A.
90 Wellington, N. Z.

91 West River
92 Winnipeg,

93 Yangtse River

94 Yangtse Valley

95 Yellow River

96 Yellow Sea

97 Yokohama
98 Yuan River, Hun.
99 Yunnan Lake
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Table No. 379

00 Kaoyihsien
01 Kiaoho
02 Kichownan
03 Kichowpei
04 TKienchang
05 Kingchow, Chi.

06 Kingyiinhsien

07 Kitsehsien
08 Kuan
09 Kucheng, Chi.

10 TKupehkow
11 Kiichow
12 Kuliihsien

13 Kiiyang
14 Kwangch'ang
15 TKvvangpingfu
16 Kwangpinghsien
17 Kwangtsung
18 Laishui

19 Liangsiang
20 Liangkiang
21 Lihsien
22 Linchenghsien
23 Ivingshow

24 Lingyu
25 Lotinghsien
26 L,ungmen
27 Litngpinghsien
28 TLutai
29 Lwancheng
30 TLwanchow
31 Lwanping
32 Manchenghoien

33 Miyiin

34 Nanho
35 Nankunghsien
36 Nanlo
37 Nanpihsien
38 xNanyuan
39 Neikiu
40 Ninghohsien
41 Ningtsing
42 Ningtsinghsien

43 Pachow, Chi.

44 Paisiang

45 Paoanchow, Chi.

46 Paotihsien

47 TPaotingfu
48 TPehtaiho

49 TPehtang
T INDICATES

50 TPeking

51 fPingchiian

52 Pingkuhsien

53 Pingshanhsien

54 Pingsiang

55 Posiang

56 TPotowchen
57 Poyehsien

58 Sanhohsien

59 Shahohsien
60 TShanhaikwan
61 Shenchow, Chi.

62 Shentseh

63 TShihkiachwang
64 Shulu
65 TShuntehfu
66 Shunyi
67 Sianghohsien
68 TSiaochan

69 Sienhsien
' 70 TSincheng

71 Singtang

72 Sinhohsien

73 Sinlo

74 Sining

75 Suninghsien

76 xSiianhwafu

^^ Tach'eng
78 TTaku
79 TTamingfu
80 Tanghsien, Chi.

81 TTangku
82 Tangshanhsien
83 TTientsin

84 Tingchow
85 Tinghing
86 TTsangchow
87 Tsanhwang
88 Tsaokianghsien

89 Tsienanhsien

90 Tsinchow, Chi.

91 Tsingfeng
92 T.singhaihsien

93 Tsinghing

94 Ts'ingho

95 Tsinghsien

96 TTsingsinghsien

97 Tsunhwachow
98 TTungchow, Chi.

99 Tungkwanhsien
I'EIvEGRAPH OFFICE
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Table No. 383

00 Fanghsien
oi Hanchwanhsien
C2 THankow
03 THanyang
04 xHaotzekow
05 Hingkwochow
06 Hingshan
07 Hofengchow
08 liwangan

09 THwangcliow
10 Hwangmei
11 Hwangpei
12 Tlchang

13 rdienghsien

14 Titu

15 Kiachow
16 Kiayii

\j Kichow, Hup.
18 Kienli

19 Kienshih&ien

20 TKingchowfu
21 TKingmen
22 Kingshan

23 Kishui

24 Kucheng, FIup.

25 TKulowpei
26 Kungan
27 Kiinchow
28 Kwanghwa
29 'I'Kwangshui

30 Kwangtsi

31 TKweichow, FIup.

32 TLaifeng

33 TLaohokow

34 TLichwan

35 Lot'ienhsien

36 TMaanshan

37 Machenghsien

38 TMiaoho

39 Mienyang
40 Nanchang, Hup.
41 'rPaiyang

42 Paok'ang

43 Paotachow

44 'I'Patung

45 TPuchi

46 TSliasi

47 TShayang
48 TShihnanfu

49 Shihshow
l' I M)R'.\'I~I',S

50 rSiakovvting

51 tSiangyangfu

52 Siaokan

53 Sienfeng

54 Sienning

55 tSientaochen

56 Sinchow, Hup.

57 -rSinti

58 Siianen

59 Suicliow, Hup.
(.0 Sungtze
61 'rTachiping

62 Tanghsien, Hup.
63 Tangyang
64 I'Tayeh

65 xTehan (Teian)
66 Tienmen
67 Tsaoyang
68 Tsienkiang

69 Tsungyang
70 Tungch'eng
71 Tungshan
72 I'Tzechiu

73 TWuchang
74 Wuchanghsien

75 TWusiieh
76 TYanglowtung
yj TYehshankwan
78 Yingcheng

79 Yingshan, Hup.
80 Yokiakow
81 Yuanan
82 Yunmeng
83 Yiinsi

84 lYiinyang

85 Kansuh {Ahhr. Kaii.)
86 TAnsi

87 Anting, Kan.
88 Chenfan
89 Ch'enghsien

90 Chengning
91 Chengyiian, Kan.
92 Ch'ungsing

93 Chungwei
94 Chwanglang
95 Fukiang
96 Fuyi

S^J Haich'eng. Kan.
98 Hochow, Kan.

99 Hoshui, Kan.
•nauoEvpn oi'Ticic
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Table No. 385

oo Shangts'ing

oi Shangyu
02 Shihch'eng

03 Shuichang
04 Shuikin

05 Siakiang
06 Sinch'ang

07 Sincheng, Ki.

08 Sinfeng

09 Sinkan
10 Sinyiihsien

1

1

Siiwan
12 Taiho, Ki.

13 Takutang
14 Tehan
15 Tehing
16 Tingnan
17 TTsinsienhsien

18 Tsingan
19 Tsinhsien
20 Tuch'ang
21 Tunghsiang
22 Wanan
23 Wannien
24 Wantsai
25 Wucheng, Ki.

26 Wuning
2"^ Yangkow
28 Yihwang
29 Yining

30 Yiianchow, Ki.

31 Yuanshan
32 Yukan
33 Yungfeng

34 Yungning, Ki.

35 Yungsin
36 Yutu
37 Yiishan

38 Kiangsu (Abbr. Ku.)

39 Antung, Ku.
40 Tdiangchow, Ku.
41 TChangshu, Ku.
42 Chentseh

43 Chinghwa

44 'rChinkiang

45 Chwansha
46 Fenghsien

47 Fowning
48 TFushan

49 THaichow
T rNDICATES

50 Haimenting
51 Hinghwa
52 THupukow
53 'fHwaianfu

54 Ihing

55 Tjukao

56 TKaishovv

57 TKanyii

58 Kaoshun

59 Kaoyuchow
60 Kiangpu
61 TKiangyin
62 Kiatiiighsien

63 Kinshan

64 Kintan, Ku.
65 Kunshan
66 Kunyiing
6y Kwachow
68 Lishui

69 TLiuho
70 Liyang
71 Luho
72 Nanhwei

73 xNanking

74 Paoshan

75 Paoying
76 P'eichow

yy P'eihsien

78 xShanghai

79 'rShiherhwei

So TShihtzeling

81 Shuyang
S2 TSiakow
83 TSiakwan
84 'rSiangshan

85 'rSienniicheii

86 Siaohsien

87 TSoochow
88 TSiichow, Ku.

89 Suining, Ku.

90 TSungkiangfu
91 TSutsien

92 Szechow

93 TTaichow, Ku.

94 Taihing

95 Taihu, Ku.
96 Taitsang

97 Tangshan, Ku.
98 'fTanyang

99 Taoyiian, Ku.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE
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Table No. 388



Table No. 389

00 TKirin
oi TKochan
02 TKwanchengtsz
03 TLahasusu
04 TNinguta

05 I'Petuna

06 TSakikuchan

07 TSansing
08 TSintien, Kir.

09 TTaolaichow
10 xTehmoli
11 TWanlihoshan
12 Shengking {^Abbr. King.)
13 TAntung
14 TChangtufu
15 TChinchowfu
16 TFakuraen

17 Fenghwangcheng
18 TFengtien (Moukden)
19 Fuchow, King.
20 Haicheng
21 Tichow
22 Kaipinghsien

23 TKaiyuan
24 TKinchow
25 TKungchuling
26 Kwangning
27 Liaoyang
28 TMoukden (Fengtien)

29 TNewchwang (Yinkow)
30 Ningyiianchow
31 TPort Arthur (Liishunkow)
32 TSinminfu

33 Suiyen

34 Tairen (Dalny)

35 TTiehling

36 xTungkiangtze

37 'rTungpien
38 Mongolia
39 TKulun (Urga)
40 TMaimaicheng (Kiakhta)

41 'rPangkiang
42 xTuerin

43 TUdde
44 Shansi {Abbr. Sha.)

45 Anyihsieii

46 Cliangtze

47 Choacheng, Sha.
48 Chiehchow (Hsiaichow)

49 Fanchih

50 Fenchow
5

1

Fengchen
52 Feiiji

53 Fowshan (Fushan)

54 Hiangning

55 Hinghsien

56 Hokii

57 Hoshun
58 Hotsin

59 THowma
60 Hiienyiian

61 Hukwan
62 Hungtung
63 Hwaijen
6.| H^^•ocho\^'

65 Ishih

66 Juich'eng

67 Kaoping
68 Kiangchow
69 Kianghsien

70 Kiaochenghsien

71 Kiehsiu

72 Kihsien, Sha.

73 Kichow
74 Kolan
75 Kiiwo (Kiih-ii)

76 Kwangling

J"/ Kweihwating (Kweihwach'eiig)

78 Kwohsien

79 Lanhsien
80 Liaochow
8

1

Licheng
82 Lingch'wan
83 Liiigkiii

84 Lingshih

85 "Linhsien

86 Lintsin

87 Ltianfu
88 Luchenghsien
89 Ningsiang
90 Ningwufu
91 Ningyiian
92 TNiutu
93 Paotowcheu
94 P'ienkv.-an

95 Pinglu, S.

96 Pinglu, N.

97 tPingtingchow
98 Pingyangfu
99 TPingyaohsien
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Table No. 390



Table No. 391



Table No. 392

00 Hanchungfu
01 Hanyinting
02 Hiaoyi

03 Hiuganfu
04 Hingping

05 Iloyang
06 Huhsien
07 Mvvachow
08 Hwaiyiian

09 Hwayin
ID Kaoling
1

1

Kants'iian

12 Kiachow
13 Kienchow
14 Kienyang, She.

15 Kingyang
16 Kishan

17 Lantien

18 Lichiianhsien

19 Lintung
20 Linyu
21 Liohyang
22 Liupa
23 Lochwan
24 Lonan
25 Lungchow, She.

26 TLungchiichai

27 Meihsien
28 Mienhsien

29 Michih
30 Ningk'iang

3

1

Ningshen
32 Paihohsien

33 Paishui

34 Paoan
35 Paocheng
36 Paoki

37 Pinchow, She.

38 P'ingli

39 Poho
40 Pucheng, She.

41 Sangkiachwang
42 Sanshui

43 Sanyiianhsien

44 Shangchow

45 Shahgnan
46 Shanyang

47 Shenmu
48 Shihchiian, She

49 rSianfu

50 Sienyang

51 Sisiang

52 Suiteh

53 Sunyang

54 Tingpien

55 Tingyiianting

56 Ts'ingkien

57 Tsingpien

38 Tungchowfu
59 xTungkwaii
60 Tzeyang, She.

(J I Weinan
62 Wukung
03 Wupao
64 Yaochow
65 Yanghsien
66 Yenan
0,"] Yenchang
68 Yenchwan
(19 Yichwan
70 Yikiin

71 Yingkiawei
^2 Yiihii

J}, Yungshow
74 Sinkiang {Abbr. Sin.)

75 TAkasu
76 THaiiii

yy THancheng
78 Tlli (Kuldja)

79 TKalashar
80 TKashgar
Si TKucheh
82 TKurkalawusu
S3 xMalapash
84 TNingyuan
85 TSuilai

86 TTarbagatai

87 TTihwafu
SB TTulufan
89 'I'Wusuting

90 Szechwan (Abbr. Sze. )

91 Anhsien
92 Anyo
93 Changminghsien

94 Ch'angning

95 Changshow
96 Chaohwa
97 Ch'engk'ow
98 TChengtu

99 Chuhsien
T INDICATES TELEGRAPH OFFICE
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Table No- 393

00 Chungchow
01 Chungkianghsien
02 TChungking

03 Chungkingchow

04 Chungpa
05 Fengtuhsien

06 tFowcIiow, Sze.

07 Fushun, Sze.

08 Hanchow
09 Hingwen
10 Hochovv, Sze.

1

1

Hokiang
12 Hungya
13 Hweilichow

14 Hung
15 Jenshow
16 Jungchang
17 Junghsien, Sze.

18 Jungking

19 Kaihsien

20 Kaohsien
21 Kiakiang
22 Kianganhsien

23 Kiangtsing

24 Kiangyu
25 Kiatingfu
26 Kienchownan

2J Kienchowpei
28 Kienkiang

29 Kienwei

30 Kikiang

31 Kingfu
32 Kintang

33 Kiungcliow, Sze.

34 Kunghsien

35 Kwanganchow
36 Kwangyiian

37 Kwanhsien, Sze.

38 TKweichowfu

35 Leipo

40 Liangshan

41 Lifan

42 Linshui

43 TLitang

44 lyochih

45 L,okiang
,

46 TLuchow
47 L,unganfu

48 Lungchang

49 Liishan

T INDICATES

50 Maochow
5

1

Mapien
52 Meichow

53 Mienchow
54 Mienchuhsien

55 Mienning

56 Mingshan

57 Nachi

58 Nanch'wan

59 Nanki
60 Nankiang
61 Nanpu
62 Neikiang

63 Ningyiianfu

64 'rNitovv

65 Omeihsien
66 Opien

67 Pachow, Sze..

68 Paoning

69 P'ingchow

70 Penghsien

71 Pengkihsien

72 Pengshanhsien

T}, P'engshui

74 Pihsien

75 P'ingshan

76 Pishan
jj P'ukiang

78 Shehung

79 Shihchu
80 Shihchiian, Sze.

81 Shihfang
82 Sbunking
83 Shwangliu

84 Siaoshih

85 Sichung
86 Sinfan

87 Sinninghsien

88 Sinshan

89 Sintientze

90 Sintsinghsien

91 Sintuhsien

92 TSuifu

93 Suining. Sze.

94 Suitingfu

95 Sungpan
96 Suyung

97 Tachu
98 Taiping, Sze.

99 Taninghsien
TELEGRAPH OFFICE
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Table No. 394

01

02

03
04
05
06

07
08

09
10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17
18

19
20
21

22

23
24
25
26

27
28

29
30
31

32

33
34
35
36

37
38

39
40
41

42

43
44
45
46

47
48

49

Tanling



Table No. 395

oo TTengyueh
oi Tingyiianhsien

02 TTsinglungchang

03 Tsinning

04 xTsuyung (Chuhsiungfu

)

05 Tungchwan, Ynn.
06 rTunghai

07 Wuting
08 Yaochow
09 Yimen
10 Yiiankiang
1

1

Yiianmow
12 Yiinchow
13 xYungchang
14 Yimgpeh
-1 5 Yungping
16 Yungshan
17 Yiinlung
iS TYuimanfu
19 Yunnanhsien

Xos. 20 to 49 omitted
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Table No. 395

50
51

52

53
54

55
5f^

57
58

59
60
61

62

63
64
f>5

60

67
68
69
70
71

72

73
74
75
76
77
78

79
80
81

82

83
84
85
86

87
88

89
90
91
92

93
94
95
96
97
98

99
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Table No. 396

50
51

52

53
54

56

57
58

59
60
61

62

63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

72

73
74

76

78

79
80
81
82

83
84
85
86
87
88

89

90
91
92

93
94
95
96
97
98
99
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Table No. 397
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Table No. 398
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Table No. 401

00
or

02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
II

12

13

14
15
16

17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28

29

30
31

32

33
34
35
36

n
38

39
40
41

42

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
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